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ABSTRACT 
 

In Mongolia, a range of activities configures time in a spatial way, 

something echoed in anthropological and social scientific concerns 

with various forms of ‘timespace’ (May and Thrift 2001, Bear 2014, 

2015). Drawing inspiration from the indigenous Mongol term üye (lit. 

joint, time, generation), I develop a concept of ‘jointed-ness’ to 

analyse articulated interconnections between different forms of 

pastoral (and non-pastoral) timespace. Attending to the 

interconnections of different fora of spatio-temporalised activity, I 

reveal the dynamic and emergent nature of a livestock-based 

economy. 

 

Since the end of socialism (early 1990s), subsistence household-

based herding has replaced collectives employing salaried labourers. 

Livestock and animal products, sold at seasonally specific times, 

form major sources of income in conditions I refer to as ‘animal-

originating capitalism’. Exploring how the time of pastoral economic 

life is spatialised in animals as commodities for sale, my work moves 

beyond studies of the social origins of commodity status (Appadurai 

1986, Kopytoff 1986). I thereby show how current Mongolian human-

animal relations are not only indexical of the collapse of collective 

herding, but motors of new forms of economic life.  

 

This thesis has three Parts. Part I explores human-animal relations 

underpinning pastoral economic life, including views of plenty in 

livestock (Chapter 1) and the temporality of rural labour (Chapter 2). 

Part II examines the accumulation of livestock, and how this relates 

to particular forms of personhood. It examines ethics linking livestock 

accumulation and masculinity (Chapter 3) and, conversely, how 

these ethics can be destabilized (Chapter 4). Part III analyses how 

these economic forms are scaled. It examines the temporalisation of 

cash loans secured against local livestock (Chapter 5), and how this 
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sense of locality is scaled in relation to national and international 

trade networks (Chapter 6).  
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NOTES ON THE TEXT 
 

 

Transliterations 

 

 

Transliterations of Mongolian words from the Cyrillic alphabet to the 

Roman alphabet follow the orthography of Lessing et al. (1960).  

Following Empson (2011:xiii) I make the following alterations: 

 

E - Ye 

Ë - Yo  

И - I 

Й - I 

O - O 

Ө - Ö 

y - U 

Ү - Ü 

Х - H 

Э - E 

Ю - Yu/Yü (depending on vowel harmony) 

Я - Ya 

Ы - Y 

Ь - ’ 

 

Some exceptions are made to these conventions, in order to follow 

well-established usage in Anglophone scholarship. Thus сум 

('district') is given as soum. Хаан (a noble title meaning 'emperor' or 

'king') is given as khan. Халх (the name of the largest Mongolian 
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ethnic group) is given as Khalkha. Plurals of some Mongolian terms 

are given in an 'English' form, by the addition of an 's': for example 

the plural of падаан (receipt, or bill of sale) is given as 'padaans.' 

 

Citations 

 

All personal names and place names have been anonymised. All 

translations and photographs, unless otherwise stated, are my own. 

Quotations from recorded speech - such as reproductions of 

interview transcripts – are given in single quotation marks.  

 

Exchange rates 

 

During my main period in the field (2014), the exchange rate 

between Sterling and MNT was 1 : 3,100 – 3,300. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Autumn pastures 
 
During a late afternoon in September 2014, I was heading by car 

along bumpy and scarcely-marked dirt tracks into the depths of the 

Mongolian countryside. I was on my way to observe an important 

autumnal foal-branding ritual in Erdene soum, a pastoral region of 

central Mongolia, which had been my fieldsite for the last ten months. 

Crossing the yellowing steppe towards our destination at the 

encampment of Luvsan, a wealthy and well-respected local herder, I 

noted how empty the surrounding pastureland had suddenly 

become: vacated over the last few days by dozens of herding 

families and their thousands of livestock, who had spent summer in 

this area, but were now migrating elsewhere in preparation for the 

on-coming winter. By the time we arrived at Luvsan’s encampment, a 

large metal brazier full of hot logs had been set up outside his ger.1  

Lines of tethered foals stood nearby, their long shadows cast 

by the autumn sun across the steppe towards the area’s sacred 

mountain, Erdene Uul, several kilometres away in the distance. In a 

quiet and ponderous way, Luvsan shuffled around the brazier, 

patiently heating three large, metal horse-brands (aduuny tamga). 

One belonged to each of the three male household heads at this 

encampment, and would shortly be used to brand each foal born that 

year. As Luvsan explained later, this day – 15th September - had 

been chosen for branding because it was particularly auspicious. A 

Buddhist astrological calendar had designated it a ‘white tiger day’ 

(tsagaan bar ödör) in the first month of autumn. Branding foals on a 

‘tiger day’, Luvsan said, means they would grow up ‘strong like tigers’ 

(bar shig hüchtei). As soon as the brands were red-hot Luvsan’s 

																																																								
1 In English, a yurt. These circular tents, consisting of felt coverings 
on collapsible wooden frames, are used by nomadic pastoralists 
throughout Mongolia and Mongol regions of Russia and China. 
Similar tents are also used across the Turkic world.  
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younger male neighbours, Baatar and Naraa, strode in between the 

tied-up foals to select the first creature to be branded. As they 

gripped it firmly by the ears and mane to steady it, Luvsan 

approached with a hot brand, which he levelled up before pressing it 

onto the animal’s flank, onto an area previously sheared away by the 

younger men.  

Hissing violently on contact with the foal’s body, the brand 

raised a plume of steam and smell of burning hair, causing the 

panicked foal to startle and whinny. The younger men struggled to 

restrain it, before the brand was removed to leave a black mark on 

the animal’s body. As the encampment’s men were busy with the 

labour of horse-branding, their wives and children were busy setting 

up a small picnic on a rug nearby. A large container of airag  

(Russian: Kumys - fermented horse-milk) was placed at its centre, 

next to a bowl of aaruul (dried curds). These quintessential markers 

of domestic hospitality, invariably offered to visitors in summer and 

normally kept inside the ger, had been moved outside to be closer to 

the branding activity. Participating in the branding ritual was work 

reserved exclusively for men, and women and children looked on 

from a slight distance as it was concluded.  

By the time this dirty and physically demanding work was 

over, the autumn sun cast a golden light over the encampment’s 

surroundings as everyone moved to the picnic rug. The three brands 

used to mark every foal born in 2014 were cooled by being plunged 

into the full airag vessel. Their entry left black deposits streaked 

across the airag’s surface, irregularly shaped traces of animal-formed 

soot jarring against the pure white liquid on which they floated. After 

their brief immersion, the brands were carefully pulled out by Luvsan. 

Everyone at the encampment cupped their hands to catch the large, 

opaque drops of airag pouring from the brands’ heads, in order to 

contain and drink this special liquid. The horse-brands had already 

drawn livestock towards humans by imposing the marks of human 

ownership on the bodies of animals. Now, it seemed, the brands 

facilitated the same form of human-animal connection in reverse: 
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drawing people closer to their livestock through mediating the human 

ingestion of a special form of airag.  

 

Outline of thesis  
 

This thesis is a work of economic anthropology, drawing on data 

gathered in Mongolia. More specifically it is an analysis of Mongolian 

pastoralism as a particular type of economic activity, in which I 

explore the economic significance of livestock (mal) and animal 

products (ashig shim)2 It reveals the diversity of economic life in 

conditions of free-market capitalism that have emerged in Mongolia’s 

post-socialist ‘age of the market’ (zah zeeliin üye) (Wheeler 2004; 

Sneath 2012, Murphy 2014). The ‘age of the market’ is a term used 

to describe the post-socialist present in which “Mongolians have 

seen the transactional, quantifying logic of the market expand to 

entangle an ever-greater set of social relations” (Sneath 2012: 458). 

As a period of time, the ‘age of the market’ emerges throughout this 

thesis as a major way in which people reflect on their own 

emplacement in a post-socialist economic world.  

 The opening vignette encapsulates a number of themes 

running through this thesis. It demonstrates the intimate ways in 

which, through regimes of labour, humans and livestock interact at 

the centre of pastoral life. It reveals the importance of different types 

of time in shaping pastoral life, ranging from the temporality of animal 

reproduction, to the significance of Buddhist calendars. But above all, 

it points towards a particular economic dimension of human-animal 

relations in rural Mongolia. The branding ritual reveals how foals are 

emplaced within human regimes of value. It involves imparting marks 

of juridical ownership to horses (Humphrey 1974), and thereby gives 

them a particular economic significance. Critically, the branding ritual 
																																																								
2 I use the term ‘animal’ interchangeably with the term ‘livestock’ 
throughout this thesis. Both terms are used to translate the 
Mongolian word ‘mal’. Like the English term ‘shepherd’ (a person 
who herds sheep) the Mongolian term for herder, malchin, is 
etymologically derived from the name for livestock (mal). 
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is also temporalized in relation to the life rhythms of horses 

themselves. Foals are not branded until they have reached a certain 

age. The ability of animal life cycles and rhythms to shape economic 

activity - both pastoral and beyond - forms the centre of my analysis 

over the following six Chapters.  

The Introduction begins with two preliminary sections. The first 

sets out my methodology: the means by which I gathered the data on 

which my thesis is based. The second section outlines my fieldsite, 

the area in which this data was gathered. I give a brief overview of 

the history of Erdene soum and its long-running association with 

plenty in livestock. I also give a brief description of the salient local 

distinction between the area’s sedentary district centre (soumyn töv) 

and surrounding countryside (hödöö), and trace the outlines of the 

system of pastoralism followed in this north-central part of Mongolia. 

Given the centrality of animal husbandry to this thesis – but also the 

fact I explore the economic consequences of human-animal relations 

unfolding through pastoralism, rather than pastoralism per se – this 

section is an appropriate place to describe the basic mechanics of 

animal husbandry presupposed in all the following Chapters. 

Having outlined my methodology and fieldsite, I give literature 

reviews of two bodies of scholarship that significantly relate to my 

research, and to which I aim to contribute in new ways. The first body 

of literature is on human-animal relations in anthropology. Given the 

importance of pastoralism in Erdene, I have felt it necessary to 

engage with works on this theme at some length. I begin by exploring 

how anthropology often focuses on animals as bearers of human 

systems of symbolism. Although I touch on Mongolian perspectives 

on animal symbolism throughout this thesis, I largely move away 

from this scholarly vantage point onto human-animal relations. 

Instead I focus on how, through their emplacement within human 

regimes of animal husbandry, livestock participate in shared “world 

making projects” (Tsing 2015:22) with humans.	The second body of 

literature is on capitalism in anthropology. I explore what I refer to as 

conditions of ‘animal-originating capitalism’. I analyse the 
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accumulation of livestock at the heart of rural economic activity. In 

doing so, I explore the economic significance of livestock as 

‘temporary commodities’: creatures that can be sold at some times, 

but not others. In line with my approach to human-animal relations, I 

show how the life rhythms of animals shape the time frames in which 

humans are able to utilise their products as commodities for sale. In 

this way, I depart from accounts that accentuate the formation of 

commodities solely in terms of their social origins (Appadurai 1986; 

Kopytoff 1986). After analysing the relationship between these 

bodies of literature in my research, I move to examine the 

timespaces in which animal-originating capitalism are manifested. In 

doing so, I draw on Bear’s (2014, 2015) analysis of timespaces – 

spatio-temporalised fields of social activity - as a means by which 

‘animal-originating capitalism’ can be analysed. In making this 

analysis, and inspired by forms of connectivity and seriality 

suggested by the Mongol term üye (literally joint, time, generation), I 

elaborate an analytic concept of ‘jointed-ness’ to interrogate how 

various forms of pastoral and non-pastoral timespace articulate 

together.	
 These approaches to commodities, capitalism, and 

particular forms of spatio-temporal conjuncture underpin my entire 

thesis. This thesis is framed in relation to three questions. Each one 

stands alone as the object of analytic scrutiny. But they are also 

nested within each other. The second and third questions are 

ultimately derived from the first, whilst the third question is ultimately 

derived from the first and second. These questions are:  

  
 

a) What forms of human-animal relations underpin pastoral 

economic life? (explored in Chapters 1 and 2) 

 

b) What is the economic significance of accumulating 

livestock, and how is this manifested in particular forms of 

personhood? (explored in Chapters 3 and 4) 
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c) How and when do pastoral commodities come into being, 

and how do such emergences scale pastoral economic 

life? (explored in Chapters 5 & 6). 

 

Methodology  
 

Between 2013 and 2015,3 I spent a total of thirteen months at my 

field-site in north-central Mongolia. 

 

 

 
 
Map 1: Mongolia. Bulgan province is indicated in outline. Courtesy of Laura Haapio-Kirk.  

 
																																																								
3 My fieldwork in Erdene soum was split into three periods. The first 
period, between November and December 2013, was a preliminary 
research trip. The second, between January and November 2014, 
was the main period of data-gathering. It was punctuated by 
approximately five week’s worth of visits to Ulaanbaatar for a number 
of health reasons, and to renew my research visa. The third period, 
in July 2015, was a period of follow-up research. During July 2015, I 
also conducted approximately fifty household surveys. I first visited 
Erdene soum in July 2012, as part of a trip organized by a Mongolian 
language summer school at the National University of Mongolia 
(Mongol Ulsyn Ih Surguul’). 
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Apart from unavoidable trips to the capital city, Ulaanbaatar, my time 

was divided between the partially sedentary ‘district centre’ (soumyn 

töv)– a small, sedentary settlement at the heart of the area– and the 

surrounding countryside (hödöö). Dividing my time in this way, but 

without ever conceiving of my research as stretching between ‘multi-

sited’ locations (Marcus 1995), I observed a range of activities in 

these intimately linked but rather different places. One family, Bold 

and Tsendee’s, linked up these different sites. In the district centre, I 

lived in the house of this kindly middle-aged couple (whom I 

introduce properly in Chapters 1 and 2), whilst in the countryside I 

stayed with Tsendee’s son Baatar, a young full-time herder 

mentioned in the opening vignette. A number of the people featuring 

in this thesis - including Luvsan (the successful herdsman mentioned 

in Chapter 3) and Bat (the retired sub-district governor mentioned in 

Chapter 5) - are relatives of Tsendee’s. However, by making my own 

connections, and staying with different families from time to time, I 

was keen to make sure my studies were not restricted to this single 

but expansive familial network. Spending several months in the 

countryside with full-time herders like Baatar and his neighbours, I 

studied and participated in the intricacies of herding life as it unfolded 

over the course of the pastoral year: punctuated and structured 

around seasonal migrations, fluctuating organisations of households 

and animal herds, and the collection and sale of different animal 

products. Difficulty of independent movement in the country due to 

the large distances between settlements was mitigated by my staying 

with different herding families, which opened up a perspective on the 

lives of herders of different ages and economic status. Living in the 

district centre, in contrast, allowed me to interact with different 

people: families who herd animals for only part of the year; Buddhist 

lamas working in the centre’s two monasteries; and local traders, 

bureaucrats, and bank workers.  

Although I feel my research was fruitful, the early stages 

involved numerous difficulties. In part this was because I was 

beginning to work in, and continuing to learn, the very difficult 
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Mongolian language. I eventually acquired a good working 

knowledge of Mongolian, sufficient to conduct independent research 

throughout 2014. Other difficulties included the reluctance of many 

people to tell me much about themselves unless they knew me for a 

long time. Although I eventually came to feel at home in Erdene, and 

enjoyed being there, numerous people I came to know were 

suspicious of who I really was. Local people speculated whether I 

was an English teacher, veterinarian, missionary or even a spy 

(tagnuul). This magnified my ambiguous status in Erdene. On one 

hand I was a long-term, legally registered resident living with a well-

respected local family. On the other hand, I was also viewed as a 

‘foreigner’ (gadaadyn hün) and stranger: an archetypal outsider who, 

as Simmel (1950 [1908]) puts it, “comes today and stays 

tomorrow”(402). A fairly significant back injury –probably sustained 

doing logging work in Erdene in June 2014, and diagnosed the 

following month in Ulaanbaatar - meant much of my subsequent 

research was spent in the district centre. Unlike in the countryside, 

my district centre hosts did not expect me to do any physical work. 

During my time in the countryside my methodology was 

extensively based on participant observation, aiming to “join…in what 

is going on”, as Malinowski (2010 [1922]: 21) summed up the totality 

of games, visits, and conversations in which ethnographers should 

participate. I spent significant amounts of time every day studying 

peoples’ routines, aspects of their work, and reflecting on my own 

engagement with the activities in which I was able to participate. 

These were generally straightforward herding tasks like herding 

sheep around encampments or taking them to water, chopping wood 

for domestic fuel, and collecting water from springs and wells.  

Placing myself in relation to specific activities allowed a 

number of openings to question people about their work: using my 

informants’ interests, as it were, to orient my own work. By contrast, 

my work in the district centre was much more extensively based 

around interviews. Whilst the distinction between my methods never 

polarised into a dichotomy between interviews and participation, I 
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nevertheless experienced different ways of working between the 

sedentary district centre and its surrounding countryside. To an 

extent, though, this original distinction was reworked in summer 2015 

when I returned to Erdene for an extensive household survey of 

around fifty herding families. I mainly elicited quantitative data on 

herd sizes, income levels and migration distances, as against the 

qualitative research conducted the previous year. During this period, 

I was accompanied by a Mongolian research assistant from 

Ulaanbaatar, Davaa, who transcribed interview recordings for me. I 

was also accompanied by Bat, my local guide and driver, whom I 

introduce in Chapter 5. Thus, I feel I have been able to observe the 

herding economy of Erdene soum from a wide range of different 

perspectives. 

Finally, a number of Mongolian textual sources are utilised in 

this thesis. They are exclusively written in the Cyrillic alphabet. These 

sources include a local history book produced by a resident of 

Erdene (D. Sürenhorloo 2010). Other Mongolian texts include 

writings from a rich and diverse corpus on animal husbandry. They 

include works on veterinary medicine, pastureland management, and 

animal husbandry, written by agricultural scientists during the 

socialist period, and during the present ‘age of the market’. They also 

include writings on ‘traditional’ (ulamjlal) herding techniques and rural 

folklore: a popular genre in post-socialist Mongolia. Nevertheless, the 

vast majority of data used in this thesis are ethnographic, coming 

from my own direct interviews and observations. 

 

Fieldsite  
 

Erdene soum is located in the hangai of central Mongolia, the 

relatively fertile, well-watered and forested steppe belt than runs 

across the mountainous interior of the country. Positioned in mid-

western Bulgan province between the majestic Orhon and Selenge 

rivers, its landscape consists mostly of rolling hills and steppe, dotted 

with patches of birch and larch forests in the north. Erdene’s altitude 
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ranges between 1,500 and 2,080 metres above sea level (D. 

Sürenhorloo 2010: 12). Its climate is continental with long, bitterly 

cold winters and short, hot summers (cf Atwood 2004: 111). Despite 

local views on the abundance of the area’s vegetation, the 

environment is given the Köppen climate classification ‘dry steppe’, 

which is typical of northern Mongolia as a whole. 

Before the National Revolution of 1911, during which 

Mongolia’s clerical and lay aristocrats revolted against three 

centuries of Manchu rule (1644 – 1911) to declare independence for 

Outer Mongolia, 4  Erdene was located in the vast Tüsheet Khan 

province. 5  This province’s territory stretched across central 

Mongolia: from the Manchu ‘frontier posts’ marking the Siberian 

border with Russia in the north, to the Gobi desert in the south (D. 

Sürenhorloo 2010:25; see Sanjdorj 1980: xix for map). Erdene itself 

was part of Tüsheet Khan’s Daichin Van banner, located in the 

western part of today’s Bulgan province. Like other parts of central 

Mongolia, Erdene’s population consists almost entirely of Khalkha 

Mongols. The Khalkha are Mongolia’s largest ethnic group (yastan). 

As Bulag (1998) notes, the status of the Khalkha was valorised 

through twentieth century ‘Khalkha-centrism.’ This was a political 

“concept nurtured during the socialist period, when the identity of 

Mongolia was closely founded on one group, the Halh [Khalkha]” 

(136). Amongst other outcomes, Khalkha-centric policies resulted in 

their dialect being used to underpin the standard written form of 

Mongolian in place since the 1940s, when the Cyrillic alphabet was 

introduced under Soviet influence (Ibid. 34; Poppe 1965: 13).  

																																																								
4 During this period, Mongolia was ruled by the Qing Emperors, who 
were based in Beijing. The dynasty collapsed in 1911, after which 
Mongolia proclaimed independence under the Bogd Khan (see 
footnote 5 below). 
5 Tüsheet Khan province was one of Manchu Outer Mongolia’s four 
major divisions under the control of hereditary Mongol princes. A fifth 
division, the Ih Shav’ in northern Mongolia was, until 1921, the 
personal estate of Mongolia’s premier incarnation and post-Manchu 
head of state (1911 -1924): the Bogd Khan, the eighth 
Jebtsundhamba Khutukhtu.  
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 Within this archetypally Khalkha part of central Mongolia, 

Erdene stands out as particularly bountiful in livestock. Amplifying a 

modern-day emphasis on conditions of plenty amongst livestock – a 

theme which runs throughout this thesis – a local historian could 

almost be projecting today’s perceptions back into the past when he 

notes Erdene “was the richest district of Daichin Van banner, in 1918 

around 90,000 head of livestock were registered there” (D. 

Sürenhorloo 2010:19) 6 . Today, the figure is around 250,000, 

including 40,000 head of horses: the biggest number of horses in any 

district of Mongolia. This is a fact of which local people are incredibly 

proud. In a society where historical consciousness is in many cases 

marked by a strong sense of rupture caused by events which 

occurred in the socialist past – such as the absence of genealogies 

for many families (Empson 2011; Buyandelger 2013) and the 

destruction of Buddhist monastic infrastructure in the 1930s 

(Kaplonski 2014)– this sense of longue durée historical continuity, in 

the form of a sense of enduring pastoral plenty, forges a sense of 

connection with a ‘deep past’ (Humphrey 1992) that encompasses 

Erdene’s livestock, people, and landscape within a single nexus. 

 In its modern form, though, Erdene was founded in 1938 as a 

district of the newly created Bulgan province. During the early years 

of the socialist period (which lasted from 1921 - 1990) the 

government effaced territorial divisions inherited from the Manchu 

period, and replaced them with a modernist system of territorial units. 

Whereas the early modern Mongol state (törö) founded in 1640 

defied Weberian categories of statehood and political rationality 

through having “no capital, no centre, and no sovereign” (Sneath 

2007:181), Mongolia’s new socialist provinces were anchored around 

fixed, sedentary centres. Often based on the sites of former Buddhist 

monasteries, recently destroyed on the orders of the country’s 

socialist government (Kaplonski 2014), a sense of political 

																																																								
6 Daichin Vangyn hushuundaa hamgiyn bayan n’ baisan bögööd 
1918 oni too bürtgeleer 90 orchim myangan tolgoi maltai baijee (op. 
cit.) 
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articulation between a fixed centre and expansive territory around it 

was deployed at local levels too.  

Erdene’s district centre (soumyn töv) is sheltered by a ridge 

and the small ‘White Parasol’ (Tsagaan Shüher) hill to the north and 

east respectively, and overlooks the surrounding steppe for several 

kilometres to the south. Its west and east sections consist of 

residential areas (ger horoolol): lines of fenced enclosures centred 

around wooden houses or gers.7 Inhabited from September through 

to June, many inhabitants of this small settlement relocate to the 

surrounding countryside for the summer. As a local friend summed it 

up, the lack of a fixed population throughout the course of the year 

means ‘the centre isn’t like a town’. Located between the ger districts 

are a number of state institutions. These include the district’s 

government house, which accommodates the local administration 

and Citizens’ Representative Assembly; spacious stone-built 

secondary school and pupils’ boarding houses; and culture centre. 

There are also two bank branches, numerous small shops selling 

tinned foods and alcohol, and two Buddhist monasteries which open 

at particular times of year. All these sites feature to some extent in 

the following chapters of this thesis. 

 Outside Erdene’s soum centre, with the exception of a 

partially ruined, ex- coal-mining settlement (urhaichdyn togson) at the 

foot of the area’s sacred mountain, Erdene Uul, the rest of the district 

consists of pasturelands, inhabited by herders (malchin) and their 

livestock (mal). Studies of Mongolian pastoralism from a number of 

perspectives stress the unity of this phenomenon as a mode of 

livelihood, whilst at the same time emphasising local particularities of 

animal husbandry as it is practiced in different areas. This is the case 

with texts on animal husbandry written by indigenous scholars, which 

highlight universal threats of livestock diseases (N. Altanhuyag 2001: 

115ff; G. Nyamdavaa 2011) and methods for telling an animal’s age 

																																																								
7 These yards are sometimes planted with root vegetables in the 
summer – potatoes, onions, and beetroot - or maybe seabuckthorne 
(chatsargana) trees, which thrive in Erdene’s gravelly soils. 



through the wearing of its teeth (L. Tüdev 2015: 203ff), but also 

emphasise specificities of herding in the different ecological belts into 

which Mongolia is divided along a number of west-east axes 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map 2: Ecological zones of Mongolia. (Mongol orny baigaliin büs büslüür). Erdene 

is firmly located within the ‘mountainous, forested steppe’ (uulyn oit heer) belt (S. 

Jigjidsüren 2005: 25). 

 

A similar analytic approach, in which the specific and general co-exist 

in mutually referential circuits, is also visible in ethnographies of 

herding. Large-scale comparisons between pastoralism across vast 

stretches of Inner Asia are rendered complex through close attention 

to differences between the areas under study and the particularities 

of animal husbandry there (Vainshtein 1980; Humphrey and Sneath 

1999; Fijn 2011). In an important way this distinction also holds 

amongst pastoralists in Erdene, who emphasise the local conditions 

of herding life against a backdrop of migratory animal husbandry as a 

pan-Mongol activity (even transcending the country’s borders to take 

in Inner Mongolian pastoralism, in China).  

 In terms of their temporality and spatial configurations, 

migration patterns in Erdene broadly follow Simukov’s (1934) 

‘Hangai’ type: one type within a system of migration classifications 
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made in the 1930s before collectivisation of livestock was properly 

established in Mongolia. Under this system of migration, as 

Humphrey and Sneath (1999) mention in their exposition of 

Simukov’s Russian language text, the relative fertility of hangai 

pastures sustains livestock in a way that rules out the need for long 

migratory journeys like those found in other parts of the country. 

Herders generally spend winters in higher land sheltered by hills, and 

summers in lower lying, open ground (Humphrey and Sneath 1999: 

221).  

 In Erdene, herders tend to have four herding bases, 

located in spring (havarjaa), summer (zuslan) autumn (namarjaa), 

and winter (övöljöö), pastures. Spring and winter encampments are 

normally the more substantially equipped. They are formed around 

large, heavily-built animals byres restored every year or so with large 

larch-trunks cut from the district’s northern forests. These are used to 

shelter cattle, sheep and goats during cold nights, and protect 

animals from wolf attacks. These shelters also serve as stores for 

hay gathered from pastures during autumn. Summer and autumn 

encampments, by contrast, consist of fewer permanent structures. A 

number of herders in the area typify these migrations as forming the 

axis of the pastoral year. This general conceptual framework of four 

herding bases is widely held, even though some families actually use 

the same sites from spring and autumn encampments. Moreover, the 

division of herding bases into four types does not prevent the re-

using of seasonal pastureland outside the normal period of its use. 

This is the case during periods of drought in summer, when a 

general shortage of suitable rangeland means that winter 

pasturelands may be re-used in a system of ‘emergency pasturing’ 

referred to as otorloh (Sneath 2003: 451; D. Nergüi 2008: 167). 

 

Economic conditions in today’s Mongolia 
 
Like other countries in the ex-communist world including the newly 

independent republics of Central Asia (Reeves 2014a), Russia 
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(Ashwin and Bowers 1997; Humphrey 1998) and Romania (Verdery 

1995), Mongolia experienced an intense period of economic and 

political dislocation during the early 1990s. As a corollary to its 

perestroika policies, the USSR reduced financial assistance to 

Mongolia in 1989, and withdrew it completely in 1991 (Griffin 1995a: 

3). Having functioned as “concessionary loans that had been used to 

finance virtually the entire [country’s] investment programme”, the 

cessation of these loans deprived Mongolia of up to 30% of GDP 

overnight (Ibid., 3). The 1991 collapse of the COMECON trading bloc 

- consisting of the Soviet Union and various socialist allies- deprived 

Mongolia of preferential markets for livestock exports, at the same 

time direct capital investment in the country was terminated. As state 

socialism and economic central planning unravelled in light of these 

changes, a large number of formerly state-owned businesses and 

industrial complexes closed down during the early 1990s (Pedersen 

and Højer 2008). In the countryside, state farms (sangiin aj ahui) and 

collectives (negdel) were dissolved, and their assets distributed 

amongst former members. Whilst Erdene’s collective’s assets were 

not all finally distributed until 1993 (D. Sürenhorloo 2010: 33), the 

pace at which socialist rural institutions were dissolved was 

nevertheless rapid (Buyandelger 2013: 101). Livestock – as living 

assets transferred from collective to private ownership – had a 

central place in such changes. During the turbulent transition from 

socialism to conditions of free-market capitalism, unemployment 

levels reached “over 8% of the labour force” by 1993 (von Ginneken 

1995: 47). Inflation – unknown during socialism - hit 321.1% in 1992 

(Griffin 1995a: 4), whilst the proportion of people in poverty reached 

26.5% in 1994 (Griffin 1995b: 31). Mongolia’s political system was 

overturned at the same time, as the ruling MPRP8 party’s monopoly 

on power ended during the 1990 ‘Democratic Revolution’ (Ardchilsan 

Huv’sgal). After the MPRP Central Committee resigned en masse 

under popular pressure in early 1990, a multi-party political system 
																																																								
8  Mongolian People’s Revolutionary Party, in Mongolian Mongol 
Ardyn Huv’sgalyn Nam. 
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emerged. Whilst the post-socialist state in Mongolia and in Erdene 

remains a powerful and influential presence – something that is clear 

in the course of this thesis, in relation to the regulation of bank loans, 

and wool subsidies – its activities and raison d’être were 

nevertheless radically changed in the early 1990s.  

Shortly before my fieldwork commenced, however, the 

economic future of Mongolia looked much brighter than it did in the 

early 1990s. Mongolia’s capitalist economy was the world’s fastest 

growing for a period in the early 2010s. In 2011 GDP grew by 17.5%; 

by 12.3% in 2012; and by 11.7% in 2013, growth rates regarded by 

economists as “astonishing” (K. Chuluundorj and E. Danzanbaljir 

2014: 276). At the same time employment levels rose, levels of 

poverty fell, and income distribution measured by the Gini coefficient 

was “slightly better than in neighbouring countries” (Ibid., 282). 

These changes to Mongolia’s economic fortunes were due to a 

mineral boom around underground Mongolian copper, iron, and coal 

deposits. During this period, Mongolia benefitted from massive levels 

of external demand – in particular from China – and historically high 

commodities prices: especially in global copper markets (Ibid., 280, 

figure 3). Foreign direct investment, facilitated by significant 

government-facilitated tax-breaks (G. Damba 2014: 303-4), soared to 

64% of Mongolian GDP in 2012 (K. Chuluundorj and E. Danzanbaljir 

2014: 282). This made Mongolia “one of the top five countries in 

terms of ‘best investment’” (Ibid., 282). Fifteen ‘strategically 

important’ mineral deposits were identified, the most important of 

which was the world’s largest copper mine at Oyu Tolgoi in Southern 

Gobi province. Part-owned by the Mongolian government (holding 

34% of shares), Oyo Tolgoi was expected to generate 30% of GDP 

per annum during the 2020s (Jackson and Dear 2016:14). Aside 

from the Oyu Tolgoi scheme, a number of other proposed mining and 

industrial projects – including the Tavan Tolgoi coal mine in Southern 

Gobi (K. Chuluundorj and E. Danzanbaljir 2014: 279), and the 

proposed Sainshand Industrial Park (Sainshand Aj Üildveriin 
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Tsogtsolbor) in neighbouring Eastern Gobi province (Bristley n.d.) – 

were expected to boost national income significantly as well.  

By the time I finished fieldwork in 2015, however, these 

confident projections were fast evaporating. GDP growth – as much 

an indicator of speculative confidence in the future of the economy 

as a mere reflection of objective reality on the ground (Callon 2007) - 

had fallen to 2.3%.9  Although the Oyu Tolgoi mine commenced 

production in 2013, implementation of underground excavation was 

delayed by various disputes between the Mongolian government and 

private investors (IMF 2015: 31). The “formal calendrics” (Guyer 

2007: 411) of sovereign bond repayment schedules required US$500 

million to be paid for the redemption of Chinggis Bonds by 2017. 

Moreover, by 2015 the slowing growth of the Chinese economy – 

Mongolia’s main export destination – led to coal export prices falling 

to two thirds of their 2012 levels (IMF 2015: 4). Levels of foreign 

direct investment fell during this period too. A growing expectation 

emerged amongst economists that the Mongolian economy would 

weaken significantly in the near future. An escalating sense of 

precariousness in Mongolia’s public finances during my period of 

fieldwork became amplified to such an extent amongst national 

politicians, that it helped precipitate the collapse of Prime Minister N. 

Altanhuyag’s ministry in November 2014. Summing up his views just 

after a Parliamentary no-confidence vote ousted the Prime Minister, 

one of my friends in Erdene glumly mentioned that - whoever 

governed the country - they would have ‘no influence’ (nölöögüi) over 

anything. Looking back on the period of my fieldwork, it has become 

clear how my research stood on the cusp of a significant transition in 

Mongolia’s macro-economic history: from a period of optimistic 

economic growth fuelled by Mongolia’s mineral boom, to conditions 

of unfolding economic uncertainty that will shape Mongolia’s 

economic outlook for the foreseeable future.  

 

																																																								
9 http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/mongolia 
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Political economy of Erdene soum 
 

Having traced the history of Erdene soum, and outlined the broad 

economic conditions in Mongolia at the time of my fieldwork, I now 

present an account of my field-site’s political economy. This account 

elucidates various political and economic aspects of pastoralism in 

Erdene, and does so by outlining managerial aspects of livestock 

ownership and accumulation; the significance and consequences of 

economic differentiation amongst local herders; the importance of 

such differentiation in relation to debt; and the significance of 

fluctuating livestock and pastoral commodity prices in relation to 

household economies. In this way, I discuss the basic economic and 

political features of subsistence household-based pastoralism in 

Erdene, which I go on to explore in more ethnographic detail in the 

following Chapters.  

Although accumulation of livestock happens on the level of the 

household (ail), it has a number of political aspects shaped through 

intimate engagement between householders on one hand, and local 

government and wider non-government institutions on the other. 

Four relationships are important to highlight. First, as I discuss in 

Chapter 3, herders are periodically obliged to register the size of their 

flocks, and their composition, with the local government. Annual 

licestock censuses (malyn toollogo) are conducted by local sub-

district governors, who are often well known to their herder-

constituents. Other obligations around livestock registration involve 

reporting the sale of livestock to the local government and veterinary 

service, in the form of a sealed inventory. Discharging these 

obligations is framed by local herders as a mandatory part of pastoral 

life, and articulates the accumulation (or loss) of herds within a 

particular political-managerial framework. Second, herding and the 

accumulation of livestock depend on legally–framed access to 

certain categories of pastureland: something dependent on land 

registration. Although pastureland is variously viewed by local people 

as state-owned, publically owned, or un-owned, herders have (since 
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1999) been able to register rights of ‘possession over winter and 

spring herding areas’ (övöljöö, havarjaany gazar ezemshüüldeg). 

This registration does not alienate land into private ownership, but 

rather generates rights of possessive usage. These rights arise 

through national legislation – Law on the Subject of Mongolian Land, 

No. 52 (Mongol Ulsyn Gazryn Tuhai Huul’), section 52.7 - although 

the mechanics of registration are executed through the aimag 

government in return for a nominal fee (MNT 500 in 2014, plus MNT 

2,500 tax per annum). Possession rights can be held for between 

forty and sixty years, and are subject to renewal for another forty 

years.10 Third, in the course of their herding work, herders may get 

one of three local veterinarians to administer medication against 

infectious livestock parasites (haldvart parazit). The combat of 

infectious livestock diseases in the Mongolian countryside is not only 

supported by Erdene’s local government and the national Ministry of 

Food, Agriculture and Light Industry (Hüns, Hödöö Aj Ahui, Höngön 

Üildveriin Yaam), but also by projects funded by foreign polities11 and 

NGOs.12  Veterinarians also register livestock: in particular, by ear-

marking (eemegjüüleh) cattle with a yellow plastic disc, embossed 

with a sub-district specific registration code (bürtgeltei kod). Fourth, 

herders are encouraged by the local government to insure their 

livestock against losses through climatic disasters such as zud.13 

Since a massive decline in national livestock levels during winter 

1999 - 2000, an ‘Index-based Livestock Insurance Project’ (Malyn 

Indyeksjüülsen Daatgal Tösöl) has been implemented in Mongolia. 

Posters promoting livestock insurance for herders are displayed on 

noticeboards lining the foyer of Erdene’s Government House. 

Approximately US$20,500,000 of project funding was provided by 

the World Bank (World Bank 2017:1), and the project organised on 

the ground by the Mongolian government and seven Mongolian 
																																																								
10 I thank Erdene’s local government staff for this information. 
11 In particular, by the European Union and the Swiss Confederation.  
12 For example, the Christian charity World Vision Mongolia/Delhiin 
Zön Mongol (N. Altanhuyag 2001) 
13 Severe cold-weather events. See Chapter 4 for details. 
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insurance companies.14 Insurance payments are issued to policy-

holders in the event of livestock loss: but only if over 5% of the entire 

district’s livestock die in relation to a particular incident. This is seen 

as a particularly stringent condition, and the vast majority of herders 

avoid insuring their livestock (Table 1 below). 
 

 

Year Number of herding households (malchin örh) 

with insured livestock 

 

2012  8 

2013  19 

2014  33 

 

Table 1: Number of households with insured livestock in Erdene district, 2012-

2014. Total herding households = c. 850.  

 

Within households themselves, a complex 

division/management of labour accompanies the accumulation of 

herds: something I describe in detail in Chapters 2 and 3. As is 

discussed in existing studies of pastoral Mongolia (Humphrey and 

Sneath 1999: 159; Sneath 2000: 178ff; High 2008: 3-4), herding 

households often consist of a married couple and their dependent 

children, possibly also including elderly parents and unmarried adult 

siblings. Nevertheless household membership fluctuates throughout 

the year, as various family members move in and out of the 

countryside. In Erdene, elderly relatives visit from urban areas or the 

soum centre during summer, whilst school-aged children come and 

go between their homes and a soum centre boarding school during 

the course of the year. Domestic herding labour is divided amongst 

both male and female household members, although adult men 

mostly take horses and cattle far out to pasture, whilst women and 

children of all ages herd livestock around herding encampments. 
																																																								
14  These companies are: Bod’ Daatgal, Mig Daatgal, Monrye 
Daatgal, Praktikal Daatgal, Tengger Daatgal, Nomin Daatgal, and 
Mongol Daatgal.  
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Collection of milk (süü) is generally done by women (with the 

exception of collecting horse milk, which men also do), and the 

slaughtering (nyadlah) of livestock by men.  

Techniques of livestock management also extend between 

different households. Three stand out as particularly salient as far as 

Erdene’s political economy is concerned. First, households 

periodically exchange breeding sire animals between themselves: 

stallions, bulls, rams, and billy-goats. Exchange is designed to ‘re-

invigorate the blood’ (tsus selbeh) of animals within herds, and 

thereby prevent inbreeding and its physically damaging corollaries. It 

underpins the accumulation of herds through aiming at the 

reproduction of healthy flocks. In Erdene nominal ratios of sire 

(etseg) to female (em) livestock for mating (heeltüüleh) purposes are 

as follows: 

 
 Sire animal   Female livestock 

 

1 stallion (azarga) : 30 mares (güü) 

1 bull (buh)  : 30 heifers (üher) 

1 ram (huts)  : 50-60 ewes (em hon’) 

1 billy-goat (uhna) : 50-60 nanny goats (em yamaa) 

 

Table 2: breeding ratios of sire animals: females 

 

Second, billy goats and rams are habitually removed from their 

owners’ herds for much of the year, to prevent excessive breeding. 

They are kept in specialist herds across the district, as I discuss in 

more detail in Chapter 2. Third, and perhaps most economically 

significant, is a managerial practice whereby some herders tend 

livestock owned by other people. Referred to as ‘causing others to 

herd/pasture one’s livestock’ (malaa maluulah; malaa hariuluulah), it 

is widespread across Erdene and other areas of Mongolia (Sneath 

2012). In my field-site, it involved herders tending the livestock of 

Erdene people employed in other professions, or who have retired. 

Examples include herding households tending livestock owned by a 
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local mine-manager (urhain ezen), teachers, Buddhist lamas, and 

soum bureaucrats. Two of my key informants manage their herds in 

this way. Bat, the retired ex-governor mentioned in Chapter 5, 

pastures his 250-300 head of livestock with his younger brother. Due 

to their kinship ties, Bat stressed, he does not provide any fixed 

payment. However, he does provide his brother with animal fodder 

(tejeel), access to hay-producing areas (hadlan), and gifts of animal 

products like wool from his flocks. Zayaa, the trader mentioned in 

Chapter 6, pastures his 200-300 head of livestock with someone 

‘interested’ in doing this work (sonirholtoi hün) for cash payments. 

But the practice of malaa maluulah does not just involve herders 

tending the livestock of non-herders. It also includes wealthy herders 

paying others to tend some of their own livestock for them. Luvsan, 

whom I mention in this thesis’ opening vignette, is a paradigm case 

who hires labourers to tend sections of his vast herds of around one-

thousand head.  

As a managerial practice intimately related to livestock 

accumulation, absentee herd-ownership shapes, and is shaped by, 

wider conditions of pastoral economic differentiation. From a 

comparative ethnographic perspective, high levels of wealth 

inequality differentiate the richest and poorest herding households in 

many pastoral societies. On a basic level this is manifested in herd 

sizes, and is evident in studies of pastoral communities in southern 

Iran (Barth 1986 [1961]: 101ff), Kirghiz areas of Afghanistan (Nazif 

Shahrani 2002 [1979]: 132ff), and Tuva (Vainshtein 1980:104ff). High 

levels of wealth inequality also exist between herding households in 

Erdene, and have come into being since the demise of state 

socialism. In Erdene, a wealthy herder can credit his success as a 

pastoralist to ‘only my own labour’ (minii hödölmör l yum daa). But it 

is important to recognise that in Erdene – as elsewhere - “the history 

of the distribution of wealth has always been political, and cannot be 

reduced to purely economic mechanisms” (Picketty 2014: 20). The 

‘age of the market’ has created conditions in which wealth inequality 

can come into being, unmediated by the sorts of redistributive 
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mechanisms in place during the period of collective herding (1954-

1990).15 

This wealth inequality in Erdene has both objective and 

subjective dimensions (James 2015). Objective wealth inequality 

exists, in the form of significant numerical differences between 

households’ herd sizes (Graph 1).  

 

 
 
Graph 1: Approximate total herd sizes (y axis) owned by various Erdene herding 

households (listed from numbers 1 – 31 along x axis) in 2015. n=31.  See 

Appendix 1 for data. 

 

Subjective wealth inequality exists, to the extent herders recognise 

broad wealth-bands amongst the local population. According to 

various informants, wealthy (bayan) herders own roughly one-

thousand head of livestock, and above; herders with ‘mid-range’ 

(dund) herd sizes between three and six-hundred head; and herders 

																																																								
15 Most livestock were collectively owned. Private ownership existed, 
but numbers capped at certain sizes (Chapter 2). 
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with ‘few’ (tsööhön) livestock below one-hundred head. Conducting 

interviews on livestock ownership with impoverished herders during 

my fieldwork produced some uncomfortable moments, as some were 

too embarrassed to disclose the small number of livestock they 

owned. Herders with more than six to eight hundred head of livestock 

will require assistance with herding outside their own pool of 

household labour, whilst one hundred head is seen to be the lowest 

viable herd size. 

Wealth inequality in the form of differential levels of livestock 

ownership creates distinct categories of herders, through the 

mediation of salaried labour relations. Wealthy herders are obliged to 

hire others to pasture their livestock, and thereby – as Vainshtein 

observed in relation to traditional (pre 1930) Tuvan herding practices 

- make poorer herders “economically dependent” on themselves 

(1980: 109). Whilst some herders tend livestock for relatives, and 

may do so on the basis of oral contracts (aman geree), salaried 

herders are also hired through ‘drawing up written contracts’  

(bichgeer gereegee baiguulsan). Remuneration for herding labour in 

Erdene is generally referred to as ‘giving encouragement’ 

(uramshuulal ögdög). The same term, uramshuulal, is used for the 

provision of wool subsidies to herders by the State (Chapter 6). 

Nevertheless, other terms are also used for the provision of 

remuneration in exchange for herding labour. These are more 

suggestive of salaried employment used in other contexts, and 

include ‘salary’ (tsalin), ‘encouragement-salary’ (uramshuulal tsalin) 

and ‘wages’ (höls). Forms of payment for salaried herders vary 

significantly, depending on the content of the agreement between 

parties. They can include monthly cash sums; livestock; pastoral 

products from herded animals; or payment in various kinds of ‘thing’ 

(yum). One man, who sometimes pastured his herd of ninety cattle 

and horses with a paid herder during winter, paid this man ‘in all sorts 

of things. Petrol and food provisions. Generally only things people 
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need. And I gave other useful stuff’.16 Other forms of payment are 

shown in Appendix 2. 

For wealthy herders, hiring salaried labourers is inherently 

risky to the extent it often needs to be safeguarded through written 

contractual, rather than oral, agreements. Certainly in Erdene, some 

salaried herders seem less interested in the future of their employers’ 

livestock as in their own. As Sneath (2012) notes, the herding of 

hired labours “signals the emergence of larger-scale private herding 

businesses, drawing on labour and capital to [allow the wealthiest 

herders to] operate reasonably successfully in the terms of new 

economy” (470). Nevertheless, the management of these herders 

and the livestock placed with them entails huge amounts of work. It 

has to be carried out alongside one’s own herding tasks and it can, 

as Luvsan’s wife mentioned, be ‘troublesome’ (yarvigtai) if one’s 

immediate pool of household labour is small (for example, just a 

husband and wife). It requires supervision of livestock placed with 

others, such as imparting brands to foals in autumn. And although 

nobody mentioned such things happening in Erdene, an 

acquaintance in Erdenet City was less than favourable in his opinion 

of the reliability and trustworthiness of his family’s hired herders 

elsewhere in Bulgan province. One winter, their flocks apparently all 

‘died’ due to cold weather although it was strongly suspected that 

they had, in fact, been killed and eaten by their paid herders: ‘we 

didn’t have any proof, though, so we couldn’t do anything about it…’ 

For salaried herders, working for others provides an essential form of 

income. But it can also lead to ties of social indebtedness that inhibit 

their ability to build up their own herds. One salaried herder in 

Erdene, who tends livestock for his very wealthy cousin, is bound to 

the latter’s service by a three-to-five year contract. He has 

undertaken such work since 2008. Although he receives a salary – 

MNT 350,000 per month for herding 450 head of livestock (30 

horses, 50 cattle, 200 sheep and goats) - the demands of this paid 
																																																								
16 Yanz bür shüü dee. Byenzin tos hünsnii züil ögnö shüü dee. Yer n’ 
heregtseen züils l ögnö. Ed matyerial ögnö shüü dee. 
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work mean he cannot concentrate fully on tending his own flocks: ‘I 

herd animals for another household, so can only give my own 

livestock little attention – I’ve just got seventy head of livestock 

myself’.17  

As for other consequences of this economic differentiation, the 

wealthiest householders in Erdene can fund their children’s university 

fees without recourse to loans (see below). Quite simply, in any one 

year, they can mobilise more livestock and pastoral products for sale 

than other households. This mobilisation of pastoral resources 

translates into levels of cash income that radically differentiate the 

richest and poorest households. This can be seen in Appendix 3, 

which reveals the number of livestock and masses/volumes of 

pastoral products sold by three households belonging to distinct 

wealth categories (in 2015); and the estimated average incomes of 

these households in the same year. Of these households, only the 

head of Household 1 can afford to be debt free.  

The wealthiest householders can provide large herds to set 

their children up as prosperous herders (Chapter 3); and, in old age, 

spend part of the year living in urban areas. And they are able to 

convert money generated through the sale of livestock into fixed 

infrastructural and material forms. These can include expensive cars 

and trucks, or fixed assets in the form of wooden or even brick 

herding quarters that require significant cash outlay for their 

construction.18 But as in two cases I encountered, the conversion of 

wealth in livestock into other forms of wealth can also involve the 

purchase of an apartment in the metropolis Ulaanbaatar; and capital 

investment in small businesses in the local district centre, such as 

facilities to produce milk products. In some cases, the children of 

																																																								
17  Bi ailyn mal mallaj baigaa bolohoor ööriinhöö malyg bainga 
anhaarah bolomj baga shüü dee. 70 garui l maltai yum daa 
18 In 2014, a modest wooden spring house in Erdene’s pasturelands 
would cost around MNT 1,500,000 to construct, in materials alone. 
This price would include the cost of timber (from Hövsgöl province), 
tin roofing (from Erdenet City), and cement to manufacture a 
concrete base.  
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wealthy herders study at private schools in the capital city, rather 

than State-run schools for local children in Erdene and Bulgan City. 

These young people often train for professional careers outside the 

tough and labour-intensive world of animal husbandry, as I discuss in 

Chapters 3 and 4. This trend can be viewed within a wider pattern in 

twentieth and twenty-first century Mongolian history, in which levels 

of urbanisation have risen dramatically (Bruun 2006a). But it can also 

be situated in relation to ethnographies of pastoralism elsewhere, in 

which wealth derived from animal husbandry can ultimately underpin 

transitions to a sedentary existence (Barth 1986 [1961]: 106-7).19 

Poor herders, by contrast, are at greater risk than rich ones of losing 

all their animals through natural disasters. This is because their small 

flocks are not parcelled out between different households, and 

across different areas, as are the herds of the wealthy. Thus, the risk 

to their livestock is not spread geographically in the same way. In 

cases of total herd destruction through environmental disasters, 

herders are often forced to leave the area entirely (Chapter 4). Other 

herders who have dissipated all their pastoral wealth through 

alcoholism, one informant told me, may be forced to leave Erdene for 

Zaamar: a gold-mining region of Central province, just across the 

banks of the Tuul river from Bulgan province. Whereas High (2008, 

2017) presents gold-mining elsewhere in central Mongolia as an 

enticing (albeit illicit) means of making an income for some 

pastoralists, my informants cast gold-mining in Zaamar as the last 

refuge of desperate ex-herders.  

But despite high levels of wealth inequality and economic 

differentiation in Erdene, rich and poor herders are often both 

																																																								
19 Barth (1986 [1961]) notes that, amongst Basseri pastoralists in late 
1950s Persia (Iran), some wealthy herders would sell parts of their 
flocks to raise capital for land purchases along their migration routes. 
Although not directed to quitting pastoralism permanently, this 
strategy of economic diversification often ultimately led to herders 
adopting a settled life, and leaving behind animal husbandry. In 
possession of their own fields and able to enjoy the “very comfortable 
and privileged status of sedentary landlord”, such ex-herders could 
join the ranks of Persia’s petty gentry (106).  
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dependent on bank loans (malchny zeel), a topic I examine in detail 

in Chapter 5. This dependence cuts across marked boundaries of 

wealth inequality and hierarchical labour relations that otherwise 

structure pastoral life in Erdene. Summing up this state of affairs in a 

broad and sweeping way, one herder presciently (but ultimately 

incorrectly) noted: ‘nobody is without a loan!’ (zeelgüi hün baihgüi 

dee!). As I mention in Chapter 5, only the wealthiest herders – like 

Luvsan – ‘have no need’ (shaardlaga baigaagüi) of loans. These are 

herders who typically own around one thousand head of livestock, 

and stand at the apex of local wealth categories. They are, 

accordingly, spared the significant mental stress under which loans 

can put herders. Luvsan’s wife mentioned that she and her family 

‘almost never borrow money, we’re scared of loans’ and the prospect 

of non-repayment bound up within them. 20 In contrast, a herder with 

smaller herds of around 500 head mentioned ‘it’s difficult to be in 

debt. Even when you’re asleep at night...’21  

The ability of wealthy herders to avoid dependence on bank-

loans endows their flocks with a higher level of liquidity than those of 

others. Although the availability of pastoral commodities is highly 

seasonal, cash can be realised through direct livestock sales, rather 

than through the mediation of loans collateralised against livestock 

(Chapter 5). Less-wealthy herders, however, are dependent on loans 

to secure cash for everyday needs. These notably include petrol 

(byenzin tülsh) for herding transport, which in 2015 could cost 

herders in possession of a land cruiser and motorbike MNT 

2,000,000 - 3,000,00 per annum22; winter fodder (tejeel) for livestock, 

which in the same year cost around MNT 30,000 - 40,000 per head 

of bog mal (sheep and goats), and MNT 100,000 per head of bod 

mal (horses and cattle); and everyday consumables like tea (tsai) 

and sugar (sahar). Generally, as I go on to emphasise in Chapter 5, 
																																																								
20 Bid hoyer bankny zeel barag avaagüi shüü. Bankny zeelees aina. 
21 Örtei baih hetsüü. Shönö untahad ch hetsüü. 
22  This herding household included a local doctor (bagin emch), 
whose household visits (by car) presumably made their consumption 
of petrol higher than average. 
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it is only the wealthiest and poorest herders who do not take out 

loans. The highest levels of indebtedness tend to be amongst 

herders with small to mid-level herds, between 200 and 500 head of 

livestock. The correlation between approximate debt and herd sizes 

can be observed in Graph 2 below. 

 

 

 
 
Graph 2: Relationship between approximate debt levels in MNT (y axis) and 

approximate flock sizes (x axis) in 2015. n=31. See Appendix 4 for data. 

 

 

Finally, before moving to my analysis of the theoretical significance 

of human-animal relations in my study of Mongolian pastoralism, I 

outline the significance of fluctuating livestock and pastoral 
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household economies.  
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Erdene’s herders make a living by selling livestock and 

pastoral products – chiefly wool, cashmere, airag, and livestock - but 

the prices of some of these commodities vary enormously from year 

to year. This can be seen in Appendices 5 and 6, which show 

fluctuations in livestock and pastoral commodity prices between 2014 

and 2016. 

In particular, herders view livestock and cashmere prices as 

‘fluctuating’ (helbelzel) and ‘unstable’ (togtvortoi bish). As in domestic 

economic surveys conducted by Sneath in Inner Mongolia, these 

prices were mostly obtained through herders’ recollections (2000: 

191), rather than collected at points of sale. They can only be 

approximate, because any methodology eliciting economic data 

through “the recall method is somewhat defective, especially in the 

context of prices” (Sen 1997:106). Nevertheless, these figures 

broadly reveal that animal-cash exchange rates are highly variable 

within relatively short spaces of time. And, notwithstanding how 

Erdene’s herders valorise abundance in livestock (Chapter 1), these 

figures are discursively used to exemplify the difficulties of making a 

living in the Mongolian countryside.  

Price fluctuations like these have significant impacts on the 

operation of household economies. Although some commodity prices 

(for wool and airag) vary across relatively small prices ranges, price 

fluctuations for livestock and cashmere move across much greater 

ranges (Appendices 5 and 6). One outcome of radical price variability 

for livestock and pastoral commodities is the impossibility of 

households to predict incomes over the long term with any certainty. 

As one herder explained when I asked if he could sum up his total 

annual household expenditure in a general sense, he quipped that 

this was impossible: ‘prices are really variable. There’s no precise 

number…’ (üne hansh n’ öör öör baina. Nariin too baidaggüi). Whilst 

some herders in Övörhangai province see pastoralism as a much 

more stable way to make a living than illegal gold-mining (High 2017: 

86), in Erdene, fluctuating livestock prices feed into a sense of 

economic precarity: “the condition of being vulnerable” to things 
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outside one’s control (Tsing 2015: 20). Although conversions of 

livestock for cash allow herders to purchase the necessities of life, a 

decline in livestock prices – the main way in which price fluctuations 

have been manifest over the last three years - can cause problems. 

The absence of a steadily predictable cash income, especially in the 

context of depressed livestock prices as in summer 2015, can make 

even relatively prosperous herders fear for the future. As one couple 

with around 500 head of livestock told me, ‘this year the price of 

livestock is falling. It will really fall in the autumn. How can we live?’23 

The variability of livestock and other pastoral commodity 

prices, therefore, appears to concretise the importance of loans in 

providing a steady income flow for many herding households. In this 

context, the herders mentioned in the preceding paragraph had 

taken out loans of up to MNT 3,000,000. This was to cope with the 

costs of Lunar New Year celebrations, to buy a refrigerator 

(höldöögch), and purchase the many ‘things’ used in everyday life 

(such as food and petrol). Debt, as I argue in Chapter 5, allows 

wealth to be set in motion at times when direct incomes from pastoral 

products are absent. The availability of credit through various means 

allows people to circumvent shortages in cash incomes. Banks and 

private lenders allow herders to get cash in hand, which can be spent 

on things ranging from everyday commodities costing a few 

thousand tögrögs, to expensive private medical procedures costing 

in their millions (one herder I met spent MNT 8,0000,000 on an 

operation). Debt – and, a fortiori, the possession of livestock through 

which loans are collateralised – accordingly appears to provide a 

buffer against market fluctuations in livestock prices. The underside 

to the availability of such ‘ready money’ (belen möngö), however, lies 

in stringent lending conditions. As the manager of a local bank 

mentioned, ‘the bank of course manages its risks’, something 

achieved through ‘mainly collateralising livestock. But houses and 

																																																								
23 Ene jil malyn üne buurch baina. Hamar büür buurna. Bid nar yaaj 
am’darna? 
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cars can be collateralised too’.24 In the event of default on loan 

repayments, whole household economies could be ruined through 

the seizure of property by banks. 

Finally, in the context of cash shortages, inter-kin exchanges 

of goods occur. ‘Enacting’ social relations (Sneath 2006b) through 

the transfer of particular goods to their offspring, parents of younger 

herders will often bring various goods with them when they visit. 

These include provisions of staple vegetables like potatoes and 

cabbages, bags of sugar, and preserved consumables such as jars 

of jam and pickled beetroot.  In this way, young herders can come 

into possession of staples without having to pay for them 

themselves. 

 
Human-animal relations  
 

As soon as I arrived in Erdene in late 2013, it was clear that livestock 

played an incredibly important role in peoples’ lives.  This was not 

only the case for herders living in the countryside, but also for people 

living in the district centre who either own animals cared for by 

relatives in the country; spend time in rural areas during summer; or 

even herd their own animals from animal byres attached to their own 

district-centre homes. Animals form a major topic of discussion for 

local people. Once, during a gathering after somebody died, I was 

surprised to find people talking about livestock. Livestock also form 

the basis of Erdene’s economy. A phenomenology of pastoralism 

suffuses everyday life, linking people with their herds: from the 

organization of mundane tasks like clearing animal byres, to the 

structuring of regimes of debt secured against livestock. Given the 

importance of livestock in Erdene- and their place at the heart of an 

ethic of abundance I go on to outline – when I returned to UCL after 

finishing fieldwork, I started to explore in detail the large, 

heterogeneous body of scholarship around human-animal relations.   
																																																								
24  Bank ersedelee zohitsuulha l daa. Golduu malyg zaaval 
bar’tsaalna. Nemelteer ger oron, mashin tereg bas bar’tsaalna.	
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Although sometimes examined by historians (Thomas 1983; 

Gilhus 2006; Newmeyer 2011) and continental philosophers (Bataille 

2005 [1953]; Deleuze and Guattari 2009 [1987]; Agamben 2004), 

anthropology has paid consistent ethnographic and theoretical 

attention to human-animal relations throughout its disciplinary 

history. One major approach to conceptualising human-animal 

relations – which animates the earliest theorisations of religious 

praxis, as well as modern studies of livestock domestication – 

explores how humans project onto, and endow animals with, various 

forms of social or symbolic meaning (Ingold 1988). This human ability 

is, perhaps, summed up most concisely in Lévi-Strauss’ (1963) 

unravelling of totemism as an analytic category, in which he notes 

animals are “good to think” with: things whose “perceptible reality 

permits the embodiment of ideas and relations conceived by 

speculative thought on the basis of empirical observations” (89).   

 The capacity for animals to embody human classificatory 

frameworks and systems of symbolism is especially accentuated in 

anthropological studies of animal sacrifice. Inspired by nineteenth 

century scholarly interest in Biblical and Hindu texts, and Frazer’s 

writings on scapegoats (1959 [1922]: 562ff), Hubert and Mauss’ 

(1964 [1898]) seminal study of sacrifice explored the nature of this 

phenomenon using the animal victim at its centre as a lens. Through 

a “process of drawing together the sacred and the profane, which we 

have seen come about progressively through the various elements of 

the sacrifice completed in the victim” (32), gods, humans, and 

animals could be articulated within a single moral cosmos. This 

sense of triangulated contact between categories of humanity, 

animality and divinity – in which those “approaching the gods are 

already in their debt, since it is from them that they have already 

received the conditions of their existence” (Godelier 1999:30; cf Chu 

2010) – continues to underpin contemporary theorisations of animal 

sacrifice in locations as diverse as Madagascar (Bloch 1998), Siberia 

(Willerslev 2013) and eastern Africa (Graeber 2012). 
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As for livestock – a particular category of domesticated herd 

animals which form the analytic focus of this thesis – studies of 

numerous pastoral societies analyse how animals can act as 

vehicles for various human social meanings. This is especially clear 

in mid twentieth century British ethnographies of Sudanese cattle-

herding societies (Evans-Pritchard 1940; 1954; Lienhardt 1961). 

Theorizing Nuer political and kinship organization in light of their 

“love of cattle and their desire to acquire them” (Evans-Pritchard 

1940: 16), Evans-Pritchard’s ethnography reveals the importance of 

these animals in naming practices (Ibid., 45), the structuring of 

household property regimes (Ibid., 17), and beliefs in spirits and 

ghosts (Ibid., 18). In this way, whole constellations of social relations 

are revealed to circulate around, and be elaborated within, cattle. 

Similarly, amongst the Dinka, whose cattle were frequently raided by 

their hostile Nuer neighbours throughout the twentieth century 

(Evans-Pritchard 1940:16; Hutchinson 1996: 124), Lienhardt (1961) 

noted that “the imaginative satisfactions provided by their herds are 

scarcely less important than the material benefits” (16) they furnish in 

conditions of subsistence herding.  

A similar analytic focus on the “imaginative satisfaction” 

provided by livestock is evident outside ethnographies of the Sudan. 

This is especially so in studies of north-east Asian reindeer herding 

societies (Kwon 1998; Vitebsky 2005; Ulturgasheva 2012; Vitebsky 

et al. 2015; Vitebsky and Alekseyev 2015). Amongst the Evenki who 

live along the Russian-Chinese border and farther into northern Asia, 

for example, aspects of material culture (Lindgren 1936) and 

economic life (Vitebsky et al. 2015) have been historically dominated 

by human-deer interactions. So too have cosmological beliefs, in 

which reindeer can be consecrated as ‘protective doubles’ (kujjai) for 

humans, or used to ‘carry’ the souls of their riders after death 

(Vitebsky and Alekseyev 2015: 417). Vitebsky and Alekseyev 

observe that Evenki reindeer are animals “onto which all sorts of 

symbols and scenarios can be projected” (2015: 418). For this 

reason, Vitebsky et al. (2015) view ritual perceptions of Evenki 
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reindeer as important enough to have been a possible motor for early 

reindeer domestication, which is thereby rendered “as much a 

cosmological puzzle as an economic one” (5). 

 In Mongolian ethnography too, the symbolic importance of 

livestock is studied in great detail. Analysing a Buriad25 myth about a 

bull-divinity, Buxa-Noyon, Humphrey (1974b) explores analogies 

between hierarchies in the human world and those in the world of 

cattle, where “the social hierarchy of cattle is a linear one, and this 

can be seen to parallel the strict lineal hierarchy of father to sons and 

older brother to younger brothers in Buriat agnatic groups” (18). 

Positing a similar articulation between human social hierarchies and 

indigenous perceptions of animality, Jagchid and Hyer (1979) note 

“the horse is the most prized of all animals, the leader or aristocrat” 

(22). For Descola (2013) these symbolically-mediated, hierarchical 

relations between man and animals – which he views as intrinsic to 

Inner Asian pastoralism - give rise to broader cosmic hierarchies in 

which “humans have to enter a cycle of voluntary servitude visa-á-vis 

their ancestors, their elders, and their deities” (376). 

In this thesis, I also engage with the ability of Mongolian 

livestock to embody diverse human ideas and symbols. The opening 

vignette revealed the ability of foals to embody the symbolic power of 

tigers, animals viewed by Mongols as associated with physical 

strength and a protective capacity (Empson 2011: 245). In Chapter 3, 

I note the symbolic importance of enumeration in relation to livestock. 

And in Chapter 6 I explore the ability of the animal-product airag to 

embody ideas of purity and cleanliness: forms of “symbolic 

association” evoked by other liquids discussed in anthropological 

literature (Bear 2015:5).  

However, I shift my analysis of human-animal relations 

considerably from Lienhardt’s (1961) and Vitebsky and Alekseyev’s 

(2015) focus on herd animals as bearers of human symbols. Instead 

																																																								
25 Buriads are a Mongol ethnic group (yastan), and inhabit areas 
along both sides of the north-eastern border between Mongolia and 
Russia.  
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of re-treading familiar theoretical ground by solely exploring how 

people project various meanings onto livestock, throughout this 

thesis I show how – within regimes of human management - livestock 

also shape their own importance vis-à-vis people. I show not only 

how humans endow animals with social meanings, but reveal the 

importance of livestock in shaping human affairs. This importance 

lies, I argue, in how human-animal interactions shape the contours of 

Mongolian pastoral economies in important ways. 

In order to purse this approach, I draw on a body of literature 

that attends to creative cross-species entanglements and shared 

‘world-making’ projects’ between humans and other living beings 

(Fijn 2011; Kohn 2013; 2015; Tsing 2013; 2015). For Kohn (2013), 

such a project aims at “taking nonhumans seriously” (Kohn 2013:10). 

Whilst Evans-Pritchard noted how the life rhythms of Nuer cattle 

“determined human routine” in the form of pastoral labour (1940:31) 

and Bloch observed “the implicit unity of life” (1988: 40) between 

man and animal underpinning sacrifice, Kohn’s (2013) study of Ávila 

hunter-gathers in the Ecuadorian Amazon seeks to explore “a 

broader nonhuman universe out of which we humans come” (Kohn 

2013: 7-8).  In this way, his work resonates with Tsing’s (2013, 2015) 

attention to the importance of  ‘world making projects’ that draw 

together both humans and non-humans within shared fields of 

activity. As Tsing shows, “world-making projects can overlap, 

allowing room for more than one species. Humans too have always 

been involved in multispecies world making” (2015: 22) as they 

cultivate land, hunt animals, and so on. Paying attention to these 

forms of engagement in a way that ‘takes seriously’ human-animal 

spheres of interaction, this approach echoes earlier anthropological 

studies that ‘take seriously’ animist belief systems (Willerslev 2007: 

181 ff) and perceptions of spirits’ agencies in human affairs 

(Chakrabarty 2000).  

Drawing on these approaches, I attend to the dynamic nature 

of Mongolian human-animal relations, which are shaped through 

processes of world-making embedded in herding techniques, 
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systems of livestock breeding, and pastureland management. To 

analyse livestock in the way I propose is to recognise animality as 

containing an autonomous reproductive capacity, which is ultimately 

independent from human control and creative intervention. As 

Heidegger briefly noted, animals are beings that “still produce 

themselves even when they have been raised” (1962 [1926]: 100). 

Taking such a perspective onto human-animal relations is enriching, 

since it reveals how the life patterns of livestock shape human affairs 

in ways that go beyond their being mere repositories of 

anthropocentric symbolism. Instead of focusing on animals as mirrors 

of human social forms, it unlocks how livestock shape the unfolding 

of human life in unexpected and creative ways. But rather than 

approach such engagements as indicative of an ethologically-

conceptualised “co-domestic relationship” (Fijn 2011: 35) between 

man and animals – the approach taken in Fijn’s recent account of 

animal husbandry in central Mongolia - my thesis explores how such 

reproductive capacities are framed by humans in particular ways. As 

Arendt (1998 [1958]) argued in relation to humanity’s place in the 

natural world, it is “only when they enter the man-made world can 

nature’s processes be characterized by growth and decay” (97-98). 

Animals shape human behaviour in particular ways but humans, in 

turn, structure the ways in which such interventions are 

conceptualised. In the following section I explore how Mongolian 

livestock are taken up within human life in one particular way: in 

relation to economic activity. I do so in ways that show how livestock 

are linked in networks (Latour 1999) with humans and other non-

human forms which I discuss later in this Introduction. In order to 

properly contextualise my study of the economic significance of 

animals in pastoral Mongolia, I begin with a brief overview of wider 

economic conditions during the period of my fieldwork. 
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‘Animal-originating capitalism’ and temporary commodities 
 

The day after Luvsan’s autumnal horse-branding ceremony I 

wandered along a line of tethered foals towards his ger. He was 

sitting at the top end of his home, his large stomach protruding from 

under his shirt during this warm autumn afternoon. Without standing 

up he leaned across to a nearby table to pass me a bowl full of airag. 

As he offered me this obligatory form of hospitality, his ponderous 

physical form and lack of movement (cf Augé 1995: 63) 26 amplified a 

particularly solid form of authority I go on to discuss in Chapter 3. 

Although his neighbours directed me towards him as the best person 

to ask about that year’s livestock prices – something of interest to me 

at the time, since autumn is the time of year in which livestock sales 

mostly occur - he seemed reluctant to divulge these prices. ‘A two-

year-old horse sells for so much. A three-year old for this much 

more.’ Luvsan seemed bored with this discussion, and more 

interested in telling me about the prize a good racehorse could fetch: 

over MNT 10,000,000.27 His hand reached across to the airag bowl 

again, interrupting our discussion. ‘Have some more airag to drink…’ 

Of all the categories of horses we eventually managed to get 

through, Luvsan mentioned that only foals were not sold. At the time, 

my attention was caught by the fact these animals were shut outside 

the sphere of commodity exchange. But looking back, from another 

perspective, his comments also revealed the extent to which almost 

all categories of livestock were viewed as potential commodities.  

 In this thesis, I explore what I refer to as ‘animal-originating 

capitalism’. I examine what capitalism in the Mongolian countryside 

																																																								
26 On the base of classical anthropological studies, Augé (1995) 
notes that in many societies sovereignty is articulated with a lack of 
movement by the sovereign: “Frazer – and, through him, Durkheim – 
was struck by this passivity/massivity of the sovereign body, and 
noticed that it was a feature common to monarchies very remote 
from each other in time and space” (63). 
27 Around £3,000.00. This was a very significant sum of money. To 
put it in context, during my period of research a teacher’s salary was 
around MNT 500,000 (£150.00) per month. 
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looks like when peoples’ biggest source of available wealth is in the 

form of livestock. In an important sense, Erdene’s economy is 

encompassed by the national economy of Mongolia. As I outlined 

above, the latter has been organised on capitalist lines since the 

early 1990s. Although the post-socialist Mongolian state continues to 

own or jointly-own various assets,28 all the hallmarks of a capitalist 

economy can be found in today’s Mongolia, including the widespread 

operation of privately owned businesses, and broad absence of state 

monopolies (cf Friedman 2002 [1962]). But whilst my examination of 

pastoralism is ultimately positioned in relation to national economic 

life, as I show in Chapter 6, my analysis of capitalism is nevertheless 

rooted in activities in Erdene soum.  

In Erdene district, a number of pastoral activities could be 

viewed as ‘capitalist’ from the perspective of classical social scientific 

studies. In early theoretical works (Marx 1991 [1884]; Weber 1976 

[1906]), as well as recent anthropological studies (Bear 2015; Tsing 

2015), capitalism is analysed as a system in which capital is turned 

into more capital, by various mediating stages. For Tsing, (2015), 

capitalism is viewed as a “system for concentrating wealth, which 

makes possible new investments, which further concentrate wealth” 

(2015: 62). Her description of capitalism and the forms of relations 

underpinning it thereby echo Marx’s formulation of a “general formula 

for capital”, in which capital is accumulated through the conversion of 

money into commodities, and then back into more money (1970 

[1887]: 146-7). In Erdene, three activities related to animal 

husbandry can be captured by these scholarly abstractions of how 

capitalism systemically works. First, local banks issue loans to 

herders on the condition that they are repaid within a particular time 

																																																								
28  For example, UBTZ (Ulaanbaatar Tömör Zam) – Ulaanbaatar 
Railways. This railway company, founded in the late 1940s, operates 
a trans-Mongolian railway running between Russia and China. It also 
operates a branch-line running from Ulaanbaatar to Erdenet. 
Originally founded with Soviet technical expertise and capital, 
Ulaanbaatar Railways is currently owned under a joint Mongolian-
Russian ownership structure. 
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frame, in full, and with interest (zeeliin hüü). Through issuing loans, a 

bank’s capital is set in circulation in order to generate more capital by 

recouping the loaned sum plus interest (discussed in Chapter 5). 

Second, local traders in pastoral products seek to establish a “gainful 

margin in exchange” (Guyer 2004:26), by aiming to sell pastoral 

commodities in Ulaanbaatar for higher prices than they paid for them 

in Erdene. Again, this is a classic transformation of capital into more 

capital via processes of exchange, and can eventually lead to traders 

becoming wealthy people (discussed in Chapter 6). Third, cash loans 

made between herders, which are repaid in the form of livestock, can 

allow lenders to sell these creatures at a price exceeding the value of 

the original loan (discussed in Chapter 5). This is because animals 

increase in price as they age and gain weight. As well as these 

transactions, herders also sell their livestock (or use them to 

collateralise loans) and invest this money back into animal 

husbandry. These investments take the form of motorbikes, petrol, 

and various forms of veterinary medicine, and together allow herding 

work to continue into the future. The uneven accumulation of wealth 

in such pastoral contexts has inspired Buriad herders in north-

eastern Mongolia to talk about the effects of ‘wild capitalism’ (zerleg 

kapitalizm) in the countryside (Empson 2012). 

My analysis of capitalism in Erdene’s pasturelands is informed 

by the theoretical approaches mentioned in the preceding paragraph, 

to the extent it examines the “concentration of wealth” (Tsing 2015: 

62) made possible by exchanges like those outlined above.  

However, rather than only focus on how capital can be accumulated 

through exchange – as do Marx (1991 [1884], Weber 1976 [1906], 

and Tsing 2015) – this thesis also examines the intrinsic financial 

value attributed to livestock by herders and others. In this way, I 

suggest, Erdene’s livestock may be viewed as a form of capital. The 

accumulation of livestock over time can thus be seen as an 

accumulation of living beings attributed with particular capital values. 

This is so, even through these creatures (and their products) have a 

low liquidity and can only take on commodity-form in particular 
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moments. Seeing livestock as a form of capital is congruent with 

economists’ approaches to this term, which can be defined as “the 

sum total of nonhuman assets that can be owned and exchanged on 

some market” (Picketty 2015:46). In Erdene, small gifts of animals to 

young children (Chapter 3) are referred to as höröngö.  Höröngö is a 

polyvalent Mongol term that also means ‘yeast’ and can suggest 

yeast-like possibilities of expansive growth, but also refers to capital 

in a financial sense (Ya. Tsevel 1966: 716-717; Bawden 1997: 463). 

In this way, a lexical overlap exists between the possibility of growth 

and accumulation of herds, and the term for capital.  

My analysis of ‘animal-originating capitalism’ is thereby rooted 

at the intersection of human regimes of value (humans’ attribution of 

prices to livestock, and the possibility of deploying money raised from 

their sale in particular ways), and the reproductive potential of herds 

(in line with animals’ biological rhythms). In utilising the term ‘animal-

originating capitalism’, I do not imply that animals themselves are 

agentive or conceptual points of origin for capitalist relations in 

Erdene. Although their existence is fundamentally important in 

shaping the parameters of local economic life, livestock do not exist 

outside the conceptually distinct networks of capitalist relationality in 

which they find themselves embedded. Whilst livestock reproduce 

and give birth to other livestock, they do not by themselves magically 

generate capital like the ‘baptised’ Colombian bank notes discussed 

by Taussig (1980: 126ff). Instead, humans plot their own regimes of 

value on the growth patterns of living organisms. By using the term 

‘animal-originating capitalism’, I aim to draw attention to the crucial 

place of livestock at the heart of local capitalist relations; and the fact 

that the temporalities of these relations are shaped in relation to the 

life rhythms of Erdene’s livestock. Quite how deeply animals are 

entangled in these networks of capitalist relations is revealed in 

circumstances when households lose all their flocks (Chapter 4). 

Such herders are forced out of pastoralism, thereby revealing how 

the possibility of partaking in rural capitalist relations is largely 

grounded in animal ownership. 
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  Animal-originating capitalism in Mongolia differs from forms of 

capitalism discussed in social scientific literature in two major ways. 

First, it exists outside the large-scale circuits of capital movement 

that, as Bear (2015) notes, typify Marxist accounts of capitalism.29 It 

is instead based on accumulating herds of animals. Whilst I analyse 

how pastoral commodities produced in Erdene are sold outside 

Mongolia, pastoralism does not manifest global capital flows that 

engender “the large-scale generative processes imagined in Marxist 

theories” (125). And although I explore Mongolian ideas of 

abundance of livestock in detail– especially how they are related to 

the sacralisation of wealth in various Buddhist rituals (Chapters 1 and 

4) - it is beyond the scope of this thesis to examine exactly how 

global market conditions shape Mongolian patterns of animal 

husbandry.  

Second, as I now show, livestock as commodities differ from 

capitalist commodities studied in social scientific and anthropological 

literature. For economists, capitalist commodities are defined in 

relation to their ‘liquidity’. This is their ability to be sold with relative 

ease, and converted into cash (Picketty 2014:46). Studies in the 

anthropology of finance echo this approach. They focus on fora in 

which shares and other intangible capitalist assets can be readily 

traded, whether these are company stocks traded across the globe 

(Ho 2008) or instruments used to mitigate risk in financialised capital 

markets (Appadurai 2011). In this way, these commodities stand at 

the opposite end of the scale from objects and assets which 

anthropologists reveal cannot be purchased: such as state and 

academic honours in the western world (Parry and Bloch 1989: 13), 

																																																								
29  Castree (2009) characterizes capitalism as “global mode of 
production” (28) extending over the face of the earth. In this way, he 
echoes the much earlier writings of Marx and Engels (1967 [1888]) 
who suggested that, with the increase of global trade since the late 
fifteenth century, the ‘bourgeoisie’ – owners of the means of 
production in capitalist contexts - “compels all nations, on pain of 
extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of production … in one word, 
it creates a world after its own image” (84).  
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or particular types of mats and nephrites amongst societies in Papua 

New Guinea (Godelier 1999).  

What marks out Mongolian livestock in light of this literature as 

peculiar types of commodities is the fact they and their products are 

only capable of being sold - and taking on commodity form - at highly 

specific times of year. Ethnographic and historical studies of 

Mongolia have addressed ways in which the Mongolian economy 

has, over the longue durée, been shaped by the temporality of the 

pastoral cycle (Bawden 1968: 98; Jagchid and Hyer 1979: 297ff; 

Sanjdorj 1980; Humphrey and Sneath 1999; Sneath 2012; Charleux 

2015:222 ff). Although Mongolian livestock are raised and nurtured in 

a society emphasising the use of clinical veterinary medicine and the 

dedication of herders to their livestock, herd animals are ultimately 

living beings with their own life rhythms and cycles. These determine 

patterns of weight gain, processes of ageing, and the temporality of 

reproduction. They also determine cycles of lactation, and the 

patterns by which animals grow and shed hair. As I explain in more 

detail (in Chapters 2, 3 and 5), animals are optimally sold in autumn 

after grazing, and becoming optimally fat (targan), throughout the 

summer.  Cashmere is sold during spring, once these fibres have 

grown on the backs of goats over the preceding months. Wool is sold 

during June and July, before it starts to fall naturally in large clumps 

from the backs of sheep. Airag is made between June and October, 

the period of warm weather during which mares produce milk (Fijn 

2011:176). My thesis seeks to trace not only how the Mongolian 

pastoral cycle underpins rural economic life in a general sense. I 

seek to examine explicitly how Mongolian herd animals’ life rhythms 

shape the temporality of human cycles of exchange. I do so by 

focussing on how Mongolian livestock and animal products take on 

the form of temporary commodities in particular moments.  

Within anthropological studies of temporary commodities, two 

significant approaches stand out. The first approach focuses on the 

‘social life’ or ‘biographies’ of commodities. Writing in a 1986 edited 

volume, Appadurai and Kopytoff explore how particular objects are 
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turned into commodities at particular times, in ways that allow their 

life-histories to be charted. Tracing a methodology for studying the 

emergence of a commodity, Kopytoff (1986) notes “a culturally 

informed economic biography of an object would look at it as a 

culturally constructed entity, endowed with culturally specific 

meanings, and classified and reclassified into culturally constituted 

categories” (68). Appadurai (1986) suggests a similar approach 

when he proposes – in light of Kopytoff’s analysis – that “the 

commodity situation in the social life of any “thing” be defined as the 

situation in which its exchangeability (past, present, or future) for 

some other thing is its socially relevant feature [original emphasis]” 

(13). In these accounts, commodities are conceived of as socially 

formed: things brought into being through agency alone, which mark 

a “boundary between the world of things and that of people” 

(Kopytoff 1986: 87).  

In contrast to approaches that exclusively locate the 

emergence of commodities in human-devised regimes of value and 

symbolism – and in line with an approach that ‘takes seriously’ 

human-animal relations - this thesis explores how animals 

themselves shape the conditions in which they can emerge as 

commodities. Livestock are not just things onto which humans can 

project specific social meanings (cf Kopytoff 1986: 73). Whilst 

livestock do not temporalise their own entry into market exchange, 

their life rhythms ultimately underpin the temporal dynamics of 

Erdene’s pastoral economy. This radically differentiates them from 

classic, tangible (and non-living) objects of economic anthropological 

study such as shell necklaces and bracelets underpinning kula trade 

cycles in the Trobriand Islands (Malinowski 2010 [1922]: 81). It also 

distinguishes them from intangible (and equally non-living) assets 

explored in recent anthropologies of finance, whether these are 

electronically traded company shares (Zaloom 2006), derivatives of 

underlying financial assets (Miyazaki 2012), or sovereign bonds 

issued by central banks (Bear 2015).  

Attending to how living organisms can become commodities at 
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specific times – a second anthropological approach to temporary 

commodities - my work is inspired by Tsing’s (2015) recent study of 

matsutake collection (Tsing 2013, 2015). Matsutake are mushrooms 

collected in northern hemisphere forests disturbed by human activity 

(2015: 3-4): most notably in Finland, areas of the North-western 

USA, Japan, and parts of southern China where Tsing’s multi-sited 

fieldwork is based. Harvested by irregular labourers in each of these 

different locations, matsutake undergo a radical transformation from 

un-owned living things growing in ruined industrial forests, to 

expensive commodities with a luxury status in Japanese markets. 

This economic transformation is conceptualised by Tsing using the 

term ‘salvage’. As she explains,  

raw materials can no longer be taken for granted. In our food 

procurement system, for example, capitalists exploit ecologies 

not only by reshaping them but also by taking advantage of 

their capacities. Even in industrial farms, farmers depend on 

life processes outside their control, such as photosynthesis or 

animal digestion. In capitalist farms, living things made within 

ecological processes are co-opted for the concentration of 

wealth. This is what I call “salvage,” that is, taking advantage 

of value produced without capitalist control (2015: 62-3).  

 

In the following chapters I broadly utilise Tsing’s concept of salvage, 

to the extent it elucidates how living organisms can enter into circuits 

of economic exchange, and take on the status of commodities at 

particular times.  

However, I refine Tsing’s approach to living organisms as 

commodities by accentuating –as far as Mongolian human-animal 

relations are concerned – the extensive human labour involved in 

animal husbandry. Although Mongolian livestock possess an 

undeniably autonomous reproductive capacity and their own life 

rhythms, they do not exist outside the realm of human control to the 

extent of matsutake mushrooms. Whilst Japanese university-based 
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studies into matsutake reproduction “have not so far included 

successful cultivation” (Tsing 2015: 221) - meaning that they cannot 

be propagated by humans - Mongolian livestock are carefully 

nurtured by those who herd them. As living things, livestock are not 

simply “co-opted for the concentration of wealth” (Ibid., 63). Herders 

may perform various methods of selective breeding and hybridization 

(A. Batbold 2013). Animals can be treated with clinical veterinary 

medicine if they fall ill (N. Altanhuyag 2001). The migratory routes 

followed by pastoralists are shaped by socio-political conditions at 

the heart of human social life (Jagchid and Hyer 1979: 295). In this 

thesis, I analyse the economic significance underpinning how human 

control over livestock articulates with the capacity of livestock to 

reproduce themselves. I do so in a way that emphasises a greater 

sense of human participation than does Tsing’s approach. Without 

understanding how Mongols see the temporality of their economic 

lives affected by the life-cycles of their animals, one cannot properly 

conceptualise how exchange works in this part of the world. 

I analytically ground human-animal relations in light of broader 

pastoral economic networks linking humans and other non-humans. 

This involves examining the significance of Buddhist sacred books 

(nom) used by lamas to beckon ‘animal fortune’ in various liturgical 

contexts (Chapter 1). It also involves analysing tables of equivalence 

between various types of livestock, which are used to assess 

collateralisations for bank loans (Chapter 5) as well as the 

significance of bills of sale (padaan) in the Mongolian wool trade 

(Chapter 6). Recognising the relational importance of connections 

between books, texts and human beings, my work takes cognisance 

of studies that have, since the 1980s, explored the importance of 

entanglements and ‘partial connections’ (Strathern 2004 [1991]) 

between humans and non-humans: ranging from ANT-inspired 

studies of networks linking people, objects, and viruses (Latour 

1999), to STS studies of laboratory working practices (Law 2004). 

Attending to the interface between literature on human-animal 

relations and capitalism in this way, my thesis examines Mongolian 
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pastoral economies in new ways. Numerous studies examine post-

socialist herding conditions in light of the demise of socialist-era 

herding collectives. For Sneath (2012), conditions of private herding 

in today’s rural Mongolia are framed by “the programme to privatise 

collective and state enterprises [which] began in 1991” (464). 

Numerous other works on this subject (Humphrey and Sneath 1999; 

Sneath 2006; 2012; Marin 2008) trace how today’s pastoral 

conditions derive from the eradication of a very different herding 

system during the early 1990s. This perspective is especially evident 

in studies of environmental changes to Mongolia’s pasturelands 

(Fernandez-Gimenez 1999; Sneath 2003). These accounts reveal 

how the numbers of livestock across Mongolia have risen massively 

since the end of collective herding – especially numbers of goats 

kept for their cashmere - as people struggle to make a living in the 

‘age of the market’. This is something I go on to discuss in Chapter 4.  

On the basis of my own research, I am very much in agreement with 

these approaches. Today’s herding conditions are, to some 

measure, shaped by the demise of an earlier system of animal 

husbandry. Nevertheless, I seek to invert their focus. By revealing 

how livestock can be accumulated in large numbers, and become 

defined as temporary commodities in line with their own life rhythms, 

I show how current Mongolian human-animal relations are not only 

indexical of the collapse of collective herding. Within systems of 

human-originating animal husbandry, they are also motors of new 

forms of capitalist economic life.  

But how exactly does animal-originating capitalism become 

manifested in wider pastoral life? How do livestock shift from being 

creatures accumulated on the steppe, and become commodities with 

a particular form of exchange value? In posing an answer to this 

question, I follow Bear’s (2015) approach to the study of ‘austerity 

capitalism’ in a river economy in eastern India. Exploring decrepit 

shipyards and decaying infrastructure dotted along the banks of the 

Hooghly river, she suggests the dynamics of austerity capitalism are 

“fully revealed in the structures and experiences of timespaces of 
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trade and production on the Hooghly” (123). In the following section, I 

suggest how analysis of pastoral timespaces can reveal the 

dynamics of animal-originating capitalism. To do so, I draw on the 

Mongolian term üye to formulate a concept of ‘jointed-ness,’ as a 

means to analyse how various forms of timespace articulate 

together. 

Capitalist timespaces and ‘jointed-ness’ 

As soon as Luvsan’s foals were branded, and the horse-brands had 

been used to distribute drops of this consecrated airag to everyone 

at his encampment, a small bowl of airag was passed around to 

everyone present. As we sat in the warm autumn sun gazing 

contentedly for miles across the steppe, we enjoyed the delicious 

flavours of this autumn airag. Autumn airag is meant to be the most 

delicious of the year, and has a richer and more complicated depth of 

flavours than that fermented in summer. Its alcoholic content has 

also soared from 2-3% to as high as 7%. Each bowl of airag 

circulated amongst people here was filled from the larger ceramic 

vessel by means of a plastic pail, which is habitually kept dangling 

over its side to allow people to access the airag inside it. It was 

weighted at one end so that, placed in this way, it did not fall into the 

airag vessel. Bobbing around on the airag’s surface after the horse-

brands had been dipped inside it, this pail formed a point around 

which were drawn blobs of soot from the foal-branding work. The 

small weight was formed from a shagai, its white-grey surface highly 

polished through long use. Shagai is an ankle bone – in this case, 

probably of a sheep – extracted from the ankle joints of livestock 

after they have been slaughtered for food. 

 The term üye means ‘joint’ in Mongolian. It refers to joints in 

human bodies, the bodies of animals, and even botanical structures. 

These joints articulate different physiological structures, allowing 

them to move in relation to each other, and things in the world 

around them. This is illustrated in the diagrams below. They are 



taken, respectively from a book on hybrid horses (Plate 2), and a 

herding manual that discusses vegetation growing in Mongolia’s 

steppelands (Plate 3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Plate 2: Joints in a horse’s skeleton ( A. Batbold 2013: 129).  
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Plate 3: ‘Joints of branches’ in a botanical drawing. The main illustration in this 

image shows ‘joints of branches’ (salaalaltny üye) within a tsargas plant (Alfalfa; 

Latin: M. Ruthenica). ‘First Year’s Growth and Development of Alfalfa’ (Tsargasny 

anhny jiliin ösöl, biyejilt), from S. Jigjidsüren (2005: 61). The term salaa can also 

refer to the branching pattern of urban areas, as in the name Baruun Salaa, a ger 

district in the far west of Ulaanbaatar. 

 

But this physiological meaning of üye is one amongst many (Ya. 

Tsevel 1965: 614; Bawden 1999: 398-399). Üye is a polyvalent term, 

which carries two other meanings salient to this thesis. One is 

temporal, in which üye refers to segments of time of varying duration. 

These include both natural rhythms and cycles, and time as 
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delineated by humans (Ya. Tsevel 1965: 614). These temporal 

segments range widely in scale, from expansive periods of 

geological time and Marxist periodizations of human history, to the 

seasons of the year, down to particular moments in everyday life. 

The third meaning of üye, which draws together abstract 

segmentations of time, and morphologically expressed forms of 

bodily connectivity, is genealogical. It refers to the interlinking of 

different generations through various physiological means 

(Humphrey with Onon 1996: 33). 

In this thesis I interrogate various ethnographic aspects of this 

polyvalent Mongol term, as it is manifested in Erdene’s pastoral life. 

Throughout, I reveal how herders think of their emplacement within 

the contemporaneous ‘age of the market’ (zah zeeliin üye): a 

capitalist period dominated by free-market conditions and the private 

ownership of livestock. In Chapter 2, I show how herders living within 

the ‘age of the market’ use this temporal emplacement to frame 

recollections of labour practices within the very different, pre 1990 

‘age of socialism’ (sotsializmy üye). In Chapter 3, I reveal how 

another meaning of the term üye – a genealogical one – frames 

perceptions of different generations across which livestock are 

ultimately transmitted. And in Chapter 5, I explore how the term üye 

frames how debt repayment is temporalized. Taken together, then, 

my ethnographic interrogation of üye probes how Mongol 

perceptions of time and genealogy intersect with views of, and 

practices around, economic activity.  

As well as exploring these ethnographic aspects of üye, I take 

the senses of connectivity and seriality suggested by this polyvalent 

Mongol term, and elaborate them into an analytic model of jointed-

ness. On an ethnographic level üye encapsulates connections 

between different elements, and differentiated segments arranged 

within broader series. Thus, different bodily parts are linked together 

through joints articulating the overall physiological configuration of an 

organism, such as linkages between bones and muscles (as in Plate 

2 above). Different periods of time form segments within a single 
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temporal arc (of geological epochs, or the shifting organization of 

means of production within a Marxist timeframe) (Ya. Tsevel 1965: 

614). And different generations of humans are aligned within single 

family lineages (Plate 11, Chapter 3). In this way, depending on the 

context, the term üye can suggest forms of connectivity and 

structured seriality that Mongols regard as traversing time (linked 

epochs, moments, and generations) and space (articulations of 

anatomical structures).  

In the following Chapters, I draw on these aspects of the 

indigenous term üye, and amplify them as a means to analyze 

connective – or, as I conceive of them ‘jointed’ - relationships linking 

radically different spatiotemporal locations of pastoral economic 

activity in Erdene. To be clear, my use of ‘jointed-ness’ as a concept 

(a means to perceive connections between different spatio-temporal 

fora of human activity) goes beyond the sense of jointed-ness 

(physiological connectivity) suggested by the original Mongol term 

üye. I specifically make this departure from the ethnographic term 

inspiring this analytic move when I interrogate what I refer to as 

‘jointed’ interconnections running between Buddhist monasteries and 

pasturelands in Chapter 1; diverse regimes of pastoral labour in 

Chapter 2; the interconnection of timespaces of pastoral debt and 

production in Chapter 5; and the relationships between these 

pastoral timespaces and commodity markets in Chapter 6.  

In terms of its origins, my development of jointed-ness as a 

concept echoes the emergence of other concepts in social scientific 

literature. This is because, in many cases, concepts derived from 

ethnographic terms have been extended beyond their original scope 

for the sake of analytic utility in scrutinizing particular phenomena. 

Examples are numerous. Weber (1978) drew on the term charisma – 

originally a New Testament Greek theological term (pl. charismata) 

referring to ‘supernatural gifts’ such as prophecy, healing, and 

“speaking in tongues” (Duchesne 1927 [1903]: 48) – to elucidate a 

theory of ‘charismatic’ political authority manifested in “a certain 

quality of an individual personality by virtue of which he will be 
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considered extra-ordinary” (Weber 1978: 242). Although Weber 

mentioned particular instances in which such power may be 

manifested on the ground, the analytic value of the term charismatic 

lay in its more abstract possibilities: ultimately elucidating “how the 

individual is actually regarded by those [who are] subject” to this 

authority (Ibid., 242-243). For Mauss (1990 [1950]), an exhaustive 

examination of trans-historical gift-giving practices underpinned a 

broader analysis of the moral dimensions of economic life. Focusing 

on Maori data in particular - in which the hau or ‘spirit’ of a gift 

impelled reciprocal giving (13ff) - allowed Mauss to examine more 

fundamental aspects of economic morality, and thereby open the 

door to “better organization procedures applicable in our own [early 

twentieth century, capitalist] societies” (91). And for Agamben (1998), 

utilization of Roman jurists’ accounts of the homo sacer – an obscure 

figure of archaic law “who may be killed but not sacrificed” (83) – was 

a vehicle to theorize the much wider, and more generic place of life 

at the heart of European practices of sovereignty.   

But before I outline the precise place of ‘jointed-ness’ in my 

analysis, I explore the place of ‘timespaces’ in anthropological 

scholarship. Numerous early studies of capitalism can be read in 

ways that reveal attention to this phenomenon’s spatial 

(geographical) distribution, and the time scales in which it was 

disseminated in these areas. 30 A number of recent anthropological 

																																																								
30 Attention to both space and time are particularly evident in mid-to-
late twentieth century, Marxian studies of the ‘articulation of modes of 
production’ (Taussig 1980). As Hart and Hann (2011) explain, this 
approach explores how “colonial capitalism restructured the [pre-
colonial] lineage and petty commodity modes of production in the 
interest of accumulation” (75). For Taussig (1980), who explicitly 
writes in this tradition, the appropriation of peasant-owned land by 
large land owners in 1900s Colombia allowed for the ‘articulation’ of 
capitalist and pre-capitalist modes of agriculture: the former based on 
large-scale agribusiness employing salaried labourers, the latter 
relying on subsistence, family-based work in small peasant-owned 
farmsteads (1980: 88ff). In this way, the territorial emergence of large 
sugar-cane estates, and their spread across the Colombian 
countryside, are given a particularly temporalized moment of origin in 
early twentieth-century conditions.  
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and wider social scientific approaches, however, analyse 

‘timespaces’ of capitalism in a much more explicit way (Guyer 2007; 

Castree 2009; Bear 2014, 2015; Bear et al. 2015). A major 

theoretical inspiration for this approach is Bakhtin’s (1981) concept of 

the chronotope. Used as a device for literary criticism, Bakhtin (1981) 

conceives of a chronotope as “the intrinsic connectedness of 

temporal and spatial relationships that are artistically expressed in 

literature” (Ibid., 84). Although originally used to trace a genealogy of 

the western novel dating to the late antique Greek world, chronopes 

have extensive influence in social scientific analysis.  The 

sociological significance of such “intrinsic interconnectedness” 

between time and space is amplified in May and Thrift’s (2001) 

concept of ‘timespace’. Noting the significance of time in terms of 

social life and action, these scholars emphasise “the extent to which 

time is irrecoverably bound up with the spatial constitution of society 

(and vice versa)” (3). For May and Thrift, timespaces are framed 

through social practices around things as diverse as timetables, 

forms of social discipline, scientific instruments and devices, and 

bodies of text (3-4).  

 Both Bakhtin’s (1986) and May and Thrift’s (2001) approaches 

to spatio-temporal conjunctions are drawn on by Bear (2014, 2015) 

in order to theorize how capitalist life unfolds in an eastern Indian 

river economy. Observing changing conditions in regimes of 

employment, debt and infrastructural projects that have occurred 

under Indian ‘austerity capitalism’, Bear (2015) pays particular 

attention to the timespaces in which these conditions are 

experienced. She explores the “complex timespaces of the river” in 

which workers, bureaucrats and entrepreneurs negotiate natural 

rhythms, trade cycles and routines of labour (19). From a 

methodological perspective, Bear goes on to note, “it is only through 

such analysis of timespaces that we can understand how circulation 

in austerity capitalism (or any form of capitalism) works” (Ibid., 20).  

The following Chapters draw on Bear’s methodology to probe 

the spatio-temporal locations in which one can discern the unfolding 
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of capitalist economic activity in Erdene’s pasturelands and beyond. 

But whilst Bear’s analytic focus concerns particular timespaces in 

which capitalist activity unfolds, my focus is on how different 

timespaces of pastoral economic activity are articulated to, and 

connected with, each other. Rather than primarily turning inwards to 

scrutinize particular chronotopic situations such as shipyards, my 

analytic focus also involves turning outwards to examine forms of 

articulation and interconnection between diverse spatio-temporalised 

fields of pastoral life.  

In this context, the analytic advantage of the concept of 

jointed-ness lies in an ability to analytically elucidate relationships in 

which different economic timespaces are connected together, yet 

remain ultimately distinct from each other. Jointed-ness as a concept 

reveals how forms of connectivity stretch across areas of spatio-

temporal difference. It allows me to analyse forms of economic 

relationality in the immediacy of their spatio-temporal environments. 

This analysis facilitates analysis of the diversity existing within 

animal-originating capitalism (cf Gibson Graham 1993). It does so, by 

allowing me to explore how religious rituals conducted in timespaces 

of Buddhist monasteries and homes during Lunar New Year 

celebrations amplify a sense of abundance in livestock living in very 

different pastoral timespaces on the steppe (Chapter 1). It facilitates 

analysis of how livestock raised in the timespaces of Erdene’s 

pasturelands are sold to traders at particular times of year, and taken 

to urban areas hundreds of miles away (Chapter 6). It allows one to 

understand how contracts for livestock loans written in the 

timespaces of district-centre banks relate to the timespaces of 

pastoral labour in which these very livestock are nurtured (Chapter 

5). My use of jointed-ness, therefore, aims to bring analytic clarity to 

the inter-connective elements of Erdene’s pastoral economy. But 

achieving this aim through the utilization of an analytic device 

(jointed-ness) inspired by an indigenous term (üye) is not unique in 

economic anthropology. In a study of economic practices amongst 

the Yukaghir of northeastern Siberia, Jiménez and Willerslev (2007) 
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draw on the local term ayibii to explore how different facets of local 

economic life sit alongside each other. Ayibii is the Yukaghir term for 

a physical entity’s “second modality of being, or a ‘hidden side’” 

(528). It refers to shadows, but in a way that also encompasses the 

souls of living things such as humans and animals. Noting that 

Yukaghir livelihoods are based on a “dual hunting economy” of sable 

and elk, Jiménez and Willerslev utilize the ontological purchase of 

ayibii to interrogate how one form of hunting economy structurally 

‘shadows’ another: “while not all the economic activities of the 

Yukaghirs are animated by an ayibii, they all contain or carry within 

them the moment of duplicity of shadow-force that the ayibii evokes” 

(528). A local term is thus deployed beyond the sphere of its original 

usage, to provide analytic clarity regarding economic activity. My use 

of the term jointed-ness aims to achieve a similar effect: working 

upwards from an indigenous form of relationality, to achieve specific 

insights into the dynamics of local economic life.  

In this way, I take a novel approach to scholarship on 

timespaces and capitalist economic life. I refine the arguments of 

scholars like Bear (2014, 2015) through close engagement with 

Mongolian ethnographic data. I do so by not only attending to the 

significance of living beings (livestock) in shaping conditions of 

‘animal-originating capitalism’, but by exploring how different 

timespaces may be interlinked in such a ‘jointed’ manner. In doing 

so, I aim to contribute to a body of literature that questions the 

dominance of capitalism over other sphere of social life. It seeks to 

avoid what may be broadly termed “capitalocentrism” (Gibson 

Graham 1996:40). This is an analytic perspective that assumes a 

priori that capitalism is destructively encompassing of other forms of 

social life, and is capable of colonizing, and rendering homogeneous, 

vast areas of the world’s surface (St.Martin et al. 2016: 3-4). A 

‘capitalocentric’ approach can be broadly read into the writings of 

both Weber (1958 [1916]; 1977 [1906]) and Marx and Engels (1967 

[1888]), to the extent these scholars credited capitalism with the 

revolutionary ability to recast entirely whole areas of human social 
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life. Whilst Weber saw in capitalism a ‘spirit’ (geist) of ascetic 

rationality that shaped entire fields of human behaviour, Marx and 

Engels saw capitalist ‘modes of production’ – regimes of labour and 

property ownership – determining whole epochs of human history.  In 

contrast, I seek to explore the ways in which capitalist exchange in 

Mongolia is elaborate through the ownership of livestock, and sits in 

relation to other aspects of pastoral economic life: such as unpaid 

and subsistence herding labour (Chapter 2), the performance of 

religious activities in relation to the possession of livestock (Chapter 

1), and the gifts of small numbers of livestock to young children 

(Chapter 3). I highlight the diversity at the heart of capitalism as it 

originates from animal husbandry in Mongolia. Instead of assuming 

that capitalism is “an all-powerful monolith” – Ho’s (2008: 69) 

summary of a body of social scientific literature on capitalism – I 

focus on animal-originating capitalist conditions that are “grounded in 

specific practices and locales that can be thickly described” (Ho 

2008: 68). 

 

Summary of Chapters  
 

Part I explores forms of human-animal relations underpinning 

pastoral economic life. But they approach this issue in two distinct 

ways. Chapter 1 explores a number of religious and cosmological 

practices around pastoralism, which are carried out in the Buddhist 

part of central Mongolia where my research was conducted. In this 

Chapter, I examine moments during Lunar New Year in which the 

possibilities of new beginnings are accentuated. I argue that the 

sacralisation of livestock through various rituals allows people to 

conceive of abundance in livestock in particular ways. Abundance in 

livestock is something that ultimately underpins, and is reflective of, 

the accumulation of livestock. Chapter 2 focuses on the forms of 

labour involved in tending to livestock. This Chapter traces the 

temporal outlines of the pastoral cycle in Erdene: how people relate 

to the life cycles of their livestock, and which pastoral commodities 
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are available at particular times. But whereas a number of works on 

Mongolian pastoral economies focus on people who herd animals 

full-time, this Chapter also explores how herding can be combined 

with other types of work: like building and administrative jobs.  

Having explored abundance in livestock and forms of pastoral 

labour, I move to Part II. In this Part of my thesis, I explore the 

accumulation of livestock in Erdene, and how this is manifested in 

particular forms of pastoral personhood. Chapter 3 explores how a 

sense of pastoral value is nurtured through enumerative practices: 

livestock censuses conducted by the local government, as well as 

smaller level count-ups conducted through the year. Exploring how 

enumerating livestock allows people to trace the growth of their 

herds, I analyse how counting animals also casts male household 

heads as particularly powerful people. Tracing how the most 

successful herders combine exemplary (Humphrey 1997) herding 

skills with power over their livestock and families, I explore how the 

accumulation of valuable livestock amplifies a certain form of male 

authority. Whilst Chapter 3 explores the accumulation of valuable 

livestock, Chapter 4 explores the underside of herding: what can go 

wrong in a world largely devoid of state support for herders. I explore 

how the accumulation of livestock can be undone by natural 

disasters such as drought and extreme periods of cold weather 

(zud). I also show how particularly individuated, future-oriented forms 

of personhood emerge amongst younger people in the countryside 

who want to pursue life in urban areas. 
 Part III then explores how the emergence of pastoral 

commodities scales pastoral economic life. It interrogates the 

animality of economics. Chapter 5 explores the relationship between 

livestock and money – the temporalized sale of livestock, and their 

ability to collateralise loans - and how this scales a localised cash 

economy. Chapter 6 switches from the local to the global, to explore 

how particular pastoral products link the economy of Erdene with 

economies much further afield. In doing so, I focus on three pastoral 

commodities that come into existence at particular times of year: 
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airag, cashmere, and wool. Finally, in the Conclusion I sum up the 

findings of this thesis,  accentuate the contributions it makes to 

anthropological scholarship, and point to new directions in which this 

work could be taken in the future. 
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PART I 
 

Human-animal relations and pastoral economic life 
 

 

 

Chapter 1 
 

Abundance: perceptions of plenty in livestock 
 

 

 

 

In this Chapter, I examine various ways in which abundance in 

livestock is conceived of in Erdene soum. The Introduction 

suggested how people in Erdene are very proud of the abundant 

(elbeg) conditions of their area. This is especially true in relation to 

horses, as I hinted at in the opening vignette. Like many herders, 

Luvsan is proud of his extensive horse-herd, which has been 

nurtured over many years. Luvsan’s younger neighbours at his 

autumn encampment, Baatar and Naraa, are also on the way to 

growing the sizes of their herds. Owning abundant flocks frames 

herders’ ability to sell animals, and accordingly invest in items such 

as trucks and motorbikes that make further successful herding a 

possibility. Even when an ethic of abundance does not translate into 

abundance for particular individuals, it is still regarded as an ideal. In 

short, abundance in livestock ultimately underpins the “forms of 

accumulation” (Bear 2015:80) lying at the heart of animal-originating 

capitalism. This is so whether herders actually have extensive herds 

of their own, or whether they just aspire to do so in today’s 

economically precarious ‘age of the market’. 

 Ethnographically, this Chapter focuses on timespaces in which 

pastoral abundance is valorised through various practices. I frame 

valorization as the attribution of worth to livestock, in ways that 
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recognise their propensity to reproduce and become bountiful under 

their own life rhythms. It does so from various perspectives, and 

focuses in on activities carried out in Buddhist monasteries and 

homes during Lunar New Year (tsagaan sar). I explore how, during 

this festive period, animality is cast in terms of plenty, as large 

amounts of meat and milk products taken from Erdene’s 

pasturelands are transformed into food consumed in private homes 

on a huge scale. I examine how domestic games played with ankle-

bones (shagai) collected from the joints of slaughtered livestock are 

seen to prefigure the emergence of new futures. Although not strictly 

prognosticative of abundance in livestock, I suggest that the 

collection and deployment of these bones points to the accumulation 

of livestock on an on-going basis. And I trace how the sacralisation of 

livestock, through the performance of fortune-summoning dallaga 

rituals held in local monasteries, underpins perceptions of growth in 

flocks. Crucially, all these activities depend on the mobilisation of 

animals, animal parts, or objects used in animal husbandry for their 

illustrative potential. They draw on mutton that is made into meat 

dumplings for New Year’s feasts, shagai collected over the course of 

many years, and horses’ bridles used in the dallaga ritual.  

Analytically, I argue that the New Year timespaces in which 

such valorisations of abundance occur are framed in relation to 

pastoral timespaces where life on the steppe unfolds. They amplify 

conditions of plenty which may be empirically perceived in contexts 

from which they remain spatially and temporally differentiated, but 

with which they are nevertheless interconnected in a jointed manner. 

The importance of tsagaan sar as a frame for such analysis of jointed 

timespaces is that it occurs on the threshold of a new season. 

According to Buddhist calendars tsagaan sar marks the beginning of 

the ‘first month of spring’ (Havryn Tergüün Sar) (L. Terbish 2014:5).31 

																																																								
31  I thank Elizabeth Fox for pointing out this relationship to me. 
Tsagaan Sar falls around the end of January or beginning of 
February, according to the Gregorian – or, as my informants put it, 
‘world’ – calendar (delhiin kalyendar’). Like the cycle of ‘animal years’ 
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Activities that amplify ideas of pastoral plenty are performed during 

Lunar New Year, just before large numbers of young animals are 

born on the steppe. As in Tsing’s (2015) analysis of different forms of 

temporality and how their interactions may occur in remarkable or 

unexpected ways, Buddhist means of reckoning time frame the 

“seasonal pulses of growth” (21) that manifest the life rhythms of 

livestock. This valorization of animal abundance is, in the final 

analysis, grounded in relation to the reproductive capacity of 

livestock. Unlike the cycles of commodity exchange that facilitate the 

accumulation of wealth in thing-based studies of capitalism,32 and 

notwithstanding the considerable human labour invested in the 

management of herds, animal abundance is ultimately grounded in 

the reproductive capacities of livestock themselves. 

Before I commence this analysis of pastoral abundance, I 

begin with a brief outline of my arrival in Erdene just before the ‘Year 

of the Wood Horse’ (Modon Morin Jil) commenced on 31st January 

2014.  I then examine how New Year in Erdene frames the possibility 

of renewal in a way that goes beyond just accentuating the 

																																																																																																																																													
I go on to mention later in this Chapter, months (and even days and 
hours) are temporally structured around animal-themed segments. 
During the period of my fieldwork in Erdene, the first day of the 
fifteen-day liturgical period of tsagaan sar opened the first, ‘red tiger’ 
month of spring (Havryn Tergüün Ulaan Bars Sar) (L. Terbish 
2014:5). Livestock, however, are not born until March. This is the 
case for all species herded in Erdene, according to my own 
experiences living in the area.  
32  Taussig (1980) argued - on the basis of South American 
ethnography - that in certain conditions, giving something a 
commodity status can imbue it with life-like qualities. He suggests 
this is ultimately a category mistake, which ‘fetishises’ inanimate 
things with the qualities of living organisms. This is something that 
“derives from the alienation between persons and the things that they 
produce and exchange. Codified in law as much as in everyday 
practice, this alienation results in the phenomenology of the 
commodity as self-enclosed entity” (124). This approach resonates 
with Gregory’s (1982) slightly later analysis of commodity exchange 
in which “in a class-based society the objects of exchange tend to 
assume the alienated form of a commodity and, as a consequence, 
reproduction in general assumes the particular form of commodity 
reproduction” (41). 
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abundance of herds. This sense of renewal speaks to broad 

existential possibilities, and the potential of new beginnings. It is 

particularly visible, I suggest, in perceptions of particular Buddhist 

divinities encountered in one form or another during New Year. 

Through the actions of these gods, a sense of protection is 

correlated with the opening of spaces in which new things may 

unfold. I make this analysis of these divinities, in order to explain the 

wider conditions in which Erdene’s residents frame perceptions of 

pastoral abundance and animal growth during this time. 

 

The start of New Year in Erdene 
 

Preparations for tsagaan sar were in full swing by the time my 

fieldwork started in Erdene at the beginning of January 2014. 

Travelling from Bulgan City to Erdene soum centre in a cramped 

mini-bus, I could only glimpse Erdene’s extensive pasturelands and 

flocks of livestock through piles of luggage stacked up inside the bus’ 

condensation-covered windows. Arriving in the district centre, the bus 

stopped near the home of Bold and Tsendee, with whom I stayed for 

much of my fieldwork. Bold was waiting for my bus to arrive, and as 

soon as he spotted me from the yard of his house, shuffled out up an 

icy lane linking his house to the main road to meet me. 

 That evening, Bold and Tsendee were busy getting things 

ready for the coming Lunar New Year celebrations. Literally meaning 

‘new moon’, tsagaan sar is the biggest holiday in Mongolia. During 

the socialist period, tsagaan sar was unfavourably viewed by the 

government. This was largely due to its Buddhist origins, which gave 

it an incongruous position in relation to the official list of socialist and 

internationalist festivals celebrating events such as the 1921 

People’s Revolution, and May Day. “Effectively banned” from 1952 

using the death of Mongolia’s ruler Marshal Choibalsan as a 

convenient pretext (Kaplonski 2014:79), tsagaan sar has been 

reinvented since the early 1990s. As in Pozdneyev’s late-nineteenth 

century description of this festival, modern-day tsagaan sar may be 
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viewed as “the most important of annual holidays in the social life of 

the Mongols” (1978 [1887]: 370-371).  

 Shortly after my arrival I headed off almost straight away to 

the winter encampment of Tsendee’s son Baatar, who played a big 

role in the autumnal horse-branding ritual I mentioned at the 

beginning of this thesis. I had intended to stay with him for some 

time, in order to begin studying the outlines of Erdene’s pastoral 

economy. But after a few weeks, I ended up back in the district 

centre to celebrate New Year at Bold and Tsendee’s home. What 

was meant to be a visit for three days or so turned into a prolonged 

stay of over one month, and I eventually returned to Baatar’s 

encampment in the spring. I was tempted to stay in the district centre 

for two reasons. First, I could experience the particularly intense 

period of social life that unfolds in the soum centre at this time of 

year, which stood in contrast to the far more isolated conditions at 

the herding encampment. Second, I wanted to study the 

anthropological significance of life unfolding in Erdene’s district 

centre monasteries at this time. In particular, I hoped to research how 

Buddhist ritual activity conducted at this time might be related to 

pastoral life. The outcome of this research is evident in the study of 

dallaga rituals I present later.  

In the course of this research I made multiple visits to Gandan 

monastery, a small hiid housed in a squat wooden building in 

Erdene’s district centre. When closed – as it is for much of the year - 

Gandan takes on a bleak appearance. Its broken windows fitted 

under discoloured blue Russian-style frames, and external door fitted 

with a sturdy metal padlock (tsooj), give it an almost derelict feel. 

People only visit if they need to see a lama about specific problems 

that need remedying by a zasal ritual, and by appointment with the 

resident clergy. But in the two weeks following New Year, Gandan’s 

doors are thrown open amidst a bustle of religious activity. Herders 

from all over the countryside visit the hiid to have sacred books read 

(nom unshuulah) in order to bring them good fortune over the coming 

year. The hiid is headed by the powerful but friendly Dorj, a large 
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man whose top-of-the-range car – its distinct red colour matching his 

maroon robes - can often be seen speeding across the district, as he 

visits country households to perform various rituals. Wealthy enough 

to own three houses in the area– including an elegant, two-storey 

wooden chalet worked on by his lama-pupils – Dorj lama was 

described by Bold as the area’s main religious authority. Whilst 

widely respected for his hieratic office, his authority crystallises into 

something more tangibly powerful over Lunar New Year, as he 

presides over fifteen days of intense ‘meritorious work’ (buyan ajil) at 

his hiid and a local ovoo.33 Ensconced in a throne at the north 

eastern part of the monastery, for hours on end he reads out  - over 

an impressively large sound system - the names of people for whom 

he is about to say prayers, who then squeeze through the crowded, 

incense-filled monastery to sit at his feet and benefit from his recital 

of particular texts. These prayers are all from Tibetan books, many of 

which Dorj knows by heart, and are chosen on the basis of a 

person’s animal year and sex. 34 In this work, he is assisted by some 

																																																								
33 Ovoos are sacred stone cairns, inhabited by spirit masters of the 
land. They are usually located “at heights, passes, or crossroads” 
(Heissig 1980: 103), and constitute central points in the landscape. 
34 Sacred books are referred to as sudar (sutras), or nom: the latter 
being the name also given to ordinary books. They have particular 
prominence during Lunar New Year’s rituals, and their use is 
regarded by lamas and lay people as paradigmatically Buddhist. 
Whilst ordinary Mongolian books have a similar materiality to those 
found in the western world– vertically bound, paginated, and 
associated with particular authors – sacred books are quite different. 
Written in Tibetan, the liturgical language of Mongolian Buddhism, 
their design and fabrication mimic older xylographs (block-prints) 
(Diemberger 2012:19) produced as unbound rectangular leaves, 
respectfully wrapped in thick layers of coloured silk. Written in a 
language unintelligible to the laity, their powerful, magical contents 
are “beyond the comprehension of ordinary people” (Højer 2009: 58). 
The words of these texts may be dislodged from their pages during 
chanting. This is especially the case in relation to some balin: 
“mysterious dough shapes with multiple meanings used in many 
offering rituals” (Humphrey and Ujeed 2013:150). Constructed as 
cone-shaped butter and barley-mix cores held together within a 
gauze, and decorated on the outside with lines and concentric 
patterns formed from coloured butter or goats’ fat, balin (Tibetan - 
gtor ma) are at once offerings to particular gods (burhani idee) and 
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local lamas, but also clergy who have visited from Erdene Zuu. This 

is the grand sixteenth-century monastic complex in neighbouring 

Övörhangai province, now also a museum, outside whose walls is a 

small seminary where some boys from Erdene train to be lamas. 

 

Opening protective timespaces: Lunar New Year and ferocious 
gods 
 

As people place money-offerings and light butter lamps on Gandan’s 

main altar to gain karmic merit during this auspicious time of year, 

the ferocious image of the god Jamsran (also called Ulaan Sahius, 

the ‘Red Protector’) looms out at them from behind an assemblage of 

smaller statues, framed images of gods, and respectfully-placed silk 

scarves. Jamsran is the main object of worship (gol shüteen) in this 

monastery. His fearsome statue stands on the main altar, respectfully 

enclosed in a large glass case. About 1 metre tall, the statue is cast 

in the image of a ferocious warrior. Flashing eyes start from 

Jamsran’s bright red face. He wears a crown of skulls, and 

brandishes a drawn sword above his head. Like other sacred images 

produced in the Buddhist aesthetic tradition – which Pedersen (2011) 

sums up as “celebrating symmetries and congruities” (199) - this 

statue reproduces a stereotyped form of the god. It is virtually 

identical to those found painted in illuminated manuscripts (N. 

Tsultem 1986: 74-75), and fashioned into Jamsran-masks and 

																																																																																																																																													
indexical referents of the divinities to which they are offered (cf 
Ortner 1975; Tucci 1980: 115ff). On Lunar New Year’s eve (bitüün), 
lamas make and enliven balin, which are then placed on the 
monastery altars. On the last night of New Year, people noisily 
pushed and shoved each other to be near lamas distributing 
fragments of the balin from two large metal basins. As Tsendee 
mentioned, after she took a piece home and carefully stored it away 
in a cupboard used for important items of clothing and documents, 
the balin had been sitting in the monastery for fifteen days, and thus 
absorbed (shingeeh) the sacred texts uttered throughout this period. 
For this reason, it has a ‘medicine-like’ (em shig) quality, and could 
be used to cure cuts in humans, and sickness in livestock. 
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costumes worn by performers of tsam dances 35  (Z. Altangerel 

2013:54). From a Mongolian Buddhist perspective, Jamsran was 

originally a violent local spirit. However, he was subjugated and 

turned into a protector god by the third Dalai Lama, during the 

sixteenth century conversion of Mongolia to Mahayana Buddhism 

(Wallace 2015a: 205). The broad outlines of his biography are 

therefore similar to those of other spirits in the Inner Asian world 

brought into contact with this form of Buddhism: a religious system 

whose expansion was marked by the ‘domestication’ of wild spirits 

that existed in equally untamed landscapes prior to its arrival 

(Pedersen 2011: 135ff).  

Although ferocious in appearance, Jamsran is a protector god. 

His protective capacity is revealed in two aspects of its biography. 

First, he was historically presented as a god of war. In this capacity, 

he acted as protector of Mongolia. Until Mongolia was declared a 

communist republic in 1924, Jamsran was venerated by the 

Mongolian Ministry of Defence “with offerings and prayers for the 

pacification of obstacles and for safeguarding the peace of the 

country” (Wallace 2015a: 209). Second, Jamsran is viewed as a 

protector of Buddhism. As the lama Dorj and a Tibetan handbook 

translated into Mongolian (A. Samdan et al. 2005) both mention, 

Jamsran is constituted as a guardian, and ‘protector of the Buddhist 

dharma’ (Nomyn Hamgaalagch). Dharma in this sense encompasses 

“the whole sacred Law” taught by Śākyamuni Buddha, whose origins 

and aim are an absolute sense of Buddha-nature (Snellgrove 1987: 

37). In this protective capacity, Jamsran is cast as “one who 

establishes great merit for sentient beings” (A.Samdan et al. 

2005:25).  

Jamsran’s capacity for protective intervention in human affairs 

is similar to that of another ferocious divinity venerated during New 

Year. Arriving at Bold’s house on lunar New Year’s Eve (bitüün) I 

was intrigued to see a small piece of ice deliberately placed to one 
																																																								
35  “Religious masked dances” (Heissig 1980:41) performed 
periodically in monasteries. 
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side of his doorframe, near a sagging electricity cable that connected 

his house to the national electricity grid arcing for hundreds of miles 

across Mongolia’s steppelands. I had briefly left Bold’s house to visit 

one of Erdene’s district centre shops to buy some beautifully-

presented boxes of Russian chocolates, and get some cash from the 

local branch of Khan Bank. Baatar had previously told me about the 

importance of giving gifts of money and other things to elders during 

tsagaan sar, and I wanted to make a good impression on Bold and 

Tsendee the following morning. By the time I arrived back, this piece 

of ice had been placed just outside the house. It had been left out in 

anticipation of the goddess Lham’s nocturnal arrival at their home. 

Originating in Tibet as a protectress of the Dalai Lama, Lham 

belongs to the ferocious pantheon of Buddhist deities (dogshid). On 

bitüün night, Tsendee’s son Erdene-Ochir explained as he busied 

himself with New Year preparations, Lham rides around the world to 

visit every household. Her mount is a mule (luus), the sturdy hybrid 

of a horse and donkey, which is draped with the flayed skin of 

defeated enemies. Lham carries a club, with which she destroys 

every ‘bad thing’ (muu yum) she encounters on her way. Her 

ferocious potential is used for good, as it means that the New Year 

can begin in optimally felicitous conditions. As for the ice, my 

interlocutor laconically explained, it is left for her mule, so it can stop 

to quench its thirst during its exhaustive journey.  

 In the New Year timespaces of Buddhist monasteries and 

individual homes, a protective ambience is nurtured through the 

divinely-mediated removal of harmful things. Whilst social scientific 

studies of action reveal how, for humans, speech and activity are 

often entwined - and demonstrate how particular acts may be 

“performed in the manner of speech” (Arendt 1998 [1958]: 178) - 

these gods are presented as almost mute forces which silently but 

forcefully pre-empt and eliminate problems in human affairs before 

they arise. Their actions are different from those of human beings 

whose lived experiences, as Graeber (2001) observes, posit action 

and reflection “as different aspects or moments of the self, so that 
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experience becomes a continual swinging back and forth between 

them”(97). From the way they are described by laypeople in Erdene 

these divinities seem not so much to reflect, as simply to act. 

But the protection these gods offer is not just a negative or 

purely reactive response to risks that frame particular events or 

occurrences in relation to the possibility of losses on various scales 

(Douglas 1992:40). Nor is this protection merely deployed against a 

more general sense of impending danger. Instead, it has an 

intriguing double aspect to it. This is because protection, as 

articulated through the behaviours of these gods, shapes spaces in 

which various benefits can be accrued, and good things experienced. 

By protecting the Buddhist law through killing demons and enemies 

of religion, Jamsran facilitates the ethical perfection of living beings, 

and ultimately helps them reach enlightenment. In short, protection 

frames the possibility of new beginnings in particularly creative ways. 

This is manifested in relation to the actions of these gods, which 

frame conditions of great existential possibility. Such possibilities, as 

the nocturnal ride of the goddess Lham suggested, are concentrated 

in New Year domestic and monastic timespaces. They are also 

visible in the New Year ‘path-opening rituals’ I now discuss. 

 

New paths, and new directions 
 

For Bold and Tsendee, as for many other Mongols, new year 

celebrations form a composite nexus of events around ‘opening the 

path’ (züg gargah) for a successful following twelve months. This is a 

ritual performed on the morning of New Year, in which people say 

particular mantras in order to start the year properly. The mantras 

chosen depend on the gender and ‘animal year’ of the person 

involved. Articulated within a repeating cycle of twelve years that 

constantly repeats itself, each year is named after a certain type of 
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animal.36 Some, like the tigers mentioned in the Introduction, are not 

found in Erdene. Others, like horses and cattle, are named after 

animals engaged with on a daily basis through the practices of 

pastoralism. The significance of such religiously-mediated opening 

rituals (zasal) is revealed in problems that might arise if they are not 

performed. Failing to ‘open the path’, a lama later explained to me, 

would mean ‘people may encounter bad results in their work, deeds, 

and productivity’ (Züg gargaagüi hünii ajil üils büteemj muutai baih 

tohioldog baina). For this reason, he went on to say, ‘to open a path 

is an essential religious rite’ (Züg gargah n’ shashny chuhal üil mön 

döö). As I explore in relation to wider Mongolian imaginaries around 

paths and roads in Chapter 6, opening a path in this way is 

suggestive of proceeding in a specifically directional and unimpeded 

way.  

Paths, like roads (Reeves 2016:2), feature in a number of 

social scientific and anthropological studies of connectivity. For 

Simmel (1994), paths are the precursor to roads. Roads come into 

existence, he suggests, along paths made by people passing 

forwards and backwards along particular routes. They provide a 

means of “freezing movement into a solid structure” (Ibid., 6), 

spatialising temporal motion in fixed infrastructural forms.  This 

analysis of path-making as a particular form of temporalized activity 

is echoed in Ingold’s (2016) comments on the relationship between 

tracks and movement. As people pass along a particular route, he 

notes, they “leave reductive traces in the landscape through frequent 

movement along the same route on foot or horseback or, more 

																																																								
36 This cycle consists of the following years: horse (mor’), sheep 
(hon’), monkey (bich), rooster (tahia), dog (nohoi), pig (gahai), rat 
(hulgana), ox (üher), tiger (bar), rabbit (tuulai), dragon (luu), and 
snake (mogoi). Each year is also classified according to five types of 
element (mahbod’): earth (shoroo), iron (tömör), water (us), wood 
(mod), and fire (gal). The combinations from these different 
years/elements produces a grid of sixty (12x5=60) possible types of 
year within a wider sexagenary cycle. This calendar was introduced 
in Mongolia from Tibet during the 11th century, although animal-
based calendars have much older Central Asian origins. 
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recently, by wheeled vehicles”(44). Whole networks of movement 

leave their traces worked into the ground across which they occur.  

These perspectives provide useful insights into thinking about 

how temporal movement can be spatialised through path-making. 

They reveal paths as particular timespaces of action, shaped in 

relation to diverse practices and expectations. But their theoretical 

limitation for understanding züg gargah rituals lies in their positing 

the possibility of movement in more than one direction. Unlike 

forming paths or tracks on the landscape by pacing up and down 

along a particular route (Ibid., 44), Mongolian path-opening rituals 

are exclusively directed towards an opening future. Connecting the 

present with the unfolding future – a vantage point afforded by the 

turning of the year – an open metaphorical path is an expansive 

route along which life can be optimally lived, its events joined 

together in an idealized, felicitous series. It is in relation to such a 

generalized sense of new growth and potential that abundance in 

livestock is framed. The impending birth of new livestock under the 

rhythms of animal cycles is valorized through perceptions of animal 

abundance held at New Year. The first of these perceptions, which I 

now turn to discuss, is framed in relation to animal products 

consumed during this time. 

 

Consuming animal abundance  
 
Friends of mine who live in Ulaanbaatar but who visited relatives in 

Erdene over the New Year mentioned that their statutory holidays 

were short. Tsendee’s son Erdene-Ochir, who works at a university 

in the capital, had to make the long journey back to Ulaanbaatar after 

only two days in the countyside. However, celebrations in Erdene 

last for well over two-weeks. This period takes in the entire length of 

the fifteen-day liturgical period of celebration, and goes on even after 

that. Younger relatives are expected to visit the homes of their 

elders, and friends will also visit each others’ homes. Beforehand, 

though, a vast amount of work goes into getting things ready for the 
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festive period. Shortly after my arrival in Erdene, Tsendee had 

acquired some fragments of silver-embroidered cloth to wrap 

presents for special relatives, the shimmer produced by metallic 

fibres running through this ‘bright’ (gereltei) cloth mimicking rays of 

light cast by the new moon. She had plastered over the part of the 

chimneybreast in her house where the heat had caused some plaster 

to come away from the underlying brickwork, and painted the whole 

thing a suitably bright white. As I was worrying about buying presents 

for my hosts the day before New Year, Tsendee and her daughters 

were busy at home, quietly chopping huge numbers of potatoes, 

onions and cabbages. These would later be mixed with mayonnaise 

and transformed into delicious salads.  

This preparation aside, however, tsagaan sar involves 

preparing huge amounts of food made from meat and milk. Literally 

thousands of meat dumpling (buuz) are made beforehand, and left in 

unheated outhouses to freeze naturally before being steamed prior to 

eating when visitors arrive. After I arrived in Erdene, Bold and 

Tsendee were busy making large numbers of these New Year 

delicacies. Large amounts of mutton and fat were ground through a 

mincer, and mixed by Bold with large amounts of salt and chopped 

‘wild onions’ (zerleg songino, Latin: alium altaica) collected from 

Erdene’s forests during summer. A large piece of mutton was also 

boiled. Other animal parts are used too to contribute to the sense of 

New Year abundance.  
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Plate 4: One hundred and eight butter lamps. These offerings of zuun naiman zul 

were made at Erdene’s Gandan monastery, in order to gain merit during the Lunar 

New Year period. 108 is a sacred number in Buddhism. It is also found manifested 

in monastic infrastructure - in stupas placed on walls surrounding these institutions 

– as well as in the manufacture of Buddhist rosaries (erh) which may include 108 

semi-precious beads.  

 

Goat fat was rendered in order to deep-fry boov: large, flat pieces of 

dough, stamped in the middle with a latticed design, prepared in 

large numbers at this time of year. Airag produced the previous 

autumn, and frozen in 100 litre barrels when autumn temperatures 

plunged below zero degrees, is defrosted and offered to guests: 

much as I described in the Introduction. The use of animal products 

is not confined to people, but is also made into religious offerings. 

Shar tos – a type of clarified ‘yellow’ butter made from cow’s milk 

(Fijn 2011:xiii) – was melted and poured into metal lamps (zul) in 

order to be offered at the monastery.  

As in Gell’s analysis of the striking, brightly-coloured tabuyo 

prow-boards attached to the front of canoes used along kula routes 

in Papua New Guinea (1992: 44), food provided at Mongolian new 
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year feasts is aesthetically startling in its sheer abundance. It 

manifests a massive effort on behalf of herding households. Indeed, 

one could say tsagaan sar in rural areas manifests the abundance of 

animality, which is destined to be consumed by humans (Bataille 

1991 [1949]). Food consumed over New Year was raised in 

pasturelands during previous years, in very different timespaces from 

those in which it is consumed. It is suggestive of abundance in 

livestock, even in circumstances where herds may not be very large. 

Such consumption also hints at the possibility of similar consumption 

in the future, in which feasts like these will be prepared in coming 

years. 

 

New Year’s games and moments in time  
 

After midnight on New Year’s morning, the various relatives gathered 

to spend Lunar New Year at Bold and Tsendee’s house started to 

play some special games reserved for this festive period. A number 

of these are played with shagai: objects that, as I mentioned in the 

Introduction, are used as weights attached to the handles of airag 

pails. These are “little bones situated at the thin end of an animal’s 

shin” (Ya. Tsewel 1966: 829). Anatomically speaking, shagai are 

embedded in joints articulating leg bones with bones found in the 

foot. When livestock are slaughtered and butchered, these little 

bones are popped out of their natural position with a grimly audible 

‘clicking’ sound. Cleaned of tendons with a sharp knife, they are 

eventually stored away - in large numbers - in cloth bags usually kept 

at the back of cupboards or chests.  
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Plate 5: Shagai. These small anklebones, taken from joints, are almost always 

found in multiples. Photograph courtesy of a Mongolian friend. 

 

A large blue bag full of shagai was removed from a cupboard, and 

emptied on the floor near a small mat. This formed a small arena in 

which the shagai-based games would be played. As in Graeber’s 

(2012: 230) observation of the spatio-temporal locations of rule-

based games, this one is played not only at a particular time (New 

Year), but also in a particular space (the home, and in particular a 

specific part of it). Ninety two shagai were arranged on this rug ‘in the 

form of a tortoise’ for the game Alag Melhii (‘multi-coloured tortoise’). 

Although other numbers of shagai can be used to play this game, 

ninety two is a typical number “in central Khalkha regions”37 (A. 

Batbold 1993:48) of which Erdene is a paradigmatic case. Everyone 

helped to construct a tortoise-shape with these bones, using various 

																																																								
37 This reference work notes that “in western and eastern border 
areas, and in central Khalkha regions, alag melhii may be played 
with 81, 92, 108 or 128 shagai” (Baruun, züün hyazgaar, töv 
Khalkhad alag melhiig 81, 92, 108, 128- shagaigaar örj toglodog 
yum). 
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different coloured shagai – died red, blue, and brown – to represent 

its various body-parts. Contained within the overall structure were 

shagai used to signify the tortoise’s heart, kidneys, bladder, eyes, 

nose, tail, and nails. Within no time, a proudly-constructed skeletal 

tortoise had taken shape at the centre of a circle made by the excited 

new year’s visitors. The game is played for cash, the rolling of a die 

determining how many pieces can be removed from the tortoise, 

which is thereby deconstructed as the game goes on. Other games 

were played with shagai over New Year. One is Mor’ Uraldah (‘to 

race a horse’). A number of shagai are lined up in a row, to mark out 

a track with a finish line at one end. Each player is given one shagai 

each. Shagai each have four distinct sides formed by various 

concavities and convexities in their surfaces, and each side can 

signify a horse, goat, sheep, or camel for games like this. For this 

game, the horse side was placed upper-most, the roll of a die 

determining how far each ‘horse’ can race along the shagai-made 

‘track’. The winning ‘horse’ is the one to finish the race first. 

 Like the path-clearing ritual performed at the same time of 

year, playing games with shagai shapes conditions in which new 

beginnings can occur.  This point is made by Hamayon (2016) as 

part of a wider-ranging study of games in the Mongol world. Although 

her ethnographic focus mostly concerns the summer games 

(naadam) of wrestling, horse-racing and archery she also examines 

games played with shagai. She mentions how “playing jacks [shagai 

harvah]” is a common pursuit in the Mongolian countryside (69; cf 

134ff). Such games are played when herders move encampment, 

part of a seasonally-shaped cycle of migrations in which households 

are re-located in new pasturelands with their specific climatic 

conditions, levels of vegetation, and patterns of labour (Ibid., 69). But 

shagai not only mark the emergence of new beginnings, they also 

help shape their emergence into the lived experience of everyday 

life. As Hamayon goes on to note: 
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Even if the main objective is only to pass the time [by playing 

with shagai], everyone tends to interpret the results in terms of 

the “effect” produced on the life of the players and their family, 

on their activity, or even on the weather; everyone sees signs 

which both foreshadow and are supposed to make happen 

what has been foreshadowed (Ibid., 69). 

 

Ethnographically, the small shagai taken from joints in livestock’s 

bodies influence events beyond the closed arenas in which they are 

used. Viewed analytically, playing games with animal parts derived 

from joints take place in particular timespaces, whose effects ripple 

outwards in ways that affect life in other times and places.38 Like the 

horse-branding ritual at Luvsan’s autumn encampment, games with 

shagai frame specifically delineated moments in time. They help 

delineate productive New Year timespaces, and articulate them with 

timespaces later in the year where their particular ‘effects’ may be 

felt. Their use is, I feel, broadly suggestive of conditions of 

abundance in livestock. This is because of the way in which they are 

collected. As in Plate 5 above, shagai are almost never seen on their 

own.39 They are collected from livestock and stored away in very 

large numbers. Accumulating these things reveals a sense of 

abundance in livestock. They trace the ability of families to draw on 

their herds at this time of year, not only to furnish hundreds of meat 

dumplings for guests, but also to play games that frame the unfolding 

future in a particular light. They present dead animal material just 

before large numbers of new lambs are born in the warming spring 
																																																								
38 The same is true of card games played at this time of year. 
Whichever type of card game is played, the results – indicated in the 
form of winning money- are able to ‘reveal one’s luck’ (azaa üzeh) for 
the coming year.  
39 In an exception to this general observation, Bold once showed me 
the shagai of a wolf. Unlike those taken from livestock - which have a 
pale cream colour and four ‘points’ framing each of their four sides - 
this one was pale blue and had three sides. It was given to Bold by 
Luvsan, after he had killed a wolf (see Chapter 3 for a discussion of 
wolf hunting). It was kept as a lucky curiosity, and accordingly viewed 
in a different way from the other anklebones in Bold’s house. 
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weather. Their use amplifies the sense of creative beginnings 

inherent in wider perceptions of New Year. In this way, I suggest, 

their existence points to practices of animal husbandry in the area 

that will continue well into the future.  

 

Harnessing fortune in monastic timespaces 
 
New Year timespaces also form arenas in which animal abundance 

is valorised through the sacralisation of livestock. This sacralisation 

occurs through fortune-summoning dallaga rituals that articulate 

livestock within networks (Latour 1999) linking herds on the steppe, 

various material media through which blessings can be accumulated, 

and the quintessentially Buddhistic sacred texts (nom) deployed to 

bring such networks into being. I chose to use the term ‘sacralise’ to 

describe the formation of these networks on the basis of my 

informants’ views. As one herder summed up to me, performing such 

rituals is ‘something that allows connection with religious things’ 

(Shashyn yumtai holbootoi yum daa). This sacralisation of wealth 

shaped during New Year timespaces amplifies perceptions of growth 

in livestock living in very different pastoral timespaces on the steppe. 

In a jointed manner, these timespaces – Buddhist monasteries in the 

soum centre, and outlying pasturelands where herds graze on the 

steppe- are articulated together through these networks, yet 

ultimately remain experienced as distinct spheres of life and labour. 

Although such rituals can and are performed at other times of year, 

as I mention in Chapter 4, I suggest those done at tsagaan sar tap 

into a wider field of creative beginnings accentuated at the turning of 

the year.  

When I visited Gandan hiid during New Year, it was often in 

Bold’s company. He would visit to have special prayers said for 

himself over the coming year, and to perform a particular ritual 

(zasal) designed to prevent the emergence of a problem revealed by 

his astrological data. Bold seemed to enjoy stepping out of the over-

heated hiid to share cigarettes and snuff outside with his friends. 
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Leaving his house together, we would walk along the sandy lane 

leading into the middle of the district centre. It is a path along which 

animals are driven from surrounding pastureland to a nearby spring 

during spring and summer. Sometimes as we walked along this 

route, I would help him look out for white pebbles, which he needed 

to collect and later ritually discard in order for his zasal to be 

effective. It was a harder task then I imagined, as a number of 

promising stones I picked from the lane’s gravelly surface were 

invariably discarded for being ‘yellow’, ‘brown’, or ‘not really that 

white…’ Arcing between the district’s hospital and electricity 

substations, the lane took us to Gandan hiid. During one of our 

walks, the middle-aged Bold told me how he was brought up the ‘age 

of socialism’ (sotsializmy üyed) where religion was condemned as 

‘capitalist’ (höröngtön): a term of moral censure, casting this activity 

as beyond the pale in an ideally communist society. People who 

secretly owned images of gods kept them hidden out of sight under 

heavy family chests found in every Mongol household. This was, as 

a friend of his later confirmed, in case their owners’ religious 

sympathies were discovered and they found themselves out of work 

as a result. Visiting a monastery during this period would have been 

out of the question - not least because Erdene’s pre-revolutionary 

Raashantyn hiid had been razed to the ground by communist forces 

in 1938, its seventy or so lamas killed by members of the feared 

Ministry of Internal Affairs (D. Sürenhorloo 2010: 172)40. As Tsendee 

																																																								
40 Raashantyn hiid was founded in the late nineteenth century in 
Erdene’s northern pasturelands. By the 1900s, it housed around 
seventy lamas. Although probably not massively wealthy compared 
with the greatest monastic estates, in 1924 its resident incarnation 
(hubilgaan) was nevertheless able to donate five hundred prize 
horses (shildeg aduu) to the government to fund the development of 
Mongolian civil aviation (D. Sürenhorloo 2010: 172). Despite this 
effort, though, like practically every other monastery in Mongolia 
Raashantyn fell victim to the repressions carried out by the country’s 
communist government in the late 1930s. In 1938, it was destroyed 
and its lamas killed as part of a wider project to eliminate the 
perceived threat of Buddhism to the relatively new revolutionary 
government (Bawden 1968: 359ff; D. Sürenhorloo 2010: 173; 
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emphasised on a later occasion, when I asked her whether the spirit 

master of Erdene Uul was offended during the socialist period when 

a deep coal-mine was sunk under the mountain, ‘there was no 

religion during socialism’. Now, however, religious rituals like the 

ones I am about to discuss are incredibly popular in Erdene, part of a 

revival in religious practices evident in ethnographies conducted 

across the entire post-socialist world (Højer 2009; Chu 2010: 48-51; 

Bernstein 2013: 93ff) 

 On the very last night of the tsagaan sar period – the ‘fifteenth 

day of the new moon’, according to Bold’s Buddhist calendar - Bold, 

Tsendee and I went to Gandan after nightfall. We headed along the 

pitch-black lane towards the hiid, Bold and Tsendee oblivious to 

terrifying packs of dogs running at us from the darkness as we 

passed by. The occasion was a dallaga ritual. This is a widely 

attested practice in the Mongol Buddhist world that, as Humphrey 

and Ujeed (2013) note, is “a rite to beckon merit blessings (buyan 

hishig), which is incorporated as the ending section of numerous 

Mongolian ceremonies” (194). Conducted at the ovoo marking the 

edge of the district centre at dawn on the freezing, first morning of 

new year, and then again on the occasion we visited, the dallaga 

ritual involved harnessing blessings on the scale of the whole 

community. As the dallaga rite began on both occasions – and also 

during Erdene’s bigger ovoo ceremony held on Erdene Uul in 

midsummer - junior lamas milled around the assembled people, 

quickly passing a handful of grain from a plastic bag to each person 

present. Dallaga rituals summon fortune through lamas intoning 

																																																																																																																																													
Kaplonski 2014: 183ff). Aside from cartographic references on 
geographical surveys and maps – where they are listed as sümiin tür’ 
(monastic ruins) - all that remains of the original structure are stumps 
of wood in the ground. However, the monastery is currently 
undergoing reconstruction on its old site. Like other examples of 
monastic restoration in the Inner Asian Buddhist world (Z. Altangerel 
et al. 2009: 45ff; Bernstein 2013: 111), the restored building is 
modelled on plans of the old structure. Moreover, the lamas 
murdered in 1938 were posthumously rehabilitated (tsagaatgagdsan) 
by the national government in 1996 (D. Sürenhorloo 2010: 173). 
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particular sacred texts. Then, accompanied by the blasts of horns, 

conch-shells, and crashing cymbals, blessings were summoned at 

both events as people circulated the rice in their hands at the right 

moment, chanting ‘hurai, hurai, hurai’ as they did so.  

For Bold, the use of Tibetan texts in rituals like these is a 

paradigmatically Buddhist religious activity. Although Bold 

emphasised his own modest knowledge about these texts, he 

mentioned they were written “in accordance with Buddha’s teaching”. 

Whilst his perception of the Buddhist religion (sharyn shashyn) 

veered between giving it a “strict definition” (Humphrey and Ujeed 

2013: 42) embodied in the correct performance of various rites, and 

holding a comparative perspective (Detienne 2008) in which he 

viewed it as one belief amongst many, Bold nevertheless saw the 

use of Tibetan texts as central to its practice. By forming a network 

through a material support, performance of a particular movement, 

the vocalisation of certain words, and utterance of a sacred Tibetan 

text by the lamas, fortune could be beckoned. This is part of a trend 

in the wider Inner Asian world in which the materiality of various 

substances allows them to hold and support various circulating 

forces and powers (Humphrey 1970: 173ff; Chabros 1992: 190 ff; 

Empson 2011: 91 ff; Højer 2012:41; Buyandelger 2013: 39ff). After 

the ritual ended, the rice was carefully wrapped in a cloth or piece of 

paper. Peoples’ fingers fumbling to contain it all in the dawn light of a 

freezing winters’ morning, or under the weak glow from butter lamps 

and flickering strip-lighting inside the darkened monastery. Thus 

contained, this precious package was tucked away inside their 

clothing and taken home with them. Once at home, the rice could be 

deposited in a dallgyn uut kept on domestic altars. This is a special 

pouch tied at the neck, often blackened with age in older households 

such as Bold and Tsendee’s, but pristine and embroidered with 

religious patterns in newly founded ones like Baatar’s. It is a vessel 

in which the fortune of the household and its unmarried children is 

held for the coming year in rice and various types of milk product. 

Processes of beckoning fortune made in the timespace of the 
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monastery have “been transferred to the object waved in the 

beckoning” (Chabros 1992: 158) which is now safely kept at home. 

Blessings are thereby drawn in in a “storable, countable form” 

(Humphrey and Ujeed 2013: 195) and placed at the heart of the 

household.  

But dallaga rituals are not only performed in order to harness 

blessings on behalf of people. Dallaga rituals belong to a category of 

practices whose scope goes beyond the human,41 and encompass 

rites of malyn dallaga aimed at harnessing the ‘fortune of the herds’. 

On one of the days Bold’s friends paced around outside the 

monastery to share cigarettes during their New Year religious 

observances, they were careful to leave their horses’ bridles (moriny 

hazaar) inside the monastery with me.  

 

 

																																																								
41 Dallaga rites are accordingly situated in a wider Buddhist tradition 
that posits a basic ontological contiguity between people and 
animals. Forms of human/ non-human connections posited in 
Mahayana Buddhism are elaborated by Sneath (2000) who, on the 
basis of Inner Mongolian data, notes how the Mongol Buddhist 
cosmos is divided into six realms. These are interlinked through the 
possibility of souls (süns) undergoing endless reincarnations 
between them. These cycles of reincarnations articulate across the 
divisions between animal (adguusany oron) and human (hüny 
yörtönch) realms (26-7). However, as with Humphrey with Onon’s 
(1996) analysis of Daur Mongol perceptions of personhood, for many 
in Erdene “the idea that animals had souls like human souls was held 
in abeyance” (100).  
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Plate 6: Interior of monastery. A bridle is visible tucked into the sash worn by the 

man in the left of this photograph. 

 

 

A number of men visiting from the countryside had arrived with these 

objects tucked into the sashes around their gowns. As they explained 

after I asked what they were doing, taking a bridle into the monastery 

on a particular day allowed them to beckon fortune.   

In this way, a double series of indices was at work. The 

horse’s bridle indexed the horse it was used to control, whilst the 

horse - which holds poll position in the hierarchy of Mongol livestock 

(cf Leach 1989) - stood for the other species of herd animals: cattle, 

sheep, goats, and camels. In the same way rice was waved around 

in order to harness fortune, bridles were moved in a ‘clockwise’ (nar 

zöv) direction to become the support of beckoning fortune. Other 

conversations around New Year revealed the manifestation of 

blessings in other material objects. When I met him after tsagaan sar 

to discuss some of the things I had observed during the festive 
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period, Dorj Lama mentioned milk products can beckon blessings for 

sheep (honini dallaga). In the same way fortune can be beckoned for 

humans via specific types of object, the same is true for livestock.  

 

Livestock and the manifesting of blessings 

 

But in the unfolding of daily pastoral life, how exactly do people 

experience the blessings manifested during New Year rituals in a 

“storable, countable form” (Humphrey and Ujeed 2013: 195)? In a 

general sense, the performance of dallaga rituals is associated with a 

concomitant possibility of abundance in livestock. Crucially, it is a 

sense of abundance that accentuates the possibility of the growth of 

herds. During a run of household surveys I conducted during 

summer 2015, a herder summed up his understanding of malyn 

dallaga to me in this way:  

 

it’s said to be a practice to increase the numbers of one’s 

livestock and improve their quality, isn’t it? [Dallaga rituals] 

protect one’s livestock from all sorts of calamities; it’s definitely 

a source of protection” (Malyn toog ösgöh, saijruulah tiim 

züiliig helj baigaa bolov uu? Gamshig yanz yanzyn züilees 

hamgaalah zorioltoi. Malaa hamgaalna gesen ür dee).  

 

Dallaga is pinpointed as providing protective conditions in which 

abundance in livestock can become manifest. It frames conditions in 

which growth may safely occur in other areas: something that evokes 

the spheres of action of the Buddhist divinities mentioned at the 

beginning of this Chapter. Livestock are protected from various 

calamities, and in doing so conditions are delineated in which their 

numbers rise, and their breeding rates and general resilience to the 

tough conditions of life on the steppe increase (qualities inherent in 

the use of the term saijruulah). Through the performance of such 

rituals, a sense of jointed-ness articulates the timespaces of the 
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monastery in which this ritual occurred, and conditions of abundance 

on Erdene’s steppelands later in the year. 

This herder’s comments speak to broader ethnographic 

observations in regional literature, in which fortune concepts can be 

seen to amplify a sense of pastoral abundance. This is something 

revealed in studies of malyn hishig. Notwithstanding the inherent 

complexity of defining Mongol fortune concepts, and their ability to 

take on different meanings in different registers of social life, malyn 

hishig refers to collections of hair taken from animals before they are 

sold (or when they are killed for food), and the bounteous fortune 

contained in these animal parts. As Empson (2011: 71) notes, before 

herders sell livestock, tufts of hair may be removed from their tails. 

Whilst dallaga rituals are performed through the actions of lamas and 

the use of sacred texts, practices like these are much more low key 

affairs. They simply involve herders cutting hair from an animals’ tail, 

and storing it away in the home. If taken from horses or cattle, this 

hair may be plaited into knotted masses suspended from the roof of 

a ger. This hair contains the fortune of a flock, malyn hishig. 

Removing pieces of hair in this way from animals about to depart for 

a new household means that the fortune of the whole herd from 

which they are to be detached does not leave with them. In Erdene, 

similar practices are followed. In newly established herding 

households like Baatar’s, one may see one or two spun horse-hair 

threads hanging from the roof. They are carefully plaited, each one 

testifying to the sale of a particular horse or cow, and visible as 

distinct objects hanging next to each other. In households of 

wealthier herders like Luvsan, however, any form of individuation 

between strands of horse-hair have vanished. They have dissolved 

into a tasselled, tangled mass suspended in mid air, signifying the 

sale of large numbers of livestock over many years. As Empson (op. 

cit.) shows, hishig is labile and fast-moving. If not contained in the 

proper way, it can evaporate leaving households destitute. Tsendee 

once told me that simply pointing a tea-pot with its spout towards the 

door could cause a household’s hishig to depart. Fixed in particular 
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material forms, and attended to through particular practices and 

codes of behaviour, fortune is contained within a herd as a whole. In 

this way, collecting pieces of hair from the tails of livestock points to 

the unfolding of wider processes of growth, in which: 

 

The piece itself takes on a kind of abstracted and collective 

agency for those who retain it, as it attracts fortune for the 

household. In turn, it is also held to have an effect on the 

person, animal or thing that it has been separated from in that 

it retains their connection to that household even if they live 

apart from it (Empson 2011: 102). 

 

The same is true for the dallaga rituals I mentioned earlier, which 

make use of horses’ bridles to harness animal fortune. The growth of 

herds is not, therefore, simply contained in relation to particular 

objects or support, such as the malyn hishig suspended from the roof 

of a ger. It also manifests in things outside these materials. This 

relationship between a source of growth, and the possibility of growth 

outside this source, is evident in the discussion of ‘seeds’ (ür) given 

by the herder whose summary of dallaga rituals features at the 

beginning of this section. For this man, the potential of herds to grow 

is conceived of in terms of a  ‘seed’ or broader form of ‘generative 

cause.’ This is something that, in everyday speech, is associated 

with the processual emergence of new conditions or beings. These 

range from the birth of children (ür hüühed) produced by particular 

parents, to individual karmic conditions (as in üiliyn ür, the ‘seed of 

one’s actions’). Like the growth of karmic conditions, which stretch 

across aeons and allow the ethical effects of moments in the distant 

past to resonate into the unfolding future, abundance in livestock 

manifested through dallaga rituals has a limitless quality to it. Indeed, 

as the same herder mentioned, the abundance of animal fortune 

harnessed through dallaga rituals is ‘really quite impossible to 

describe in words’ (Yer n’ ügeer ilerhiileh bolomjgüi). Its inability to be 

semantically delineated is articulated only through more material 
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means in which ‘the fortune of the herds is limitless, right?’ (malyn 

hishig bol hyazgaargüi shüü dee). But a sense of limited-ness also 

exists, which is something I discuss in Chapter 4. As Tsendee 

mentioned, it is easy for fortune to dissipate. This is something that 

means people pay acute attention to engagement with material forms 

such as malyn hishig in everyday life.  

In conclusion, in this Chapter I have explored various ideas of 

abundance in livestock manifested in timespaces of Lunar New Year. 

I have explored how New Year food, made from meat from 

butchered Erdene livestock, accentuates a sense of pastoral 

abundance. I have explored the significance of games played with 

shagai for revealing particular forms of “effect” (Hamayon 2016:69) 

that may unfold during the coming twelve months. And I have traced 

the sacralisation of livestock through dallaga rituals, whose benefits 

radiate out from Erdene’s monasteries and into the flocks grazing on 

its pasturelands. My analysis focussed on how the valorization of 

abundance during New year timespaces amplified a sense of plenty 

of livestock on Erdene’s steppeland. I especially examined the 

importance of this valorisation of wealth prior to the birth of large 

numbers of new animals in spring. The following Chapter switches its 

ethnographic focus from Buddhist monasteries and rural households, 

and into the world of animal husbandry. It changes its temporal focus 

from a short period extending from the first day of tsagaan sar, and 

to much broader periods of time underpinning the Mongol pastoral 

cycle. And it moves it analytic focus from ideas of abundance, to the 

mechanics of pastoral labour. I now turn to explore regimes of rural 

labour that underpin animal-originating capitalism. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Labour: temporalities of pastoral activity 
 

In Mongolian ethnography, a great deal of attention is paid to the 

temporality of the pastoral cycle in relation to migratory routes of 

livestock, forms of pastoral labour, and moments of economic 

significance when animals and specific animal products become 

available for sale. Time, the economy, and patterns of work are 

intimately bound up in a nexus structuring the organization of rural 

life. These interconnections are given particular attention in the 

studies of post-socialist subsistence herding economies in the 

Mongolian countryside (Humphrey and Sneath 1999: 274; Sneath 

2012; Bruun 2006b; Sneath 2012).  

 In this Chapter I analyse patterns of pastoral labour. This is 

because labour in the countryside involves tending to creatures that 

can later be turned into commodities. It is a means by which wealth-

giving livestock can be nurtured and raised, even though these 

creatures and their products only emerge as commodities in 

restricted temporal windows. Through temporally variable patterns of 

labour – in many cases, unsalaried – conditions of animal-originating 

capitalism can ultimately come into being. My analysis focuses on 

how animal life rhythms shape and structure patterns of rural labour 

in the countryside. I also examine how, in many cases, rural 

economic life involves people combining herding or animal-

ownership with other forms of economic activity. I argue that such 

mixed labour patterns testify to the precarious nature of herding life 

in Mongolia’s ‘age of the market’. In making this argument, I focus 

ethnographically on people who are registered as herders, but also 

do other work. This category of pastoralists is largely neglected in 

Mongolian ethnography, even though their diverse working practices 

are – and have been through long stretches of Inner Asian history 

(Vreeland 1954: 46-7; High 2008:1) - economically significant. 

Because I explore the temporality of regimes of rural work outside 
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herding, I not only study the temporality of animal life, but the 

temporalities of other forms of labour. Drawing on Bear’s (2014) 

focus on the importance of attending to “labour in/of time” (6) I argue 

that, through labour, different temporalities – of livestock, 

bureaucratic establishments, and those of casual work - are 

navigated in ways that allow people to make a living. I argue that 

temporal difference is the ground from which economic strategizing 

can emerge, and not a mere reflection of broader economic 

conditions that ultimately impact on peoples’ lives (Guyer 2007; 

Thompson 2009). 

I begin this chapter by exploring how the current system of 

pastoralism in Erdene emerged from the ruins of state socialism. This 

is to historically contextualise my research, and also set the scene for 

a discussion of wider Mongolian temporality later on in the chapter. I 

then explore how this system ended, and the ways in which the 

differences between ‘then’ and ‘now’ – the socialist past, and the 

post-socialist present - are articulated in terms of manifesting 

different ‘ages’ (üye) of national history. I then explore how different 

forms of temporality are negotiated in the course of rural labour. I 

explore how herding work is shaped in response to the life rhythms 

of livestock: part of a wider category of ‘non-human’ temporalities 

that have recently received significant anthropological attention (Bear 

2014; 2015; Bear et al. 2015; Kohn 2013; Tsing 2015). Having done 

so, I examine how people may combine herding with other forms of 

making a living: herding animals for parts of the year, but doing other 

forms of work too. These forms of work are marked by their own 

temporalities. In this Chapter, I focus on work in the district’s 

secondary school, which is based around the temporality of 

timetables; and more fluid, sporadic building and logging work. 

Throughout this Chapter, I examine how rural labour is manifest in 

diverse spatio-temporal locations. In doing so, I deploy jointed-ness 

as an analytic device to elucidate how different timespaces of labour 

can be viewed as articulated together. Finally, I move to the 

theoretical section of the Chapter, and explore how temporal 
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difference can be harnessed and negotiated, in ways that allow 

wealth to be accumulated from multiple sources.  

 

Rural labour under socialism 
 

At one point just after Lunar New Year, Bold and I climbed to the top 

of White Parasol hill, which rises gently above Erdene district centre. 

Bold wanted to show me what his home-district looked like from a 

panoramic perspective. Climbing over the jagged rocks piled up 

along the ridge of this small hill, we soon reached its summit. To the 

east, we took in spectacular views of the surrounding steppe. On the 

first morning of Tsagaan Sar, the men of the district had climbed 

White Parasol hill to make offerings of milk and burn incense sticks 

(hüj) to greet the rising sun. Although a dull yellowish-brown colour at 

the time of our mid-winter visit, by summer this whole area would be 

covered in lush vegetation, and teeming with large herds of abundant 

livestock. To the west of the hill lay the soum centre. Gesturing with a 

hand-rolled cigarette on which he periodically drew, Bold pointed out 

the various buildings that dot this small settlement. As smoke from 

his cigarette hung in the freezing air, Bold gave brief outlines of these 

buildings’ uses and histories.  

Amidst the narrow streets of the small soum centre, which we 

could see so well from the top of White Parasol hill, socialist-era 

infrastructure is visible everywhere. It is left over from the time of 

Erdene’s ‘Great Beginning’ collective (‘Ih Ehlelt’ negdel). This 

collective had been set up in 1954 and augmented by subsequent 

mergers with the smaller ‘Progress’ (Devshilt) and ‘Light of October’ 

(Oktyabriin Tuya) collectives, but had been disbanded for about 

twenty years by the time I arrived in the area (D. Sürenhorloo 2010: 

30). Soum-centre infrastructure left behind from the ‘age of socialism’ 

mostly takes the form of buildings used to accommodate workshops 

and small industrial buildings. Anthropological studies of socialist 

infrastructure have explored how projects ranging from the 

construction of Soviet housing estates (Humphrey 2005) to city-wide 
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urban amenity networks (Collier 2011) materialised socialist 

ideologies of progress and the future.42 But for people like Bold, the 

existence of this infrastructure in today’s ‘age of the market’ can 

provide a prompt for reminiscing about the diversity of long-gone, 

socialist-era labour practices. This became evident to me during 

many trips around the district centre with Bold, whether we were 

going to the shops together to buy things like sugar and bread, or to 

visit his friends and relatives who lived locally. Bold would point out 

the previous existence of socialist wood-workshops, or small 

factories, in the form of now-decrepit buildings. For people in Bold’s 

position, old enough to have grown up during the period of late 

socialism, reflecting on infrastructure from this period can reveal an 

archaeology of labour practices. These old socialist buildings - 

whether they have decayed into “textured, affectively charged” rubble 

(Gordillo 2014:5), or been appropriated to new uses - speak to the 

former organisation of specialist labour within a manufacturing  ‘work 

brigade.’ Responsible for small-scale manufacturing in Erdene, this 

brigade presumably disappeared as soon as Erdene’s collective 

dissolved in the early 1990s. Sometimes when I asked Bold what 

was going on with an obviously empty industrial building, in order to 

elicit his reflections on changes to the district since the 1990s, he 

																																																								
42  In terms of their future-oriented nature, numerous Mongolian 
infrastructure projects from this period echoed a contemporaneous 
Soviet emphasis on reading “the present from the point of view of the 
future” (Ssorin-Chaikov 2006: 358): something manifested as much 
in infrastructural projects (Humphrey 2005) as in ideological 
approaches to class struggle (Buck Morss 2000). Through projects 
like a copper mine at Erdenet City – founded in the late 1970s in 
what was then eastern Bulgan province, and in the sorts of civil 
aviation schemes discussed by Bold later in this Chapter - Mongolia 
not only transformed its own industry and agriculture in order to 
materialise its own socialist future, but could even act as an 
inspiration for developing countries to emulate. As a contemporary 
account of life in late socialist Mongolia put it, “the historic path of the 
development of present-day Mongolia with its modern industry and 
agriculture … attracts the attention of many of the developing nations 
that have gained freedom and independence” (Ch. Tümendelger et 
al. 1986:18).  
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would answer with a vacant ‘baihgüi…’ – ‘nothing…’, as if to 

underscore the seeming pointlessness of my question. 

 

 
 

Plate 7: Part-ruined socialist-era building. Still connected to the overhead electricity 

cables visible in the left of the image, and used to store wool for parts of the year, 

this image of a building in Erdene’s district centre aptly illustrates the innovative 

ways in which the decaying infrastructure of socialist modernity is mobilised for 

new uses in the ‘age of the market’. 

 

Buildings like these call to mind the existence of now long-gone 

conditions of state employment in which, as economists note, “rural 

collectives provided secure employment to their workers and a range 

of social benefits” (Griffin 1995a: 13): something Bold would 

nostalgically look back on when he reminisced about the provision of 

widespread, salaried labour during the past. And in an area whose 

economy has always been dominated by animal-husbandry, their 

existence reveals the inherent diversity of economic organisation in 

the context of a wider, centrally-planned “mixed economy” (Bawden 

1968: 408).  

 If manufacturing labour in Erdene was highly specialised 

during this time, the same was true of pastoral labour. When I started 

to research the history of Erdene’s collective towards the end of my 
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main period of fieldwork, my attention was directed towards 

Tsendee’s brother Bat. As I mention in Chapter 5, Bat was a local 

official during socialism. He revealed how herding was conducted on 

the basis of officials in Erdene’s four pastoral work brigades 

allocating specific types of livestock to specific households. Instead 

of each household herding mixtures of sheep, goats, horses and 

cattle, particular people would herd – for example – only horses. It is 

not uncommon now to meet older herders who identify not as 

malchin (herders in a generic sense), but as aduuchin (horse-

herders) or hon’chin (shepherds) depending on the type of livestock 

they herded during socialism. The oversight of herding labour that 

made such allocations of livestock possible could occur from the 

1950s onwards, when animals were brought into collective 

ownership (D. Sürenhorloo 2010: 31).43 From the 1960s extensive 

investment was made in providing fencing, fodder and medicine for 

animals (Ibid., cf Sneath 2012: 463ff).44 As Sneath (2003) notes, 

specialist forms of herding and pastureland management – 

formulated within collective “jural and socio-political frameworks”  - 

allowed herds to be carefully managed and pastured, and ultimately 

productive of “large surpluses [of living animals] for export” (Sneath 

2003: 454).45During the post-war period of economic co-ordination 

																																																								
43 I thank G. Gerelsuren for assisting me with the translation of this 
section of D. Sürenhorloo’s (2010) text on Erdene’s socialist-era 
history. During this period, households could own a certain number 
of private livestock, even after collectivisation. The size of private 
herds differed between different climatic belts. According to Bat, 75 
head of livestock could be owned in this forested steppe belt of 
central Mongolia. Allocations differed on the basis of climatic belts. 
44  Nevertheless, Griffin (1998a) sums up agriculture in Mongolia 
during the socialist period as “starved of investment” (2). This is so, 
even though in these areas “institutional arrangements were 
completely transformed” through the creation of collectives and 
health-care systems for both humans and livestock (2). 
45  In this way, the relationship between wealth and livestock in 
Mongolia – whether during the socialist period or afterwards – is 
essentially different from that found in various cattle-herding societies 
in Africa. Amongst the Tswana (Ferguson 1994: 143ff) and Nuer 
(Hutchinson 1996: 69-70), cattle become sinks for wealth generated 
elsewhere: perhaps from work in a city hundreds of miles from home. 
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between Eastern-bloc and other socialist countries, Mongolia was 

ear-marked as a major meat-exporter for the Soviet Union. Stalin 

kept a close eye on livestock numbers in the country (Buyandelger 

2013: 104). A fenced enclosure still exists in the eastern part of the 

soum centre, now surrounded by newer residential compounds, 

where collectively owned live-stock used to be corralled prior to 

transportation to the USSR. In this way, specialised herding labour 

was harnessed to raising surpluses of livestock: not for subsistence 

uses within households as today, but primarily for transport outside 

Erdene.   

 

Post-socialist changes to rural labour 
 

From the early 1980s, the manufacturing base of Erdene’s economy 

was diversified through the construction of a tractor factory and car 

maintenance plant (D. Sürenhorloo 2010:33). This can be seen as 

following in the footsteps of earlier developments in Erdene’s 

collective agriculture. Although small by international standards 

(Griffin 1998a:2), such investments transformed pastoralism in 

Erdene from its pre-collective conditions. However, in retrospect, a 

massive change to conditions of rural economic life and labour lay 

just a few years away. Mongolia’s socialist politico-economic system 

was overturned in the Democratic Revolution in 1990. This entailed 

the unravelling of collective herding across the country as Mongolia’s 

public finances collapsed. Erdene’s Ih Ehlelt collective unwound 

during the ‘big privatisation’ (ih huv’chlal) of 1991. Its assets, in the 

form of five successor companies, livestock and other possessions, 

were ultimately divided into shares and distributed to collective 

members during the ‘small privatisation’ (baga huv’chlal) two years 

later in 1993 (D. Sürenhorloo 2010: 33). As in other areas of the 

country (Buyandelger 2008), it seems that these proved financially 

unviable during the ‘age of the market’.  
																																																																																																																																													
Cattle are reflective of wealth generated through various means, 
rather than shaping the growth of new forms of wealth elsewhere. 
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 The end of collective herding brought with it massive 

changes in labour practices in the countryside. During this time, large 

numbers of people who were trained in a wide range of collective 

jobs now found themselves out of work. A common strategy for 

coping with the fall-out of the end of collective life was to start work 

as a herder. Buyandelger (2013) sums up conditions of “panic” in 

state-farm in north-eastern Mongolia, as state-farm employees were 

given quotas of livestock to take home with them, in order to be able 

to live independently of the state (110ff). In Erdene, people with 

backgrounds as diverse as white-collar workers in the socialist local 

government, and agricultural workers in Erdene’s collective fields,46 

started off life again as herders. For one reason or another, 

previously urban-based people have also ended up in the 

countryside after the end of socialism. This is the case with Bold, 

who now does herding work, but grew up in a very different working 

environment. Born in the eastern ger district of Ulaanbaatar, and 

growing up in different parts of Bulgan and neighbouring Hövsgöl 

provinces, as a young man Bold spent three years as a conscript 

soldier in the Mongolian People’s Army (Mongolyn Ardyn Armi). 

Whilst a large number of conscripts worked on construction projects 

across Mongolia, Bold was amongst a small group of five hundred or 

so men attached to the army’s ‘air wing’ (Sanders 1968:44). Bold told 

me how he found a soldier’s life relatively easy, could work out a lot, 

and managed to visit the Siberian city of Chita on a trip with his army 

comrades. During his time of national service, Bold also learned how 

to fly a plane and work as a parachutist:  ‘it’s scary at first, jumping 

from a plane, but after you’ve done it once it’s fine…’ This training 

served him in good stead, and after leaving the army he worked at 

the provincial airport in Bulgan City. This is a large fenced complex 

																																																								
46  Aside from pastoralists, Erdene’s collective included a team 
dedicated to agriculture (the collective’s ‘4th work brigade’). Its 
members ploughed, irrigated and planted grain and other crops 
across five giant fields mostly in the north of the district, as part of a 
high-socialist drive to diversify land use away from exclusively 
pastoral use. 
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outside the town’s western outskirts, with a small control tower at its 

centre. It lies near the venue for the various horse-races held outside 

Bulgan City during the summer naadam, when dozens of horses 

career past its perimeter fence towards the finishing post. Now only 

offering flights to large, internal urban centres - such as Ulaanbaatar, 

and Ulaangom in the far west of Mongolia - during the socialist 

period this airport was the centre of inter-district flights. At an altitude 

of 2,000 metres, Bold reminisced, one could fly to every district 

centre in the province. Not only high-ranking local or party officials 

used this route, as I initially thought, but ‘ordinary’ (engiin) members 

of society like herders and teachers. During this time, a journey by 

plane from Bulgan City to a small, unpaved airstrip just outside 

Erdene soum centre took just 40 minutes. Today, with this inter-

district means of transport long abandoned, similar journeys take two 

hours over rough cross-country tracks in battered, overcrowded taxis.  

The ability of subsistence pastoralism to absorb large 

numbers of ex-workers from other sectors of the economy meant the 

number of households dependent on animal husbandry rose from 

less that 18% of the national workforce in 1989, to 50% in 1998 

(Sneath 2012:7). Underlying this compilation of national-levels 

statistics was the sudden emergence of large numbers of untrained, 

inexperienced pastoralists left taking care of their own private herds. 

Whilst herds in the Ih Ehlelt collective consisted of specialised flocks 

under the management of experienced herders, flocks today are 

mixtures of all five domestic types of livestock. As I go on to discuss 

in Chapter 4, such increases in the national proportion of herders is 

contemporaneous with significant increases in the sizes of private 

herds. As herds are grown to allow people to make a living in an 

economy framed around ‘animal-originating capitalism’, the size of 

the national herd has grown significantly.  
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‘A new age’: different epochs of pastoral labour 
 

In a very literal sense, the end of socialism in the early 1990s marked 

the end of one age (the socialist age – sotsializmy üye) and 

beginning of another (the ‘age of the market’ – zah zeeliin üye). 

Ethnographic accounts of the transition from socialism and towards a 

capitalist economy often focus on the emergence of acute social 

problems and new labour practices. They explore the collapse of 

collective pastoralism (Sneath 2012), the evisceration of welfare 

provisions ensuring readily-accessible health care and full 

employment (Pedersen 2011), and rises in alcoholism and other 

attendant forms of anti-social behaviour. But for Bold, the transition 

was a good thing overall. He told me the end of socialism heralded 

the ‘renewal’ (sergesen) of Mongolia as a country, and its entry into a 

‘new age’ (shine üye). Other inhabitants of Erdene voiced similar 

opinions. A relative of Tsendee’s summed up how the replacement of 

socialism with a market economy meant that people can now afford 

to buy things. These range from prestige-cum-useful items like 

motorbikes that young herdsmen decorate elaborately with coloured 

lights and reflective stickers, to gifts made from parents to their 

grown-up children when the latter marry. Owning one’s own 

livestock, and tending to them through non-collectivised pastoral 

labour, was seen as framing the possibility of pastoral wealth for 

individual households. The same person also mentioned how the 

end of socialism disentangled Mongolia from an iniquitous system of 

international trade, in which the country was virtually a ‘colony of 

Russia’ (Oros koloni baisan), kept poor whilst its wealth in livestock 

was extracted and funnelled across the border to the USSR. The 

nation, she suggested, could become wealthy through being in full 

control of its own export markets. It is difficult to assess the extent to 

which these opinions are shaped by hindsight, and cast socialist 

conditions in light of an ex post facto narrative advancing the benefits 

of a free-market economy. Certainly, many herders mention how no 

private livestock existed during socialism, thereby neglecting the fact 
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collective members were permitted to own “small numbers” of herd 

animals in private flocks (Sneath 2003: 447). Nevertheless, the 

changes brought about after the end of socialism are seen as 

dramatic.  

 The ‘ages’ periodizing my many discussions with Bold 

about his country’s transition from socialism to today’s ‘age of the 

market’ - and accompanying changes in forms of pastoral labour- are 

called ‘üye’ in Mongolian. As I systematically researched this term 

after returning from fieldwork, I was surprised at the diversity of 

things and relationships it can refer to: either on its own, or as part of 

various lexical compounds. One of these meanings, as I mentioned 

in the previous Chapter, is of bodily joints. Another, as I go on to 

explain in Chapter 3, refers to generations. But in this Chapter, I 

focus ethnographically on its specifically temporal evocations. As 

Borjigin (2008) notes in a survey of Mongol time concepts, the 

compound phrase tsag üye 47 “means period, epoch, age, or era” 

(42). Üye can refer to particular segments of time, ranging in duration 

from whole epochs to moments in which an utterance is made: for 

example, ‘to get cold’ (üye üye hüitreh) (Ya. Tsewel 1965: 614). In 

terms of the significance of the things it periodizes, üye points both to 

periods of historical importance- as when Bold placed himself and his 

country at the end of a defunct Marxist meta-historical schema – and 

to ephemeral moments such as activities ‘in one’s free time’ (zavtai 

üyedee). As in Wagner’s sense of ‘epoch’ – a “self-defined piece of 

time” (1986:85) - üye denotes temporal specificity. But it is a 

specificity held in relation to other equally specific segments of time. 

In this way, üye pre-supposes and orders an extensive series of 

time-units, in which different ages are defined through their partial 
																																																								
47 Tsag means time. On the basis of research in Inner Mongolia, 
Humphrey and Ujeed (2013) note the phrase “chag [tsag] üye is not 
a standard one in Mongol” (285). However, in my experience, üye is 
widely used conversationally in the Khalkha area of central Mongolia 
where my fieldwork was conducted. In colloquial usage, üye on its 
own is used to periodize particular times or events, context making 
an appendant ‘tsag’ redundant. It is also given a wide range of 
dictionary definitions (Ya. Tsevel 1965; Bawden 1997).  
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connection to others. Thus, the socialist period came before the ‘age 

of the market’, but nevertheless exists in relation to it. A type of 

segmented temporality exists in which different periods of time are 

articulated together as they are kept apart. Unlike Derrida’s (1999) 

analysis of Shakespeare’s Hamlet -in which time’s being ‘out of joint’ 

presents an unsettling recursion in which the past can re-emerge to 

haunt the present (cf Humphrey and Ujeed 2013: 285-6) - 

segmented time in Mongolia reveals the structural separation of 

different epochs (üye) nevertheless held together in an overall series. 

This is something Ya. Tsevel’s dictionary (1965) captures in a 

definition of üye as “a means to divide nearby measures of time” 

such as ‘now’, ‘the future’, ‘earliest times’, and so on (614). 48 It is 

also evident in discursive articulations of momentous historical 

change: as when Bold and Tsendee outline massive differences 

between the ‘socialist period’ and the present-day ‘age of the 

market’, between ‘then’ (deer üyed) and ‘now’ (odoo).  

 Viewed ethnographically, üye periodises the temporal 

units within which large-scale historical change occurs. As far as 

Erdene’s inhabitants are concerned, the passage from one epoch to 

the next can delineate moments of rupturing political change: 

including those made to rural divisions of labour. Radical political 

change in Mongolia is analysed elsewhere in terms of fracture. 

Describing a political foment in Inner Mongolia in the 1930s, when 

some high lamas and aristocrats pressed for the establishment of 

more egalitarian society, Humphrey (2008: 363) notes: 
 

this revolutionary episode fits well with Badiou’s notion of an 

event, and it can justifiably be seen as a fracture, after which 

nothing was politically the same in the Banner again. All Urad 

people were marked by this event (Badiou, 2006: 233), in the 

sense that they could no longer assume that only one kind of 

society was possible  
																																																								
48  Tsag ulirlyn oir zergeldeegeer barimtlan huvaasan hem (Ya. 
Tsewel 1965: 641). 
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Given the ability of this fracture to make people acutely self-

conscious about living in a new era, this quotation could almost sum 

up how people like Bold see the end of socialism. These fractures 

can be acutely disruptive. As Humphrey and Ujeed (2013) analyse 

the Inner Mongolian term chag üye 49 as voiced by a lama-informant, 

“the present cycle of (physical, human) generations jars against the 

metaphysically defined cycles of time – an intimation even, that 

cyclical time itself can no longer be presupposed” (285). This sense 

of jarring ‘types’ of time does not sum up how Bold and Tsendee 

reflect on the socialist past. Nevertheless, whilst these fractures are 

acutely disruptive, they nevertheless seem to exist in conjunction 

with a number of continuities: of people living across them, who are 

self-reflexive about changes they have experienced, and the shifting 

temporal schema that frames the events unfolding within them.  

  

Time and difference 
 

In a broader sense than suggested by this analysis of historical time 

(sotsializmy üye vs. zah zeeliin üye), perceptions of difference and 

diversity lie at the heart of Mongolian representations of time. As is 

well attested in regional literature, one cannot speak of a single form 

of ‘Mongolian’ temporality. The diversity of Mongol temporalities is 

revealed in Humphrey and Ujeed’s (Ibid.) analysis of Maidar rituals. 

In Mahayana Buddhism, Maidar is the Buddha who will arrive at the 

end of time, and is venerated in rituals held across the Mongol world 

during summer. Describing the temporal orientation of Maidar rituals, 

in which people duck under a sedan chair carrying Maidar’s image to 

ensure their rebirth during his time of arrival on Earth, Humphrey and 

Ujeed observe: 

 

several disparate time frameworks associated with Maidar: 

notably, the epoch, the instant, the succession of vast, cyclical 

																																																								
49 Tsag üye is the Khalkha form of this phrase. 
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eons and the recursive sequence of statue images. These 

kinds of time are unlike one another, and they are also 

different from other kinds of time used by Urad laypeople, for 

example when they milk their livestock, glance at their 

watches, or visit an astrologer. We are faced therefore with 

the co-existence of multiplicity and difference (2013: 21). 

 

These different forms of temporality flow alongside, elucidate, and 

encompass each other to varying degrees. The existence of this 

expansive “range of representations of time” (Bear 2015:125) in 

Mongolia is shaped by a diverse range of cultural factors unfolding 

over the longue durée of Mongol history. Rationalist divisions of time 

embodied in socialist work patterns evidence the influence of Soviet 

advisors over Mongolian labour policies during much of the twentieth 

century. The vast aeons mentioned in Humphrey and Ujeed’s 

analysis of Maidar rituals are much older, and originate in ancient 

Indian forms of Buddhism. Shamanic temporalities collapse rigid 

divisions between past and present into events in which the 

transformed spirits of long-dead people (ongod) erupt into the 

present, and speak through shamans to their descendants (Empson 

2010; Buyandelger 2013).50 

 In this chapter, however, what interests me about 

Mongolian temporalities is not just the “co-existence of multiplicity 

and difference” (Humphrey and Ujeed 2013: 21) as something in 

itself. Instead, I am interested in how different forms of temporality 

are navigated in the course of pastoral labour. In Erdene, as I go on 

																																																								
50 In terms of showing how different types of temporality sit alongside 
each other, this analysis of time chimes with accounts of Mongolian 
cosmologies, in which radically different historical and cultural 
influences on Mongolia’s history – combined with the absence of 
unified origin myths like those found in Amazonian areas (Pedersen 
and Humphrey 2007) – reveal a number of different shamanic 
(Humphrey with Onon 1996: 119ff), Mahayana Buddhist (D. 
Altangerel 2013: 58-9) and socialist (Lattimore 1988:5) influences on 
myths and folk tales.  
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to mention in Chapter 5, many people make a living exclusively from 

animal husbandry. As I now show, this is a form of labour whose 

temporal rhythms and cadences are shaped by the life rhythms of 

herd animals. But some residents of Erdene – including Bold and 

Tsendee - combine herding with other work. People who hold down 

multiple forms of work in this way have to “interact with multiple 

social and human rhythms in time” (Bear 2014:17), as their working 

lives are shaped by the temporality of the pastoral cycle and by other 

forms of temporality (those of institutional and Buddhist calendars, of 

logging cycles in Erdene’s forests, and so on). In analysing these 

interconnected forms of labour, I trace how herders like Bold and 

Tsendee switch from one form of work to another, moving through 

different timespaces articulated in a jointed manner. In order to frame 

this analysis, I begin by exploring how labour patterns in Erdene’s 

countryside are shaped in relation to the life rhythms of livestock. 

 

The pastoral cycle in Erdene 
 

Approaching pastoral labour in terms of animals’ life rhythms places 

my work in relation to recent trends in anthropology accentuating 

attention to non-human time, and how the heterogeneity of different 

temporal regimes outside the human world are recognised as 

influencing how people behave. Whilst some scholars make this 

approach in terms of broader studies of capitalist temporalities and 

political economy (Bear 2014, 2015), others take a more explicitly 

‘post-humanist’ stance. In a study of Ecuadorian Ávila hunter-

gathers, for example, Kohn (2013) traces how attentive people are to 

the temporal rhythms of other-than-human beings that inhabit the 

rainforest. Thus, in August, people pinpoint the few minutes each 

year when flying ants (an important food source) emerge from their 

nests: something that requires close attention to the temporality of 

their emergence, and relation to the heterogeneity of “fruiting 

regimes, increase in insect populations, and changes in animal 

activity” (79). People’s activities are shaped in relation to the 
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behaviour of ants, as they anticipate when these insects begin to fly, 

and wait around their nests to catch them. Addressing temporality 

more explicitly, Tsing (2015) critiques accepting a myth of ‘progress’ 

as a dominant temporal narrative in studies of capitalism and its 

impact on the world. Rather than exclusively focus on the linearity of 

capitalist time, Tsing argues it is necessary to pay attention to other 

forms of temporality embedded within peoples’ lived experiences of 

the world and its other-than-human inhabitants: 

 

Each living thing remakes the world through seasonal pulses 

of growth, lifetime reproductive patterns, and geographies of 

expansion. Within a given species, too, there are multiple 

time-making projects, as organisms enlist each other and 

coordinate in making landscapes (21). 

 

Regarding Erdene soum, such an analytic perspective, which 

recognises the importance of animals’ life rhythms in human affairs, 

is broadly useful for framing an understanding of pastoral labour. The 

life-cycles of animals play into the time-making projects of humans 

attentive to the formers’ needs for water, shelter, and grazing. Within 

the life-cycles of Mongolian herd animals, some processes are long 

drawn out over the course of months. They demand observation by 

herders only over a relatively long run, casting labour in terms of 

intense scrutiny of herds’ growth and patterns of movement. A 

combination of intense observational abilities and long-term 

experience herding livestock allows herders to trace, for example, 

how their livestock fatten over the course of the year. By the time 

spring begins around March, animals have emerged from winter 

quite thin. At Baatar’s encampment, sweet-smelling green hay - 

stored on the roof of their animal byres since Bold cut it during the 

previous summer - is reserved for newly-born kids and lambs during 

this period. Older herd animals, however, have to make do with hard, 

yellow grass left over on the steppe. But with the coming of rains in 

April and May, these tough yellow stalks are gradually crowded out 
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on the steppe by the ‘tips’ (sor) of new grass springing up, beginning 

to change the land from a dullish yellowy brown mix of gravelly soil 

and dead vegetation, into verdant pastures. By autumn, when grass 

begins to die down and the steppes turn yellow with the onset of 

cooler weather, animals have ideally fed well throughout the course 

of the summer. They should have reached an optimal weight on 

summer grass, before the onset of cold weather and winter. Such 

patterns of growth and reproduction are framed by herders within a 

segmented temporal structure, which I discuss throughout this thesis 

(in particular, in Chapter 3). Üye can provide a conceptual framework 

for herders to think about the pastoral year as structured around four 

seasons (uliral): periods that are completely distinct in terms of the 

forms of pastoral work done within them, but which remain 

interconnected within the arc of the annual pastoral cycle. Work done 

in spring (havar)– such as collecting cashmere – may be spoken of 

as happening in havryn üyed, even though the season of spring itself 

is not actually referred to using this term. In periodizing particular 

moments of growth and regeneration in the biological cycles of 

animals, üye thereby frames the unfolding of pastoral labour in 

relation to these moments.  

 Other processes in the animal world, however, involve 

sudden switches and emergences – moments in which new life 

suddenly pulses into being, leading to the emergence of an entirely 

new generation of young animals within a relatively short time 

frame. 51  Whilst observing the fattening of lambs and kids is 

something that can be done in the ordinary course of herding 

livestock, other events in pastoral life place a large labour demand 

																																																								
51  But in an important way these temporal perspectives onto 
pastoralism encompass each other: the sudden emergence of animal 
life is repeated each year as part of a cycle running back in time for 
millennia; whilst the ability of herders to observe phenomena over 
long periods of time – the transformation of animal bodies as they 
are born and grow; gain and lose weight as they live out their lives on 
the steppe; and reproduce the next generation of livestock for their 
human owners – is honed through the observation of discrete, 
temporalised events. 
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on household members. In Erdene, sheep and goats yield only one 

litter of young animals per year, around March or April. Unlike cattle 

and horses that naturally produce one litter of young per year, sheep 

and goats can give birth twice in a single twelve-month cycle. But the 

problems caused by dual birthing periods – which include producing 

weak offspring, and risk the danger of lambs and kids being born 

during winter  (Vreeland 1954: 36) – means breeding in Erdene is 

controlled. The ‘danger of excess’ (Empson 2012) inherent in having 

too many offspring is circumvented by the long-term separation of 

billy goats and rams from female animals, something achieved 

through placing these creatures in specialist, male animal-only herds 

for much of the year. Approximately five of these herds exist in 

Erdene during any one year, one for each sub-district (bag). They 

are generally looked after by young families, who own around one to 

two hundred head of livestock, and seek to improve the sizes of their 

herds by receiving a payment (uramshuulal) of one lamb or kid per 

year from each family whose sire animals they pasture. 

 Pastoral labour is also concentrated in times when 

animals and particular animal products emerge as commodities with 

particular exchange values. Conditions of animal-originating 

capitalism yield large sums of money when livestock and specific 

animal products are periodically sold. Whilst observing the fattening 

of livestock can be done in the course of herding work, helping with 

the collection of various animal products can be labour intensive, and 

dependent on the assistance of friends or kin from elsewhere. 

Broadly speaking, the major commodities in Erdene are cashmere, 

wool, airag, and live animals.52 Cashmere is combed from under the 

tough outer coats of goats between the end of March and beginning 

of May, using combs of differing degrees of fineness to remove every 

last piece of this valuable substance. A goat yields around 250 g of 

cashmere on average, although during the socialist period hybrid 

goats, and specific breeds (üülder) like the Gov’gurvan-Saihan goat, 
																																																								
52 I discuss the collection and sale of these commodities in detail in 
Chapters 5 and 6, so do not go into great ethnographic detail here.  
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yielded more cashmere than today’s average (E. Pürev 1983:98). It 

is collected by all members of herding households, who may be 

assisted by their neighbours on a rotating basis. In contrast to 

cashmere, wool has a much higher yield of 1kg per sheep, but a 

much lower price of around MNT 200 – 300 /kg (although as I 

mention in Chapter 6 wool sales are subsidised by the Mongolian 

government.) Wool is shorn from sheep during June and July with 

large scissors. Unlike the combing of cashmere, which is carried out 

by all members of a herding family, sheep-shearing is generally done 

by men. Whilst cashmere is painstakingly harvested from the combs 

used to collect it, sheep-shearing is more relaxed. Fleeces are rarely 

removed in one go, and bits of wool left over – or caught blowing 

around the animal byres where shearing happens – are stuffed into 

the partially removed fleece and thrown into sacks or onto the backs 

of trucks for transport to a wool press in the district centre. The third 

major commodity, airag, is produced between June and October (see 

Chapter 6). A number of households in Erdene sell it for around MNT 

2,000 per litre: either to tourists passing through this part of 

Mongolia, or in markets in Ulaanbaatar.  

 
Part-time labour in the countryside 
 

Numerous herders just make a living from conditions like these. But 

various people in Erdene, like Bold and Tsendee, combine herding 

with other forms of labour. People in this category are registered as 

malchin with the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Light Industry 

(Hüns, Hödöö Aj Ahui, Höngön Üildveriin Yaam). They are issued 

with certificates and enameled badges, displaying the tavan hoshuu 

mal, to prove this fact. Often resident in the district centre, where 

Bold does informal building and repair work and Tsendee works in 

the local school, both also spend large amounts of time in the 

countryside where their animals are placed with Tsendee’s son 

Baatar. Their working lives navigate different temporal rhythms, and 

they habitually move between different timespaces of labour: from 



Erdene’s pasturelands during the summer, to kitchens and building 

sites in the soum centre in the autumn. 

 Aside from his work as a part-time herder, Bold does a 

range of part-time, informal jobs. During the course of the year, Bold 

constantly moves between the sedentary district centre and Baatar’s 

pastures up to 40 km away. Perhaps due to his time spent working 

with aeroplanes, Bold has a fascination with mechanical objects like 

car and motorbike engines. An interest in maps and calendars 

seems to stem from a similar source: an enjoyment in seeing how 

different parts or segments of things fit together in relation to each 

other: whether in relation to the structure of an engine; being able to 

“plot a course” (Ingold 2016:16) with his finger on a map; or to study 

the classifications of various ‘types’ of time (Geertz 1973: 391ff) 

manifested in Buddhist calendars.  
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Plate 8. Mongolian calendars. First image shows extract from a 2014-2015 Mongolian 

astrological calendar (L. Terbish 2014). Page 63 shows how time is reckoned according to 

the ‘Mongol calendar’ (first row) and ‘world [Gregorian] calendar’ (second row). Other 

astrological information is set out in the remaining rows. The asterisk in the top row indicates 

the inherently inauspicious ‘modon hohimoi’ (‘wooden skeleton’) day. For Bold, such 

calendars evoke earlier socialist ones to the extent both allowed people to co-ordinate their 

labour in particular ways, and present comprehensive visualisations of the unfolding of time. 

Even during the socialist period, the Mongolian ‘twelve year’ astrological calendar was 

printed in various officially-sanctioned forms. This is shown in the second image, a calendar 

included in the back of a Mongolian-Russian dictionary, which was printed in late 1950s 

Moscow (A. Luvsandendev 1957: 712-713). 

 

But aside from his interest in these things, Bold uses his manual 

skills in everyday life. Thus, he is known locally for being good at 

repairing things, and during the course of the year periodically works 

by mending engines and chainsaws for neighbours and other 

acquaintances. Some of Bold’s work is specifically seasonal. This is 

the case when it comes to building beautiful wooden houses (dünzen 

baishin) in summer pastures during the warmer weather (zuuny 

üyed). 

In possession of his own chainsaw, Bold also collects firewood 

(tüleeni mod) from Erdene’s northern forests during autumn and 
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winter. Shortly after Tsagaan Sar celebrations ended in 2014, Bold 

would spend one or two days at a time cutting wood with his brother-

in-law Bat. He would leave home early in the morning and coming 

back late, sometimes after dark. It was not until several months later 

that I managed to visit a forest myself, to participate in logging work 

at first hand: not to collect firewood, which can be sold, but to help 

some friends from the countryside cut wood (heregleeni mod) to 

repair their animal byres (hashaa). The scene must have been very 

different from the frozen landscape in which Bold worked several 

months earlier. Dozens of herders’ trucks were ploughing paths deep 

into the verdant summer woodland, crushing moss-covered logs and 

flowering peony bushes (tseene tsetseg) under their powerful 

wheels. Sometimes our open-backed truck would get stuck in deep, 

muddy ruts left by other drivers, and we would sit over the back 

wheels to give them enough traction to get out again. But the sort of 

work we did was similar to that described by Bold. We only collected 

dead wood from the forest. Echoing Pozdneyev’s late nineteenth 

century observations (1971 [1892]: 179), people in Erdene today only 

collect dead wood from forests. This may be in the form of broken 

branches lying strewn across the forest floor, or dead trees whose 

dry trunks jut up in between the boughs of living trees. The logs we 

cut for repairing hashaas were typically three metres long, and could 

weigh anything up to 100kg. Cutting living trees (noiton mod- literally 

‘moist wood’) is strictly out of bounds. This was something Bold 

mentioned after tsagaan sar, and which I came to experience myself, 

when a herder rebuked me for absent-mindedly glancing an axe I 

was carrying across the trunk of a living, moss-covered larch tree.   

 To an extent, the times during which Bold collected wood were 

shaped by his knowledge of Buddhist temporality. He would not cut 

trees when lus – spirits believed to protect Mongolia’s rivers and 

forests – haunted Erdene’s woodlands. As Bold’s calendar reveals 

on a page labelled “Lusny Buulttai Ödrüüd” (L. Terbish 2014: 20), lus 

exist in a cycle of perpetual motion structured between moments of 

leaving and return. On some occasions they reside in heaven 
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(tengger), Bold mentioned, whilst on other days they descend to 

earth. Cutting trees when lus are in woodland could invite danger, so 

forests are avoided at times Bold supposed they were there.53  

Nevertheless, because his work is informal, Bold is not tied 

down to any form of institutional temporality structuring the 

organisation of his working life. He has periods of free time of various 

lengths, during which he socialises with his friends in the district. 

Conversely, other times are busy. This is especially so when large 

numbers of livestock are born, in line with the reproductive 

temporality of animals’ life cycles. During spring, he spends a lot of 

time in the countryside in Baatar’s encampment at the foot of Erdene 

Uul. During the busy lambing season - when a single flock of sheep 

and goats is split into two parts: one for barren animals, and one for 

lambs/kids and their mothers which cannot range as far on the 

steppe for grazing – he provided an extra pair of hands, and also 

helps with cashmere collection. Whilst based in the countryside for 

the duration of the summer, he would nevertheless often return to the 

district centre for some particular job. Often, as I planned to talk to 

him about a particular topic, he would announce he had no free time 

over the next couple of days, as he headed off on his motorbike to 

the countryside; or returned from the countryside to the district 

centre. As Gell (1992b) observed in analysing the relationship 

between time and economic activity in economists’ discussions of 

‘opportunity costs,’ pursuing one form of activity always comes at the 

expense of pursuing another. As Gell (Ibid.) summed up how people 

co-ordinate different tasks calling for their attention at the same time, 

“one cannot do this, without refraining from doing that” (322). Such 

decisions were often at the forefront of Bold’s mind at busy times of 

year, when the demands of pastoral life in the countryside sat at an 

angle to what he had to do elsewhere. Sometimes, when Bold had to 

																																																								
53  On the other hand, lus can protect people present in these 
locations. After being repeatedly stung by insects whilst herding on 
the steppe, Bold joked he avoided a similarly unpleasant experience 
in the forests the previous day, as these are places ‘beloved by lus’. 
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be in two places at once, these journeys happened at odd times. His 

‘knowledge of the roads’ meant he was fearless driving alone along 

remote country tracks in the dead of night, or in difficult weather 

conditions. As his working year unfolds, Bold navigates forms of 

temporality embedded in Buddhist calendars and the life rhythms of 

trees in Erdene’s forests; the temporality of animals’ reproductive 

cycles; and the brief summer window for building in the countryside. 

His labour is located in diverse spatio-temporal locations. These are 

distinct from each other, but nevertheless articulated together in a 

jointed manner through diverse forms of labour. The same is true for 

the work routines of Tsendee, as I now mention. 

 In contrast to Bold, whose working life is largely 

unstructured and responsive to particular events, Tsendee is an 

employee of a state institution and much of her life is shaped around 

the bureaucratic temporality of school life. She has spent the last two 

decades as a cook in Erdene’s school, and was recently awarded a 

medal as a ‘respected worker’ (Hündet Ajilchin). Combined with her 

time working in socialist-era Erdenet City54 as a machinist, she once 

told me how proud she was to ‘work for the state’ for most of her life. 

Like the other cooks, Tsendee works according to a complicated and 

prescriptive timetable devised by the school director and 

bureaucracy, covered in official signatures and red stamps: 

documents that materialise techniques of temporal control and 

organization embedded in various bureaucratic practices, which have 

received little anthropological attention (cf Bear 2014:26; Reeves 

2014a: 204). She has to work at particular times (mornings, 

afternoons, or evenings) preparing food for the herders’ children who 

live in the three large wooden boarding houses in the grounds of the 

soum school.  

																																																								
54 A heavily industrialized city, and heart of Orhon province, located 
approximately 100km from Erdene district centre. The 
history/economic importance of this city is mentioned in more detail 
in note 28 above.  
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 Although Tsendee periodically has days off work, she is 

nevertheless resident in the soum centre during term time: the period 

from September to June, punctuated by a holiday around the Lunar 

New Year. Like Bold, she spends her summers in the countryside 

helping milk sheep, goats and cattle and making various milk 

products from this yield. Her work is also shaped in response to 

different temporalities (school labour, and the animal reproductive 

cycle), and located between different, but interconnected, 

timespaces of labour. In autumn she returns to the district centre for 

the start of the new academic year. Nevertheless, even during term-

time Tsendee manages to visit the countryside at particularly busy 

times - when animals and animal products suddenly stop being read 

in terms of things out on the steppe, and flash into view as 

commodities with specific cash values. She also assists with the sale 

of her son’s livestock when they are at their fattest in the autumn, 

drawing up a register of the animals sold for him to mark with his 

herder’s stamp (malchny tamga), before registering their sale with 

the district bureaucracy. In this way, the temporality of the pastoral 

cycle and the emergence of valuable animal products intermeshes 

with Tsendee’s practice of keeping an eye on the smooth running of 

her son’s relatively new household. By helping comb their goats and 

register the sale of their animals, she not only provides an extra pair 

of hands at busy times of year: she also supervises her son and 

daughter-in-law’s pastoral work, part of an embodied complement to 

the many phone-calls she makes from the soum centre to check up 

on how things are going in the countryside.  

 

Temporality, labour, and rural economic diversity 
 

I have chosen to describe Bold and Tsendee’s work regimes in this 

Chapter, as I came to know them so well over the course of my time 

in Erdene. But large numbers of other people in Erdene combine 

different forms of work with herding, or with absentee ownership of 

livestock placed with friends, relatives, or salaried herders in the 
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countryside. They navigate different forms of temporality throughout 

their working lives. These timespaces can be seen as interconnected 

in a jointed manner. People in these categories include teachers and 

other staff at the district school, shop staff, and members of the local 

administration. The same is true of bank staff, and Buddhist lamas 

resident in the district (although Bold told me lamas do not do 

herding work themselves). Attending to the diverse labour of people 

in this category speaks to High’s (2008) observations about 

economic diversity in the Mongolian countryside. Based on 

ethnography in an area of central Mongolia where illegal, ‘artisanal’ 

gold mining sits alongside herding work, High notes regional 

anthropology should reach out for a “more inclusive recognition of 

what life in the Mongolian countryside is also about: herders as well 

as others” (1). This Chapter recognizes this diversity. But whereas 

High (2008) studies herders existing alongside other rural residents 

(especially miners), I have examined how some herders are also 

these ‘others’ (working for part of the time in schools, as builders, 

and drivers). 55 

																																																								
55 The practice of holding down multiple forms of work at once is 
common across the post-socialist world. Writing about the 
restructuring of the Russian economy in the 1990s, Ashwin and 
Bowers (1997) note that nominally unemployed Russian women 
working in various ‘subsidiary activities’ earned greater incomes than 
those remaining in official full-time work (26-7). Further south in the 
old Soviet world, Park (2013) explores how declining wages in the 
state sector motivated ethnically Korean teachers living in 1990s 
Central Asia to undertake various forms of “shuttle trade” (86) during 
their school summer holidays – such as travelling to China and 
buying angora shirts, before selling them back home in Uzbekistan. 
In Mongolia too, the end of socialism led to the proliferation of 
various forms of transient or temporary work as unemployment levels 
soared. Describing the aftermath of privatisation in a district in 
Hövsgöl province – which also sums up a number of forms of work 
undertaken today in Erdene - Pedersen (2011) sums up a list of 
‘informal’ economic activities involving hunting, foraging for berries 
and mushrooms, small-scale trading, and “all manner of odd jobs for 
wealthy locals, who might need assistance, say, in moving camp” 
(25-26). But whilst these extra jobs were reactive to the immediate 
collapse of state socialism, they have not died away in the 
intervening time period. 
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 But what exactly is the economic significance of 

navigating different forms of temporality, and moving between 

different forms of labour? I suggest that being able to navigating 

different forms of temporalities allows people to make a living in the 

precarious ‘age of the market’. Or to turn this phrasing around, 

temporal difference – which is articulated in the distinctions between 

the temporality of animals, and of other forms of labour – opens a 

series of spaces in which some people in Erdene can arrange their 

working lives in terms of economic diversification. Capitalist 

exchange – visible in livestock emergent as commodities at particular 

times of year – is underpinned by the non-human life rhythms of 

herds. But the flip-side of any sense of emergence of valuable 

commodities at particular moments in the pastoral year is their 

absence or non-presence during other moments. As I show in 

Chapter 5, when I discuss the commodification of livestock in detail, 

capitalist commodities that raise large amounts of cash do not exist 

all year round. In this macroeconomic context, some people do other 

work as well.56 Owning livestock also provides a means by which to 

boost precarious income from other sources: whether in the form of 

salaries from contractually-based employment, more informal 

arrangements, or old-age or disability pensions paid by the national 

government to the elderly and infirm. The working lives of many 

people in Erdene are textured by contesting influences of animals’ 

life rhythms, and the very human temporal demands of other types of 

work. In this way, they are able to exercise “creative, mediating 

action in the world” (Bear 2015:20), which provides the means for 

them to navigate, contest, and shift between the demands of different 

social rhythms and temporalized activities.  

 Finally, it is important to note that analysis focussing on 

temporal differences and their economic ramifications elucidates two 

things of importance in the context of Mongolia’s ‘age of the market’. 

First, it reveals how the navigation of temporal differences outlines 
																																																								
56 Personal choice plays a role too, in shaping what sort of work 
people do (Chapter 4). 
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the fragility of an economic system based on animal-originating 

capitalism, in which people are dependent on temporally emergent 

commodities for meeting their ‘basic needs’ (heregtsee) for things 

like petrol and sugar. Herding is precarious, as I go on to discuss in 

Chapter 4. Families with very small herds of their own – typically, 

around one hundred or so head of livestock – will herd animals for 

wealthier relatives, friends, or acquaintances in exchange for a 

payment (uramshuulal). This may be in the form of cash, live animals 

to bolster herd sizes, or in particular material goods such as petrol or 

clothing. Conversely, animal ownership provides a source of income 

for those doing salaried work elsewhere but who may not do any 

herding themselves. In all these cases, different temporal rhythms 

exist alongside herding. The second observation relates to historical 

contextualisations of today’s economic conditions, as they self-

reflexively emerge in the imaginations of today’s herders. In the 

socialist past, herders in Erdene – like those employed by collectives 

elsewhere – received a salary (tsalin) for their work. This was 

something fixed as much in its quantity (older people mention 

inflation did not exist during the socialist period) as in its qualitative 

re-issuing on a monthly basis.57 Older people like Bold and Tsendee 

occasionally mentioned that life for herders is difficult today without a 

salary. Curiously, this is a sentiment echoed by younger herders, 

who were born after the end of socialism. It is as if the temporal 

predictability of salaried labour during socialism flattened out – or at 

least concealed from sight – conditions like today’s: in which 

capitalist commodities flash into view at particular times, leaving gaps 

for the rest of the year when they are absent. Whilst the ‘age of the 

market’ is manifested in the sporadic emergence of animal-based 

capitalist commodities and a constellation of other forms of work with 

																																																								
57 During this period, salaries were paid on the first day of every 
month. To prevent men spending all their money on vodka as soon 
as they were paid, alcohol sales were banned on this day. This form 
of prohibition is still in force today, even though work patterns have 
changed radically in the intervening decades with the emergence of 
casual labour paid cash-in-hand. 
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their own temporalities, the concept of a ‘salary’ is an almost empty 

signifier pointing to the long-gone temporal predictability (cast 

through its resolutely future-oriented direction) of the socialist past. 

To conclude Part I of this thesis: I have examined how human-

animal relations underpin pastoral economic life in various ways. In 

Chapter 1, I interrogated ideas of abundance in livestock, and how 

these are accentuated through various forms of consumption, 

games, and Buddhist rituals performed around the Lunar New Year. I 

revealed how this sense of abundance is rooted in livestock 

reproduction during the period of spring following Lunar New Year. 

Following from this, in Chapter 2, I examined how forms of pastoral 

labour are shaped in relation to the life rhythms of livestock. 

Alongside herding work, I examined how pastoral labour may be 

carried out in line with other forms of work in the countryside.  
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PART II 
 
 

Accumulating livestock and pastoral personhood 
 
 

Part II moves to address the second question of this thesis: what is 

the economic significance of accumulating livestock, and how is this 

accumulation framed in relation to forms of personhood? In 

interrogating what the accumulation of livestock means to herders, 

and how they go about doing it, my analysis draws on the 

perceptions of abundance and forms of labour discussed in Chapters 

1 and 2. I focus on accumulation in this Part, since it is the basic 

means by which wealth in livestock can be concentrated. This 

concentration of wealth is something, as I eventually discuss in Part 

III of my thesis, which forms the basis for the emergence of pastoral 

commodities at particular times of year. Accumulation shapes the 

conditions within which animal-originating capitalism can operate. In 

Chapters 3 and 4, however, I also draw attention to how 

accumulation of livestock – the process by which herders seek to 

increase the sizes of their flocks – is destabilized in various ways. 

Having looked at ideals of abundance in Chapter 1, I now seek to 

show how pastoral plenty is fragile and liable to dissipation for a 

number of environmental and other reasons. 

 In this Part, I ethnographically examine how accumulation of 

livestock is traced in relation to particular events and activities. These 

are often temporalized using the term üye: for example, ‘the time of 

the winter animal census’ (övöl malyn toollogyn üyed) in which all 

herders make a total inventory of their herd sizes. Analytically, I 

examine the accumulation of livestock as something based on forms 

of labour and processes of animal-reproduction conducted in 

different pastoral locations, at different times of year, and in different 

stages of herders’ lives. In doing so I explore how such diverse 

timespaces are linked in jointed ways: connected, yet ultimately 
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distinct. In making this analysis, I reveal how the accumulation of 

livestock sits at the heart of present-day pastoral regimes of value. 

My approach draws on Graeber’s theorisation of value as an active 

process of evaluation and critical reflection rooted in various forms of 

action, rather than something rooted in the recognition of pre-existing 

forms of wealth or status (2001). As Graeber sums up, “rather than 

value being the process of public recognition itself, already 

suspended in social relations, it is the way people who could do 

almost anything…assess the importance of what they do, in fact, do, 

as they are doing it” (Ibid., 47).58  I find such an action-centred 

theorization of value useful for reflecting on the importance of 

accumulating livestock in Erdene soum. This is because animal 

husbandry constantly involves herders assessing the importance of 

tending to their livestock as they are doing so.  Herders are acutely 

sensitive to the cycles of “growth and decay” (Arendt 1998 [1958]: 

98) at the heart of the pastoral cycle, and reflect on such processes 

as they attempt to increase the sizes of their flocks. Action and 

reflection are bound up in an intimate nexus, and structure the ways 

in which herders perceive the reproduction of livestock under their 

own life rhythms. This interaction of action and reflection is 

something evident in my analysis of the accumulation of very large 

herds of livestock (Chapter 3), and in the dissipation of flocks through 

climatic disasters and other causes (Chapter 4).	
In both Chapters 3 and 4, I explore how various aspects of 

pastoral economic life resonate through different modalities of the 

person in the Mongolian countryside. I suggest one cannot fully 

understand the economic salience of livestock accumulation in 

Mongolia without attending to the forms of personhood which shape 
																																																								
58 Graeber’s (2001) analysis of value is deliberately differentiated 
from other social-scientific studies of value. He sees previous 
approaches to value as either concerned with reifying desire in 
various ways (the approach of orthodox economics, with its focus on 
the interaction of forces of supply and demand), or derivative from 
patterns of difference and rooted in series of structural oppositions 
(as in Sausurre’s approach to linguistics).  
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and are shaped by such processes. The ability of phenomenal 

engagement with livestock to shape different forms of personhood is 

well attested in anthropological studies of pastoralism from various 

parts of the world. This is something that often takes on a highly 

gendered inflection. Thus, Parkes (1987) analyses goat-herding 

practices amongst the non-Islamic Kalasha inhabitants of the Hindu 

Kush and their bearing on the construction of male-female 

dichotomies in wider Eurasian herding societies. In African 

ethnography, Evans-Pritchard (1940) noted men and women take 

names from animals they engage with: men from the names given to 

their “favourite oxen”, women from the cattle they milk (18). On the 

other side of the African continent, Azawagh Arabs of Niger use the 

milk of their flocks -  “a prime symbol of social bonds, health, and 

prosperity” – to make young women optimally fat before marriage 

(Popenoe 2001: 129). Part II of my thesis adds to these observations 

on gendered pastoral personhood by examining how livestock 

accumulation accentuates a particularly powerful form of male 

authority. Thus, in Chapter 3, I explore the nexus formed between 

masculinity and moral attributes of being a good herder: hard work, 

dedication to one’s livestock, and so on. In doing so, I show how 

such forms of personhood are contextualised in the particular 

economic conditions of Erdene’s ‘age of the market’.  
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Chapter 3 
 

Accumulation: value and enumerating livestock 
 

 
How do you count your animals? 

What? 

How do you count your animals? 

What do you mean? As in ‘One, two, three …’ 

 
This was a typical response from herders in Erdene when I tried to 

expand a participant-observation based approach to studying 

practices of enumerating animals (malaa tooloh) into a concrete 

question. Viewed as an eccentric object of scholarly inquiry, methods 

of enumerating animals seemed of little abstract interest to my 

interlocutors. Nevertheless, enumeration – the use of a number to 

act as a referent for something (Guyer 2004:52) – is of fundamental 

importance in a number of registers of social life. In the same way 

Højer’s study of pawnbrokers in Ulaanbaatar reveals so much more 

than ‘basic economics’ (2012: 35) in which a loan is repaid with 

interest – namely the complex cosmological nexus of relations linking 

people, things and time in Mongolia - counting practices, I suggest, 

open a whole vista onto perceptions of accumulating livestock and 

wider pastoral economic activity in the Mongolian countryside.  

In this Chapter, I argue that enumerating livestock is central to 

articulating their position in pastoral regimes of value. This is 

because it allows herders to keep track of the accumulation of 

livestock in particular moments (üye). Accumulating livestock is the 

goal of most herders, even if it cannot be realised in practice. The 

term ‘to accumulate’ is close to the Mongolian word for both animal 

husbandry and increasing one’s flocks: malaa ösgöh. Although this 

term is more correctly translated as ‘to increase’ or ‘to magnify’, I feel 

that ‘accumulation’ captures how people go about trying to breed 

more and more livestock. In making this analysis of the relationship 
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between enumeration, accumulation and value, I also reveal how 

participating in enumerative practices allows particularly authoritative 

forms of male personhood to be cultivated. 

 I begin this chapter by presenting an ethnographic example of 

counting livestock, and the different ways in which diverse processes 

of enumeration encompass each other. I do so by writing about a 

wolf attack on Luvsan’s winter encampment, at a time when an 

animal census was about to occur. Exploring the various networks at 

play linking people, lists of numbers and their flocks I then examine 

the temporality of counting practices. I explore how they provide 

moments through which people can reflect on the number of animals 

they possess, and mentally trace their accumulation over time. Given 

the focus of this Chapter on the accumulation of wealth, I 

ethnographically focus on Luvsan: an archetypal wealthy herder. 

Having done so, I expand the ethnographic scope of my analysis to 

trace how animals are transmitted over time. Following from these 

sections, I explore how enumeration and the nurturing of pastoral 

value shapes – in conditions of plenty – a sense of authoritative male 

personhood. As I show, male household heads compile census data, 

and receive state honours for owning lots of livestock. In doing so, I 

show how concerns with accumulation in conditions of ‘animal-

originating capitalism’ are intimately embodied in herders’ forms of 

personhood.  

 
Wolf hunting in Erdene 
 

Almost as soon as I arrived in Erdene district in November 2013, I 

spent several weeks in a remote winter encampment straddling the 

border between Bulgan and Arkhanghai provinces. It was located 

under a forested ridge louring over Erdene’s summer pasturelands, 

but provides shelter for numerous yurts and animal byres during the 

area’s long winters. At the head of a large valley oriented towards 

Erdene Uul in the distance, one particular winter encampment 

usually provides enough grazing for five families based there 
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between December and March. During my time there, I stayed with 

Tsendee’s son Baatar. During my time in Erdene this encampment 

was also home to Naraa and Luvsan, the men whose autumn 

encampment was described in the Introduction. Although each family 

is independent of the other, the dominant person in the whole 

encampment is Luvsan. As I go on to show, he is an ‘exemplary’ 

(Humphrey 1997) herder who commands considerable respect from 

those who know him. He takes the leading role in autumnal horse-

branding rituals at his autumn encampment, a discussion of which 

opened this thesis. His home is the default location of celebratory 

events at the encampment, such as a special dinner of white rice 

sweetened with sugar and butter, which is consumed to mark the 

early winter ‘twenty five butter lamps’ (zulyn horin tavan) festival. 

Luvsan’s position within this small encampment fits an earlier, pre-

socialist pattern on which the composition of herding encampments 

was formed. Drawing on Simukov’s early socialist-era study of 

Mongolian pastoralism, Sneath (2000) notes pre-collective herding 

encampments were often formed around someone “characterised 

not only by being generally an older male, but also by being rich” 

(40). Taciturn and slow-moving, he embodies a complex 

interconnection of moral and physical weightiness typical of other 

middle-aged herdsmen in the region and elsewhere in Mongolia. This 

is something I observed as he presided over the foal-branding ritual I 

mentioned in the Introduction, and which drew my attention 

throughout our acquaintanceship. Although Luvsan does not keep 

any of his animals with families in this winter encampment, he keeps 

a close eye over the behaviour of the other households by effectively 

banning them from gambling over card-games during the long 

winter’s nights. To an extent, he also co-ordinates their migrations 

and collection of firewood from the mountain by allowing access to 

his truck and tractor: the only motorised transport in the encampment 

at the time except for motorbikes.  

 Shortly after I arrived at this encampment, the isolated 

encampment awoke to find that a wolf or wolves from the forested 
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mountain had attacked sheep that strayed there during the night. 

Wolves populate the forests and hills of Erdene in fairly significant 

numbers. A small outbreak of rabies (galzuu övchin) in Erdene 

during spring 2015 was, in part, attributed by the local government to 

wolves that act as vectors of this highly contagious and dangerous 

disease. They also attack livestock on the steppe from the autumn 

onwards, after the latter have fattened on grass all summer. Some 

households protect their livestock through magico-religious means, 

using a charm (sahius) placed on domestic altars. Covered in ‘spells’ 

(tarni; Sanskrit: dhāraņī – Humphrey and Ujeed 2013:46) written in 

Tibetan, they may show a wolf hemmed in and contained by sharp-

edged instruments including arrows and swords, and various pointed 

liturgical instruments (as in Plate 9 below).  

 

 
 

Plate 9: Buddhist ‘charm to protect against wolves’ (Chonoos hamgaalah tarnitai 

zurag). This image is displayed in some herding households, the Tibetan spells 

visible around the sides of this protective image. Photograph by author, from 

unknown manuscript. 
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Other designs may reveal a wolf bound in chains, and muzzled with 

Buddhist sacred objects. Physically trapped in this way (Gell 1999) 

their destructive potential is contained, just as harmful things like 

circulating curses or influences are stopped from entering homes by 

charms or hedgehog skins placed around doorframes (Empson 

2011: 159). Other households might make scarecrows (ölziihüü) from 

old gowns and pieces of wood to mimic the silhouette of a human, 

and place them near animal byres to scare wolves away at night.  

But despite the use of these various techniques to protect 

herds, and the ubiquitous presence of “large and ferocious” 

(Vreeland 1954:34) dogs around herding encampments – two of 

which together, as a friend from Bulgan City put it, are strong enough 

‘to tear a wolf to pieces’–wolf attacks on livestock are not uncommon. 

Following the November 2013 attack, and on other occasions, the 

men of the encampment gathered for hunting expeditions in the 

surrounding forests and hills. On one occasion I was invited to 

attend, Luvsan, Baatar, and Naraa and I ascended to the top of a 

nearby hill on two motorbikes. As with most forms of co-ordinated 

labour at the encampment like collecting fire-wood from nearby 

forests, Luvsan was in charge of the day’s hunting strategy. Taking 

out binoculars from inside warm winter gowns, the herders scanned 

the silent steppe stretching out under a pale winter’s sky, trying to 

catch sight of a wolf. Unable to do so, we set off, combing the 

surrounding steep hills and deep valleys over several kilometres for 

any sign of these creatures. Luvsan and Baatar went on ahead to 

wait in a thicket of trees with an old breach-loading rifle. They 

directed Naraa and me along two snowy ridges, to flush into their 

ambush any wolves we encountered. Shuffling through ankle-deep 

snow along the trajectory directed by Luvsan, I became separated 

from Naraa just as I spotted the tracks (mör) of wolves arcing across 

the fresh snow in front of me. Becoming concerned I would miss the 

others in the fading light, I started to climb down a snowy bank 

entangled with saplings, which I felt led towards the direction in 

which Luvsan was waiting in ambush. The long Mongol gown (deel) I 
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wore to keep warm kept catching in the low-growing branches of 

these trees as I made my descent, and I could see my breath 

condensing in front of me in the freezing evening air. Eventually, I 

was relieved to see the red headlight light from a motorbike shining 

through the trees in front of me, and the bored-looking Luvsan 

slumped over its handlebars as he awaited my arrival. This hunt was 

unsuccessful, and instead of bringing a dead wolf back to the 

encampment, the herders only managed to bring back some large 

pieces of black and white bark stripped from a birch tree. This would 

eventually be used for tinder, to help light bigger pieces of wood 

used to fire each ger’s metal stove. Nevertheless, Luvsan is viewed 

as a good hunter, and periodically shoots wolves. “Renowned as 

being the most wild and the most hiimoritoi—the worthiest prey—as it 

is dangerous, intelligent, and elusive” (Humphrey and Ujeed 2012: 

155), a wolf can be sold to traders at the Emeelt raw materials 

market on the western outskirts of Ulaanbaatar for a high price.59  

 

 
Plate 10: Wolf at a winter encampment. In the bitterly cold Mongolian winter this 

dead animal, shot by Luvsan on a hunting expedition, had frozen solid.  It was left 

propped up as if alive. 

																																																								
59 In autumn 2014, when Luvsan was on his way into Ulaanbaatar to 
sell a wolf, Bold mentioned it would have sold for around MNT 
300,000 (c. £100.00): approximately three quarters of a teacher’s 
monthly salary. 
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After the November wolf attack, however, a more immediate concern 

was to establish how many animals have been killed: in this case, 

eight sheep. 

 

Materialising numbers in herding ledgers  
 

Discovering traces of these animals above the encampment, the 

various families nervously hurried off to recount their flocks of sheep 

and goats, which were about to go out to pasture towards the foot of 

the valley. Once the count-up was made, the numbers of animals on 

the ground were compared with those recorded in household herding 

ledgers (malchny devter). These are books kept in all Mongolian 

herding households, and used to make meticulous records of the 

numbers of different categories of livestock. These categories consist 

of horses pastured on the steppe (heeriin mor’) and horses at hand 

for riding (hünii mor’). They also include numbers of cattle, sheep, 

goats. Households that possess camels presumably list these too, 

although camels are a rarity in Erdene and their numbers have fallen 

dramatically since the end of collective herding in the early 1990s 

(see Table 3 in Chapter 4). These numbers may be summarised in 

tables showing totals of bog mal (sheep and goats), bod mal (horses 

and cattle), and a grand total of all livestock. They may also be used 

for calculations of expenditure needed for vodka, presents, and jars 

of tinned fruit and vegetables at the Lunar New Year. If they happen 

to be at hand, they may be used to make rougher jottings of numbers 

that need to be remembered in the instant: not unlike random figures 

and calculations that sometimes appeared in the margins of my 

language dictionaries whenever they were left within reach of Bold. 

As if to impress the significance of this loss, Baatar feigned crying 

over his lost sheep to lighten the gloomy mood. Whilst the hefty 

Luvsan was often serious and quietly spoken, meaning people would 

actively listen to him when he spoke, the younger Baatar was often 

openly loud. He was given to practical jokes and colourful comments, 
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for which his wife often rebuked him. Nevertheless, it was painfully 

clear that the loss of eight sheep was a significant one, especially for 

a young family. 

Herding ledgers are stored in weighty family chests (avdar) 

found in all households in Erdene. Made of thick wood, and often 

decorated with august-looking protective lions, the contents of avdar 

are only accessed through a narrow, removable panel locked onto 

their fronts. A glimpse into their hidden interiors reveals a tangle of 

books and papers, cloth and boxes that form a household’s valuable 

items. As Empson (2011) notes in relation to avdar found in Buriad 

households, these objects have a significant role in the formation and 

nurturing of social relations. Used to store intimate body parts of 

household members such as cuttings of hair and umbilical cords, and 

as surfaces on which to display boards assembling photographic 

montages showing family and friends, Empson shows how “the 

household chest can be said to ‘hold’ together aspects of people that 

are dispersed, and allows for the continuation of certain relations that 

cannot be enacted in a shared space” (Ibid., 107). In Erdene, they 

also hold domestic altars that facilitate communion with various 

Buddhist divinities, holding images of these gods as well as various 

offerings dedicated to them: little offering-bowls of tea, milk or meat; 

butter lamps lit every evening to burn throughout the night; and 

incense-burners. In terms of their location, avdar are always placed 

in a ger’s hoimor. This area covers “the entire northern honourable 

part of the yurt” (Wasilewski 1976:350), and refers to the area in 

which the household head and particularly honoured male guests sit.  

 Herders’ ledgers are, therefore, stored in domestic locations 

that facilitate the on-going reproduction of social life: both in terms of 

the “networks of relations” facilitated through avdar, which stretch 

between family members distributed over considerable distances 

(Empson 2011: 120); and in terms of the forms of male authority 

reproduced by association with the northern part of the ger. In their 

own way, herding ledgers also permit the reproduction of social life. 

This is not through tending to relations between men and women, 
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and gods and ancestors, but by framing the ways in which people co-

ordinate pastoral labour. Their significance extends beyond the 

domestic sphere, and out onto the steppe into the timespaces of 

animal husbandry. In this way, herding ledgers are suggestive of the 

horse-brands mentioned in the Introduction. These objects - which 

draw newly-born foals within human registers of value through the 

act of branding - are kept in the respectful hoimor area, bound up 

with a blue hadag.60  

Also like horse brands (Humphrey 1982), herding registers are 

powerful objects in themselves. The fact that they are often hidden 

out of sight seems to imbue them with a certain sense of material 

potency. It points to a concealed ability to act on the world that 

Graeber (2001) associates with various forms of invisibility (102-3). 

Herding registers materialise particular records and use them to 

guide action in the world. Through my period of fieldwork, I only saw 

them on a few occasions. They were briefly taken out for their 

contents to be briefly updated, before being hidden away again 

afterwards. In terms of their ability to materialise particular records 

and use them to guide action in the world, they are suggestive of 

much older Mongol and Manchu record-keeping practices. These 

include techniques of governance rooted in the composition and 

maintenance of bürtgel. Literally meaning ‘register’ or ‘list’, Kaplonski 

(2014) discusses the use of bürtgel drawn up during the 1930s by 

the country’s socialist government in order to make inventories of 

Buddhist lamas and monasteries’ wealth.61 Herding registers are also 

evocative of modern methods of keeping track of bank balances and 

loan repayments. Like books (nom) typically kept in Mongolian 

herding households – including accounts of local wrestlers, local 
																																																								
60 The use of hadags is indicative of respect (hündlel). They are 
presented to respected political leaders and victorious wrestlers; 
used to adorn sacred household objects like the tops of domestic 
altars or prayer books (nom); and offered at various sacred spaces in 
the landscape such as ovoos.  
61 These compiled numerical data, but provided sets of information 
that nevertheless had “a much richer connotation than an ordinary 
list” (Kaplonski 2014: 91). 
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histories, and manuals of animal husbandry – these ledgers are 

suggestive of an intimate knowledge of the surrounding area, 

coupled with an almost modernist concern with meticulously 

enumerated data, precise categorisations, and textual authority. 

Materialising the numbers of livestock collected over time, they trace 

networks of humans, non-humans and inanimate objects (Latour 

1993) running between animals, people, texts, and written tables of 

numbers. 

As it happened, the numbers reflected on after the 2013 wolf 

attack had been recently gathered for a local animal census (malyn 

toollogo). Every winter – after the autumn window for slaughtering 

fattened livestock for domestic consumption has passed, along with 

the main period of selling fattened livestock to traders from Bulgan 

City – Erdene’s sub-district governors (bagyn darga nar) tour the 

areas under their jurisdiction to collect the numbers of each 

household’s animals. There are six bagyn darga nar in Erdene, each 

for one the area’s sub-districts. Taken from herding ledgers and 

noted down by the governor or one of his staff, information on animal 

numbers from every household is centrally collected and tabulated. 

Reflecting the outcome of a whole year’s labour for a herding 

household, as well as a year’s worth of animal reproduction in the 

form of new livestock, these numbers are nevertheless collected and 

noted down in minutes. During my stay in Baatar’s household, only a 

short space of time existed between the arrival of the local governor 

in his powerful Russian jeep, his elicitation of Baatar’s herd size, and 

his departure for the next household on his round. He stopped only 

to exchange some pleasantries with Baatar, express his surprise at 

seeing a ‘foreigner’ living in the area, and to observe the poor show I 

made when one of Baatar’s friends challenged me to an arm-

wrestling match to one side of the ger. Used locally to provide 

evidence for livestock-based loans (Chapter 5) and eligibility for 

wool-subsidies (Chapter 6), such information eventually works its 

way up to various levels of the Mongolian government. It is a flow of 

data within governmental institutions that provides a more rounded 
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picture of the significance of the Mongolian state in rural areas than 

is elucidated in ethnographies exclusively emphasising the collapse 

of collective institutions (Buyandelger 2013: 110) or cessation of 

socialist forms of welfare provision (Pedersen 2011:59). 

 But whilst flocks are counted in their entirety at particular 

times of year, specific sections of herds are counted on a more 

regular, informal basis. To an extent, cycles of animal reproduction 

determine the timings of count-ups. The life rhythms of livestock 

result in large numbers of new animals being born in spring, 

something that prompts herders to make regular tallies of the number 

of lambs, kids, foals, and calves born from the end of March 

onwards. But count-ups are also held in line with human-devised 

temporal routines. ‘Good herders’ are expected to count their horse-

herds daily, a practice driven by an ethic of attention herders are 

expected to show towards their herds. This requires some effort, as 

horses are often pastured away from herding encampments for 

significant periods of time.  As a local administrator explained, horses 

(and cattle) are, for the purposes of livestock insurance (malyn 

daatgal), considered much more ‘risky’ (ersdeltei) animals than 

sheep and goats. This is because of a greater susceptibility to 

infectious diseases (haldvart övchin), but also because they are prize 

targets for thieves from Bulgan City or Erdenet who periodically visit 

Erdene on nocturnal cattle-rustling missions. Count-ups may also be 

prompted during the summer, when the crowding of large numbers of 

animals around the district’s shallow streams and springs mean 

different family’s herds mix together, necessitating their separation 

and enumeration to ensure they have been fully disentangled from 

each other.  
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Enumeration as stock keeping 62 
 

What all these practices of enumeration have in common is the 

ability to cast the accumulation of livestock in a particularly 

temporalized light. Enumeration of livestock is framed in relation to 

specific moments, which are often temporalized using the term üye. 

In Luvsan’s household, the impression was given that livestock were 

counted relatively infrequently, and in relation to particular events: 

‘we only really count our livestock at the time of the animal census. 

We don’t count them often. Only if [our sheep] mix with those of 

neighbouring herds’ (malaa tollogyn üyed l toolno. Bainga toolno gej 

baihgüi. Ailyn hon’toi niilej bol toolno). Perhaps this is a way of 

saying his herds are too big to easily count. But in all likelihood, as in 

other households, enumerations are conducted on a more regular 

basis. All these techniques maintain and hold a particular temporal 

tension that highlights the possibility of accumulation in certain 

moments. This is something I now discuss. 

On one hand, enumerating livestock gives concrete 

expression to animal numbers as they exist at any one time. At 

Luvsan’s autumn encampment in 2014, Baatar was keen to count up 

all his sheep and goats before a number were sold. Trudging around 

the dusty ground outside a hastily-erected octagonal animal 

enclosure, its bulging wooden frame containing hundreds of heaving 

animals pushing and jostling against each other, he and his relatives 

made a precise head-count of these animals over the deafening 

noise of bleating sheep and goats. These numbers were then 

presumably written down, reifying the results of a count-up 

conducted in a particular pastoral timespace into a more permanent 

record. Through being recorded in a book like Baatar’s herding 

ledger, or lodged in someone’s mind as a particular memory, the 

numbers of animals can be precisely reckoned at any moment. If one 

wants to see how many animals one owns, it is possible to go to the 
																																																								
62 I thank Lauren Bonilla for suggesting this term to describe livestock 
count-ups. 
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ledger. Such records allow people to co-ordinate their labour in the 

present in particular ways. Thus, when one of Bold’s friends from the 

district centre goes out onto the steppe every day to count his horses 

pastured there, he expects their number to be the same as at the last 

count: at thirty five head, including his two stallions.  

The ability of enumeration to concretise perceptions of things 

in everyday life is also evident in other contexts outside animal 

husbandry. Since 2007, high levels of inflation have affected 

Mongolia’s national economy: at an average rate of 11.24% per 

annum 63 . Although falling to around 5.00% by the time of my 

fieldwork – a period that coincided with widespread economic growth 

in the country – inflation (inflyats; from Russian - infliatsiia) is a 

concern for many. Whilst people in the countryside, an acquaintance 

mentioned, have ‘little understanding’ of the reasons for inflation in 

the wider economy, its effects are painfully obvious in the falling 

purchasing power of the tögrög. As I was preparing to visit 

Ulaanbaatar in autumn 2014, and mentioned how I wanted to buy 

some new clothes because mine had become shabby through 

constant wear in the countryside, the concerned Tsendee warned me 

how expensive Narantuul market had become. Narantuul is the vast, 

“semi-covered complex” (Wheeler 2004:230) to the east of the city 

centre. It is a place where clothing, household equipment and things 

useful to urban householders are sold. It is also a market whose 

stalls cater to pastoralists. Everything needed to build a ger – 

lattices, felt, and frames – can be bought from out of old shipping 

containers on the market’s edge. Traders, selling parts to make 

saddles, are almost hidden from view by horse-gear such as ropes 

and bridles hanging down in front of their stalls. Just across the road 

outside the market are shops selling veterinary medicine. In 

anticipation of my proposed visit to the market, Tsendee went on to 

warn me: 

 

																																																								
63 http://www.tradingeconomics.com/mongolia/inflation-cpi 
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At Narantuul, a pair of boots cost MNT 60,000, then MNT 

70,000, MNT 80,000, MNT 90,000, MNT 100,000. Inflation 

levels (inflyatsin tüvshin) are very high, and the government 

does nothing about it. Prices keep going up, but wages are 

low. 

 

In the same way Luvsan and Baatar have made careful records of 

the numbers of their flocks, Tsendee has kept a mental price-list of 

various items of clothing for sale in city markets over the years. 

Visiting her son periodically in the capital, she has observed just how 

expensive commodity prices have become. For Tsendee, the price of 

a particular commodity could be pinned down at a particular moment 

-at the time of out discussion, MNT 100,000 for a pair of boots – 

although this price would probably rise again in the future, on the 

back of an unstoppable inflationary surge which politicians hundreds 

of kilometres away in the capital were unable or unwilling to do 

anything about. 

On the other hand, as people are well aware, these concrete 

enumerations - of livestock written in ledgers, or prices of clothes 

committed to memory - are constantly undone and subverted. During 

the course of the pastoral cycle, old and infertile (suvai) animals are 

constantly sold or eaten, and make way for new, fertile ones born 

each year. The birth of these new animals impel herders to make 

recounts of their flocks, as their numbers suddenly start to grow. 

From his own extensive flocks, each year Luvsan sells around one 

hundred sheep and goats, and twenty to thirty ‘large animals’ (horses 

and cattle). In addition, he kills a number of animals to provide meat 

for kin in urban areas. Events such as the wolf attack – or more 

serious losses potentially occasioned through disease or the ever-

present risk of horse and cattle theft – threaten to sap the numbers of 

animals in a herd. Herds are also expected to grow over time: 

something that is at the very heart of optimal herding practices. What 

happens in the course of everyday life constantly undoes previous 

works of enumeration. Numbers written yesterday summed up 
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conditions then, but need to be re-written today. They are, from this 

point of view, ultimately imprecise. Whilst the inhabitants of Luvsan’s 

winter encampment carefully counted up their animals in anticipation 

of the bagyn darga’s visit, from another perspective these lists were 

undone by the wolf attack. Whilst the pre-recorded numbers could 

provide a source of information for assessing how many sheep were 

killed and eaten by wolves, this event also made these earlier 

numbers redundant.  

In this way, the enumeration of livestock generates and holds 

a temporal tension. This tension is held between the meticulous 

fixing of livestock data in written form, and the empirically-grounded 

recognition that these numbers are, in fact, always fluctuating. It is a 

tension inherent in the fact each counting event is ultimately 

embedded in relation to a series of similar events that will be 

conducted in the future. The repetitive nature of counting means that 

each new tally necessarily ultimately makes the previous tally 

redundant. Every new headcount of animals replaces the last, whilst 

each mental price-list for boots, clothes or a whole host of 

commodities constantly changes because of inflation. I had originally 

intended to analyse this tension in terms of ‘stalling’: contrasting the 

moments in which numbers could be caught and recorded within the 

flow of time around it. However, I found that this approach 

inadvertently cast moments of stalling as stoppages or points of 

closure, set apart from the flows of everyday life, rather than 

embedded within them. Instead of creating temporal gaps  - such as 

pauses or ‘caesura’ (Guyer 2007:414 citing Agamben 2005), or 

radically unique ‘event-moments’ (Badiou 2007) that frame “an 

anthropology of becoming” (Bear 2014:22) - moments of 

enumeration concretise particular conditions in writing or memory, 

which can provide a point for reflection (in the emerging past) from 

another temporal vantage point (the unfolding future). Viewed in a 

more analytic light, they exist in relation to a series of specific events 

that arc across the pastoral year. Each one is different from the 

other, but they nevertheless remain articulated within the same 
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temporal trajectory. These records are suggestive of another 

technique for materialising the conditions of the present in relation to 

the future: photography. In a text on this subject, Sontag (1977) 

explores the relationship between images and events in terms of 

their historicity. Through photography, events are given a certain 

endurance through being recorded on camera. As Sontag mentions,  

“after the event has ended, the picture will still exist” (Ibid., 11). But 

the analogy between enumerating livestock in ledgers and Sontag’s 

approach to photography is greater still. In the same way taking a 

photograph is not just a passive event – or as Sontag says, “an act of 

non-intervention” (Ibid.,11) – enumerations of livestock do more than 

just note numbers. Through providing a point in the past that can be 

viewed from the future, they are able to concretise a series of 

interconnected but discrete events through which the growth or 

decline of herds can be traced, or inflation mapped. In doing so, 

enumerations are not dry records of past memories, but points of 

opening capable of influencing the future. They frame reflection in 

relation to past action. They provide a means by which herders can 

keep track of their herd sizes over long periods of time, and their 

ability to provide for a living in today’s capitalist ‘age of the market’ 

(zah zeeliin üye). 

 

Timespaces of pastoralism and the future 
 

This relationship between enumeration and the future is something I 

now discuss. Through counting out animals from day to day, season 

to season, and year to year, the accumulation of livestock recorded 

in ledgers plays out against the backdrop of an expansive future. 

Different moments of enumeration can be analysed as forming a line 

or contour (Ingold 2016) running through a series of temporalized 

moments, along which the accumulation of livestock can be ideally 

traced. Analysing the temporal dynamics of labour, Arendt (1998 

[1958]) noted that – in industrial societies at least – it is marked by 

“the repetition and the endlessness of the [labour] process itself” 
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(125). Pastoral labour is endowed with a particularly repetitive 

quality. This is because it is responsive to the repetition of animal 

cycles of reproduction. Livestock data accordingly memorialize the 

interconnection of timespaces of labour and animal reproduction, in 

which livestock have been herded, and counted, over the course of 

many years. In Quecha-speaking parts of Peru, counting llamas 

pastured across mountainous Andean grasslands is seen as 

something threatening the inherently fertile nature of these herds. It 

is generally avoided as a result (Urton 1997:102-3). In Mongolia, 

however, counting practices are inherently bound up with long-term 

perceptions of value in livestock. Between them, Luvsan and his wife 

were given around 100 head of livestock when they married in the 

early 1990s. As with other households in the countryside, both 

partner’s parents made gifts of livestock to their newly married 

children. Twenty-five years later, these numbers have soared to 

around one thousand.  

 Quantitative increases in livestock like these, which can be 

traced through various count-ups conducted in different pastoral 

timespaces, are seen to materialise successful pastoral labour. They 

provide the basis from which livestock can emerge as commodities at 

particular times of year, Luvsan selling large numbers of livestock 

every year. This wealth allows him and his family to avoid 

dependence on herder’s loans. As I go on to discuss in Chapter 5, 

these are a major way of accessing wealth on which many rural 

households depend. The successful accumulation of herds depends 

on a subtle set of skills and moral qualities amongst herders. It 

depends on knowledge of one’s herds, and the conditions in which 

they can be optimally pastured. In itself, this ability demands intimate 

appreciation of the life rhythms of herd animals, and their particular 

requirements as they are framed in specific seasons. Hard work in a 

more general sense is essential, and the best herders are regarded 

as being entirely dedicated to their livestock. And it requires a sense 

of strategic foresight that, as I showed in Chapter 2, allows herders to 

assess the longue dúree trends in the growth of herds (regarding 
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processes of animal reproduction over their entire life courses). All 

these aspects of pastoral labour are emphasised, even though 

herders recognise the autonomous capacity of livestock to reproduce 

themselves in a way that is ultimately independent of human control. 

 For Luvsan, these levels of livestock accumulation are 

reflected in number symbolism. His flock sizes are reaching the one 

thousand level, a symbolically-loaded number as far as herding is 

concerned.64 Owning one thousand head of livestock (myangan mal), 

as Empson (2011) notes, indicates a level of skill that is “respected 

and admired” (309). As a number, one thousand signifies a sense of 

largeness or expansiveness, deploying quantity to gloss a 

qualitatively impressive sense of size. This ability of a number to 

amplify a sense of abundance is evocative of Stafford’s (2010) study 

of Chinese accounting practices, in which he observes a sense of 

“poetry” underpinning certain auspicious or favourably-viewed 

numbers (83). Scaling up from Luvsan’s household to the level of 

district-wide livestock censuses, the number 10,000 evokes a similar 

sense of abundance. In July 2015, Erdene celebrated a Dörvön 

																																																								
64  Aside from the context of pastoralism, number symbolism in 
Mongolia has been analysed in a number of registers. This has 
generally been in relation to studies of Mongolian cosmology. 
Anthropologists and Mongolists have discussed the significance of 
the ‘ninety-nine heavens’ in shamanic cosmology (Heissig 1980:49ff; 
Pedersen 2011: 172) The number five is of importance in Buddhist 
cosmology, Charleux noting its symbolic association with the 
bodhissatva Mañjushri (2015:65). Humphrey and Ujeed (2013) note 
this number is associated with the “five consecration-giving gods”, 
part of wider Buddhist enumerative practices in which “numbering 
classes of things” allows people to perceive religion in a coherent 
manner (49; cf Bristley 2015: 43).  

Attending to cosmology through number symbolism is evident 
in numerous anthropological studies of other societies (Crump 1988). 
The ethnographic focus of these accounts range from Melanesian 
conditions in which “the concept of unity may be sustained through 
metaphors of part-whole relations” (Strathern 1992: 184; cf Mimica 
1988: 53ff; Pickles 2013: 305), to studies of the qualitative 
importance of number in Taiwan and China (Stafford 2009, 2010) 
where “interest in numbers and quantity emerges from an interest in 
pattern and in the qualities of patterns, not the other way around” 
(Ibid., 83). 
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Tümen Aduuny Bayar (‘festival of forty thousand horses’). Similar 

festivals are held every time the number of horses in the area 

increases by ten thousand head. 65  But although tümen literally 

means ‘ten thousand’, it is rarely used as a quantifier. As in Daoism 

(Lao Zu 1993: 1), this number signifies a sense of largeness or 

expansiveness.  

 Even when herds are small, their owners seek to enlarge them 

and accumulate more animals. The possibility of tracing growing 

herds is projected into the future. This is the case with younger 

families who have just married – early twenty-first century 

equivalents of Luvsan, who want to make the best of things in a 

precarious world – as well as older couples whose own herds are too 

small. Visiting one such household in 2015, a couple mentioned they 

owned a hybrid (erliiz) Russian cow, producing particularly high 

levels of milk. It had been acquired by the woman from her natal 

home outside Erdene, in an area near the Mongolian border with 

Siberia where such hybrids are meant to be relatively common. 

Aiming to increase their small herd of one hundred livestock, this 

family hoped to breed other high-yielding cattle, sell them, and invest 

in building up their own herd size. Whether or not they achieve this 

aim, the same ethic of accumulation – premised on hard work, 

dedicated to one’s livestock, and an open-ended sense of pastoral 

labour – also animates how the wealthiest herders behave.  

 

Enumerating the future and the inheritance of livestock 
 

This sense of futurity in relation to enumeration is also accentuated 

in an inter-generational way. Enumeration of livestock is inherently 

future-oriented, and plays out over large timescales. Although his 

eldest daughter is at university in Ulaanbaatar training to be a 

medical doctor, Luvsan has a young son whom he expects will 

become a herder like himself. Whilst families’ animals are normally 
																																																								
65 A ‘festival of thirty thousand horses’ was held in 1999, ‘twenty-
thousand’ festival in 1992, and ‘ten-thousand’ festival in 1979.  
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passed on to their youngest son (Pedersen and Højer 2008:82),66 

Luvsan’s boy is this family’s only male child. Across Erdene, as a 

number of herders explained, unmarried children are often given 

small numbers of animals as their own, which are counted out of their 

parents’ herds. These are identified by their colours and patterning of 

their coats, in a process known as züsleh (Fijn 2011: 95-6). A herding 

manual (Nergüi 2008) sums up the broad contours of this system of 

animal-recognition as encompassing the 

 

many means by which Mongolians identify their livestock. It 

basically involves noticing what is striking about an animal’s 

external appearance – on its body, head, legs – and striking 

markings on its horns, humps, legs, udders, and the shape of 

their tails (Ibid., 96).67 

 

Descriptions like ‘pure white’, ‘black-eyed’ or ‘red necked’ are used to 

identify these creatures, rather than embodied marks of ownership 

normally applied to livestock: earmarks in the case of sheep, goats, 

and cattle; and in the case of horses, a particular brand. These 

animals form the germ of a new herd that will emerge when the child 

eventually marries and establishes an independent household, 

although it is expected that parents – especially older ones – will 

eventually divest all their property in favour of their children before 

death (Humphrey 2002). On marriage as grown-ups, children like 

Luvsan’s boy will be supplemented by further gifts of livestock from 

parents, given as dowries or bride wealth. Like Strathern’s concept of 
																																																								
66 This pattern differs from the kin-based inheritance of some political 
positions in Manchu-era Mongolia. Elverskog (2006) quotes a 1687 
edict from the Qing Kangxi Emperor to Mongolia’s highest 
incarnation, the Jebtsundhamba Khutukhtu, which notes the death of 
Tsetsen province’s ruler. Instructing the enthronement of the dead 
khan’s eldest son, the Emperor noted how “in your Khalkha customs 
the eldest son inherits” the throne (77).  
67 Mongolchüüd mal züsleh talaar arvin turshlagatai. Malyg züslehed 
ündsen züsnees gadna ih biye, tolgoi, höl deerhi övörmögts sodon 
shinj bolon ever, böh, delen höh, süülnii helber zergiig sodon temdeg 
bolgon nerlene.  
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the ‘transplant’ (2015) - something that provides a sense of 

continuing identity, be that in terms of sister’s-children in Papua New 

Guinea regarded as ‘transplants’ of a ‘root family’, or the 

transplantation of rice plants from one paddy field to another68 - 

livestock can be ‘read’ as originating in parents’ or in-laws’ flocks. 

This is so, even though they have by now formed a new, radically 

individuated herd. A future-oriented metonymy is at work, in which a 

relatively few number of animals in the present stands for the larger 

herds into which they will ideally grow - perhaps thirty or forty years 

into the future. This hopeful form of projection is suggestive of 

prefiguration as discussed by Callon (2007), in which the promise of 

flocks in the future will “contribute to toward enacting the realities that 

they describe” (315). It will, ideally, allow Luvsan’s son to replicate 

the success of his father as a herder, in the same way Luvsan 

replicated his own father’s successful accumulation of livestock on a 

large scale.  

Transmissions of accumulated livestock in this way posit the 

future as a “viable working horizon” against which labour in the 

present can be structured (Guyer 2007: 412). Reflecting on the 

possibility of such transmissions provides a means by which herders 

“assess the importance of what they do” (Graeber 2001: 47) as they 

go about raising their own livestock in the present. As far as 

perceptions of this future are concerned, they are very different from 

the perceptions of futurity examined in Guyer’s (2007) analysis of 

American capitalist temporality. In Guyer’s analysis, the future exists 

in the form of a constantly deferred and distant horizon, and the 

present is unevenly textured through discrete events posited in 

																																																								
68 Empson (2011: 100-105) examines how the type of ‘naturalist 
ontology’ evident in horticultural metaphors relates to different 
conceptions of growth and accumulation of fortune in Mongolia: “this 
is not to suggest a non-naturalist ontology, but that a naturalist 
ontology might take a form that includes additional elements to what 
we think of as common, such as ideas about fortune, vitality, and 
might” (Ibid., 104). 
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relation to it.69 Whilst Guyer’s account posits a hiatus sitting between 

the immediate present and distant future, this kind of gap is missing 

from Mongolian perceptions of the mid-term future. This is because 

intergenerational transfers of accumulated livestock structure a 

sense of unfolding futurity in relation to genealogical seriality. As I go 

on to mention in Chapter 4, herding life during the ‘age of the market’ 

is precarious. Livestock are susceptible to various diseases, and the 

dangers posed by a combination of extreme weather and general 

lack of state support for herders when such conditions strike. 

Nevertheless, a certain sense of hopefulness underpins how herders 

go about transferring their livestock to their children. This is rather 

different from the ‘work of hope’ observed by Pedersen (2012) 

amongst dispossessed urban youths in Ulaanbaatar, who hop “from 

one moment to the next, erratically jumping into each situation from 

an unknown vantage that lies ahead of them and that always 

disappears at the moment of take off” (148). Instead of being 

grounded in shifting conditions where people flit from one moment to 

the next at the threshold of a never really materialised future, gifts of 

livestock to herders’ children literally materialize the possibility of 

such futures coming into being. This speaks to a particular form of 

reflection, grounded in the activities of herding labour. In doing so, it 

reveals the place of accumulation at the heart of pastoral regimes of 

value.  

Ethnographically speaking, the polyvalent Mongol term üye 

not only structures temporal series in which particular livestock 

count-ups can occur. As I now explain, it also structures the long-

term transmission of the animals whose value is elicited through such 

count-ups. As I mentioned in the Introduction, aside from meaning a 

segment of time or bodily joint, the term üye can also mean 

																																																								
69 Guyer’s analysis closely echoes Weber’s (1977 [1906]) attention to 
a sense of time shaped by categories of some Protestant theology, 
which disclose a tension between the immediacy of lived experience 
in which one should live according to particular moral codes, and 
eternity spent in the company of God.  
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‘generation’. Analysing early twentieth century conceptions of kinship 

amongst Daur Mongols living in Manchuria, Humphrey with Onon 

(1996) observed that “in the make-up of the human body, bones 

were given by the father, blood and flesh by the mother, and the 

‘bone joint’ (uye) was at the same time the word for the patrilineal 

generation (33).” These ‘bone joints’ form a point of articulation 

between bones in the body, and thereby allow the manipulation of 

body parts, and the more general possibility of bodily movement. But 

the term also provides a means for articulating different generations 

in relation to each other. It is a mechanism that separates one 

generation from the other, whilst articulating them in an overall 

series. This seriality, as Humphrey with Onon (Ibid) note, is formed 

through the inter-generational transmission of bone substance. Such 

transmission of bone substance is something that in Mongolia 

(Empson 2011:17), areas of Central Asia formerly under Mongol rule 

including Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan (Sneath 2000: 128), and even 

Tibet (Diemberger 2007: 122), structures patrilineal descent. 70  

Ethnographically, üye frames conceptualizations of 

intergenerational connectivity. It frames relationships through 

descent, whilst casting each generation as individuated from every 

other one. On one occasion when I was waiting for a lift into the 

countryside from Tsendee’s house to Baatar’s encampment, I asked 

her to clarify some Mongolian kinship terms to pass the time. Looking 

through the delicately embroidered lace curtain drawn over her 
																																																								
70 Amongst the Buriad, Empson (2011) notes that “persons of the 
same clan are regarded as having the same bone” (Ibid., 62). 
Historically, Buriad clan-affiliation defined through bone-relations 
determined the allocation of political and military offices (Empson 
2011:62). In Central Asia, those descended from the medieval 
Mongol Emperor Chinggis Khan were referred to as ‘white-boned’, 
and those with commoner genealogies as ‘black-boned’ (Ibid., 74): a 
distinction that also shaped the allocation of political offices. Like 
other body parts discussed in studies of body symbolism, bones in 
Inner Asian history were “able to reflect complex social forms” 
(Douglas 2006 [1966]: 142) articulated in systems of kinship and 
their attendant power relations.  
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kitchen window, hoping to catch site of our car drawing up alongside 

the wooden fence separating her yard from the sandy lane outside, 

Tsendee explained that Mongolians were not meant to marry ‘within 

nine generations of each other’. This is so, even though Sneath 

(2007:95-6) observes such degrees of depth cannot really be 

established in practice. Aside from framing nominally forbidden 

degrees of relationship, üye also provides a framework for the 

intergenerational transfer of accumulated livestock examined earlier.  

 

 
 
Plate 11: Genealogy chart showing jointed connections between generations. 

Sketched by Tsendee and myself, this diagram names different degrees of 

ancestors in terms of their relationship with ego. At the bottom of this diagram, she 

has written that men and women related ‘within 9 generations’ may not marry each 

other (9 üye dotorhi ene üyed eregtei emegtei hoorondo gerlej bolohgüi). The 

various square-shaped ‘joints’ representing various generations resemble a spine 

in their vertical articulation. It is an image that contrasts markedly with classical 

Buriad kinship diagrams, which radiate outwards from the central locus of a 
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common ancestor (see Empson 2011:49 for an example). Humphrey (1976) 

discusses the “shape” (251) of Buriad genealogies in relation to links between clan 

ancestors, and living clan members. 

 

Attending to livestock transfers between different generations reveals 

how pastoral timespaces in the present – in which herders like 

Luvsan work so hard to build their flocks – are articulated with 

timespaces of the future, in which their children will ideally herd their 

own livestock in their own herds. It reveals the possibility of long-term 

transmission of livestock. It provides a means for conceptualizing 

how the possession of livestock, which underpins animal-originating 

capitalism, is posited in terms of the formation of new herds. And it 

reveals how the economic basis of households can – in the most 

basic way – be ideally recreated over time.  

 

Counting and the production of people 
 
Throughout this Chapter I have elicited some of the characteristics of 

Luvsan, and what makes him a successful herder. But it is important 

to draw out further how livestock enumeration not only casts animals 

in a particular light, but shapes the formation of certain types of 

people as well. How do peoples’ perceptions of animal value in the 

‘age of the market’ – where capitalist commodities flash in and out of 

view at particular times of year- resonate through, and amplify the 

formation of, certain types of personhood? Or more specifically given 

the ethnography of a successful herder presented so far, how does 

the successful accumulation of livestock in capitalist conditions 

resonate through various attributes, forms of authority, and markers 

of power?  

In Mongolia, everyone in a rural household will count animals 

at some time or another. They may be children matching up mother 

sheep and goats with their offspring during spring time, or women 

counting out their cattle at milking time in summer mornings. 

Accumulating livestock is framed in relation to such diverse activities 
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(cf Gibson Graham 1993). However, being in a position to have a 

total overview of herds of one’s own – the status of men and women 

who have formed independent households – conveys a certain 

sense of authority. From one perspective, owning and looking after 

one’s own animals is to lead a ‘traditional’, respectable way of life 

shot through with numerous social responsibilities. This includes 

caring for animals that contribute to the national wealth, something I 

discuss in Chapter 6. It involves tending to animals that will ultimately 

be inherited by the next generation, as I have already examined. And 

it may involve looking after urban relatives’ livestock kept in one’s 

herds. But from another point of view, being in a position to 

enumerate one’s animals for a livestock census, and make a return 

to the bagin darga, is constitutive of a certain sense of authoritative 

male personhood. It establishes geriin ezed – household heads who 

read out their animal numbers from their log-books for the darga nar 

to copy down - as intermediaries between their flocks and 

households on one hand, and local representatives of the State on 

the other. Uttering one’s number of livestock in this way is, in an 

important sense, a ‘performative speech act’ (Austin 1962) that takes 

tallies of numbers jotted down in a herding ledger, and turns them 

into data for entry into bureaucratic state records. Authority formed in 

this way is articulated with veracity, and the sense of acting in a 

powerfully truthful way (Poovey 1998).  

In Herzfeld’s (1985) study of masculinity amongst Cretan 

pastoralists, there are “virtually limitless opportunities for the display 

of inventive rebellion against stylistic norms – a rebellion that 

effectively reproduces the political rebellion of which it is also an 

index” (Ibid., 25). This is a sense of masculinity cultivated through 

agonistic activities that may border on the illegal, including fighting 

and feuding, and which can be cast in terms of “an expression of 

disregard for the bureaucratic and legal establishment” (Ibid., 25). 

This sense of rebelliousness is shown in Cretan attitudes towards the 

authorities of the modern Greek state, as well in activities deployed 

against the Ottoman regime that ruled Crete until the end of the 
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nineteenth century. Rebellion was also an armature linking Nuer 

forms of masculinity in a relationship of tension with state authorities 

in the Sudan during the 1920s. In Evans-Pritchard’s ethnography 

(1940), occasional references are made to conflict between Nuer 

warriors and Anglo-Egyptian protectorate forces. Nuer revolts against 

government rule, which crystallised around charismatic prophets, 

would lead to government counter-measures intended to ensure the 

“final submission” of the Nuer to their rule (11). 

In contrast to these ethnographic examples, which reveal how 

forms of masculinity in other pastoral areas of the world are framed in 

relation to forms of rebellion against state institutions, a Mongolian 

sense of masculine authority is cultivated through forms of 

connectivity with the state. This relationship is something, I suggest, 

which is framed in relation to livestock enumeration and the 

possibility of accumulating herds of livestock. This is clear in the 

discussion about animal censuses above. Positing an articulation 

between practices of enumeration and the discharge of authority, 

they sit in relation to wider scale Mongolian practices of 

governmentality. Articulations between enumeration and 

governmental power are well-studied in the social sciences. For 

Foucault (1988), the science of statistics in Europe emerged as “a 

set of analyses and forms of knowledge that began to develop at the 

end of the sixteenth century and increased in scope in the 

seventeenth century; essentially knowledge of the state in its 

different elements, dimensions, and the factors of its strength” (100-

101). But in a more general sense governmental power in Mongolia 

has, over the longue durée, involved similar relations between 

counting and authority. This is something made abundantly clear in 

Sneath’s (2007) study of  “decentred and distributed power found in 

aristocratic societies” (1) in pre-Manchu Inner Asia, reflected in 

divisions of populations into decimal units of tens, hundreds, and 

thousands (Ibid., 113ff).  

But masculine authority in today’s Mongolian countryside is 

cultivated through other forms of pastoral connection with the state. 
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This is particularly so in relation to state-issued certificates given to 

herders with large numbers of livestock, which celebrate the 

accumulation of large herds. Like other successful herders in 

Erdene, Luvsan has been honoured by the state for his herding 

prowess. He bears the title of Aimgyn Sain Malchin, literally meaning 

‘Provincial-level Good Herder’. Luvsan proudly possesses a colourful 

certificate memorializing this title, which is placed on display in his 

home. Although not as grand as the cast silver trophy displaying the 

‘five types of domestic livestock’ awarded to holders of the even 

higher Ulsyn Sain Malchin (State-level Good Herder) title, it is 

nevertheless an arresting document. It places his name in the same 

document with the signatures of Bulgan province’s two governors,71 

which have been stamped over with two large, red square seals 

(tamga). These imprints are made by objects that, in highest state 

and official contexts, are not only powerful, almost sacred objects in 

their own right; but things that allow political superiors to confirm the 

authority of their subordinates (Elverskog 2006: 82; Aubin 2010). 

Drawing on Graeber’s analysis of the relationship between power 

and visibility, one could suggest that this sealed document issued to 

Luvsan “congeals” his past successes in the present (2001:98ff). It 

reifies a particular moment in time, that manifests his herding 

prowess in a much more durable form than a transient list of figures 

entered in a herding ledger. Although owning certain numbers of 

livestock is not a formal prerequisite for making applications to be 

considered for these titles, in practice applicants have to own herds 

on very significant scales. Application forms for herding titles, which 

are processed by various levels of the government depending on the 

title sought, ask herders how many livestock they possess. 

Applications must be in a position to distribute some of their own 

livestock to be herded by poorer families as part of a wider ethic in 

which the wealthy assist the less well-to-do. 

																																																								
71 Mongolian provinces, like rural districts, have two governors. One 
is the head of the district (Zasgyn Darga), the other the chair of the 
region’s Citizens’ Representative Assembly. 
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These certificates enter into a form of dialectical interplay with 

the livestock whose abundance they memorialise. They form a 

network between successful herders, their livestock, and the media 

of certificates and government seals. Certificates like Luvsan’s are 

open to a literal reading suggestive of how many animals their owner 

possesses. As for the livestock owned by wealthy herders, these can 

also be ‘read’ to display the wealth of their owner (High 2008:6). This 

is so, even though an entire herd is never visible at once. Like shells 

moving along kula cycles in Melanesia (Munn 1986:105), animals 

form a mobile collection of things whose accumulation is indicative of 

a certain level of strategic foresight. They serve as circulating, 

external indices of the owners’ hard work and skill: elicited as herders 

going across the steppe notice a flock of animals and notice ‘these 

are so-and-so’s horses’, or sheep, and so on. Writing memorialises 

herding conditions on the ground, whilst the existence of these 

animals on the steppe feeds back into perceptions of their owners. 

Crucially, though, herding certificates are only in their male owner’s 

name, since he is the household head or geriin ezen (see Chapter 6 

for a discussion of the term ezen). This is the case, even though all 

members of herding families – from wives, to small children – refer to 

the animals they herd as ‘our livestock’ (manai mal). In this way, 

counting livestock helps to count people too. This is by denoting the 

particular family units associated with particular flocks of animals. 

When Luvsan enumerates his herds he counts a certain number of 

animals attached to his household. But he also traces the contours of 

this household - himself, his wife, daughters, and son – whose 

members are provided for by these animals. He is individuated or 

foregrounded as an exemplary (male) herder, against the 

background of his family members. 

Finally, it is important to amplify the importance of age in 

relation to this form of male authority. This is because the future-

oriented raising of livestock is something that not only elaborates the 

growing-up of children (as I mentioned in relation to Luvsan’s son), 

but the fact their parents will grow old at the same time. Although 
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Luvsan is a middle-aged man, he is well on his way to becoming an 

archetypal ‘elder’. He shows little of the noisy cheerfulness of 

younger men like Baatar, and his behavior is marked by a sense of 

quiet thoughtfulness, and relative slowness of movement. Mongol 

elders, as Pedersen (2011) notes, embody qualities of stillness, 

stability and other “rock solid patriarchal credentials” (144-5). 

‘Becoming’ an elder, as it were, has always been processual, rather 

than achieved by a sudden change in status. As Humphrey with 

Onon (1996) note of the early twentieth century Daur Mongols, 

“seniority was power” (25). But it was a power processually acquired 

over the course of many years. Comparing elders with their structural 

opposites, shamans, these scholars note the figure of the ‘old man’ 

acquires “such a status gradually, as the result of the ritually 

unmediated, though socially acknowledged process of turning 

experience into knowledge” (34-5). ‘Counting’ his family as he counts 

out his herds, the conditions of the ‘age of the market’ – in which the 

accumulation of livestock is vital for capitalist exchange to occur – 

are amplified in how Luvsan relates to his own family and community 

as a powerful figure and ‘future’ elder. Personhood here is not so 

much a collection of subjectivities or techniques of the self, as a 

means by which particular economic conditions can become 

amplified. This is not to render Luvsan and others into ciphers: 

methodological vectors to probe the dynamics of particular systems 

of exchange, as one finds in works of structural Marxism. Rather, it is 

simply to note that the unfolding of economic life is manifested in a 

number of registers: from herding ledgers, to people, to the sorts of 

religious rituals discussed in Chapter 1. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Loss: problems with pastoral economies 
 
Consecrated livestock 
 

Half way through my period of fieldwork in Erdene I had relocated to 

the countryside for the summer. I had just returned from Ulaanbaatar 

after renewing my research visa and, after a week in the dusty 

metropolis, I was pleased to be back in Erdene’s pastures. I was 

staying at Baatar’s beautiful summer encampment (zuslan) in the 

depths of the countryside. The whole area appeared very abundant, 

in terms of its vegetation, flocks, and availability of bountiful meat 

and milk products. A large airag container stood outside Baatar’s 

wooden summerhouse, and visitors who dropped by were 

encouraged to drink large amounts of the archetypal summer drink. 

Large flocks of livestock could be seen beyond the small stream 

running past Baatar’s home, appearing smaller and smaller as they 

veered into the distance towards Erdene Uul. Herding work here was 

difficult for this reason, since different household’s flocks constantly 

mixed with each other. Such mixing could create hours of frustrating 

work, as herders picked through large flocks of their neighbours’ 

sheep and goats, just to collect one or two strays of their own. 

 As I was herding sheep and goats near this encampment one 

afternoon, I noticed an intriguing-looking sheep in a neighbour’s 

flocks. During my time in Erdene, I never became able to recognise 

individual herd animals by their various distinctive features (mal 

züsleh). However, this animal readily stood out from the rest of the 

animals with which it grazed. Unlike other sheep and goats, a plaited 

scarf made of red, green, white and yellow hadags was hung around 

this one’s neck. It was a seterei (Tibetan - tshe thar; Shiliembu 1969: 

210) sheep, consecrated by a special Buddhist ritual. Setertei 

animals are viewed by local herders as protecting (hamgaalah) the 

herds with which they are pastured, ensuring the blessings of good 
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fortune (bayan hishig) remain there (cf Fijn 2011: 231). Consecrated 

animals – in Erdene, usually sheep or horses – are dedicated to 

various other-than-human powers. These are variously given as 

tengger (heaven), burhan (divinity in a general sense), lus (nature 

spirits), baigal’ delhii (a hypostasized form of nature and the world) 

or, in historical times, particular divinities of the Buddhist pantheon 

(L. Tüdev 2015:192ff). For this reason, they cannot be used in the 

course of everyday life: for shearing, eating, riding, milking, and so 

on (Jagchid and Hyer 1979: 153; Fijn 2011: 231). Nor can they be 

killed by herders for food. Instead, as a local lama summed up, they 

must ‘go about, and eventually die according to the law of nature’ (ter 

mal n’ baigalynhaa jamaar l yavn tegj l üheltei uchirna). Setertei mal 

embody plenty in livestock through their unshorn fleeces. They may 

not be counted in livestock censuses,72 and accordingly embody a 

sense of uncountable abundance.  

In light of the relationship between setertei mal and pastoral 

plenty, I had at first assumed setertei mal would be consecrated by 

householders to improve the sizes of the flocks: standing as points of 

articulation between divine powers and other livestock, that would 

summon conditions of pastoral plenty into being. To an extent, this 

first impression was partially right. Like the dallaga rituals mentioned 

in Chapter 1, consecrating livestock as seter intends to create 

conditions of plenty in future pastoral timespaces. They are 

protectors of the flocks. But there is another side to such rituals 

which makes them considerably more complicated and ambiguous 

as far as pastoral plenty is concerned. When I asked Luvsan’s 

household whether they owned any setertei livestock, they said they 

‘had no need for one’ (shaardahgüi). Consecration may be done 

because an animal is prodigious in some way – an example being a 

ram with four horns – or to recognize a particularly fast or beloved 

																																																								
72 One herding household-head mentioned his seterei livestock are 
not counted for livestock censuses: “oruulahgüi shüü dee”. It seems 
that their exclusion from human ownership would make entry in such 
count-ups inappropriate. 
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horse. But it is also done for more unpleasant reasons. These may 

include a series of deaths in a family, or sudden plummets in one’s 

livestock numbers. In such cases, consecration is aimed at reversing 

these devastating trends. 

Setertei animals therefore embody two sides to the same coin 

of pastoral economic life. They point to the existence of pastoral 

plenty, and the possibility of plenty dissipating. For this reason, I use 

the existence of seterei animals to frame the transition between 

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. In the previous Chapter, I explored the 

possibility of accumulating livestock in large numbers. In this 

Chapter, however, I reveal a number of ways in which such 

processes of accumulation are threatened, destabilised, and capable 

of spiralling out of control. I show how this ultimately threatens the 

processes on which animal-originating capitalism depend. I begin by 

showing how accumulating too many animals on a collective level – 

rather than the level of the household that formed the focus of 

analysis in Chapter 3 – can lead to pasturelands becoming 

overcrowded and even damaged by overgrazing. I then go on to 

show how accumulation of livestock is not only subject to total loss 

through various forms of disaster, but inherently temporary. Having 

made these arguments, I move on to the second focus of this 

chapter, and argue that pastoral economies are intimately connected 

with forms of economic possibility that exist elsewhere, even though 

these may be completely unrealised, unrealisable, or hypothetical. I 

begin by tracing wider perceptions of pastoralism than I have done 

so far in this thesis, in order to contextualise this discussion. I then 

show how this form of relationship – between the possibility of 

becoming a herder, and the possibility of doing something else – is 

grounded in relation to a set of economic conditions ultimately 

emerging from the end of socialism. This is the lack of a well-

articulated local division of labour, something I explore in relation to 

an aborted plan to re-open an old socialist coal mine in the area. 

Next, I explore how younger people in the area- who may study at 

university in Ulaanbaatar, and want to settle there permanently – 
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square the nurturing of a particular type of future on one hand, with 

the possibility they may have to return to herding on the other. I show 

how this tension is formative of a sort of future-oriented but possibly 

precarious personhood. Finally, I draw out the importance of age in 

this context, and show how peoples’ economic ties to pastoralism 

may shift over the courses of their lives.   

 

‘Over-magnification’ and an excess of livestock  
 

As I argued in Chapter 3, a particular term for animal husbandry - 

malaa ösgöh – provides a linguistic armature articulating the very 

nature of herding work with the process of accumulating animals. 

Herding is not just a particular regime of labour underpinning animal-

originating capitalism, but the means by which flocks are quite 

literally ‘magnified’. Through their intrinsic reproductive capacities, 

they are rendered into potential capitalist commodities in the age of 

the market, and made capable of being sold at particular times of 

year. But in the same way visual magnification (ösgölt) can both 

enlarge things but also over-enlarge and distort them – almost 

creating an aesthetic of the grotesque in which scale disappears, and 

things take on disturbing new forms (Mbembe 1992) – in pastoral 

Mongolia, regimes of livestock ownership that tend towards 

accumulating too many animals may damage the very possibility of 

herding life itself.  

This sense of over-magnification is something explicitly 

recognised by local administrators. In summer 2015 my research 

assistant Davaa and I met a smartly-dressed young woman working 

as an administrator in the local government’s ‘Animal Health and 

Reproduction Office’ to discuss local pastureland use in Erdene. My 

visits to this institution the previous year revealed local government 

oversight of the whole district, articulated through a whole host of 

maps, posters, and slogans placed in various parts of this building 

suggesting the power of the local state over its citizens, livestock, 

and landscape. Flags, state seals, and images of Chinggis Khan 
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hang over the governors’ desks on the second story of this newly 

constructed brick building, lending full authority to these politicians 

whose task it is to “impersonate” the state (Reeves 2014a: 173) 

during their terms of office. Downstairs, in the various offices of this 

establishment, numerous maps delineate the borders of Erdene – 

“separating the space inside, which is part of the map, from the 

space outside, which is not” (Ingold 2016: 87) – dividing the district 

into brightly pigmented sections classifying the area’s pastureland. 

These maps classify the various types of seasonal pasturage I 

mentioned in the Introduction. They also classify more specialist 

forms of land designation: land over which animals may be 

temporarily grazed, passages whereby animals can be herded from 

one area to another, and pastures which are, for a number of 

reasons, unsuitable for grazing at all. Visiting with Davaa several 

months later in summer 2015, we met this particular administrator 

perched behind a desk crowded with typed reports and statistical 

data: each one covered with the obligatory signatures and red 

stamps that articulate networks between empirical conditions on the 

ground, and the ability of administrators to act on them.  

But whereas the forms of the state manifested by the various 

officials and material forms just listed is very strong and powerful, it 

actually fails to extend to regulating livestock numbers within its 

borders. As the administrator summed up in a surprisingly matter-of-

fact way: 

 

From our research, the pasturing capacity of our district is 

exceeded by six to seven times. The number of animals is 

increasing a lot. Because they are private, it is not possible to 

manage them in an authoritarian way.  There are so many 

disputes now about land access. I think that in the future 
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things will even out. However, herders do need their animals 

in order to make a living.73 

 

In this way, the private ownership of herds has embedded animals 

within the sphere of the household, simultaneously dislocating them 

from the forms of higher-level pastoral authority vested in various 

powerful bodies over the longue durée of Mongolian history. These 

include various imperial, aristocratic and monastic agencies that 

allocated and organized the pasturing of flocks during the Manchu 

period, and scientific-rational administrators of collectives (negdel) 

and state farms (san aj ahui) who operated during the ‘age of 

socialism’.  

 
 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2011 

 
Horses 19,565 12,379 13,180 19,061 14,697 19,175 31,163 27,407 

 
Cattle 15,003 12,682 8,903 9,896 12,403 18,000 31,590 13,597 

 
Camels 315 884 865 588 707 781 238 70 

 
Sheep 82,310 59,766 45,104 42,245 56,161 57,886 96,607 126,280 

 
Goats 20,759 13,985 13,101 8,497 9,884 11,515 32,882 52,595 

 

 

Table 3: Data showing decennially-compiled livestock numbers in my fieldsite, 

1940 - 2011. Huge spikes in livestock numbers for all species, other than camels, 

are visible between 1990 (the last year of socialism, and last full year before the 

dissolution of the Ih Ehlelt collective started) and 2000. These data show, in a vivid 

way, the huge increases in herd sizes after Mongolia entered the ‘age of the 

market’. Falls in the number of horses and cattle between 2000 and 2011 are 

explained by a series of incredibly cold winters around 2001 and 2002 (see below 

																																																								
73 Bid naryn sudalgaalaar bol manai soumyn belcheeriin daats 6 – 7 
dahin hetrelttei gej yavdag. Mal ih ösch baina. Huv’d mal bolohoor 
hümüüsiig zahirgaadah bolomj baihgüi. Gehdee odoo gazryn 
margaan ih garch baina. Tsaanaasaa baigal’ tentsüüleed ögöh baih l 
gej bodoj baina. Malchid chin’ am’juulaahy mal shüü dee. 
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for explanation).  Data from 1940 to 2000 taken from displays at Erdene distict 

museum. 2011 data courtesy of the local veterinary service. 

 

Focussing on ownership rights – which are explicitly viewed in 

‘private’ terms - as the means by which animals on the ground are 

disentangled from state supervision, the administrator resignedly 

pointed to the fact animals could multiply in huge numbers in 

conditions of private ownership (cf Humphrey and Sneath 1999: 

Sneath 2003). Although this person said they thought a form of 

equilibrium might emerge in the future, this seemed to me like wishful 

thinking. The fact is that, in the present, having too many animals in 

Erdene is formative of a number of social problems. It is an 

admission of a general inability to keep control of pasturing practices 

which sits ill at ease with the local government’s attempt to practice a 

certain form of pastoral governmentality (Foucault 1977) without the 

means to do so.  

 Although local bureaucrats were happy to provide me with 

district-wide livestock data, and most people I interviewed about herd 

sizes would give me estimates, overgrazing was a difficult subject to 

broach. In part, this was because many people deny it happens. 

Playing down the vast increases in livestock numbers since the end 

of communism, Bold told me that the height of vegetation on the 

steppe was no different today from how it was during the socialist 

period. A number of other herders I know have said the same thing. 

In any case, as Bold followed up in our discussion, ‘the country can 

hold everyone’ who wants to there. It was as though Erdene’s 

pastureland almost had the qualities of a ‘void’ (Pedersen 2007) 

waiting to be filled by herding families and their flocks. In pastoral 

Mongolia, stretches of pastureland may be avoided for herding for a 

number of reasons. Empson (2011) mentions the existence of 

‘running-places’ (güideltei gazar) haunted by spirits, where “accidents 

are frequent and strange visions may be encountered” (212). These 

are places which herd animals avoid through their own intuition. 

Overgrazing may also prevent land from being used for animal 
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husbandry. However, appositely for an area the prides itself on its 

abundance in livestock, none of these factors is a problem in Erdene. 

Although Tsendee told me about a haunted road near Erdene’s 

cemetery on the outskirts of the soum centre – “you might hear a 

voice calling you, ‘hööye, Joseph!, only to find nobody is there…(cf  

Delaplace 2012a) ” -  Erdene is viewed as free from problems usually 

associated with güideltei gazar. Even unusable pastureland in the 

north of the district classified as ih talhlagdsan (‘extensively 

pulverised’) is seen by some as capable of returning to full use in the 

future. These areas had been farmland during socialism and have, 

Bold said, the capacity to regenerate and be fit for herding within ten 

to fifteen years. Nevertheless, some herders have been working with 

animals for long enough to notice a post-socialist deterioration in the 

quality of pastureland and access to water. These are the two things 

herders and agricultural scientists (S.Jigjid 2005: 139) stress as the 

most important things in herding life. During a visit to his ger at the 

foot of Erdene Uul in summer 2015, Myagmar – who has worked as 

a herder for about forty years – was happy to talk about overgrazing. 

He mentioned that 

 

The number of animals has increased [after socialism ended]. 

For example, in our district there were seventy to eighty 

thousand head of livestock. Then there were two hundred and 

eighty thousand. How can the pastureland’s capacity not be 

exceeded? Nature is being changed. Springs and streams are 

all greatly diminishing.74 

 

Articulating a sense of overgrazing within wider local discourse 

around ‘global warming’ (delhii dulaaral) – credited by local people 

with damaging stocks of fish in northern Mongolian rivers through 

raising the temperature of the water to untenable levels, and ‘making 

																																																								
74 Malyn too össön. Jishee n’ manai soum 70-80 myangan tolgoi mal 
baisan. Odoo 280,000 myanga bolson. Belcheeriyn daats hetrelgüi 
yaahav ?! Baigal’ öörchlögdöj baina. Bulag shand ih tatrach baina.  
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the growth of plants impossible when it is too hot’75  - Myagmar 

discursively placed the existence of too many animals in Erdene in 

relation to a sense of potential, collective natural catastrophe. Almost 

parodying the previous sense of socialist telos that allowed a better 

future to be read from the point of view of the present (Chapter 2), a 

nightmarish future is posited by Myagmar, which casts certain 

moments in the present – overgrazed land, dry rivers – as indexes of 

something worse to come later. The past is framed in relation to the 

present through a temporal seriality. The socialist age is close 

enough in time to be readily remembered by men like Myagmar, but 

it is also radically different enough to prompt comparisons like the 

one above. Whilst time itself is not framed in a disjointed manner, the 

conditions of pastoralism are posited as out of joint with 

environmental realities. This disjointed-ness is aptly summed up in 

the image of the dry riverbed below. 
 
 

 
 

 

Plate 12: Dry river-bed. Taken in July 2015, this photograph shows conditions in 

the countryside during Erdene’s most severe drought (gan) in decades. The banks 

of this river are marked by the bands of vegetation on either side of this image. 

																																																								
75 Het dulaarlyn urilgaar övs urgamal urgah chadvargüi bolj baina. 
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Thus, in broad terms, an ethic of productivity emphasising 

abundance in animals is squared up against a perception amongst 

some that there are too many animals for the land to hold. 

Production in one cycle of pastoral life – of animals within a self-

replicating series that stretches between past, present, and future – 

disrupts processes of growth in another: that of vegetation in 

sufficient quantities to sustain herds. The synchronic interaction of 

the two, leaving the ability of different organisms to “enlist each other 

and coordinate in making landscapes” (Tsing 2015:21), have 

become temporally disentangled. In making this observation – which 

speaks analytically to the ways in which animal-originating capitalism 

is intimately bound up in the relations between humans and animals 

(as well as those between the land, mathematical formulae revealing 

pastureland carrying capacity, and government maps) – it is 

important to note two things. The first is the scale of relations through 

which this disruption occurs. In a way, excessive accumulation of 

livestock within individual families can cause problems for herders on 

an individual basis: as when Vreeland (1954:35) mentioned flocks of 

sheep in Western Mongolia were kept below one thousand head to 

prevent those at the front compressing the grass over which they 

passed, leaving the sheep behind them without adequate grazing. As 

Sneath (2003) points out, the Mongol system of placing animals with 

other families under various forms of contractual agreement – 

historically referred to as süreg tavih – is more technically efficient 

than pasturing large herds together, as it generates “economies of 

scale in that large herds could be herded with little more labour than 

small ones” (447). Nevertheless, as Myagmar and the official 

mentioned earlier suggested, problems of overgrazing are generally 

felt in more district-wide, abstract terms through overgrazing. It is as 

if the effects of a desire to accumulate livestock stops at the 

boundaries of family units, leaving the wider social resonance of 

district-wide increases in animal numbers passed over. Indeed, given 

the embeddeness of the local population in herding life, it is difficult 

to hold a vantage point on the overproduction of animals without 
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contributing to it in some way. Indeed, Myagmar himself is a myangat 

malchin honoured by the State for having accumulated significantly 

large flocks – one thousand in total - over a long and successful 

herding life. In twenty-five years, he has taken relatively small 

numbers of animals from the privatisation of the local collective and 

gifts from his parents, and – alongside his interest in training 

racehorses - turned them into a very large herd. A similar tension 

between practices of accumulation and pastureland overuse 

emerges on the level of State practice too. Although Erdene’s local 

government is cognisant of pastureland overuse, it is also 

responsible for processing applications for State titles recognising 

and praising massively high levels of animal ownership. On a higher 

level still, national government policy in the last fifteen years has 

framed laws – such as ‘The Law on the Subject of Land’ (Gazryn 

Tuhai Huul) 2002/52 - attempting to protect pastureland from 

overgrazing (S. Jigjid 2005: 120-2), whilst simultaneously suspending 

taxation levied on animals so herders’ wealth can grow unfettered, 

and handing out titles and awards to large scale animal owners.  The 

second thing to note about the increasing numbers of livestock in 

Erdene is a more analytic concern with excess. Branching out from 

regional literature on pastoralism to broader studies of excess, one 

could suggest excess in livestock shares the same sense of ‘danger’ 

– or possibility of traumatic dissipation - as other forms of over-

accumulated wealth (Bataille 1991 [1949]). Returning to Mongolian 

ethnography, the over-accumulation of livestock (in district-wide 

terms) share the ‘dangers of excess’ highlighted by Empson (2012) 

in relation to excessive accumulation of forms of fixed property. Here, 

“the accumulation of too much fortune invites its polar opposite: 

misfortune” (13). This is something I go on to refer to in Chapter 5. 

Whilst Empson’s quotation refers to the problems of individuals 

accumulating too much good fortune in the form of various types of 

wealth, rather than district-wide conditions unmoored from individual 

households as in the case of over-all livestock numbers, I feel it is 

nevertheless apt for illustrating how, in Erdene, the ethic of 
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accumulation examined in Chapter 3 is revealed as potentially 

disruptive to its own existence: grown to such as size as to make 

herding in the future potentially very difficult. It unsettles the 

possibility of accumulation underpinning animal-originating 

capitalism. 

Making accumulation temporary 
 

Whilst overgrazing is a case of magnification taken to excess – an 

essentially spatialised matter of awkward scalings, and distortions of 

of existing reality – accumulation has a particularly problematized 

temporality. As a general rule, elderly people across Erdene aim to 

pass most or all of their livestock on to their children before they die. 

A number of people do this incrementally, giving most of their flocks 

away, but keeping a few for themselves. They are able to continue 

herding animals alongside their children, but have nevertheless 

started a process of divesting themselves of their property. 

Temporalized divestments of property in this way are, as Humphrey 

(2002) notes, common across the Mongolian cultural world. As she 

mentions, “even though in old age a Mongol man or woman is 

expected to have few goods left” much of their property will have 

already “been passed to the younger generation” (66). This is 

something that detaches people from material things in preparation 

for death and subsequent rebirth. In Erdene, some people take this 

process even further: not just giving property away, but casting its 

divestment in particularly religious terms. Thus in Erdene, at least 

one elderly lady has undertaken a formalised renunciation of 

property. Old enough to have lived through a remarkable series of 

realignments of property ownership in Mongolia – the late 1930s 

confiscation of monastic herds; the 1941-45 mobilisation of livestock 

to assist the USSR in its war against ‘Fascist Germany’; 

collectivisation in the 1950s; an upsurge in rural living standards 

during the premiership of ‘Bal Darga’ (Yu. Tsedenbal) (1952 -1984); 

and post-1991 de-collectivisation– this lady finally renounced all 
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forms of property in her 80s. Taking a vow and shaving her head, in 

an ultimately de-gendering process that made her ‘no longer a 

woman’, she now dedicates her life to prayer and religious 

meditation.    

 But whilst these divestments of accumulated wealth are 

carefully and self-consciously planned - tying the fruits of many 

years’ labour in with the temporality of people’s shortening life spans 

- other forms of property loss are much more abrupt and destructive. 

As far as livestock are concerned, this is particularly the case with 

natural disasters that occasionally plague Erdene: gan and zud. Gan 

is a period of extreme drought, which I experienced during July 2015 

(see Plate 12 above for an image of a dry river bed taken during this 

period). Zud are events in winter when the level of snow is so deep 

that animals cannot reach vegetation beneath it, and as a result die 

in huge numbers. Erdene has experienced at least two zud in recent 

memory, although people recall them happening in different years 

ranging between 2000 and 2003. They coincided with a string of 

severely cold winters across the whole country (Sneath 2006a: 153). 

In Erdene, the first of these caught people by surprise, since the area 

had apparently been zud-free since 1950. A relative of Tsendee’s 

mentioned that during 2001 her family’s large herd of ninety eight 

cattle was pastured in a part of the district severely affected by 

snowfall with only ‘little fodder’ to sustain them. As a result only 

twenty of them survived the winter. She mentioned conditions were 

similar across Erdene. According to her recollections, of the thirty 

thousand head of cattle present before the zuds, only eight thousand 

remained afterwards. Despite her hard work in the intervening 

period, thirteen years later her cattle herd had not recovered to its 

pre 2001 size. Others also emphasised how herds of cattle were 

particularly badly affected. One herder told me: 

 

Families with two hundred cattle were left with twenty 

afterwards. Others were left with nothing. There were few cars 

then, so people travelled by ox cart, but it wasn’t possible to 
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leave for other areas. It was a harsh time, and people really 

suffered. 

 

Despite the matter-of-fact ways in which such events are recounted, 

it is clear those involved had devastating experiences. But others 

had an even harder time. When a cold winter was predicted during 

autumn 2014, Bold told me how some herding families literally lost all 

their animals in the 2000/2001 zud, and were forced to move from 

the country to the soum centre, or even over 400 kilometres to 

Ulaanbaatar in search of a new life. ‘After the zud they were 

finished’, he glumly explained, noting that these people had no future 

as herders and could only leave to try and do something else.  

 The loss of years’ worth of work, and the means for making a 

living, can be analysed in terms of an absence of state support. This 

is something that can be read into the general sense of helplessness 

experienced by people whose lives were ruined by zud. During the 

socialist period, government assistance was forthcoming during this 

type of disaster, which typically occurs - in some areas of Mongolia at 

least- every few years.  As Buyandelger (2013) notes, “helicopters 

supplied hay and other necessities to herdsmen and their livestock 

surrounded by zud” (104), whilst state-co-ordinated migrations were 

organised to take advantage of better conditions outside badly 

affected areas (Sneath 2006a: 153). However, in the post-socialist 

period this help is no longer available: something that casts the 

otherwise powerful Mongolian state in a position of impotence, 

indexing its absence from areas over which it had previous control. 

Indeed, it is a sense of withdrawal that exemplifies how pastoral 

economies have been disentangled from state control – a hallmark of 

capitalist economies – and can be read in the absence or decay of its 

wider materialised forms in the countryside. Thus, the infrastructural 

improvements to herding areas carried out by collective members 

have long since ceased. Some infrastructure already in place from 

this time – like wells designed to water animals from grounded water, 

rather than springs or streams – have in many cases ceased to work. 
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Plate 13: Disused well. Located in the depths of Erdene’s pasturelands, this piece 

of pastoral infrastructure was designed to extract groundwater via a concrete well-

head. It could then be channelled into a large concrete trough, from which animals 

are able to drink. However, the mechanism for operating the well’s pumping 

system is no longer in place. 

 

An ‘underside’ is presented to herding life, in which the possibility of 

accumulating livestock – and a fortiori making a good living in the 

manner of very successful herders like Luvsan - is under threat of 

subversion from various sources. The possibility of “concentrating 

wealth” (Tsing 2015:62) through accumulating livestock, which 

underpins animal-originating capitalism, is precarious and unstable.  

But what zud points to in relation to accumulation is not that it 

is just unstable, but has an almost temporary quality. In this way, it 

taps into a wider sense of Mongolian conceptions of property marked 

by duration of use or engagement, rather than open-ended forms of 

enjoyment. In a sense, it amplifies a long-running Buddhist concern 

with the impermanence of existence. In Buddhist ontology existence 

is palpably enjoyable, yet ultimately impermanent. According to early 
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formulations of Buddhist thought, a conception of existence is 

posited in which phenomenally experienced things  

 

are the only ‘realities’ in this transient world, and persons and 

things apparently complete in themselves (a favourite 

example is a cart) are nothing more than temporary 

conglomerations (Snellgrove 1987:24).  

 

Things in the world can be empirically enjoyed, therefore, but subject 

to a constellation of forces effecting their own ultimate transience 

(and unreality). But aside from a putative influence of Buddhist 

beliefs around the nature of things – elaborated by Śākyamuni 

Buddha and his successors in the 6th century BC, but ultimately 

derived from even older materialist systems of Indian metaphysics 

(Ibid., 23) - the temporariness of possession also has salience in the 

modern capitalist economy of Mongolia. This point is made by 

Empson (n.d.) who notes various forms of property in Mongolia are 

never permanently owned, but held in various forms of custodial 

relationship. As she sums it up, temporary possession allows various 

forms of assets to be used in ways that lead to the accumulation of 

wealth. This may be done with things such as “privately owned cars, 

such as the highly valued four-by-four land cruiser, which may be 

privately owned but often treated in a temporary fashion, passing 

through different hands” (Ibid., 16). Other forms of property include 

custodianship of land, and ownership of small pieces of infrastructure 

like saw mills. Use can be made of things, even when their 

ownership is temporary.  

In this way, the accumulation of livestock is shown to be not 

only precarious, but inherently temporary. ‘Magnification’ of herds is 

potentially limited not just by the ‘dangers of excess’ mentioned 

earlier; but by the fact it lacks a sense of real, unequivocal 

permanence. Possession is cast as real, which is why herders like 

Luvsan strive to increase the sizes of their herds their children will 
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ultimately inherent. Nevertheless it is ultimately impermanent and 

capable of dissipation. 

 

 
Interlude  
 

In this way, I have traced the precarious nature of pastoralism as an 

economic system, showing how the accumulation of livestock 

analysed in Chapter 3 is capable of damaging distortion, and 

temporal contraction. I have done so in a way that animates the 

accumulation of livestock in terms of the emergence of capitalist 

commodities in the ‘age of the market’. Now, however, I shift focus: 

from the successful materialised accumulation of wealth that 

elaborates particularly authoritative forms of personhood, to 

circumstances that tie others into herding work, whether they are 

keen on the idea or not. In doing so, I juxtapose the existence of a 

subsistence herding economy that emphasises the accumulation of 

livestock, against the fact people who are embedded within this 

economic world may want to do other forms of work elsewhere. In 

this way, I pick up a thread from Chapter 2 – the diversity of 

economic life in the countryside – but take it in an altogether 

analytically different direction. Instead of focussing on pastoral 

labour, I interrogate emergent forms of personhood that are shaped 

on the edge of herding life. I examine how pastoral economies are 

intimately connected with forms of economic possibility that exist 

elsewhere, even though these may be completely unrealised, 

unrealisable, or hypothetical. These possibilities are posited against 

the reality of herding as a mainstay of economic life. In order to make 

this argument effectively –and show how these processes resonate 

in the formation of various forms of personhood - I begin by 

grounding this analysis in terms of wider perceptions of pastoralism.  
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Perceptions of pastoralism 
 

The processes of livestock accumulation described in Chapter 3 – 

and the attendant system of value this brings into being – is just one 

part of a much broader set of perceptions of pastoralism held by 

Mongolians. On one hand, migratory animal husbandry (nüüdliyn mal 

aj ahui) it is regarded as a ‘traditional’ (ulamjlal) activity practiced for 

millennia. A number of modern day herding manuals can begin by 

glossing the antiquity of Mongol pastoralism, in which domestic 

livestock were herded “from the earliest times” (Ts Balhaajav et al. 

2013:15). The well-educated Luvsan mentioned to me that Mongol 

herd animals were first domesticated during the Xiongnu period: the 

time of the first Inner Asian state (c. 200 BC – AD 100), whose 

inhabitants are viewed in Mongolian historiography as the ancestors 

of the country’s modern inhabitants (Di Cosmo 2002: 166). A sense 

of segmented time is posited, articulating distant periods of the past 

(ertnii üyees) with events in the present day. From this formative time 

– of states, populations, and human-animal relations that 

revolutionised the interconnections between people and their 

landscapes – animals have passed from one generation of humans 

to another. Successful herders like Luvsan work in pastoral 

timespaces that stand at the apex of such a series of generations. In 

a way, this ‘genealogy’ of pastoralism amplifies a wider sense of 

national history embodied in various ancient monuments dotted 

across Erdene’s pasturelands. 76  These are venerated through 

various libations and hadag offerings, as objects ‘made by the 

																																																								
76  Erdene’s pastures are the location of a number of ancient 
monuments. These range from several ‘deer stones’ (bugan chuluu) 
erected over three thousand years ago (Jacobson 1993), to an early 
medieval Türk-period ‘man stone’ (hün chuluu) and 
contemporaneous pylon (gerelt höshöö) now broken into three 
pieces (a base, and two sections of inscriptions) (D. Sürenhorloo 
2010: 38-9). The latter is meant to have marked a royal grave, and 
was apparently excavated by Russian archaeologists during the 
socialist period. 
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ancestors of the Mongolian people’ (cf Tjalling 2008: 280 for a 

discussion of similar practices in Inner Mongolia). 
In this way, pastoralism has the ability to evoke perceptions of 

a Mongolian ‘deep past’ (Humphrey 1992). But rather than just evoke 

a sense of national antiquity, it does through stressing the continuity 

of particular types of human labour. The emphasis of herding as a 

typical and respected form of Mongolian work runs through other 

registers of Mongolian social life. Images of herding life in visual arts 

show an idealised rural lifestyle, shot through with people performing 

stereotyped herding tasks: from women happily milking abundant 

horses, to children taking huge flocks of sheep out to pasture. 

Showing concretised gendered divisions of labour performed within 

the fixed world of a herding encampment, paintings like T. 

Taiwanhüü’s famous ‘Nomadic Camp’ – owned by the National 

University of Mongolia, but reproduced in prints displayed in tea 

houses and other public spaces all over the country – embody an 

essence of Mongolian life through the unfolding of pastoral labour. It 

is suggestive of an archetypal pastoral timespace, one which is 

almost rendered atemporal as it presents a set of images whose 

plenty and beauty are forever artistically depicted. Such articulations 

between time, labour, and a sense of national identity also form the 

centre of discourse around herders in urban areas. Although some 

cosmopolitan, wealthy citizens of Ulaanbaatar whom I encountered 

regarded herders as uneducated and generally ignorant, herding is 

also seen as central to Mongolia’s national identity. And alongside its 

ability to inflect a sense of Mongolian nationhood in particular ways, 

pastoralism is also seen – potentially at least- as contributing to the 

national economy in significant ways. Thus although “it is true that 

the amount of products from Mongolian animals are generally below 

the world average” (Manai ulsad neg malaas ashiglaj baigaa 

büteegdehüünii hemjee delhiin dundjaas iheehen dooguur baigaa n’ 

bodit ünen bilee)(Nergüi 2008:9), Mongolia’s economy is still heavily 

dependent on the pastoral sector. 
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On the other hand, however, herding animals is something 

people may do because they have no other alternative. In Erdene, as 

elsewhere (Sneath 2006a), large numbers of herders enjoy their life 

and work in the countryside. They appreciate the cleanliness of 

country air in contrast with the smog (utaa) of large cities like 

Ulaanbaatar. Once, when I returned to Erdene after a trip to the 

capital city Luvsan’s autumn neighbour Naraa mentioned how much 

he disliked the city and its inhabitants. When I asked why, he smiled 

to himself for a while before venturing the opinion: ‘people in 

Ulaanbaatar are idiots’. Whilst he did not elaborate on this view other 

than to confirm he really believed it, his knowing self-confidence in 

the benefits of being a countryside person amplified a wider set of 

sentiments held by Erdene people about the metropolis, and its 

moral inferiority vis a vis the countryside. Before I went into 

Ulaanbaatar, I was constantly warned by people in Erdene, and by 

Erdene people in Ulaanbaatar: ‘be careful in the city when you take a 

bus, you may be robbed’. Other words of advice included ‘don’t wear 

your shoes into apartments because people spit on the streets’ and 

‘don’t visit the ger district alone, you will stand out as a foreigner and 

may get beaten as a result’. A litany of potential problems emerged 

that just could not surface in the countryside. Nevertheless, a 

number of people in Eredene have found themselves doing herding 

work for want of doing something else. As Bat summed up, ‘there is 

no work here, so people do herding’. The focus of the rest of this 

Chapter is to show how subsistence herding in the ‘age of the 

market’ is not necessarily held in mind as a default form of labour for 

those unable to do anything else; but can be juxtaposed against 

other economic possibilities elsewhere. 

 

Herding and its alternatives 

The reason herding is so important in Erdene – encompassing 82% 

of households in the district in 2014, according to a local government 

official - emerges from the dissolution of Erdene’s collective in the 
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early 1990s. A major outcome of the dissolution of work-brigades in 

Erdene was not just a loss of work in a number of areas, as is 

highlighted in a number of ethnographies (Pedersen 2011; 

Buyandelger 2013), but a concomitant collapse in a formerly well-

diversified district-wide division of labour between pastoralism, 

agriculture, and various forms of light industry. This persists despite 

possible openings for other forms of work in post-socialist Erdene. 

Thus, a few years ago, a plan was mooted to re-open an old 1970s, 

socialist-era coal-mine under Erdene Uul. Although this mine had 

ceased operations after the socialist period ended, an attempt was 

made to re-start prospecting. A local person now living near the mine 

explained to me that, around ten years ago, 

The old mine’s boss obtained foreign investment capital for 

the mine. Some hujaa 77 miners wanted to start work on the 

mountain as a result, excavating for coal from its summit, but 

local guys didn’t like this state of affairs, stopped them from 

working, and closed the mine. 78 

He went on to say that although coal was found after only superficial 

prospecting (öngötsön uhval il nüürs bas baigaa), the presence of 

hated Chinese people doing this work on the local sacred mountain 

infuriated local people so much (see Chapter 6; cf Billé 2015) that 

they gathered at the mountain in large numbers, and serious trouble 

broke out: ‘boslogo garsan’. According to another source, after the 

prospecting work was halted on the spot, mining equipment on the 

site was promptly destroyed by being tipped into the new mining 

excavations. Local people suspected of wanting to protect the 

																																																								
77 Offensive word for a Chinese person. ‘Hujaa’ is a Mongolian form 
of the Chinese huaqiao, a term coined by the Qing regime in the late 
nineteenth century to describe Chinese people living outside China 
(Biao 2013:7; cf Bawden 1999: 469). 
78 Ene uurhain darga gadaadyn höröngö oruulaltand össön. Hujaa 
nar ajillana geheer manai nutgiin hümüüs durgüitseed ene uulyn 
oroigoos n’ tsoolood oron nutgiin hümüüs ajiluulahgüi geed tegeed 
yer n’ haagdsan daa. 
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Chinese workers at the mining site – including people who worked on 

this site during the socialist period and who were suspected of 

wanting their old jobs back – were threatened with death. Thus, the 

mine has remained closed to this day. This is so, even though my 

first interlocutor mentioned mining was important to the development 

of Mongolia, and hinted at its possibility in creating jobs beyond 

animal husbandry. One of the people recounting this story worked in 

Erdene doing industrial labour during communism, but is now – by 

his own admission – a not very knowledgeable herder.  

In Erdene, a number of people like the ex-miners mentioned in 

this story had to do other forms of work after communism ended. 

Whilst some went on to become successful pastoralists, others did 

not. A specific analytic perspective on Mongolian pastoral life 

formulated in relation to such people – which weaves together the 

influence of macro-economic forces with the emergence of forms of 

stalled personhood – is influential in regional economic ethnography. 

Thus, Pedersen and Højer (2008) write about people ‘lost in 

transition’ from socialism to the present, whilst Buyandelger 

(2013:100) can draw attention to the sense of fear and uncertainty 

gripping people expected to tend livestock although their lives had 

been spent as bureaucrats. A number of people in Erdene behave 

like “disinterested subjects of a stagnating Communist society” 

(Pedersen and Højer 2008: 81) as they skip work to drink vodka with 

each other, and nostalgically recall the exploits of ataman (‘tough 

guys’) in the late socialist world of their youth. Their lack of livestock 

on any scale excludes them from the pastoral timespaces in which 

Luvsan labours. They are unable to accumulate livestock on a large 

scale, and are shut out of the economic benefits of animal originating 

capitalism that benefit some in the area. The fond recollections of the 

socialist period held by these men, their lack of prospects in the ‘age 

of the market’, and their old-fashioned critiques of private wealth 

mark them out as almost trapped in the ‘age of socialism’, unable to 

live full lives in the ‘age of the market’. They are, as it were, stuck in a 
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period of time – that of socialism (sotsializmy üye) - that has slipped 

into the past.  

 

Young people in the countryside 
 

This analytic approach focussed around people ‘lost in transition’ 

from one age to another is useful for conceptualising the existential 

status of older people who are maladjusted in free-market conditions. 

However, the rest of this Chapter departs from this literature around 

the economic transformations of ex-socialist subjects. It explores how 

herding is also a backdrop against which people can work in 

particular ways, as they hope or dream to do something else (cf Fox 

2015). This is the case with young people, who were born in the 

countryside as part of the first post-socialist generation (üye). For 

people like these, herding is a backdrop against which people can 

work in particular ways, as they hope or dream to do something else 

(Fox 2015). As I now show, this hope of work elsewhere is something 

that gives pastoral economies a peculiarly variegated and patinated 

quality that eludes an attempt to cast them as just means of 

subsistence. 

When the ex-governor Bat mentioned that there was no work 

in the district other than herding, he was not speaking in a strictly 

literal sense. As I showed in Chapter 2, there are various forms of 

work in Erdene that can be combined with herding. There are other 

full-time jobs too: for school teachers and nursery staff, posts in 

various shops that periodically spring up in Erdene, and jobs in the 

local government. Nevertheless, these opportunities are limited. As a 

friend from Erdene based in Ulaanbaatar told me, people who fare 

poorly at school in Erdene, and are unable to attend university, may 

well do herding in the absence of other forms of work. Some people I 

know in Erdene have left the area to do casual work in other parts of 

the country: as drivers in urban areas like Bulgan City, Erdenet City, 

or Ulaanbaatar, for example. Others have even gone overseas in 

search of work. As I clarify in relation to Mongolia’s industrial policy in 
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Chapter 6, Korean industry and agriculture provide a number of job 

opportunities for Mongolians as the world’s biggest destination for 

overseas Mongols. This is made possible by a diplomatic thawing of 

relations with ‘capitalist countries’ after communism ended, leading to 

Mongolia recognising South Korea (Republic of Korea) alongside the 

communist North (Democratic People’s Republic of Korea). A 2004 

Memorandum of Understanding between Mongolia and South Korea, 

updated in various ways since, allows Mongols to work overseas 

under industrial placement schemes (Algaa 2013: 41). Aside from 

these more formal routes negotiated through Mongolia’s Labour 

Ministry and under international agreements, Mongolians may visit 

Korea as ‘tourists’, then disappear before their visas expire to work 

illegally for several years. But aside from people in this category, 

large numbers of young people want to study at university in the 

capital city. One young woman I know is nearing the end of her four 

year arts degree at a prestigious city university, and a family friend in 

Ulaanbaatar is trying to encourage her to apply for a Chinese State 

scholarship to study for a year at a Chinese university. Despite 

widespread anti-Chinese sentiments in many sections of Mongolian 

society, these scholarships – which provide both tuition fees and 

stipends – are highly coveted. 79  She is set against the idea of 

permanently returning to the countryside where she spends her 

summers helping with the busy round of daily life, and sees a future 

for herself in the capital city.  

 In this way, the practicalities of herding life – and the 

economic forms to which they give rise in today’s ‘age of the market’ 

– are intimately connected with forms of economic possibility that 

exist elsewhere, even if they are just potential ones. Timespaces of 

pastoral labour in which such young people partake during trips 

home and school holidays are imaginatively framed in relation to 

																																																								
79 Nevertheless, some think these scholarships – and the exposure 
to Chinese life they entail – will unduly bias large numbers of people 
in favour of China: a highly undesirable outcome for those holding 
‘Sinophobic’ views. 
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future timespaces of labour in the metropolis. The latter frame 

possibilities embodied in ‘works of hope’ (Pedersen 2008) as people 

dream of life elsewhere. For young people like the woman mentioned 

above, the possibilities of working as a translator in the metropolis 

are set up against doing work in the countryside. Nevertheless, 

herding provides a ground from which a university education can 

come into being. This is something I discuss in the following Chapter, 

when I show how large loans are raised against livestock in order to 

pay for university tuition. Herding is thus the backdrop to other 

projected ways of life as well as intimately connected to it: through 

the loans I mentioned earlier, but also in the flow of pastoral goods – 

meat, dairy products, and airag – that manifest ‘enactments’ of 

particular social relations between rural and urban kin (Sneath 

2006b: 98). For people in this position, the future comes to bear on 

the present by forming a frame of reference in which behaviour is 

oriented: something manifested through going through enrolment at 

university at the start of a new academic year; taking extra tuition to 

improve language skills; and dressing in a smart way that would be 

inappropriate in the countryside, This is a place, the sometimes 

shabbily-dressed Bold explained, where people ‘should dress 

modestly’ (daruuhan). To a certain extent, a sense of prefigurative 

living – or as Kohn (2013) casts it, ‘living in futuro’ - sums up how 

herding economic life is articulated to the dreams against which it is 

contrasted. By dressing in a certain way in urban areas and taking 

extra lessons to propel one towards a successful career as an urban 

translator, the future is a frame of reference: not as a telos for the 

whole of society as was the case under socialism, but as a personal 

goal that can be aimed at and nurtured through various techniques of 

‘self-cultivation’ embodied in dress, use of one’s time, and 

acquaintanceship with foreign languages. This sense of personhood 

cast in terms of an individuated sense of futurity may be forged by 

people, who are still studying at university, referring to themselves by 

the professional titles they hope to acquire: like a geology 

undergraduate referring to themselves as a geologist; or a medical 
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student as a doctor. Nevertheless, it is a precarious sense of futurity 

that can be derailed in a number of ways. Extensive macro-economic 

reasons mean people may be stuck doing herding in the absence of 

other forms of work. During my period of fieldwork relatively high 

levels of unemployment – given officially at 9.4% at the time my 

fieldwork started80 -are able to unsettle some people about the value 

of a university education. Referring to the same societal trends that 

act as a motor for large numbers of Mongolians to leave their country 

for work overseas in Korea, one man remarked of his plans for his 

son’s education: 

 

He goes to school now, but I won’t send him to university. 

Generally, I don’t like following what other people do. Large 

numbers study at university, but there are still unemployed 

youngsters. 

 

In this way, the possible failure of dreams in this way evokes 

Nielsen’s (2014) concept of ‘collapsed futures’. Drawing on data 

gathered in Maputo, the capital of Mozambique, Nielsen examines 

how the future can remain unobtainable, even though it intrudes into 

the way people live in the present. In doing so, he analyses the local 

concept of kuzama utomi (‘trying to make a life’), which “crystallises 

an existential modality framed by a future that seems to already 

exist” but ultimately will never be realised, manifested in such things 

as “a house not yet built, a social position not yet achieved, or even a 

political vision not realised” (Ibid., 214). What makes things different 

in Mongolia, though, is that such dreams can be achieved. This can 

happen both fleetingly - as when people try to embody their own 

future selves through the use of particular terms of address, in a way 

that means the future is not so much unrealised as summoned into 

the present – but also through actually transitioning to life elsewhere. 

Nevertheless, whilst supporting the possibility of training for life 

																																																								
80 http://www.tradingeconomics.com/mongolia/unemployment-rate 
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elsewhere – through livestock being mobilised for loans to pay for 

tuition fees – pastoralism can also act as a trap for those who would 

rather be doing something else.  

Finally, it is important to qualify this discussion of possible 

economic futures  - grounded against pastoralism that to an extent 

supports them and allows them to be nurtured – by drawing attention 

to how they are inflected in relation to peoples’ age. As a number of 

works in regional ethnography show (Humphrey with Onon 1996; 

Pedersen 2011), age is particularly salient in shaping the contours of 

social relations and obligations. This is both in terms of how people 

belonging to different age-categories should relate to each other in 

hierarchically-appropriate ways (generally in binary categories of 

‘older’, ah, and ‘younger’, düü); but also in more processual 

transformations that trace passage of people from one age group to 

another: something I have explored in relation to male elders in 

Chapter 3. In the last sections of this Chapter, I have explored how 

people of different ages are positioned in relation to pastoralism in 

different ways: older people who emerged from the socialist period in 

new forms; and younger people who may seek careers in cities. In 

light of this, it is important to mention that peoples’ relations with the 

countryside shift as they go through different life-stages. People who 

live in Ulaanbaatar do not cast off their countryside origins. Aside 

from receiving gifts of meat and milk from rural relatives, they 

habitually return to Erdene. Positioned in relation to an articulation 

between affection for one’s ‘homeland’ (nutag) on one hand; and 

ethic of friendship that stresses life-long ties between class-mates on 

the other; an annual festival accompanying Erdene’s midsummer 

ovoo ceremony is hosted annually by class-mates from particular 

year-groups at the local school. In this way, there is a certain sense 

of permanence embedded in what exactly it means to be from a 

particular homeland. It is to this topic of locality, and the way in which 

it can be scaled in particular economic ways, that I now turn in 

Chapter 5. 
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PART III 
 

Commodities and scales of economic life 
 

 

In Part III, the final section of my thesis, I move from examining the 

accumulation of livestock to analysing the emergence of livestock 

and their products as commodities. I examine the significance of 

these processes in shaping conditions of animal originating 

capitalism in Erdene district.  In doing so, I interrogate the 

temporalisation of capitalist commodity exchange as something 

grounded in the life rhythms of livestock. In making this analysis, I 

attend to how human-animal relations shape scales of economic life 

in a post-socialist, pastoral society. This is a pertinent subject of 

enquiry because economic life in Mongolia has been radically 

reconfigured since the ending of state socialism. As I mention 

throughout this thesis, household-based systems of private livestock 

ownership have replaced higher-level collective herding units in the 

Mongolian countryside. The orientation of international trade in 

livestock and animal products has also shifted radically since the end 

of socialism. By the beginning of the 1960s, the Soviet Union was the 

destination for “roughly 75%” of Mongolian exports (Sanders 1968: 

140). During this period, Sanders estimates that over 90% of all 

exports from Mongolia were in the form of livestock and animal 

products, such as wool and hides (Ibid., 141, 166-7). By 2012, 

however – over twenty years since the end of state socialism - 

exports to Russia stood at just 2%, whilst those to China had soared 

to 93% (Jackson and Dear 2016: 2, table 2): a change that both 

contributes to, and amplifies the fact, that China is now Mongolia’s 

major export destination (Jackson and Dear 2016:2). 

In examining scales of pastoral economic life, I move between 

exploring how local livestock are used to collateralise and repay 

various forms of loan within the locality of Erdene soum (Chapter 5), 
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and the ability of pastoral products to be taken up within national and 

international circuits of commodity exchange (Chapter 6). I view 

pastoralism as the fundamental means whereby local, national, and 

international scales of economic life are formulated and shaped in 

relation to each other. In doing so, I engage with anthropological 

literature on scale-making in particular ways. I avoid positing an a 

priori distinction between the local and global as categories of 

analysis, a methodology criticised by Comaroff and Comaroff (2003) 

for begging “the very questions we should be asking” (157). Instead, 

I examine how people in Erdene conceive of their own emplacement 

– and, in particular, the economic significance of their livestock and 

labour - in relation to their homeland, country, and the whole world. I 

reveal how emic categories of the local, national, and global are 

constantly turned inside out, and recursively shaped into their own 

opposites. I show how local livestock and animal products can scale 

their own emplacement in markets outside Erdene, whilst these 

markets nevertheless encompass things produced in this specifically 

localised part of north-central Mongolia. In this way, I draw on what 

Tsing (2005) refers to as ‘scale-making’: the means by which “spatial 

dimensionality necessary for a particular kind of view” cannot be 

presupposed as much as “brought into being: proposed, practiced, 

and evaded, as well as taken for granted” (58). Framing the final Part 

of this thesis in relation to scale allows me to examine the animality 

of pastoral economies in specific ways. It provides the means to 

explore the circulation of pastoral commodities, and how such 

circulations are conceptualised by herders in Erdene. It reveals how 

new forms of economic connectivity have emerged since the end of 

socialism, in ways that go beyond re-articulating familiar narratives 

around the post-socialist atomisation of pastoral economies.  

But my attention to economic scales not only concerns the 

spatialisation of economic life, which is ultimately the approach taken 

by literature addressing the scaled expansion of factories or 

plantations (Tsing 2015: 37ff). Since I analyse economic scale-

making in relation to the exchange of livestock and animal products – 
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things that enter commodity exchange only at particular times – I 

necessarily approach scale from a spatio-temporal perspective. 

Ethnographically, I explore how livestock and animal products 

emerge as commodities at particular times within the pastoral cycle. I 

reveal how people in Erdene periodize the moments and events 

through which pastoral economic activity occurs using the term üye. 

Analytically, I reveal the jointed manner in which steppe timespaces 

in which pastoral activity occur are articulated to very different 

timespaces in which bank loans are negotiated (Chapter 5), and 

pastoral commodities in Erdene are shipped to distant markets 

(Chapter 6). In doing so I explore the spatio-temporal parameters in 

which animal-originating capitalism is manifest, and the diversity at 

its heart. 

In making this analysis, I pay close analytic attention to the 

materiality of animals and animal products. Since I examine the 

materiality of livestock (Chapter 5), and animal products derived from 

them (wool, cashmere, and airag) (Chapter 6), my subject matter 

differs considerably from that of classical studies of material culture 

which focus on human artefacts or man-made commodities (Miller 

2005). My approach to the materiality of animals and animal products 

draws on Ingold (2007), for whom material qualities are important to 

the extent that they “partake in the very processes of the world’s 

ongoing generation and regeneration” (7). I draw on this approach in 

the following Chapters, since herders see the importance of 

substances like wool and cashmere in terms of their ability to be 

manufactured into particular things. But I refine Ingold’s approach to 

the extent I elucidate the importance of animals’ life rhythms in 

shaping the times of year in which these things can take on 

commodity status.  
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Chapter 5 
 

Locality: debt and local livestock 
 
Although families like Bold and Tsendee’s combine different ways of 

making a living (Chapter 2), it remains the case that large numbers of 

people just make a living through pastoralism. On one occasion half-

way through my stay in Erdene, Tsendee was angered when, 

unbeknownst to her, an acquaintance from the countryside 

persuaded me to lend him a fairly large sum of money. Feeling I had 

been taken advantage of by somebody with ‘bad intentions’ (muu 

sanaatai) – who purposefully asked me for the loan when nobody 

else was around - Tsendee quickly disabused me of thinking I would 

see this money again anytime soon. ‘Once they’ve borrowed your 

money they will say ‘bye, Joseph!’ and that will be that. You’ll never 

see them again...’ Irritated by my naivety, she told me ‘people here 

only have ready money (belen möngö) when they sell animals; if they 

haven't sold any animals, they don’t have any money!’ In a way, this 

off-the-cuff comment - a spontaneous view of things, rather than an 

exegesis of local economic life - reveals the fundamental economic 

importance of livestock ownership in Erdene quite strikingly. It sums 

up many herders’ dependence on animals, at the expense of a 

diversified local economy and the existence of salaried labour for 

many people. It reveals the temporal irregularity of incomes derived 

from pastoralism as an economic activity. And, although Tsendee did 

not say as much, the broader context of my research reveals how 

such irregular incomes are derived from local animals pastured in 

Erdene.  

What Tsendee did not mention, however, was the importance 

for most herders of loans secured against livestock. They allow 

access to cash outside the restrictive periods of time in which 

livestock and animal products emerge as commodities. This Chapter 

explores how all these facets of pastoral economic life articulate 

together. It does so by ethnographically exploring the relationship 
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between debt, cash, and livestock in rural Mongolia, and how these 

intersect with well-studied Mongolian conceptions of ‘locality’. By 

attending to the fundamental, micro-level processes by which 

localised cash economies come into being – the periodic sale of 

livestock, and their use as collateral for loans – its aim is to explore 

the scaling of local economic life in a post-socialist society. This 

localization is a major ethnographic focus of the chapter, and will be 

compared with more expansively scaled movement of pastoral 

commodities in Chapter 6.  In focussing on locality, I reveal how such 

economic scale-making is intimately shaped by the temporality of the 

pastoral cycle. But before I do so, I begin with an analysis of Mongol 

ideas of locality and homelands. 

 

Locality in Mongolia 
 

In Mongolia, a powerful idea of locality exists, rooted in the concept 

of ‘homeland’ (nutag). As Bulag (1998) notes, “nutag, the everyday 

practical conception, consists of the four seasonal pasture-

residences; this could stretch several hundred miles, and it could be 

reinforced by an administrative border” (175). Whilst this conception 

of the territoriality of nutag is wide enough to take in the vast 

migratory circuits in Gobi areas in southern Mongolia (Humphrey and 

Sneath 1999:222), the relatively short distances of hangai migrations 

narrow down the spatial scope of Erdene as a hypostasised 

homeland. As a concept, nutag has a powerful affective resonance 

that evokes a sense of belonging to a particular area. It is nurtured 

through a series of temporally expansive entanglements between 

people and the natural landscape. Children born in a particular area, 

like Tsendee’s grandson who was born towards the end of my stay in 

the district, are washed shortly after birth with tea and mutton soup 

made with Erdene’s waters as part of a naming ceremony (cf Bulag 

1998:175). Their placenta will be buried in the ground of their 

homeland. As Empson (2011:161) explains, this is an act of “giving a 

piece of oneself to a place” that creates lifelong bonds with the area. 
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In this way, people are indelibly identified as belonging to a particular 

nutag, even if they live far away. Thus, Erdene people who live and 

work in the relatively nearby, heavily industrialised Erdenet City feel 

a sense of powerful emotional attachment to their homeland. This is 

the case, even though they might live in the city for long periods of 

time as miners or drivers, or as retired people. A sense of their 

Erdene-ness is nurtured through a number of ways: the maintenance 

of a Erdene resident’s organisation (Orhon Aimag Dah’ Bulgan 

Aimgin Erdene Soumin Nutgin Zöwlöl) which made a large cash 

donation of MNT 7,500,000 to fund the 2015 Erdene horse-festival. 

This was something glossed as a practice in which the ‘indigenous 

inhabitants’  (nutgyn uuguul) of the district were expected to 

contribute to the funding of this large-scale event. Other means of 

continuing association with Erdene by people living in Erdenet City 

and Ulaanbaatar include making periodic visits to relatives in Erdene 

during summer months, or perhaps making daily libations of tea or 

milk towards the distant Erdene Uul from the yards of urban houses 

and apartments.   
 

Localised livestock, and local leaders 
 

But the sense of intimacy between people and landscape, which Billé 

(2015) refers to as a “human-land interface” (106), extends beyond 

the human to take in the livestock of an area. Together, people, land 

and animals are bound into an affective complex formative of a 

sense of belonging to a particular homeland. These connections are 

evident in Erdene too, as the ethnography in earlier Chapters has 

indicated. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, Erdene is valorised as an 

area with “abundant” (elbeg) livestock. This locally-grounded 

abundance is particularly true in relation to horses, as I noted in 

Chapter 3 regarding Erdene’s 2015 Aduuny Bayar. In Erdene the 

vast majority of livestock were raised in the area, even though sire 

animals – especially stallions (see Chapter 6) – may be acquired 

from other regions of Mongolia. In Erdene, the sense of intimacy 
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between humans, land, and these local livestock is taken up and 

amplified through another meaning of the term nutag: in this context, 

not a particular locality of Mongolia, but of Mongolia itself as an all-

encompassing national homeland. This is the sense of nutag used by 

the poet D. Natsagdorj in his poem ‘My Homeland’, where he writes 

“this is the land of my birth, the beautiful land of Mongolia” (Ene bol 

minii törsön nutag. Mongolyn saihan Oron’).81 In Erdene the term 

nutgyn mal, or nutgyn orny mal, is used by herders to describe 

livestock originating in Mongolia. This is in contrast with the term 

erliiz mal, which refers to hybridised animals whose foreign origins 

differentiate them from properly ‘Mongol’ animals. Calling livestock 

nutgyn mal articulates their Mongolian nature, at the same time these 

creatures are emphasised as local livestock grazing on the steppes 

of Erdene. 

During my fieldwork in 2014, I visited numerous households 

owning erliiz livestock: hybrid animals with a non-Mongol 

background, like a part-Russian cow owned by one of Tsendee’s 

cousins in the district centre. ‘It produces more milk than other cows’, 

its owner laconically responded as she looked up from milking to tell 

me why she and her husband spent a lot of time and money 

acquiring this animal via a household in Selenge province bordering 

Siberia. So when I returned to Erdene the following summer to 

conduct an extensive series of household surveys, I was surprised to 

discover that – with the exception of some race horses discussed in 

the following chapter – erliiz animals were relatively rare. My initial 

assumption that households would like to own animals that produce 

extra milk or meat was turned on its head. As one man put it, ‘I’m 

someone who doesn’t like hybrid livestock. They just can’t cope with 

the weather’ (Bi ugaasaa erliiz maland durgüi hün dee. Tsag agar ch 

taarahgüi). Using genealogy as a way to article a sense of exclusive 

Mongol-ness, the emphasis on livestock being ‘local’ echoes an on 

going national discourse emphasising qualities of ‘pure-bloodedness’ 

																																																								
81 http://www.news.mn/r/142054 
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amongst humans (Billé 2015). It is as if there has been a post-

socialist inversion of previous socialist valorisations of mixed 

(Russian) origins for people and livestock, in which Soviet-introduced 

scientific techniques hybridised livestock to improve them as breeds. 

At the same time, Mongolian men with Russian wives benefitted from 

special privileges: ranging from free apartments in cities (Bulag 

1998), to attendance at elite Russian-language schools for their 

children (Pedersen and Højer 2008:72).  

 But whilst herding livestock was a salaried job during 

socialism, today, local livestock owned and herded in Erdene form 

the back-bone of the rural economy. During my studies of the scale 

of Erdene’s cash-based livestock economy, one of my closest 

informants was Tsendee’s kindly eldest brother, Bat. A stocky man 

with a neatly clipped moustache, the authoritative Bat is a retired 

sub-district governor (bagyn darga) for one of Erdene’s six 

administrative sub-divisions. He lives in a wooden house on the ridge 

forming the northern boundary of the district centre. Having a 

commanding view over the pretty lanes and rows of houses below, 

the cultured Bat often spends his days at home playing dominoes 

with his friends, or reading. ‘Have you read anything by the Red 

Russian (ulaan Oros) author, Mikhail Sholokhov?’ he once asked 

me, ‘I’m reading And Quiet Flows the Don right now…’ A testament 

to his political agility, Bat was both a collective ‘boss’ (darga) during 

the socialist period – although a relative was amongst the 

Rashaantyn lamas killed in 1938, and he never wanted to join the 

communist party - and, after communism ended, a long-standing 

(centre-right) Democratic Party councillor. Although now retired, Bat 

still inspires respect in local people, some of whom still deferentially 

refer to him as ‘Bat darga’.  

Bat also possesses an unrivalled knowledge of Erdene– its 

landscapes, and its human and non-human inhabitants - in way that 

marks him out as an exemplary nutgyn hün (local man). This form of 

grounded engagement in the life of his homeland is manifested in a 

number of remarkable ways, which I came to know about during our 
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long acquaintanceship. He is an authority on local folklore, and was 

asked by the author of a local history book to provide a definitive 

account of a popular and well-known local myth about the area’s 

sacred mountain, Erdene Uul (Erdene Uulyn domog). It is a legend, 

which Bat’s account describes with crisp precision, in which a 

beautiful local girl escapes from the home of a rich man to whom she 

is engaged against her will. Aiming to return to her true love, she 

leaves the rich man’s house, and rides across Erdene’s countryside 

to take refuge on Erdene Uul. Ascending the mountain at last, she is 

suddenly absorbed within it. She transforms into the female land 

master (emegtei savdag) who now rules the mountain and 

surrounding pasturelands, the trees growing on Erdene Uul’s summit 

reflecting the green colour of the girl’s gown. The girl’s black horse 

was absorbed into Erdene Uul as well, and became transformed into 

the rich coal deposits mined under the mountain during the socialist 

period (cf D. Sürenhorloo 2010:13-14). Aside from being 

knowledgeable about this local legend, and respected enough for 

someone to ask him for a rendition of it to record for posterity, Bat 

has the remarkable ability to cure sick or ailing horses through letting 

blood through their ankles. Using a sharpened deer’s antler, he is 

able to release blood that has pooled in this part of a horses’ body, 

which could endanger its life if not released. The result of an inherent 

predisposition to perform this kind of work as much as the outcome 

of careful practice over many years, Bat’s ability to cure horses in this 

way is unique to himself: no-one else in Erdene can do it. Whilst his 

ability to let blood from horses points to the innate possession of 

certain qualities – and thereby evokes ethnographic accounts of 

bone-setters (barishi) and other categories of people possessing 

skills whose acquisition may transcend actual forms of practical 

experience (Humphrey with Onon 1996:324) – Bat’s skills as a 

governor were honed through years of conscientious, hard work. He 

told me how he would rise at 5am every day to start work, before 

going to his office at the local Government House. During summer 

2015, Bat accompanied my assistant Davaa and me to fifty 
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household-based interviews, and we spent many hours driving 

across the countryside together in his comfortable silver 4x4. Driving 

across the rich steppeland of Erdene, Bat would often point out – in a 

satisfied, but never boastful way- improvements to the local 

landscape for which he was responsible. These included wooden 

fences enclosing springs bubbling up onto the steppe, which allow 

access to humans climbing over them to fetch water, but prevent 

their sources from being muddied by cattle drinking there. He also 

fenced in a number of ancient monuments to stop cattle from rubbing 

against them and ultimately knocking them over.  

Through his ability to dominate local political life in this way, 

Bat fits within a wider political system that allows localised forms of 

political power to flourish over specific areas. Scholarship on 

Mongolian political organization shows how, over the longue durée, 

hierarchies of rulers are formed through an articulation between 

scales of power and levels of proximity. On one hand distant or 

invisible authorities have, in various forms, held always ultimate 

power over particular areas. Mongolia was ruled for nearly three 

hundred years by the Beijing-based Qing Emperors (Bogd Ezen 

Khan), represented on the ground by three viceroys (amban; Manchu 

- ‘Councillor’) (Rawski 1998: 69). Around the time of the Manchu 

conquest of Mongolia, a historiographical tradition emerged in which 

historical Mongol kingship was seen to derive its origins from the 

royal rulers of – temporally and spatially distant – ancient India 

(Elverskog 2006:90). Today, land masters (lus savdag) like the spirit 

of Erdene Uul are seen to have great power over particular 

landscapes. They are ferocious (dogshin) and, like the linguistically 

cognate savdak in Buryatia described by Bernstein (2013), “have a 

fickle and unreliable nature, can cause real harm and thus must be 

occasionally appeased” (176) through offerings. Despite being 

respected by herders, however, they are also conceived of as distant 

figures of authority. When herders collect firewood or logs from the 

forest, they circumvent the wrath of the lus who may haunt these 

woodlands by felling the trees in which they lodge whilst they are not 
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there. In contrast with these forms of authority, as Empson notes 

(2011), it is the power of mid-level leaders which is most fully felt in 

the run of everyday life. This is why men like Bat are so important in 

local politics, and can shape the contours of local social life in 

particularly significant ways. To the extent he is well known and 

respected, with a record for helping his constituents in concrete 

ways, Bat was an exemplary (Humphrey 1997) local politician. His 

unrivalled knowledge of the area, combined with an interest in my 

research, made him a great source of ethnographic information and 

local contacts.   

One of the major issues I discussed with Bat was the 

relationship between livestock, money, and time. I was interested not 

just in the very visible, tangible processes surrounding cash sales of 

livestock – in which handfuls of brightly coloured bank notes are 

exchanged for particular animals – but less visible, temporally 

elaborate ways in which cash is obtained through borrowing money 

against livestock: processes I never observed directly, and which I 

know about ethnographically through interviews on the subject. But 

before I describe the outcomes of these discussions – and relate 

them to the temporalized emergence of a local cash economy in 

today’s economically precarious ‘age of the market’ - I turn to a brief 

examination of debt in Mongolia from a historical perspective to 

contextualise my own work. 

 

Mongolian debt from an historical perspective 
 

Despite the recent anthropological attention to debt in post-socialist 

Mongolia (Sneath 2003; Højer 2012; Empson 2014) – part of a wider 

anthropological approach in which the study of debt reveals the co-

ordination of various relations of economic activity, power, and 

networks of obligation (Graeber 2014, Bear 2015, James 2015)– 

debt in Mongolia is a long running object of enquiry for scholars 

working on the Manchu period (Bawden 1968: 95 ff; Jagchid and 

Hyer 1979: 299; Sanjdorj 1980; Sneath 2012; Charleux 2015: 222 ff). 
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Studies of Manchu-era debt all focus on Chinese traders in Mongolia. 

These were men who, until the late eighteenth century, were 

confined to trading settlements (maimaachin) attached to urban 

centres like Urga (present-day Ulaanbaatar) and Hovd: areas with 

narrow, winding streets and crowded wooden buildings, whose 

layout resembled urban settlements in China (Pozdneyev 1971 

[1892]: 205ff). From the end of the eighteenth century, however, 

itinerant Chinese traders spread out into the Mongol countryside, 

which they toured freely in the course of their business (Sanjdorj 

1980: 70). From providing household commodities like tea and sugar 

to vast amounts of capital for banner governments, their economic 

power and influence was so significant that “by the beginning of the 

nineteenth century they occupied the decisive position in the Khalkha 

economy” (Ibid., 81). 
 

 

 
 

Plate 14: Manchu era advertisement for brick tea. This advertisement 

(surtalchilgaani bichig) was issued by the Chinese Qiang Yu Ki trading house (Ts. 
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Batsaikhan et al. 2010: 9). Unlike other advertisements for brick tea issued by 

Chinese firms, this one includes a pastoral motif in the form of three sheep. A 

staple for Mongol households, during the Manchu period tea served as a form of 

currency. Various rates of equivalence, which shifted throughout this period, set 

the exchange value of tea in relation to ingots of silver and sheep (Sanjdorj 1980: 

101). 

 

During this period, Chinese firms accumulated huge herds of 

livestock through the settlement of debts in the form of animals: 

something that only ended with their expulsion from Mongolia in 

1928 (Sneath 2012: 462). 

 During this time, a habitual disjuncture existed between 

the needs of households for various staples, and the fact that the 

pastoral products with which these things were acquired were only 

available at particular times: something that meant Mongols were 

habitually dependent on credit agreements with Chinese traders. A 

major historical commentary on debt in this period is a text by the 

Mongolian academician Sanjdorj (1980). He wrote from a Marxist 

perspective to account for the dire conditions in which ordinary 

Mongols found themselves whilst Mongolia was under Manchu rule. 

Sanjdorj credits the collusion of Manchu administrators with Chinese 

traders to elucidate the oppression of ordinary Mongols, and the 

emergence of broader economic imbalances created through high 

levels of Mongol indebtedness, which by the end of the nineteenth 

century nearly bankrupted the country. Nevertheless, the motor for 

his argument is rooted below the level of class conflict, in relation to 

the temporality of the pastoral cycle: 

 

because of the very poor development of the commodity 

economy, the period when the livestock products were 

available and sold did not always coincide with the demand for 

necessities such as flour, grain, clothing, needles and thread. 

Thus the herdsmen had no choice but to buy the necessities 

first on credit [from Chinese traders], and then pay back later 

in raw materials (1980: 42). 
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The absorption of surplus pastoral products within debt-servicing 

payments to Chinese traders meant economic life in late nineteenth 

century Mongolia has been typified by historians as “stagnant “and 

“declining” (Bawden 1968; Sanjdorj 1980). Although a recent work 

criticises the broadness of such summaries (Charleux 2015: 222ff), a 

number of first-hand accounts from Western ethnographers 

(Pozdneyev 1971 [1896]: 302) and collections of oral histories 

(Bawden 1968: 142) nevertheless reveal high levels of rural poverty 

during this period. In many cases, this acted as a motor for poor 

herders to leave the countryside for settled areas like Urga, in an 

often-unfruitful search of work.  

 Although not really researched by scholars of the region 

(Empson pers. comm.), the impact of this period of history on how 

Mongolians think and behave today appears significant. Whilst 

Humphrey (1992) observes that Mongolian historical categories and 

figures have been embodied in the post-socialist period through 

ways that identify “people or actions in the present with those of the 

past” (378), the Manchu past remains embodied in its own material 

forms outside practices of replication. This is through the 

preservation of artefacts from this period. These include “numerous 

and cruel” (Riasonovsky 1979 [1929]: 102) Manchu technologies of 

punishment - including manacles, yokes, and heavy chains – which 

form a grim display in Bulgan City’s provincial museum, and testify to 

the cruelty purportedly suffered by Mongols during the ‘period of 

Manchu oppression’ (Manjiin darangüiliin üye). In a different way – 

through the medium of textual accounts, rather than 

contemporaneous objects - this period of history is embodied in 

history books that make a similar point about Manchu cruelty. There 

is also a tendency for people to avoid sitting with arms and legs 

simultaneously crossed: ‘like a debtor’ as someone pointed out one 

day to correct how I was sitting at the time, referring to Manchu-

imposed rules for binding debtors defaulting on loans (Bawden 1968: 

143). 
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Rural Mongolian debt today 
 

Through school lessons about Mongolia’s Manchu past and the 

preservation of various material artefacts associated with a deeply 

unpopular part of the country’s history, a sense of historical depth is 

posited to the relationship between livestock and debt. For 

anthropologists working on contemporary pastoral economies, a 

number of similarities exist between forms of debt today, and forms 

of debt in the Manchu period. Sneath (2012) notes a number of 

parallels between today’s regime of debt – secured at high interest 

rates against livestock, and formative of local economies “fuelled in 

this way by credit in various forms” (467) – and those existing in the 

Manchu period. In doing so, he teases out a series of economic and 

behavioural analogies or parallels between economic conditions 

today, and those in the pre-communist past.  

 But in noting such similarities between the present-day 

and Manchu period, it is important to keep in mind how regimes of 

debt are embedded in historically specific relations of power, social 

inclusion/exclusion, and broader political projects. For a start, 

Manchu-era loans existed outside a generally cashless economy 

(Bawden 1966: 149; Sanjdorj 1980:101; Sneath 2009:103). As I now 

show, this makes today’s conditions - in which loans secured against 

livestock are used to obtain cash – fundamentally different from 

those during the Manchu period. Moreover, Manchu-era regimes of 

debt were embedded in a social system in which wealth was 

channelled from commoner herders to their aristocratic fiefs, whereas 

today’s rural credit-debt nexuses are mediated by money, and 

lacking the systems of extraction to higher-level pastoral authorities 

(lords, and elites in the Buddhist hierarchy) in existence until the 

1920s.  

 Although Graeber (2014) shows debt to be an ancient 

human phenomenon, recent ethnographies show how the forms 

taken by debt are shaped by the emergence of new political 
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conditions. Writing of post-Apartheid South Africa, James (2015) 

traces the growing inclusion of large numbers of middle-class black 

people in regimes of debt. During the Apartheid period, credit for this 

group of the population was limited, and largely restricted to loans for 

the purchase of furniture and various household appliances. 

However, “new opportunities for credit were suddenly made available 

after 1994 [end of Apartheid] for those who had been denied them 

beforehand” (5), through complicated webs of formal and informal 

loans. In a different register – that of state debts rather than personal 

ones – Bear (2015) also observes how radical political change 

reconfigures the conceptualisation of debt. Outlining the ending of 

conditions of state socialism in India, Bear explores institutionalised 

debts owed to the government of India by various riparian institutions 

along the Hooghly river in Bengal. Loans originally intended to fulfil 

various projects the river – from clearing silt from its bed and 

maintaining infrastructure – became ‘financialised’ as sources of 

government income in the 1990s, as India shook off a state-socialist 

approach to economic management, and adopted neoliberal fiscal 

policies. Treating debts as sources of income rather than embedded 

in particular forms of sociality is, Bear argues, something that leads 

to “an intensified extraction of revenues and labor [sic] value within, 

and by, public institutions. Revenues are drawn in a tributary 

structure toward the central government and used to support 

financial market transactions” (2015:124).  

 For many people in present-day Mongolia’s precariously 

capitalist ‘age of the market’, the widespread lack of access to ready 

cash is elaborated through the emergence of novel forms of debt and 

credit. This is something evident in both rural and urban 

ethnographies. As Empson (2014) shows, regimes of debt in post-

socialist rural Mongolia have taken heterogeneous forms: ranging 

from informal loans, to state-regulated schemes extended through 

commercial banks dotting district centres across the Mongolian 

countryside. Similar conditions are articulated in Højer’s (2012) study 

of pawnbrokers (lombard) in Ulaanbaatar, where people with little 
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work or money can pawn their good for cash. But rather than retrace 

the historical genealogy of debt in the Mongolian countryside as 

others have done, in this chapter I focus in on how relations between 

debt, livestock and money allow capitalist commodities to emerge in 

the Mongolian countryside in particularly locally scaled ways. This 

something to which I now turn. 

 

‘Lamb money’: locality, trust, and the circulation of wealth 

 
Working from Bold’s house in the district centre in summer 2015 

whilst his family had gone to the countryside, I asked Bat about a 

local, informal system of money-lending called hurgny möngö. During 

this period, Bold’s house formed a convenient base for writing up 

interviews away from the bustle of everyday rural life. We had 

finished a number of household surveys and, with my research 

assistant Davaa, were talking about the day’s findings over some 

tea. Hurgny möngö literally means ‘lamb money’, and presents a 

linguistic articulation between types of livestock and categories of 

money evident in other pastoral societies.82 Other types of loan exist 

secured against calves and kids, but those based on lambs was 

discursively framed as most significant. Superficially similar linguistic 

articulations between terms for livestock, and money associated with 

these creatures, exist in Africanist literature on cattle-herding 

societies. But whereas types of ‘cattle’ money amongst the Nuer of 

the Sudan (Hutchinson 1996:80) and Tswana of South Africa 

(Comaroff and Comaroff 1990:210) identify the use to which a 

special type of money is put – for bride wealth, court fines, and so on 

– hurgny möngö instead refers to the means by which this money 

																																																								
82 Amongst the Tswana of South Africa, cash used in important 
contexts like court cases and bride wealth payment are referred to as 
“cattle without legs” (Comaroff and Comaroff 1990:210), whilst in 
Nuerland in the 1980s, cattle and cash “were not ‘things-in-
themselves’. Rather, Nuer men and women had successfully 
crossbred the concepts of money and cattle, bringing forth a 
generation of hybrid categories” (Hutchinson 1996:80). 
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can be raised: through borrowing cash and repaying it with lambs. 

Whilst studies of bank loans made to herders (which I explore later) 

explore schemes established by the national government (Empson 

2014) – systems of debt regulated by nation-wide networks (Latour 

1993) of legal texts, colourful bank brochures, and uniformed bank 

staff - hurgny möngö is an informal system of exchange operating 

through networks of private people. In many ways, it can be viewed 

as a response to conditions of economic uncertainty in Mongolia’s 

‘age of the market’, in which a general absence of wage-labour in 

today’s capitalist pastoral sector makes cash scarce. Under this 

informal system, Bat explained, people lend out money to their fellow 

herders or relatives: 

 

At times when people have little ready money, they 

understand one particular method of getting a loan. During 

these times, people with money distribute theirs. And when it’s 

time for the debt to be settled, they take [the lamb against 

which the money was loaned]. Within a household, a lamb is 

an everlasting source of other livestock.83  

 

In 2015, the amount of money loaned in exchange for one lamb was 

MNT 50,000.84  After the cash loan has been paid out - literally 

‘scattered’ or ‘spread’ (taraah) in a way suggestive of energetic and 

bountiful distribution – the lamb required to settle the debt will be 

“taken at a later time of the lender’s choosing” (hoish durtai üyedee 

avch bolno): but only when it can survive away from its mother, which 

is usually after the October of the year it was born. 

In one way, my discussions with Bat showed how hurgny 

möngö taps into, and amplifies, wider concerns in Mongolian 

ethnography about setting wealth in motion. As Empson (2012) 
																																																								
83 Ard tümen belen möngö baga baigaa üyed ter bol zah zeeliin arga 
gej oilgoj bolno. Möngögüi üyed möngötei hün möngöö taraana. 
Tegeed tölöös ond oruulj baij avna. Ter hurga bol aild baigaa mönh 
mal gesen ür. 
84 Approximately £15.00 at the time. 
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writes in relation to Mongol fortune concepts, these movements are 

“necessary for the accumulation of wealth we may view as objects”. 

Attending to the location of fortune fixed in particular forms like tufts 

of hair from animals’ tails, people “ensure that fortune is retained or 

circulated in acceptable ways so that it may continue to multiply and 

grow” (8). In contrast, keeping wealth in one form is not only 

counterproductive: it may also be positively dangerous. In Empson’s 

ethnography (2011:268ff; 2012:12), accumulating too much wealth in 

static forms like wooden houses can invite catastrophic arson attacks 

capable of destroying everything. Reflecting on how wealth can 

circulate as I wrote this Chapter, I recalled something Bold 

mentioned to me during winter 2014, when we talked about ghosts 

one evening after dinner. As Tsendee and her daughter-in-law sat in 

the next room laughing, unable to take seriously a scholarly interview 

on this topic, the usually sceptical Bold persisted in telling me that 

ghosts (süns) and devils (bug chötgör) can hide in the houses of rich 

people (bayan hünii gert horgodono), attracted by money hoarded 

there. A Buddhist lama would then have to perform an exorcism to 

get rid of these harmful beings. Perhaps as much a reflection on 

socialist critiques of the anti-sociality of private wealth (Humphrey 

2002) as on an inherent power of money to act on the world 

(Graeber 2001; Delaplace 2012a:133), keeping large amounts of 

money stashed away – according to Bold at least, and the TV show 

on which he based this information – could cause serious problems. 

Thus, receiving a lamb in repayment for hurgny möngö is not just a 

mechanism by which loans are repaid. Although true in one way,85 

																																																								
85  Articulating the temporality of debt with the life rhythms of 
livestock, if a lamb is not repaid on time a two-year-old sheep will be 
expected the following year. Whereas a lamb was worth 
approximately MNT 50,000 in 2015, a two-year old sheep 
commanded a higher price of MNT 80,000 to 100,000. When it came 
to recovering unpaid debts, similar principles tracing how growing 
debts mapped onto the physical bodies of growing animals were 
followed by Chinese traders during the Manchu period. Working 
around Imperial ordinances capping interest rates on loans at 100%, 
Sanjdorj (1980) notes a case in which: “A Chinese shop [trading firm] 
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the accumulation of lambs speaks to a wider sense of value capable 

of multiplication and extension into the future. Lambs, as Bat said, 

are ‘eternal seeds of livestock’: a phrase that calls to mind the 

temporal expansiveness of outgrowths from seeds in Mongolian 

discourse, including the term üiliyn ür. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, 

these are ‘seeds’ of karmic action, which exist across vast ages, and 

which shape present and future existential conditions in terms of 

actions performed in the past.  

From another perspective, hurgny möngö – as the means by 

which wealth can be set in motion- is grounded in, and formative of, 

particularly localised circuits of economic exchange. In a basic way, a 

sense of economic localisation comes into existence because the 

nutag of Erdene is the geographical location of these loans. It forms 

a ‘surface’, as it were, over which the movement of wealth occurs in 

the form of animals and cash (Ingold 2016). In another way, though, 

wealth and locality are much more closely entangled than a sense of 

geographic contextualisation would suggest. This is because the 

networks through which hurgny möngö loans operate depend for 

their existence on strong localised nexuses of sociality, trust, and 

knowledge. In terms of who would be suitable borrowers of hurgny 

möngö, Bat spoke of a fairly wide range of people. They do not have 

to be one’s friends (naiz nöhör) or relatives (hamaatan sadan), but 

they have to be trusted. ‘The most important thing’, Bat said of 

people who borrow hurgny möngö ‘is that they must be trustworthy’ 

(gol n’ tuhain hün itgeltei baih yostoi’). As with Graeber’s (2014) gloss 

of perceptions of debt in Western societies – in which credit 

arrangements articulate a sense of economic rationality with moral 

probity ensuring repayment – for Bat, there is an expectation that 

“one has to pay one’s debts” (4) when it comes to hurgny möngö 

deals. Or more precisely, there is an expectation that borrowers of 

																																																																																																																																													
sold a brick of tea for one lamb. If the buyer could not pay within a 
year, the following year the debt would be changed into a two-year-
old sheep (which the original lamb would by then have become)” 
(48). 
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hurgny möngö must be trusted to make repayments. As far as Bat is 

concerned: 

 

A person taking hurgny möngö must have their own lambs. 

And they can’t be an alcoholic. Most importantly, though, they 

must have animals, and be trustworthy (hurgny möngö avch 

baigaa hün ööröö hurgtai baih yostoi. Arhichin baij bolohgüi. 

Gol n’ maltai, itgeltei hün baih l yostoi).  

 

Although Bat does not use the Mongolian phrase ‘to know 

(someone)’ – tanih – knowledge of borrowers seems to underpin his 

trust in them. To put it in English terms, lending hurgny möngö 

involves knowing and trusting the recipient in two ways. The first is in 

their ability to repay a loan: something that is gauged through 

knowing how many animals they have in their herds, and in particular 

how many lambs they possess. Articulating someone’s labour to 

reproduce their herds with the manifestation of this labour in the form 

of plentiful animals, this aspect of knowing someone involves an 

intimate appreciation of their status as herders. Second – and in a 

way that shifts a quantitative appreciation of herd sizes to more 

abstract appreciation of someone’s moral character – people have to 

be trusted in themselves. Thus, they should not be untrustworthy 

alcoholics: people who, as when a local policewoman chided an all-

male audience at a district-wide lecture on alcoholism,86 could be 

shamed by the question: ‘do you want to tell your child you can’t buy 

them a bicycle because you spent the money on vodka?’ Because 

																																																								
86 This lecture – consisting of input from the local police, NGOs, and 
provincial administration – was part of the ‘Arhigüi Bulgan’ (Vodka-
free Bulgan province) project. Designed to discourage vodka 
consumption and concomitant squandering of wealth through 
distributing ledgers to plan household budgets - as well as 
emotionally pressuring fathers to stop drinking through distributing 
booklets of temperance-themed poems written by local children- this 
well-meaning event in May 2014 had little effect: a number of heavy 
drinkers in attendance could be seen drunkenly lurching around the 
district centre just hours after it finished.  
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payment and repayment of hurgny möngö loans are “two events 

separated in time and which therefore cannot be given at the same 

time” (Derrida 1992: 34), lenders have to make sure their loans will 

be ultimately repaid once they have been given. But more 

fundamentally, trusting someone has a greater ambit than 

assessment of someone’s prudence as a herder. Instead, it points to 

a more encompassing sense of moral appreciation (cf Williams 1972: 

63ff) of someone as a person. In this way, trust exceeds treating all 

herders, as a category of the Mongolian population, as morally 

exemplary, consisting of people who are, as Bat said, ‘by their 

nature, incapable of deception’ (ugaasaa zal’ gargaj chaddalgüi). 

Appreciating trustworthiness taps into an empirical assessment of 

somebody’s character, potentially built up over years: a view that, 

crucially, can only be nurtured through being embedded within local 

networks. This correlation of knowledge with locality is something 

accentuated in High’s (2008) study of wealth in rural Mongolia. 

Although High (Ibid.) notes herders rarely disclose how many 

animals they possess –something I found to be the case during my 

period of research in Erdene - she nevertheless shows that herders 

can literally see the wealth of their neighbours.87 It may be wealth in 

livestock, or other tangible assets like motorbikes. In this way, “even 

if herders do not want to disclose their wealth, it is there for 

everybody to see” (8). A phenomenal gauging of wealth occurs, 

based on a sense of shared locality. This is made possible through 

seeing herds on the steppe, gossip about neighbours, and more 

																																																								
87 Many herders were reluctant – during my interviews at least – to 
give detailed numbers of their animals, even though these are 
meticulously recorded in malchny devter. When numbers are 
mentioned it is in general, rounded terms: ‘more than five hundred 
head of sheep and goats’, ‘around one thousand head of livestock’, 
and so on. It is as if mentioning a particular number in speech were 
to create a reckless and false sense of permanence of animal-value, 
which would be followed by a catastrophic loss revealing quite how 
unstable this value is: a form of speech act that unsettles the status 
quo: ‘tempting fate,’ as it were, in a way that could precipitate future 
problems. 
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extensive rumours on various subjects. As with hurgny möngö loans, 

a sense of locality provides a scaling for economic life.  

Taken together, these interconnections of locality, trust, and 

mobile forms of wealth are shaped by the inherently temporalized 

nature of pastoralism as an economic activity. They demonstrate 

how the distribution of loans and collection of livestock are, as Bear 

(2015) conceives of newly emerged conditions of ‘austerity 

capitalism’ in Indian shipyards, manifested in concerns around  “time 

and timing [original emphasis]”(149) embedded in particular spatial 

locations. In Erdene, as I mentioned, the networks of trust 

underpinning hurgny möngö are built up over time. But time is not 

simply a vector along which the temporal development of 

relationships can be traced. Since such relationships unfold in 

Erdene, time can be viewed as a specifically spatialised medium in 

which such developments occur. In terms of loan agreements, a 

temporal gap separates the existence of money being ‘scattered’ and 

a lamb being ‘taken’ as payment: a form of temporary pausing in the 

circulation of wealth that reflects the growth of this animal under the 

dynamic of its own life rhythms. During this period, the lamb is 

embedded in pastoral timespaces in which it is carefully nurtured. 

Particular attention is paid to the feeding of its lactating mother (D. 

Nergüi 2008: 270ff), and the lamb will be closely watched by its 

human owners to protect it from crows and aggressive birds of prey 

that, during spring, glide on currents of warm air high above Erdene’s 

bare pasturelands. As soon as it is ready to be claimed by a new 

owner, however, it emerges as having particular economic value. As 

Bat shows, a lamb is only taken when it has grown enough to be 

separated from its mother. Ethnographically speaking, the times in 

which a loan is given, or a lamb taken, stand as particular moments 

(üye) embedded in the unfolding of the pastoral year around them. 

They stand out as points in which the cash value of livestock emerge 

to the forefront of pastoral life, in contrast with times of year in which 

herders may have no other form of income. They reveal how 

pastoralism as an economic activity is structured around moments in 
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which various forms of income are accessible and, in a jointed 

manner, connected to moments in which they are not.  

But loans like this are not the only ones that occur in Erdene 

and shape a scale of economic life with a particularly localized 

feeling, and in relation to the temporality of animal life rhythms. 

Another category consists of more formal bank-loans: the topic to 

which I now turn. As I shift my analysis of one type of loan to 

another, I also shift the focus of my analysis: away from localized 

economic scaling through networks of loans, and towards the 

‘convertability’ of local animals (nutgyn mal) into money.  

 

Bank loans – paying debts with local livestock  
 

Like other districts across rural Mongolia, Erdene district centre is 

home to two local branches of nation-wide commercial banks: Khan 

Bank, which was originally founded out of a socialist national bank in 

the early 1990s but restructured during Mongolia’s financial crisis in 

the late 1990s (Empson 2014), and the newer Töv Bank. Both are 

housed at either end of an austere concrete building constructed in 

the 2000s. 
 

 
 

 

Plate 15: Commerical banks in the countryside 
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Although painted white at some point, its exterior has faded and is 

sometimes partially covered by large plastic banners (ryeklam) 

pinned to its walls. These advertise things ranging from music 

concerts held in the local culture centre that feature performances 

from Ulaanbaatar musicians, to a fund-raising campaign by a local 

monastery to build a new stupa (Buddhist shrine containing sacred 

objects) in the district. Inside both bank branches, shelves are 

covered in pamphlets offering different types of financial services and 

loans. Designed to be ‘user-friendly’ and colourful, one can imagine 

them being placed at every bank branch in the country regardless of 

their locations: promoting financial products as diverse as business 

start-up funds, and loans for new apartments. But what most appeals 

to herders in the financialised timespaces of local banks, is the 

malchny zeel or herders’ loans. Whilst loans have been difficult to 

acquire in some parts of post-socialist Inner Asia (Humphrey and 

Sneath 1999:85), malchny zeel are – like some South African loans 

discussed by James (2015) - deliberately inclusive of large numbers 

of people. They were devised by the government to prevent herders 

becoming indebted to private money-lenders in the absence of other 

forms of credit (Empson 2014: 185).  

Malchny zeel are collateralised (bar’tsaalah) against 

borrowers’ livestock, which are almost exclusively, and at most times, 

pastured in Erdene.88 According to the lending rules of Töv Bank, 

whose branch issues the majority of these loans in Erdene, owning 

between one and five hundred head of ‘small animals’ (sheep and 

goats) allows a herder to borrow a maximum MNT 5,000,000 (about 

£1,300) for up to twelve months. Owning between five hundred and a 

thousand head of sheep and goats allows access to a bigger loan of 

																																																								
88 Herding outside the district is bureaucratically possible (as far as 
holding land-possession certificates for winter and spring pastures 
are concerned), but relatively uncommon. Nevertheless, a small 
number of herders habitually spend part of the year in neighbouring 
districts, or do so only in particular circumstances including otorloh. 
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MNT 10,000,000, and a longer repayment period of eighteen 

months.  

In spite of government plans to introduce malchny zeel as a 

means to mitigate herders’ dependence on informal money-lenders, 

herders’ loans themselves charge high levels of interest. In 2014, 

according to Töviin Bank’s website, interest charged on malchny zeel 

was 18% per annum. This is broadly comparable with other financial 

products’ rates of interest during the period of my fieldwork. Töviin 

Bank loans to acquire cars (avtomashin) and motorbikes (mototsikl) 

under so-called lizing agreements charged, respectively, 1.1-1.4% 

and 1.5-1.7% interest per month. Similar rates of interest were 

charged on loans offered by Khan Bank, the other commercial bank 

with a branch in Erdene’s soum centre which, for example, charged 

1.5% interest per month on loans secured against pension payments 

(Tetgvriin Zeel). All these loans are utilised by herders in Erdene 

district. Their acquisition draws herders and their livestock within the 

broader ambit of Mongolia’s capitalist national economy, as money 

loaned by banks is recouped with interest, thereby turning capital into 

more capital. 

Assessing collateral requirements in this way is based on a 

system of animal-based accounting that pre-dates the existence of 

commercial banks in Mongolia. It is underpinned by a systematic 

expression of herd sizes not in terms of the numbers of different 

types of livestock they contain, but how these numbers may be 

expressed ‘by means of sheep’ (honin tolgoid shiljüüleh). Under this 

system, ‘sheep-units’ are used to quantify the numbers of other 

animals in a herd. The bank manager mentioned the following ratios 

are used:  

 

One sheep = 0.7 goats 

Four sheep = one cow 

Five sheep = one horse 

 
Table 4: Enumerating livestock ‘by means of sheep’ (honin tolgoid shiljüüleh) 
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This means of assessing wealth is analogous to those found in 

historical accounts dating from the Manchu (Pozdneyev 1978: 

[1887]: 30) and Bogd Khan (1911-1924) (Vreeland 1954: 24) periods 

as a means for simultaneously evaluating and collecting tax from 

ecclesiastical serfs (shabinar) owing fealty to wealthy Buddhist 

monasteries. Similar equivalences are currently used by agricultural 

scientists (D. Nergüi et al. 2009: 141) and anthropologists (Humphrey 

and Sneath 1999: 42ff) to analyse pastureland carrying capacity in 

Mongolia and other regions of Inner Asia. It is a means of calculation 

that is embedded in techniques of pastoral governmentality (Foucault 

1977) - including the collection of taxes, collaterialisation of loans, 

and systems of pastureland management – rather than found on the 

ground in local herding practices. As a friend in Ulaanbaatar told me 

as I researched this topic, it is an abstract form of comparison 

extrinsic to how herders think about their animals and go about 

pasturing them. Whilst ‘someone with lots of animals could borrow 

MNT 10,000,000 to buy a car’ (Deed mal n’ mashin avah gej baigaa 

hün arvan say tögrög avna), the bank’s manager told me, people 

without many animals could borrow the much smaller sum of MNT 

500,000: but ‘just for necessities’ (heregleenii möngö l avdag). 

Tracing the bank’s customer base in a way that included both the 

wealthiest local herders and people forced to borrow money ”devoted 

to just living, to consumption in the narrowest sense” (Guyer 2004: 

123), the manager of this small branch revealed the traction of loans 

over huge sections of the local population. Practically every 

household I visited in my 2015 survey had – or had in the past – 

taken out herders’ loans. Only the wealthiest had not. This is 

something that appears common in other parts of Mongolia too 

(Sneath 2012: 467). Although the manager revealed MNT 

10,000,000 as the upper limit available, most households rarely 

borrow above MNT 3,000,000 because of the difficulties involved in 

repaying larger sums.  
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Unlike the other types of loan explored in this Chapter– from 

Indian government loans (Bear 2015) to consumer credit in South 

Africa (James 2015) – malchny zeel are unusual. This is because 

local livestock are both collateral for a loan, and the means by which 

the loan will be repaid. First of all, money raised from loans is put to 

myriad uses outside pastoralism. For some less-wealthy herders, 

money is borrowed to cover the cost of everyday living (heregtsee 

hangagdahgüi). This is to provide for necessities like petrol (to run 

motorbikes for herding work), flour, and sugar. Commodities in 

Erdene’s local shops are expensive. At least one shop owner in 

Erdene establishes profit margins by buying wholesale commodities 

at market in Erdenet City, and reselling them for higher prices in 

Erdene. The marginal gains of travelling to this city and back and 

then selling things bought there back home are significant enough to 

make such trips worthwhile. Although some people can obtain goods 

from shops on credit, their names being recorded in a debt ledger to 

remind the shop-keepers about outstanding payments, repayment is 

often expected in cash. A more significant reason to borrow money, 

however, it to pay for children’s university education in Ulaanbaatar. 

As I touched on in Chapter 4, parents often borrow money to pay 

substantial tuition fees. Whilst couples with university-age children 

are actively engaged in taking out such loans, younger couples 

anticipate - maybe with some trepidation – having to take out such 

loans in the future. ‘We don’t have any loans, but we will when our 

children go to university’, a young couple with school aged-children 

told me. As for repaying loans, this activity depends on converting 

the original (livestock) collateral into cash.  

In this way, a particular articulation emerges between the 

temporality of animals’ life rhythms (which determine when the 

means of repayment like wool and cashmere can emerge as 

capitalist commodities), and temporalities of debt secured against 

livestock (the windows in which repayments can be made). On one 

hand, the bank-manager explained, a particular sense of temporality 

is built into loan agreements. This is a “temporality of dates” 
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envisioned by Guyer (2007: 416) as a structuring form of time 

underpinning loan-repayments in capitalist contexts. Whilst each Töv 

Bank loan contract was a private document whose contents were 

specific to its owner – dependent on the number of animals they 

possess, and the amount of money they have contracted to borrow – 

repayment windows are of standard lengths. Repayment in full, with 

interest, is expected within twelve months. An extension can be 

made for up to six months in cases where people find repayments 

difficult, although apparently nobody in Erdene has faced the ultimate 

legal sanction of livestock seizures for non-repayment. On the other 

hand, the actual times in which people make repayments are 

determined by the life-rhythms of livestock. This makes the 

“temporality of dates” ultimately forged through loan agreements 

“tightly linked to nonhuman rhythms” (Bear 2015: 125) manifested in 

cycles of animal growth. As the bank manager went on to say, 

people make repayments “either at times when people sell their 

livestock, or times when it’s possible to make a repayment” (mal 

zarah üyedee ch yum uu, esvel bolomjtoi üyedee ch tölnö). Times in 

which livestock are sold are structured around when they are 

optimally fat (targan). The other ‘moments’ mentioned by the bank 

manager included those in which cashmere is sold (in April), and 

when airag is produced for sale (between June and October). All 

these moments, in which animals and animal products emerge as 

commodities, are shaped by animal life cycles. Autumn is the time in 

which fat deposits in livestock are thickest, after animals have fed all 

summer. April is the time in which cashmere has formed an optimally 

thick layer on a goat’s back, and starts to be visible under an outer 

layer of course hairs. June to October is the period in which mares 

lactate to provide milk for their foals. During these moments, 

livestock and animal products are endowed by their owners and 

traders with a particular exchange value, and can be sold to pay off 

large loans. Such moments reveal how animals have shifted from 

pastoral timespcaes in which the major concern of herders is to feed 

and water them; and into timespaces of capitalist market exchange 
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where they are sold for ready money to pay off debts, or used to 

collateralize further herders’ loan agreements at the bank.  Viewed 

from an analytic perspective, a sense of jointed-ness articulates such 

timespaces together, revealing how each is distinct from the other 

whilst demonstrating their ultimate interconnection. 

But what exactly do these processes have to do with a local 

scaling of economic life? Whilst locality was visible in the networks 

facilitating hurgny möngö loans, how does it fit in with loans for tuition 

fees hundreds of miles from Erdene? I suggest one part of the 

answer lies in the fact local livestock are the means through which 

cash can be raised and loans repaid. In making this argument it is 

worth highlighting two things. First, from an ethnographic 

perspective, there is an affective resonance between herders and 

livestock cast through sharing one nutag: a form of cross-species 

entanglement I mentioned earlier in this Chapter. Animals used to 

pay debts are not just units of accounting as they are presented in 

some herding manuals: numbers on paper, capable of statistical 

manipulation through pricing or as ‘stocking units’. Each draws its 

identity from its place of origin. Second, and in a more analytic vein, 

local livestock form conditions in which capitalist life can emerge in 

Erdene. In today’s precarious ‘age of the market,’ ready money is 

needed for so many things. Although pastoral economies are 

founded on credit “in so many forms” (Sneath 2012: 467), and barter 

and forms of delayed return between herding households are 

common, sometimes only cash will do. Of course, in the socialist past 

cash was used to make purchases, such as relatively luxurious, 

Eastern European tinned foods for sale in collective shops (Ibid., 

463). Extra money raised outside people’s salaries from collectives – 

for example, through work brigade members making and selling 

fencing from scrap metal - could be deposited in a ‘common fund’ for 

communal use (Ibid., 467). But in today’s ‘age of the market’ it is 

expected – by state policy makers and international advisors – that 

people exist in relation to a naturalized free market. To borrow from 

Han’s (2012) analysis of the jarring introduction of capitalist, 
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neoliberal policies in Chile in the 1970s, “the market became the 

primary mode of governance, and the social became a terrain in 

which economically rational actors made choices in their own self 

interest” (7). Previously free services provided by the Mongolian 

socialist state, ranging from veterinary care to university tuition fees, 

are now provided for a fee. One’s ability to access these things is 

contingent on one’s ability to pay for them. In this way, possessing 

livestock in Erdene allows cash for capitalist exchanges to be 

mobilized and brought into being at particular temporalized moments. 

These moments are dotted throughout the pastoral year: forming 

particular moments in time (üye), such moments of economic activity 

stand out from moments of subsistence labour in the run of pastoral 

life in which – as with hurgny möngö loans - herders may not be able 

to access cash income for large stretches of the year. 

In this way, I suggest, spatialised conceptions of locality 

shaped through the sale of livestock are inextricably linked to the 

temporalized moments in which such sales occur. Emergent from the 

possession of livestock “to express the type of ‘as if’ comparisons in 

which the same amount of money will potentially buy different 

quantities of all sorts of things” (Holbraad 2005: 243), money raised 

from local livestock – at particular times - permits people to buy 

goods and services in capitalist markets. This is the case whether 

this money is put to use inside Erdene, or elsewhere: whether money 

is spent on a new motorbike for local herding work, or a university 

education in Ulaanbaatar, whose recipient can obtain a measure of 

cultural capital in a metropolitan setting. Regardless of the 

geographical arena for its use, however, livestock scale economic life 

in a particularly locally-inflected way. In doing so, they are cast as a 

base from which money can be raised through loans; and these 

loans can be discharged through the emergence of livestock or 

pastoral products as capitalist commodities. 
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Entanglements of different types of loans – reflections on 
economic scaling 
 

In this final section it is worth explicitly emphasising that the two 

types of loan I have discussed here are not radically distinct from 

each other. Their analysis in this Chapter, in different sections, is 

more an analytic strategy to elicit different frames for examining the 

emergence of capitalist commodities (through networks of loans in 

relation to hurgny möngö, and through the collateralisation of local 

livestock in relation to malchny zeel) than a reflection of substantive 

ethnographic difference. Both are, fundamentally, dependent on the 

temporality of animal life cycles for their repayment in ways that 

make the local scaling of economic life inherently temporalized. A 

further point of similarity is the fact that both, from the point of view of 

my informants, are explicitly conceived of as loans (zeel). This is 

something not effaced by the fact one appears ‘formal’ (state 

regulated) and the other ‘informal’ (organized through private 

people).  

As in South Africa since the ending of Apartheid, a “curious 

interweaving of economic formality and informality” (James 2015:5) 

has come into being in Erdene. This “interweaving” of the seemingly 

formal and informal is a process exemplified in other post-socialist 

economic contexts. These are as diverse as state officials in Central 

Asia invoking issues of state security “merely as an excuse for the 

extraction of money” from people crossing international borders, 

(Reeves 2014a: 146), and illicit gifts of “cash, banquets, or material 

goods” paid by rural migrants to urban officials in order to gain 

housing rights in Chinese cities (Li 2001: 185). In terms of this 

economic ‘interweaving’ in Erdene, both types of loan are animated 

by similar constellations of social relations, and temporalized ways in 

which these are articulated. As Empson (2014) shows, connections 

with bank workers – through kinship or other forms - are often crucial 

for obtaining bank-loans in the first place. In relation to such 
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connections, she describes rumours circulating in a rural area of 

north-east Mongolia that bank workers who facilitated access to 

loans for their connections may have  “allowed people to take out 

loans in return for a private share, which they took for themselves” 

(187).  

But more significantly, in terms of the scales of their operation, 

both types of loan – hurgny möngö and malchny zeel- can literally 

feed into each other. Whilst Bat mentioned ‘people with money’ 

distribute hurgny möngö, this is not necessarily a privilege of the 

wealthy: animated by the same moral dynamics that impel wealthy 

herders to distribute livestock to poorer ones. Rather, money 

distributed as hurgny möngö can itself be obtained from bank loans. 

A relative of Tsendee’s does just this. Educated to degree level but 

now living as a herder with her husband, this young woman borrows 

money from a bank to fund informal loans to other herders. This 

allows the accumulation of young, fertile lambs, and is done  ‘with the 

intention of increasing our herds’ (malaa ösgöh zorilgtoi). But it is 

also a means to literally capitalise on the growing value of livestock 

as they fatten. As the herder mentioned above told me in 2015, her 

household  

 

distributes our [lamb] money in autumn and winter. Before 

summer begins, we visit households and collect our year-old 

lambs. You can make a pure 50% profit like this. But this year 

[because prices are so low], what can you do?89  

 

In this particular household an MNT 5,000,000 bank loan was taken 

out in 2014, and distributed to other households in the form of loans, 

with the aim of eventually accruing one hundred lambs in repayment. 

Of these lambs, around half were earmarked for sale (borluulah), in 

order to make a profit on the original hurgny möngö loans. A circuit 

																																																								
89 Namar övöldöö möngöö taraana. Zun bolohoos ömnö ailuudaar 
yavaad, tölgöö avna. Namar targalhaar n’ zarna/ Tsever ashig n’ 
50% n’ baidag. Gehdee ene jil yaah yum bol döö? 
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was set up in which money was turned into more money by means of 

investment in livestock, an example of the capitalist “concentration” 

of wealth through exchange examined by Tsing (2015: 62). The 

profits made this way can be significant, but are potentially subverted 

by livestock price fluctuations. Thus, in 2014, a lamb was valued at 

MNT 50,000 - 60,000. By 2015, however, these prices had fallen, a 

lamb now being priced at MNT 40,000, whilst overall livestock prices 

had also fallen (Appendix 5). 

Taken together, then this interconnection of different types of 

loan secured through livestock illustrates the localised scaling of 

economic life in Erdene in a particularly striking way. 
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Chapter 6 

 
The Nation: pastoral commodities and their markets 

 

Much of the focus of my thesis so far has been on economic life 

within Erdene soum. Although I have carefully attended to a number 

of ways in which people in Erdene are caught up in connections 

running far beyond the confines of this small region of central 

Mongolia – in relation to the movement of Buddhist lamas between 

Erdene and other monastic centres (Chapter 1), socialist-era work 

and travel patterns connecting people with industries in Bulgan City 

(Chapter 2), and the movement of young people to Ulaanbaatar for 

study or work (Chapter 4) – the focus of my thesis has nevertheless 

broadly been on what happens inside the district. This was especially 

clear in Chapter 5, when I explored the various ways in which 

human-animal relations in Mongolia’s ‘age of the market’ scale 

pastoral economic life in particularly localised ways. In this Chapter, 

however, I interrogate this sense of locality in greater detail. I reflect 

on its importance whilst at the same time showing how it is 

constantly, recursively reworked into new scalings that articulate a 

sense of the national, and even global. 

 To put it more succinctly: I argue that the materiality of three 

pastoral products emergent as commodities at particular times of 

year - wool, cashmere, and airag - are, in their own ways, able to 

scale economic life in Erdene in relation to the whole of Mongolia 

and a wider ‘world market’ (delhiin zah zeel). Their materiality allows 

them to recast the local in relation to the national and international, 

and vice versa. In making this argument, as in Chapter 5, I reveal 

how such scale-making projects are dependent on the temporalized 

nature of pastoral economies. In doing so I reflect on how pastoral 

timespaces in Erdene articulate, in a jointed way, with timespaces of 

commodity exchange in urban areas where wool and cashmere are 

traded.  
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 Exploring how animal-originating capitalism can be discerned 

within these timespaces, this Chapter sits at an angle to existing 

regional ethnography. A large body of scholarship on post-socialist 

Mongolia places an analytic focus on economic dislocations 

experienced when communism ended. Sneath (2006) notes that “the 

scale of the recent livestock losses [through zud], and the underlying 

problem of barely viable herding households, reflects the weakness 

of the atomised and demechanised pastoral sector that has emerged 

in Mongolia’s era of ‘transition’” (153). Echoing this analytic approach 

– which traces the dissolution of higher-level economic forms such as 

collectives and state industries, into emergent lower-level ones like 

atomised households and individuals - Buyandelger (2013) sums up 

the dissolution of a large collective farm in northern Mongolia in 

terms of a corrupt alienation and scramble for assets: “the individuals 

in power had more opportunities to get larger shares, whereas the 

people at the bottom were left out (110).” This Chapter, however, 

avoids re-treading ethnographically familiar ground by focussing on 

post-socialist pastoralism as inherently atomised and subsistence-

based. Rather, I seek to invert the focus of analysis in these pre-

existing accounts, and explore how pastoral economies are typified 

not just by internal fragmentation and dislocation in comparison with 

the socialist past, but are intimately connected to much wider 

national and international economic networks. Such new connections 

between pastoral regions and world commodity markets are not 

unique to Mongolia, but also exist in other parts of the post-socialist 

world too (Stammler 2011).90 

I begin this Chapter by examining how Erdene’s airag allows 

herders to think of the local in relation to the national: something that 

is a possibility because this area’s airag is regarded – both inside 

and outside Erdene - as the best in Mongolia. I then move to analyse 
																																																								
90 Stammler (2011) examines how the demise of collective reindeer 
herding in Siberia’s northern Yamal peninsula means herders now 
sell reindeer antlers to middlemen, who ultimately channel them to 
Chinese and Korean markets for medicinal uses (cf Empson 
2011:241). 
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the second pastoral product in this chapter: wool. I begin by 

exploring the place of wool in a relatively recent government subsidy 

scheme. This is designed to allow its processing and use inside 

Mongolia, rather than allow it to be exported in a raw or minimally-

prepared condition. Having outlined this ethnography, I show how 

wool has an explicit place in ‘developing the state’: something that 

allows local material forms to be cast in terms of national politics, and 

unfoldings towards an idealised national future. I then move to 

examine how this sense of pastoral nationalism is underpinned in 

relation to what lies outside Mongolia politically, economically and 

even morally: the heavily industrialised China, a country loathed by 

most of Erdene’s inhabitants. I then move to the last section of this 

Chapter, and indeed thesis: the role of cashmere in relation to a 

‘world market’, and the place of the cashmere trade in shaping 

Mongolia’s place in the world.  

  

‘Famous throughout Mongolia’: Erdene airag, and imagining the 
national through the local  
 

As in other areas in the well-watered and cool hangai region of 

central Mongolia, Erdene’s fertile grasslands are well-suited for 

pasturing horse-herds. To breed the best horses, many families buy 

stallions from Sühbaatar province in eastern Mongolia. It is an area 

famous for the quality of its horses, running back to Manchu times 

when Qing imperial horse-herds were kept in the region. During this 

period, this Dariganga-inhabited91 area of Mongolia was dedicated 

for imperial pasturage “removed from common use and reserved, 

under penalty, for the specific use of those to whom they were 

assigned” (Bawden 1968: 89). In today’s Mongolia, families might 

keep cross-bred (erliiz) horses for racing. A cousin of Tsendee’s, for 

example, owns a large ‘English’ erliiz: ultimately bred from “the 

world’s fastest type of horse” (A. Batbold 2013: 113), as one book on 
																																																								
91 Dariganga are one of Mongolia’s ethnic groups (yastan), inhabiting 
the far south-east of the country.  
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the subject puts it. This stallion is entered in competitions at the local 

naadam in Erdene and, because of the great speed derived from its 

enhanced musculature, more prestigious naadam in Bulgan City. But 

whilst Erdene is well-known locally and nationally for its vast number 

of horses – which sporadically made national news headlines during 

the period of my fieldwork, after being officially designated as the 

district of Mongolia with the most horses– it is also very famous for 

producing excellent airag. This fame, which articulates local and 

national perceptions of Erdene’s airag within one frame of reference, 

is something to which I now turn. 

Airag has had a central place in Mongol culture throughout the 

longue durée of Inner Asian history. At summer and autumn 

encampments like those of Luvsan, foals are tied to a long rope (zel) 

pinned to the ground, by means of wooden toggles that fit into halters 

around their necks. Exactly once an hour – timed through a 

synchronisation of the natural life rhythms of horses and the 

punctilious clock-watching of herders - each foal is untethered but 

held onto tightly by the herder responsible for it. Picking through the 

dusty tethering ground tightly packed with jostling horses –whilst 

trying to avoid getting kicked or trodden on– herders guide each foal 

to its mother, and it is allowed to suckle for thirty seconds or so. After 

this, the foal is tied up again and the remaining milk collected by 

herders in a series of plastic buckets. The mares are meant to be 

happy to see their human owners walking back to their gers and 

summer-houses with full buckets of milk, which are then tipped into a 

large container for fermentation in the evening. Citing a thirteenth 

century poem written by a Khitan companion of Chinggis Khan, 

which praises the taste and sensual evocations of airag - in which 

“beholding the “light white” [kumis], one feels cool as though gazing 

upon pale green jade” - Jagchid and Hyer (1979: 38-39) elaborate 

the place of airag92 as an essential part of the medieval Mongol diet 

																																																								
92 It is viewed as “the best of the Mongols’ white foods, with a 
magical curative ability, good fragrant smell and sweet and sour 
taste, a pure drink”(D. Sürenhorloo 2010: 43) [Mongolchuudin 
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still consumed in the present. This ability of airag to encapsulate and 

index a Mongol ‘deep past’ (Humphrey 1992) is not lost on people in 

Erdene either. During a summer holiday visit to his nutag in Erdene, 

Tsendee’s son – who works at a university in Ulaanbaatar – was 

proud to point out that the airag I was helping to make has been 

produced by herders in rural Mongolia using the same ‘traditional’ 

methods for centuries. Showing off his knowledge of his country’s 

long history he mentioned that using a large plunger to aerate a 

container full of fermented and partially fermenting milk, as we were, 

materialised techniques of production and tools described in 

medieval accounts of Mongolia (cf Dawson 1955: 98-99).  

But although airag is open to historicist readings of a deep 

Mongol past – through linking its production and consumption with 

the formation of Mongol bodies - it is nevertheless locally 

particularised to a considerable degree. Different regions produce 

airag with different flavours, and of different qualities. Some parts of 

Mongolia, like Buriad areas along the Russian border (Empson pers. 

comm.), and Dariganga districts of south-eastern Mongolia, produce 

no airag at all. Tapping into the sense of Khalkha-centrism I outlined 

in the Introduction - in which a Mongolian identity is grounded in 

relation to the Khalkha yastan (Bulag 1999: 136) - the production and 

consumption of airag in Erdene, and its ability to purify and nurture 

the body in an almost medicinal way, articulates Khalkha bodily 

practices of nourishment and consumption with an overarching 

Mongol identity. This is something voiced in a local history book 

owned by many households in Erdene. A section on airag proudly 

notes that this soum is “is famous throughout the whole of Mongolia 

because of its airag (airgaaraa uls dayar aldartai bilee)” (D. 

Sürenhorloo 2010: 43). Although this book, like other books in 

Mongolian households, is often hidden away out of sight in the back 

of chests of cupboards, similar comments are often voiced in 

																																																																																																																																													
tsagaan idee undaani deediin neg n’ anagaah ih uvidastai, anhiluun 
saihan uner, isgelendüü chiherleg amttai ariun undaa bol airag yum]. 
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everyday life. Throughout the short Mongolian summers of 2014 and 

2015, as I spent hours each day travelling across the beautifully 

verdant countryside to conduct interviews with local herders, I 

practically heard on a daily basis how good Erdene airag was.  This 

was from people who met me for the first time, and wanted to tell me 

exactly what was so good about spending summer in their homeland 

as they offered me bowls of cool airag from large ceramic vessels 

respectfully placed in each home. I also heard these views from 

people who knew me well, but would repeat this familiar observation 

on local airag. Slurring over circulating glasses of vodka, Bold’s 

friends would tell me how good Erdene’s airag was compared with 

the neighbouring Mogod district’s  - which was drinkable - and next-

door Hutag Öndör soum’s - which was terrible - and so on, in a series 

of mutually reinforcing comparisons that elicited from anyone 

listening an unchallengeable recognition that their airag was the best 

around. 

But whilst comments like this at first seemed to be purely self-

gratifying local boasting, they actually sit within a much wider nation-

wide perception of Erdene airag as being really good. Given my 

initial suspicions, I was surprised to find out during several visits to 

Ulaanbaatar that a large number of taxi drivers there could tell me 

how good Erdene airag was, even though they may never have 

visited the area themselves. ‘Erdene is famous for two things’, one 

driver told me as his overheated car was stuck in gridlocked traffic 

behind Parliament House: ‘Tüvshinbayar, who won the Olympic Gold 

Medal for wrestling in 2008 in Beijing, and the Silver Medal in 2012 in 

London; and airag’. To hear how a fermented milk product produced 

hundreds of kilometres away could be spoken of in the same register 

as a national celebrity – probably the country’s most famous 

sportsman, who has been honoured by the State with medals and 

gifts of apartments– was a surprising revelation about the 

imaginative traction of Erdene airag over the imagination of at least 

some Ulaanbaatar residents.  
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This nation-wide reputation, which Erdene’s inhabitants are 

well aware of, means Erdene airag commands a high price in the 

capital – where some herders and local traders travel to sell it during 

the short window of its production between June and October. As 

soon as it is possible to milk lactating mares whilst leaving enough 

for their foals to consume, this rich substance -fermented over the 

course of a couple of hours - emerges as a commodity with a 

particularly high exchange value. People in Erdene also sell this 

drink locally to traders stopping by to buy airag for resale to tourists 

in the neighbouring, and beautifully scenic, Hövsgöl province. 

Herders whose encampments are based around summer camps at 

local mineral springs sell airag to affluent visitors from Bulgan City 

and Erdenet City. Shifted from the pastoral timespaces of its 

production to temporary road-side stalls or visitor centres at mineral 

springs, airag is a commodity with much greater mobility than 

fattened livestock crammed onto the backs of open-trucks, or hulking 

bales of wool or sacks of cashmere.  

Airag emerges as a fluid vector whose movement between 

country and city locates Erdene in relation to Mongolia as a whole. 

Conversely, it locates Mongolia as a whole in relation to the place of 

origin of its best airag. In this relationship, airag shifts position from a 

sacralised substance used for making offerings to Erdene Uul and 

respected visitors, to something which can be poured and measured 

- its volume gauged for sale as a commodity, as it is tightly sealed in 

bottles and jerry cans for transport elsewhere.  In this relationship – 

in which city and country discourse reverberate off each other in a 

way that confirms Erdene peoples’ perception of their own airag – 

conceptions of the local and national come to the fore as dialectically 

reinforcing, shaping how each is perceived in relation to the other. 

On one had, a local sense of homeland - rooted in ideas of an 

emotionally resonant nutag that sustains large numbers of excellent 

horses, and whose steppeland vegetation provides the basis for the 

production of excellent airag – is shaped and mobilised in relation to 

Mongolia as a whole as a frame of reference, and even beyond, as 
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when Erdene’s airag became an object of research for a scientist 

visiting from the Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic in 1960 (D. 

Sürenhorloo 2010: 43). On the other hand, the national is the frame 

of reference against which an idea of locality derives significance. 

Echoing Appadurai’s analysis (2013) of connections between global 

and local scales in which “the complexity of global cultural flows has 

had deep effects on which I once called the “production of locality” 

and the production of local subjectivity” (62-3), national-level 

discourse on Erdene airag accentuates a certain sense of Erdene as 

a locality in which top class airag is made. Through its materiality and 

the discourse surrounding it, airag crystallises Erdene’s locality as a 

part of an all-encompassing Mongolia. In this way, Erdene airag is 

not just metonymic of Mongol airag in general, evocative of the types 

of deep national history mentioned earlier. It is something that is 

locally particularised against inferior versions found elsewhere in the 

country.  

Whilst airag is something that allows a sense of Erdene’s 

locality to be articulated in relation to the whole country as a 

backdrop – and vice versa - the production and manufacture of wool 

is rather different. As I now show, work around wool is something 

that allows people’s labours and animal products to be marshalled to 

improve the economy of Mongolia. Animal-originating capitalism – by 

which herding families sell pastoral commodities for a cash income – 

can be harnessed to help the nation. 

 

‘To develop the State’: wool and pastoral nationalism 
 

Whilst the sale of airag in Erdene passes through the hands of 

individual people with no paperwork and swift exchanges of cash, the 

sale of wool is organised within a complicated State-regulated 

bureaucratic framework. Over the last few years, a complicated 

bureaucracy of animal products has emerged around wool and 

animal hides. It has seen the emergence of a complicated ‘network’ 

(Latour 1991): of herders formed into co-operatives (horshoolol) in 
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order to benefit from various government subsidies (uramshuulal) on 

the sale of wool and hides; national wool-producing factories 

(ündesnii üildver) who purchase these things and treat them in 

various ways; different branches of the government running from the 

local administration to the national level Ministry of Agriculture and 

Light Industry; and a complicated set of official forms (padaan) 

materialising the existence of wool in paper form in the context of a 

number of time-consuming and complicated bureaucratic obligations. 

In Erdene, three men are able to navigate the complicated 

bureaucracy of wool sales. These can begin when wool emerges as 

a commodity between June and July. One of these, whom I know 

better than the others, is Zayaa.93 A small, wiry trader of cashmere, 

wool, and airag, Zayaa is an energetic man who lives not far from 

Bold and Tsendee’s house in the district centre. I first met him on a 

warm spring evening in April 2014 when people in the soum centre 

were busy milling around temporary rails of clothing put up on the 

centre’s main street by visiting traders from Bulgan City. But whilst 

people’s attention was focused on the urban clothes on offer, which 

provided a much wider choice than the local shops, my attention was 

caught by a large Japanese truck parked a little way away from this 

temporary marketplace. Perched on the edge of the shipping 

container on its back, and equipped with a large scales and 

calculator, Zayaa was busy buying up the last of the year’s 

cashmere. Around middle age, this very wealthy man was born into a 

radically different, socialist world. Fostering a system whose 

existence could almost support historians’ characterisations of 

Mongols as ‘anti-trade’94 (Wheeler 2004), the Mongolian communist 

party was ideologically dedicated from an early stage to a Leninist 

pursuit of ‘’non-capitalist development’  (kapitalist bish högjil) (Sh. 

Bira 1987:214) in which traders like Zayaa would have no place. 
																																																								
93 I thank G. Gerelsuren for helping me translate some interviews 
with Zayaa, and for carrying out a follow-up interview with him after I 
returned to UCL.  
94 Wheeler (2004) dismantles this long-running stereotype through 
tracing a ‘genealogy’ of trade in Mongolian history. 
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Within communist Mongolia a view existed in which, as Pedersen 

and Højer (2008) note, being seen as a trader was morally 

problematic. Aside from being a trader for several years, Zayaa is 

also the owner of other business interests in the area including a 

small pharmacy. During our acquaintanceship, Zayaa prided himself 

on reflecting on his own important position in the area, pointing out 

the many ‘friends’ he has there from the wrestler Tüvshinbayar who 

now lives in Ulaanbaatar, to the local police chief: a wide circuit of 

connections that presumably allowed him to win a seat on the local 

Citizens’ Representative Assembly, for the centre-right Democratic 

Party.  

Zayaa’s success in business has allowed him to accumulate 

various high-status items like the Japanese truck and an automatic 

Russian hunting rifle with American sight. For Zayaa, participating in 

the cashmere trade is a means to make a significant profit. In 2014, 

he explained how he wanted to generate profit margins of 2.5% on 

each kilogram of cashmere purchased. He aimed to buy cashmere 

for around MNT 80,000/kg in Erdene, then re-sell in Ulaanbaatar for 

around MNT 82,000/kg. This conversion of money into more money 

through the purchase and re-sale of commodities bears the hall-mark 

of Tsing’s (2015) summary of capitalism as “system for concentrating 

wealth, which makes possible new investments, which further 

concentrate wealth” (62). Nevertheless, this way of doing business is 

also fraught with risks. This is not so much due to price fluctuations 

from year to year, but due to price fluctuations within trading seasons 

that threaten the possibility of capital accumulation. As Zayaa told 

me in 2015,  

 

One time I bought cashmere from Bat for MNT 71,000 [per 

kilogram], and delivered it to the cashmere exchange seven 

days later, but by then its price had fallen to MNT60,000. Who 
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takes responsibility for that?! It’s really the most dangerous 

[way to work].95 

 

His successes in business also seems to invest him with a form of 

almost Weberian charismatic authority manifested in an unusual 

confidence for a man of his age. Whilst authority in Mongolia is often 

embedded in male elders, who tend like Luvsan to be taciturn, Zayaa 

undoes this entanglement between authority and quietness by talking 

a lot, and eliciting peoples’ respectful attention as he does so. He 

often talks confidently with much older, seemingly more respected 

people who sit quietly as he talks at length about whatever he wants.  

As a persuasive, authoritative and respected man – who was 

proud to tell me how much people in Erdene trusted him (nadad itgej 

baigaa) - Zayaa is well-placed as the founding organiser of Erdene’s 

Buyant Uhaa co-operative (horshoolol). Formed in 2014, the co-

operative is named after a site on the majestic Orhon river. This 

watercourse, Bat mentioned, was awarded the title ‘Duke’ (Gün) by 

one of the Qing emperors. This was part of a wider “Qing practice of 

conferring the honorific titles of noblemen on particular landscapes” 

including sacred mountains and rivers (Wallace 2015b: 226). Today, 

the Orhon is the site of an autumnal ritual in which local people bathe 

in its freezing waters late at night, to come into contact with the 

moonlight reflected in the water. Whilst airag manifests the richness 

of Erdene’s pasturelands and the abundance of the horses from 

which it originates, the water of the Orhon is merely a vector for 

absorbing the shimmering moonlight, and redirecting it onto the 

almost-naked bodies of nocturnal bathers. During my own visit with 

Bold, I only managed to get into the bitterly cold Orhon up to the 

depth of my calves, unconvinced by an encouraging voice shouting 

																																																								
95 Ehnii üyed Bat Ah nooluuraa avaad irehed 71 myangan tögrög 
baihad birjrüü avaachihad 7 hodood nögöödöh n’ 60 myanga bolood 
hyamdrahad hen hariutslaga hüleeh üü hamgiin ayoltai n’ ene l 
baina. 
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across the river’s shimmering but inky surface “don’t worry, you won’t 

notice the cold the third or fourth time you get in…”   

 

 
 
Plate 16: Orhon river in summer 

 

This co-operative includes large numbers of herders from Erdene, 

and also from the neighbouring Mogod and Hutag Öndör districts. 

Drawing on a characteristic use of quantification to make wider points 

about social and economic organisation, and showing a typical 

precision, he told me off the top of his head that 526 families are 

members of his co-operative: ranging from wealthy herders with large 

flocks, to people with few animals of their own. Whilst Humphrey and 

Ujeed (2013) observe that discourse around religion is generally “not 

conducted in explanatory propositions” (15) for Zayaa, being able to 

anatomise every aspect of his work, and formulate it into explanatory 

salient collections of numbers, timetables and descriptions of profit 

margins is incredibly important. Whilst Zayaa claimed he was 

hesitant about the idea of running the co-operative in the future, it is 

clear that he is very much in charge of it. One herder referred to him 

as the ‘co-operative’s ezen’: a term which signifies proprietary rights, 

and also a sense of lordship normally used to refer to a household 
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head (geriin ezen), king (ezen khan), and the spirit masters (gazryn 

ezed) who hold power over local landscapes (Empson 2011:86). 

Similarly, in a society where the accumulation and display of people’s 

photographs is an important means of shaping and nurturing social 

relations (Ibid., 121 ff), Zayaa uses photocopied ID cards belonging 

to members of his co-operative to iconise and archive his 

connections with the people attached to him through pastoral 

economic ties.  Carefully filing these away in his well-appointed 

home, he is able to cast an almost panoptic view (Foucault 1977) 

over large numbers of local people. 

The reason the co-operative was founded is, according to 

Zayaa, linked with plans for the national government for the 

development of Mongolia’s industrial base. Despite a socialist-era 

emphasis on developing an industrial base in Mongolia, part of a 

Marxist project that would aim ultimately at the effacement of 

distinctions “between town and country” (Marx and Engels 1968 

[1888]: 105), Mongolia’s infrastructure base is nevertheless small. In 

part this is because of deindustrialisation occurring after the end of 

socialism as numerous factories closed in the early 1990s (Pedersen 

and Højer 2008: 79). Mongolia does not hold the radically post-

industrial status of somewhere like North Korea, which during the 

1990s underwent “a crisis of famine and de-industrialisation” as its 

centrally planned economy collapsed (Armstrong 2014:3). The 

relatively close Bulgan City and Erdenet City are home, respectively, 

to a giant flour processing plant, and the huge GOK copper and 

molybdenum mines and attendant industrial facilities. Nevertheless, 

a general sense of industrial absence is still felt by inhabitants of 

Erdene. In the early 1990s the socialist-era coal mine under Erdene 

Uul went bankrupt (dampuurasan) leaving the surrounding miners’ 

barracks to become homes for herding families. In the soum centre, 

as I observed in Chapter 2, various small workshops shut down 

around the same time. This general lack of industry resonates in the 

mind of older Mongolians like Bold and Tsendee who can actually 

remember the existence of, or working in, industrial settings. But this 
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resonance is not just embedded in nostalgic recollections, it is also 

elicited in on-the-ground synchronic comparisons of Mongolia’s level 

of industry with that of other regional countries. Thus whilst China is 

widely regarded by people like Tsendee as producing sub-standard 

and dangerous commodities maliciously dumped onto the Mongolian 

market (cf Billé 2015: 21 ff), it is nevertheless held to be full of 

factories turning raw wool and cashmere into clothing. Similarly, in 

contrast to Mongolia, South Korea stands out as particularly 

industrious, drawing large numbers of Mongolians to work there 

every year in a wide range of industries including shipyards and 

garment factories. Amongst several Erdene residents who have 

worked there, one of Luvsan’s sisters spent several years in a glove 

factory, working long hours each day under the constant watch of 

tough Korean supervisors who nagged her constantly (cf Kim 2014: 

105ff). Even today in Mongolia, critical infrastructure projects - 

necessary for securing energy supply or generating significant 

projected sections of national wealth – struggle to materialise in 

many cases. As I suggest elsewhere (Bristley n.d.), this is true of the 

planned ‘Industrial Centre’ outside Sainshand City in Eastern Gobi 

province, which would make a massive proposed contribution to the 

national economy through the in-country smelting and refinement of 

copper-ore, but which has never really got off the ground due to 

problems in securing investment capital and sufficient water 

resources. Like the planned coal-fired Power Station #5 in 

Ulaanbaatar (Nielsen and Pedersen 2015), which is desperately 

needed to provide power for an ever-expanding city, the Sainshand 

park maintains a kind of ‘absent presence’ in the landscape, “already 

there without being there” (Derrida 1999: 98) and haunting peoples’ 

imaginations from the future about what a new Mongolia could be 

like.  

But as Zayaa explained, the formation of new co-operatives 

provides a mechanism for national factories to be developed. Until 

the early 2010s, a number of people suggested, a significant price 

differential existed between the price paid for wool in Mongolia, and 
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the price paid in China. Of wool collected in Mongolia, around half 

was discarded as poor quality, whilst the other half was cleaned in 

Mongolia for export to the Chinese market. Aside from benefitting 

Chinese industry, the extraction of large amounts of raw wool from 

Mongolia –evocative of the large profits made by Chinese traders on 

pastoral products exported from Mongolia to China during the late 

Manchu period (Sanjdorj 1980: 91) – also stifled the development of 

Mongolian factories through depriving them of raw materials to work 

with. So with this in mind, he went on to say, the national government 

– via legislative mechanisms like Law 2013/394– encourages the 

sale of wool in Mongolia. By paying subsidies to each herder at a 

rate on MNT 2,000 per kg of wool sold to national factories, the 

incentives of selling to China are to some extent ironed out. In terms 

of the over-all aim of this project, Zayaa said, ‘the most important 

thing is for value to be added to wool in Mongolia’ (gol n’ nemüü 

örtög n’ Mongoldoo shingene). In this way, the government supports 

(demjij baidag) ‘national factories’ by encouraging people to sell their 

wool and hides there. To get the subsidy, Zayaa explained, you have 

to be registered as a co-operative member. Otherwise you are not 

able to benefit from the scheme. Through his contact with national 

factories to whom he sells wool at the Emeelt raw materials market 

on the outskirts of Ulaanbaatar, Zayaa receives bills of sale called 

padaan in three sections. Filling out the details by which he acquires 

wool from herders, he gives one completed copy to the herders 

themselves; one to the national factory making the purchase; and 

one to the soum government in which the herder lives. By setting in 

motion a circulation of paper, a series of cross-checks can be 

completed in which the locally held data on each family’s sheep 

numbers are compared with the amount of wool they are recorded as 

selling. Based on an average wool yield of 1,200 g per sheep, Zayaa 

said, a family with one hundred sheep can expect to sell 120kg of 

wool per year. Any wool sold above this amount will not receive the 

subsidy money because of the mismatch between the amount of 

wool on the ground, and the expected amount extrapolated from 
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State records. By the time the different padaans arrive in one place 

at the national level ‘Animal Conservation Fund’ (Mal Hamgaalah 

San), their unification into “a single reality” (Law 2004:55) of 

bureaucratic oversight is complete, and the subsidy money can be 

paid out to herders between October and December.  

The development of national factories through local pastoral 

products is one thing, but for Zayaa it is instrumental for a bigger 

goal: ‘to develop the State’ in terms of an expanding industrial base. 

Beginning with raw wool and hides from Erdene, he suggested, it is 

possible to trace an imaginative connection with a more prosperous 

industrial future.96 Without differentiating between the categories of 

different processing facilities set out in laws on the subject97– from a 

small tsyeh (Russian term for a factory shop) to central factories (töv 

üildver) - he mentioned that around ten factories had been 

established in Mongolia as a result of the government’s support. 

These ranged from large factories in Eastern province, to facilities in 

Övörhangai , Hövsgöl and the distant, far western Zavhan province. 

Taken together, and whilst sceptical that rules on co-operatives are 

fully developed, he speculated that a long-term result of the 

government policy would mean that  

 

Later, there will be a possibility of industrial development, and 

the development of the State. Just for that reason, the 

collective was founded (Tsaashaa aj üildver uls orond högjih 

bolomj baigaag harj bolno. Iim l horshoond negdej baina) 

 

Emphasising the moral dimensions of developing Mongolia – and 

imbuing exemplary types of behaviour with a patriotic resonance - 

																																																								
96  In medieval England, trade in wool underpinned national 
prosperity, and was ultimately formative of the country’s commercial 
and political power. The importance of wool during this period is still 
materialized in the infrastructure of the UK Parliament, in which the 
seat of the Lord Speaker (president) of the House of Lords is known 
as the ‘Woolsack’. 
97 http://www.legalinfo.mn/annex/details/6082?lawid=9576 
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the wealthy Zayaa was able to gloss over the ways in which he may 

benefit financially from his work as a co-operative boss. 

Nevertheless, a causally entangled set of connections is set up by 

Zayaa and others, which ties together the materialised emergence of 

raw animal products on the steppes of Erdene; the emergence of 

national factories able to process these things; and, ultimately, the 

development of Mongolia as a country. In a way, this production-

centred focus on national-development – coupled with the guiding 

role of the state in mobilising herders into co-operatives and 

‘supporting’ the emergence of new industry - has a very socialist 

resonance. In Mongolian socialist texts, one can find uncannily 

similar descriptions of the link between pastoral products and the 

potential for industrial development. A text on selective livestock 

breeding from the late socialist period, for example, explains how the 

introduction of particular hybrid breeds of sheep with fine wool to 

Mongolia would “provide a significant possibility for increasing fine 

wool factories in our country” (Ts. Mintub 1973: 8). More generally, 

as I mentioned at the beginning of this Chapter, ‘development’ 

(högjil)– albeit development specifically directed ‘along the non-

capitalist road’ (kapitalist bish zamaar) – was a central concept for 

the ideological configuration of what a post-feudal, socialist society 

would be like, and deeply embedded in the context of imagining 

national transformations. But whilst a certain amount of re-cycled 

socialist vocabulary exists around terms like development and 

factories, the sort of Mongolia being ‘developed’ today is very 

different from the one formed during the socialist period. The sense 

of socialist teleology underpinning projects like the development of 

airstrips in rural areas has gone forever. In the early communist 

period, the revolutionary hero D.Sühbaatar could invoke an image of 

a road to suggest the irreversible nature of a nascent alliance 

between revolutionary Mongolia and the USSR. Echoing Reeves’ 

(2016) observation that roads can be “sites of popular imagination 

and anticipation” (2) that allow people to conceptualise the unfolding 

future in numerous ways, Sühbaatar stridently proclaimed that – as 
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far as Mongolia’s new foreign policy was concerned -  ‘from this 

position, there is no other road (üünees öör zam baihgüi)’ (Ch. 

Tümendelger 1986:8). Today, however, the sense of irreversibility 

evident in these metaphors has evaporated. The spatio-temporal 

configurations underpinning them – whereby spatial ‘travel’ in a 

particular, irreversible direction is articulated with a socialist telos to 

be realised in time (more specifically, the future) – is no longer in 

existence. Nevertheless, the sense that people can make a better 

future still exists, albeit cast in rather different, nationalistic terms. 

 

Wool and anti-Chinese sentiments 
 

Whilst pastoral products helped build a socialist state and non-

capitalist economy before 1990, today these materials are geared 

towards – and imaginatively formative of – a peculiarly nationalist 

conception of statehood and national economy. The fact that the 

factories developed through the subsidy scheme are ‘internal’ 

(dotood) or ‘national’ (ündensii) is just one side of the coin of national 

industrial development. The other side, as it were, is a fear of wool 

being sucked out of Mongolia on the back of differences in 

commodity prices between different countries, and processed in 

China. In a recent study of anti-Chinese sentiments in Ulaanbaatar, 

Billé (2015) sums up the place of China for many Mongolians in 

terms of a dangerous, unpleasant ‘otherness’. Whilst his research is 

based in urban areas, a significant amount of ‘Sinophobia’ is readily 

observable in Erdene as well. This is clear from the account of the 

incident at Erdene Uul discussed in Chapter 4, when Chinese miners 

prospecting from coal had their work disrupted by large groups of 

local men. Although not voiced around me when I first arrived, after a 

while encountering off-the-cuff ‘Sinophobic’ comments in Erdene was 

common as people complained to me about things as diverse as 

toxic Chinese potatoes circulating in Mongolian markets, to Chinese 

people in Erdenet eating dogs stolen from lanes and even domestic 

yards in the city’s ger horoolol. Tsendee was worried about her 
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herder son using a Chinese motorbike after he was injured on one 

shortly before I arrived in Erdene, whilst a number of herders have 

missing finger joints: removed in accidents involving Chinese 

motorbike chains, whose ‘hujaa’ nature is made out as explanatorily 

salient in accounts of what happened.  

Although people like Tsendee grumbled about buying 

expensive poor quality Chinese goods – ‘you wear Chinese clothes 

once, then pat ! they fall to pieces’ -  a large amount of the 

equipment used in pastoral life is Chinese-made. Covered in 

unintelligible characters (hanz) that are recognisably Chinese even 

though their meaning is completely opaque to Erdene’s inhabitants, 

equipment used in relation to sheep and wool range from devices 

used by wealthy herders to orally administer medicine to sheep 

infested with worms; to heavy scissors used for shearing wool in 

summer; and to motorbikes used for herding sheep. Whilst Zayaa 

owns a top-of-the-range Japanese lorry for transporting wool to 

Ulaanbaatar, he nevertheless owns a large green Chinese-made 

wool press installed in an old socialist building in the soum centre. 

This is used by his summer wage-labourers to compress raw wool 

from the countryside into 100kg bales for easy transport to 

Ulaanbaatar markets. 
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Plate 17: Chinese-made wool press. Zayaa’s wool-press is installed in a 

warehouse in Erdene soum centre. Chinese hanz are painted on the metal casing 

covering the press’s hydraulic pistons. 

 

The reason for this reliance on Chinese goods – which are often 

despised – is, as a number of people mentioned, the absence of 

internal Mongolian industry producing tools and other pastoral 

objects. Within this peculiar nexus – in which Chinese goods saturate 

a society with deeply entrenched anti-Chinese views – wool emerges 

as something that can develop the national economy in the face of a 

massive industrial imbalance between the two countries. A work of 

national-economic ‘purification’ is at work, in Latour’s (1991) sense of 

creating “entirely distinct ontological zones” (10): radically different 
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but somewhat artificial methods of categorisation, whose 

construction creates pervasive means for classifying things as 

distinct from one another. Purity is a salient analytic term to 

conceptualise this imagined process of separation, as it is used in 

ethnic-based discourse to divide ‘pure’ (tsever) Mongolians like the 

citizens of Erdene from, say, Inner Mongolians: ethnic Mongols who 

live in China’s northern-most autonomous province, who hold 

Chinese citizenship, and are viewed in many ways as actually being 

Chinese (Bulag 1998; Billé 2015). In this way, the complicated 

economic interconnections of China and Mongolia based on the 

movement of raw pastoral materials can be imaginatively teased out 

and bifurcated into the purified categories of ‘Mongol’ and ‘Chinese’. 

Mongolian factories can stand on one side of this conceptual divide, 

Chinese ones on the other. In this way, the labour of wool production 

scales outwards from benefits to the individual – through the receipt 

of subsidies – to benefits to the whole country. Even so, the nation-

building project fostered by keeping Mongolian wool inside Mongolia 

is haunted by an idea of China, whose industrial base and ability to 

purchase wool at a high price means it maintains a threatening and 

shadowy presence. Conceptually necessary in this national-

economic project as a counterpoint to Mongolian industry, China and 

its industrial base are nevertheless viewed as “a spectre felt to be a 

threat” (Derrida 1999:48) to Mongolia’s economic prosperity, 

haunting the establishment of a Mongolian wool industry.  

 

Materialising national prosperity through Erdene’s wool 
 

Thus, the sale of Erdene wool in Ulaanbaatar is part of a process 

that connects what happens in one small pastoral locality of central 

Mongolia with what happens on a national scale. A pastoral 

commodity emerges in the pastoral timespaces of Erdene’s 

pasturelands, which are articulated in a jointed manner with 

timespaces of urban markets in the capital city and abroad. These 

spatio-temporal fora are connected to each other through the 
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movement of commodities, yet remain fundamentally distinct from 

each other as far as local perceptions of the interaction of city 

(hot)/countryside (hödöö) are concerned. Through its materiality, 

wool slips in and out of focus as something originating in the nutag of 

Erdene, to something that can shape the industrial destiny of 

Mongolia. Locality is recursively worked on to imagine an idea of the 

nation, in which individuals all work together to build a shared 

national future: something evocative of Mongolian concepts of 

republicanism, cast in terms of inclusive popular sovereignty in which 

‘all are together in harmony’ (bügd nairamdah) within a single state. 

Conversely, this sense of national labour is grounded in the 

entanglements between humans, livestock and other-than-human 

materialisations - of accounting, legal texts and bails of wool – that 

underpin higher level conceptualisations of the Mongolian wool trade. 

The work of the state is premised on the labour of individuals, and 

how this fits in with the temporality of animal life cycles.  

Perceiving the topography of these connections is not just 

something that emerges from a trader’s perspective like Zayaa’s: a 

man whose possibility of movement between Erdene and 

Ulaanbaatar, and organizing role in filling in and distributing wool 

padaan, give him a particularly unique view onto the interconnecting 

scaling of pastoral economic activity. For herders on the ground like 

Bold - who will shear their own sheep, before carefully piling each 

fleece onto the back of a truck and taking it into the soum centre 

during July – the idea of developing national factories for the 

manufacture of Mongolian pastoral products in-country, has a 

powerfully patriotic resonance too. For both men, the Mongol-ness of 

wool imaginatively survives the “step-by-step negotiation of the 

possibilities at hand” (Tsing 2005:51) by which it is variously 

transformed through contact with herders, traders, factory workers 

and so on. Whereas Korean factories built in Chinese free trade 

zones since the 1990s materialise the sites at which multinational 

capital reproduces itself (Kim 2014: 9- 10), from the perspective of 

people in Erdene like Zayaa and Bold, the impetus for the 
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emergence of national wool factories is rooted in the materiality of 

pastoral products generated in Mongolia. But whilst Zayaa is also 

well aware of the need for capital investment to fund Mongolia’s 

broader national industrial base given the scale involved, Bold has a 

more old-fashioned, socialist cast of mind which places emphasis on 

the inherent value of things already in Mongolia: its minerals, and its 

(post-privatisation) livestock which he idiosyncratically still views as 

‘state property’ (ulsyn ömch) because their very existence serves to 

make the state wealthy. For both Zayaa and Bold, though, it is the 

case that raw material like wool and animal hides are particular forms 

that allow abstract ideas like the development of the State to be 

grounded in the unprocessed, viscerally localised products of their 

livestock. Stuff that is dirty, matted and coated in detritus from the 

steppe like animal dung or grass can be processed in-country in a 

way that allows a better future to emerge: not in terms of a socialist 

telos, but of developing the Mongolian nation.  

 

Wool and neoliberalism 
 

Mongolian wool subsidies speak to a number of anthropological 

debates in interesting ways, including ones around neoliberalism. 

Attending to this literature here is not to divert from this thesis’ focus 

on animal-originating capitalism. Instead, it provides a means for 

reflecting on how animal-originating capitalism is framed in relation to 

the Mongolian state: something whose function has changed 

radically since the early 1990s. As noted in a large body of literature 

on the subject, since the 1990s the concept of neoliberalism has 

been extensively deployed in anthropology as an analytic term for 

exploring a number of features of post-socialist or audit-culture 

societies (Ong 2006; Kipnis 2008: 277; Reeves 2014b). As an 

analytic term, neoliberalism has a protean form that can describe 

social phenomena as broad as processes of economic deregulation 

and trade liberalisation; models of development involving particular 

asymmetric relations of capital and labour; market-based ethics; and 
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models of governmentality (Ganti 2014: 90-91). Narrowed down from 

a particular theoretical abstraction that is ‘good to think with’ (sensu 

Levi Strauss 1963) to the concrete realities of particular 

ethnographies, a vast number of anthropological works on 

neoliberalism elucidate the implementation of economic reforms that 

radically recast the economic function of state agencies. Thus, in a 

study of public sector retrenchment during the 1970s in Chile, in 

which General Pinochet’s regime imposed novel neoliberal-inspired 

reforms to the Chilean state, Han (2012) notes that the “military 

government drastically reduced fiscal spending by 25 per-cent, 

devalued the currency, and removed price controls on almost all 

commodities. The regime also privatised almost all state-owned 

enterprises…and deregulated the interest rates of banks” (8). In 

terms of Mongolian ethnography, Sneath (2012) has explicitly 

equated neoliberal conditions with a sense of State absence by 

focusing on pastoralism before and after the democratic revolution. 

Discussing the lack of state support for herders today, in comparison 

with the socialist-era provision of assistance in helping with 

migrations and provisions of animal fodder during severe winters, he 

notes that “the neoliberal reforms of the early 1990s dismantled 

Mongolia’s state socialist economy and plunged the country into a 

deep economic crisis” (460).  

Whilst I do not take issue with this analysis of Mongolia’s post-

socialist transition to neoliberalism, I think is important to note –in 

Erdene at any rate – that the state is not just perceived as something 

that provided more things in the past than it does now (like work and 

salaries). Although this opinion is voiced amongst some older 

people, it remains from the way people like Bold and Zayaa speak of 

it, that the state – as a facilitator of particular economic plans like the 

wool subsidy – has a vital and emergent quality: something that has, 

perhaps, evaporated since my fieldwork ended as the country’s 

mining boom has finished, and the media are filled with accounts of 

endemic corruption at the highest levels of politics. This sense of 

vitality is quite aside from its ability to mandate vaccination schemes 
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for livestock; conduct animal censuses; and conscript young men 

into the army. A complicated nexus links herders, raw animal 

products like wool and hides, the State, and the fluctuations of global 

commodity prices as they are represented in various ways (indices, 

numbers of calculators, bills of sale and the like).  

The Mongolian state cannot simply be viewed as victim of 

neoliberal retrenchment as in Han’s (2012) analysis of 1970s Chile. 

Neither is it something that, as in Collier’s (2011) analysis of 

neoliberalism in post-Soviet Russia, merely operates through reforms 

that “selectively configure inherited material structures” (3), such as 

hot-water systems and wider elements underpinning Soviet-era city 

economies (khoziaistvo) built decades earlier (Ibid., 7). In Mongolia, 

the post-socialist state makes extensive use of socialist-era 

infrastructure in the form of roads, hospitals and schools. But it is 

also endowed with the agentive power to shape the unfolding of the 

national economy in novel ways. It does so through the distribution of 

uramshuulal money to herders. From this perspective, conditions in 

Erdene echo those in Ferguson’s (2015) recent analysis of plans for 

distributive economies in present-day South Africa and elsewhere. 

Examining proposals for the South African state to distribute cash 

distributions to a large proportion of it citizenry - along networks 

ultimately entangling state rulers, subjects, and the means of 

economic growth within vibrantly expansive networks – a sense of 

articulation is posited between distribution and growth. As he puts it: 

 

while many influential accounts of neoliberalism have seen 

only ever-growing social exclusion, we here must also take 

stock of a new kind of inclusion as millions of poor citizens 

previously ignored or worse by the state have become direct 

beneficiaries of cash payments” (2015:3). 

 

It is difficult to know exactly what people like Bold and Zayaa would 

make of the ethical cadence of this argument. I imagine that, despite 

its scale-making ability to trace circulations of wealth between state 
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bodies and private citizens, it would seem too far removed from the 

field of productive forms of individual labour to be appealing. Indeed, 

official accounts emphasising the success of the wool-subsidy project 

ground improvements of rural standards of living firmly in relation to 

the work of herders on the ground, supported by this scheme. They 

point to raising standards of living since this scheme was introduced, 

a written ministerial response to a parliamentarian’s questions about 

Law 2013/394 (on wool subsidies) stridently noting how “herders’ 

standards of living have improved after the beginning of subsidies for 

wool, hides and skins” (noos ar’s shiriy uramshuulal olgoj ehlehees 

hoishhi malchdyn am’jirgaany tüvshin üzüülelt) (R. Burmaa 2015:6). 

This progress is demonstrated through figures showing an increased 

possession of motorbikes, televisions and so on in rural areas (Ibid., 

6): objects indicative of their owners having fairly significant sums of 

money to spend. 

In a society that places a considerable emphasis on state 

borders– which articulate Mongolia’s location of “crucial strategic 

importance” (Delaplace 2012b: 5) between Russia and China 

through the emplacement of frontier posts, the deployment of special 

patrols, and delineation of zones from which foreigners are generally 

excluded – the state is viewed as being able, to some extent at least, 

to put a break on the movement of wool within wider commodity 

networks. In this way, wool is something that allows people in Erdene 

to feel connected to a national economy which is shaped, and which 

shapes, the parameters of the state in which it operates. If wool is 

seen as something to hold back within Mongolia’s borders, cashmere 

is seen as something whose place is in the global market (delhiin zah 

zeel). I now explore how the types of pastoral economic activities 

around cashmere in Erdene soum allow a particular view to emerge 

of Erdene’s connection with a global economy and wider world. In 

doing so – as with my analysis of wool - I attend to the fact that the 

materiality of cashmere recursively casts local things in relation to 

more expansive scales of economic life. 
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‘The world market’: cashmere and Mongolia’s place in the world. 
 

A self-reflexive sense of Mongolia as deeply embedded in a wider 

world is held by a large number of people in Erdene soum. As the 

‘first Englishman’ to visit the area, a large number of people were 

acutely interested in finding out what ‘the English’ (Anglichuud) in my 

homeland thought about Mongolia. ‘Is there steppe in England?’ ‘Do 

you think Mongolia is undeveloped?’ And even ‘did Chinggis Khan 

invade your country?’ were questions I was asked on a more or less 

regular basis throughout my time in Mongolia. For a number of 

people, this positioning of Mongolia as self-consciously part of an 

interconnected world is derived from personal experience. A number 

of older residents of Erdene like Bold and his friends visited the 

Soviet Union as younger people. Whilst some just got as far as 

neighbouring Asian regions of the USSR like Chita, others – like 

Bold’s soum centre neighbour who is now a taxi-driver on the 

Erdene-Bulgan City route – claim to have travelled all the way to the 

Soviet heart of power in Moscow. Within this world, a sense of 

proletarian internationalism was fostered under Soviet leadership, 

and manifested in the existence of a number of international 

organisations like COMECON. In Mongolia, a whole Ulaanbaatar 

housing estate was built through the generosity of the Soviet leader 

Brezhneyev, industrial experts from COMECON countries were sent 

to assist with various industrial projects, and machinery from East 

Germany was used in rural areas of Mongolia. Various material 

goods from these countries like food and clothing found themselves 

disseminated to shops even in remote country areas of the 

Mongolian countryside (Sneath 2012). Other Erdene people have 

travelled widely since the end of socialism. As I mentioned in 

Chapter 4, several of Erdene’s younger residents are in, or have 

gone to, work in South Korea. At least two local people have even 

married ‘foreigners’ and now live in Western Europe. 

Aside from personal experiences of travel, other sources for 

perceptions of international interconnectedness stand out too. In the 
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local school, ‘world history’ is taught alongside Mongolian history and 

large, modernist coloured world maps are prominently displayed in 

classrooms. Another sense of international connectedness is 

provided through religion and perceptions of the special 

emplacement of religious figures. In Bold and Tsendee’s house in the 

soum centre, a large colour picture of the Dalai Lama, respectfully 

cut from an old newspaper before it was thrown out, was pinned on a 

wall above their fridge-freezer. Talking about the Dalai Lama’s 

current residence in India, Bold pointed out to me the location of his 

Tibetan homeland on a map I owned. Whilst all the Erdene lamas are 

local, the area is connected not only to national religious centres like 

Ulaanbaatar, but further afield to international sites. Once during my 

stay a high-ranking lama (Rinbüchin, Tibetan - rin-po-che) from India 

visited to perform a particularly complicated ritual at one of the soum 

centre’s monasteries. The presence of these high lamas in Mongolia 

- along with occasional visits by other foreign prelates - points to the 

international bodily mobility of religious figures in the Inner Asian 

Buddhist world (Bernstein 2013; Charleux 2015). This is something 

that is recognised by the interest sparked by the visits of these 

religiously ‘exceptional’ (ontsgoy) and virtuosic holy figures to local 

sites. 

But another way in which people in Erdene place themselves 

in relation to a wider world is through the material transformations of 

the cashmere combed from their goats. This soft, fluffy substance – 

which frequently escapes the combs in which it is collected to drift 

across the floors of animal-byres where combing takes place – is 

collected during an intense period of time in April, when it has grown 

to its maximum level of thickness under goats’ animal life rhythms. It 

then emerges as a commodity with a very high value.98 It is only 

																																																								
98 In 2014, cashmere sold for the very high sum of MNT 80,000/kg in 
Erdene. But as an aid document (Lecraw et al. 2005) sums up, “the 
cashmere industry, however, is exposed not only to the changes in 
international demand and prices for cashmere, but also to severe 
changes in weather and extreme competition from China” (v). In this 
way, as a commodity, cashmere is vulnerable to severe price 
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combed once a year, after which feverous expectation around its 

collection subsides until the following spring. During the early spring 

when the combing of cashmere from goats sparked my interest in 

this expensive commodity, but before I had had a chance to meet 

Zayaa and talk to him about the work of a cashmere trader, I spent a 

lot of time talking to Bold and his wife about what happened with 

cashmere after it has been collected in the pastoral timespace of 

Bold’s animal byres, and bagged up in large plastic sacks ready for 

sale to urban-bound traders. Beginning with cashmere combed from 

goats and stored in large sacks by herding families, Bold gave a kind 

of schematic description of cashmere as it moved between various 

stages of refinement and transformation. Starting with the raw animal 

product originating in the countryside - full of the ticks that suck the 

blood of goats, animal hair, and various detritus from the floor of an 

animal byre – it is eventually transformed into luxury cashmere 

garments sold for high prices in the ‘world market’ (delhiin zah 

zeel). 99  Moving from his by-now familiar world of pastoralism in 

Erdene to a completely unfamiliar world of urban cashmere 

manufacturing and marketing, Bold traced the vague outline of 

cashmere’s transformative movement from beginning to end, as it 

“rubs up against other participants” (Tsing 2005:51) in the chain of its 

transmission from raw material to luxury garment, ranging from goats 

and ticks; scales and sacks for facilitating the sale of cashmere; 

human participants like traders and factory workers; and industrial 

machinery. First of all, Bold said, cashmere is collected in 

households across Mongolia is bought by traders. Glossing over the 

existence of a local trader in the form of Zayaa, he characterised 

these men as faceless citizens of Ulaanbaatar who appear in the 

																																																																																																																																													
fluctuations (Sneath 2012: 460-1), the price in Erdene falling to 
around MNT 50,000 in 2015. Nevertheless, income from cashmere 
remains very significant for many householders.  
99 As with some of the vocabulary used to discuss the development 
of Mongolia, the high price of cashmere in the ‘world market’ was 
something remarked on in the socialist period too (E. Pürev 1983: 
98). 
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countryside out of no-where, make swift purchases of cashmere from 

herding households, then leave immediately to buy more cashmere 

elsewhere. Like the sociological category of ‘stranger’ traders 

discussed by Simmel (1950 [1908]), who work in a particular area but 

do not completely belong there, for Bold, cashmere buyers from the 

city are distinguished by possessing a “specific character of mobility 

[original emphasis]” (403) as they rush from household to household 

across vast stretches of the country. As Bold went on, this cashmere 

is then sold on, to national factories. Perhaps more so than some 

other Erdene herders, who grumbled that the poor development of 

Mongolian industrial infrastructure results in massive amounts of 

cashmere being sold to China, Bold wanted to focus on the national 

dimensions of cashmere production in large factories like Gobi 

Cashmere in Ulaanbaatar. Once at the factories, he said, the raw 

cashmere undergoes processing: it is washed and de-haired. This 

processed cashmere is then spun into thread, before being woven 

into garments that are sold on the world market (cf Fox 2015). 

Using cashmere to posit Mongolia as a contributor of a 

valuable national substance to the world market, Bold set out an 

indigenously formulated version of what anthropologists would call a  

‘commodity chain’: a partially connective set of linkages through 

which commodities circulate from the points of their origins through to 

their consumption, taking in the various transformative processes 

involved along the way, and the various agents who make such 

transformations possible. In contrast to mid twentieth century 

anthropology that methodologically focussed on locally bounded 

societies and the production of ‘village ethnographies’ (eg Leach 

1961), commodity chains are an object of anthropological inquiry 

susceptible to analysis over a massively diverse range of scales. As 

Appadurai (2013) shows, the scales traversed by moving 

commodities are truly global, as one can observe them through 

world-wide movement of “digital media, drinking water, energy 

credits, financial derivatives … and other commodity markets” to the 

illicit circulation of illegal “drugs, arms, and precious metals” (Ibid., 
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61-62) in interconnected cycles that have become increasingly close 

since the 1970s. This global dimension of commodity flows is also 

evident as well in Tsing’s recent (2015) multi-sited ethnography of 

matsutake mushroom collection, which I outlined in the Introduction. 

One could say the cashmere ‘supply chain’ summed up by Bold – 

which described the spaces along which commodities like cashmere 

flow, and hinted at the fact such flows occurred along an indefinable 

timescale – are framed in a jointed manner. They permit connection 

to occur, but are encompassing of the differences of each 

interconnected stage in the process.  

Within this global flow of things, cashmere stands out as a 

particularly salient thing that materialises a connection between its 

place of origin as something growing under the rough outer coats of  

goats in Erdene, with its collection at particular times of year, and its 

transformation into clothes for wealthy westerners. As with the wool 

mentioned earlier, the Mongol-ness of cashmere is indelible. It is not 

effaced by moving along the ‘chain’ drawing it into the ‘world market’. 

In this sense, global commodity flows are not just labile and full of 

motion, connecting different ‘patches’ of undisciplined labour and 

extractive processes in capital-accumulating projects (Tsing 2015). 

As far as the collection of cashmere in Erdene is concerned, it 

emerges as a commodity in conditions of locally grounded, animal-

originating capitalism.  Commodity chains of the sort imagined by 

Bold have a recursive quality, capable of being imaginatively turned 

inside out by the people who form them, and used to frame ideas of 

locality, state, and internationality. Just thinking of the movement 

posited by cashmere – the processes of its manufacture, and its 

crossing of international borders - crystallises in Bold’s mind a 

particular way of thinking about Erdene’s vibrant emplacement in 

relation to the whole world.   
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Conclusion 
 

 

As I was finishing my last period of fieldwork in Erdene soum at the 

end of July 2015, Bat mentioned he wanted to show me Kharkhorin, 

site of the old capital of Mongolia, before I returned ‘to England’. 

Located 200 kilometres to the south-west in Övörhangai province, 

Bat said I could easily return to Ulaanbaatar after visiting this 

historical place with him. Long before Ulaanbaatar was founded as 

Mongolia’s capital city,100 Bat told me, Kharakorum was the seat of 

various Mongol Emperors who ruled the world’s biggest land empire 

during the middle ages. Three hundred years after its foundation, the 

city had been razed to the ground by Chinese forces. But during the 

late sixteenth century, through the efforts of the Buddhist prelate and 

sculptor Zanabazar, the vast Erdene Zuu monastery was built in a 

massive walled complex near the ruins of the old capital. I was 

intrigued by what Kharkhorin would be like: a mix of medieval ruins, 

part-extant Buddhist monastery, and a twentieth-century town that 

once stood at the centre of a socialist-era collective farm (Bawden 

1968: 7). I felt Kharkhorin’s infrastructure and built environment might 

echo Erdene’s own layering of different periods of history - albeit on 

a much grander scale – and decided to visit the area with Bat. As 

soon as my research finished, and I said goodbye to Bold, Tsendee 

and their family, I set off with Bat and my assistant Davaa for 

Kharkhorin in Bat’s smart 4x4. We headed towards the Orhon river 

as a guide to our route. Before we took to the road, Bat stopped off 

at a herding encampment to buy 20 litres of airag, decanted into a 

large plastic jerry-can, to drink on the journey. Driving for some hours 
																																																								
100 Ulaanbaatar was known as Ih Hüree (‘Great Monastery’) until 
1924, when it was given its present name (‘Red Hero’ city). An 
alternative name was Da Hüree,  
which has the same meaning (‘Da’ means ‘great’ in Chinese). In 
western travel accounts and maps, the city was called Urga. 
Ulaanbaatar’s founding is dated to a monastic settlement established 
in 1639, and the city commemorated its 375th anniversary during my 
period of fieldwork, with various celebrations. 
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along the banks of the Orhon river – sometimes through dense 

thickets of elm and aspen, sometimes across wide planes on either 

side of the river– we eventually emerged on a newly paved road. Its 

construction had been supported by the Turkish government, which 

traces the origins of the first Turkic state to the Orhon valley in the 

sixth century AD (Findley 2005:38). Eventually, Kharakhorin 

appeared over the horizon: ‘our ancient capital!’ (manai ertnii niislel!), 

Bat proudly announced as the town appeared into view under the 

shadows of blue and green hills in the distance.   

Kharkhorin materialises the connections between Mongolia 

and the outside world that are amplified, from an economic 

perspective, in Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis. On one hand, it is 

viewed as an archetypally Mongolian place: a location from which the 

power of the Mongol state was projected during the middle ages. 

Aside from its illustrious past as site of an imperial capital, the area is 

also viewed as containing the potential for post-socialist national 

renewal. Around the year 2000 Kharkhorin was briefly envisaged by 

Mongolia’s post-socialist rulers as the location of a new capital, to 

replace the smoggy (utaatai) and overcrowded Ulaanbaatar. The 

present capital was designed by Soviet urban planners to house a 

maximum population of 500,000, but is now home to over 1,500,000 

inhabitants in crowded ger districts often lacking extensive 

infrastructural support. Taking inspiration from an ancient carving 

during a trip to this city, Luvsan was inspired to carve a replica into a 

wooden support for the container (huhuur) in which he ferments 

airag: an appropriation of an ancient Mongolian image as a 

decoration for a quintessentially Mongolian object. On the other 

hand, the sense of present-day nationalism condensed in 

perceptions of Kharkhorin and its ancient ruins, is intimately 

interconnected with processes of entanglement in a much wider 

world. From its medieval beginning, the imperial city – tiny by 

contemporaneous European standards - was a place where 

foreigners lived in large numbers. These included artisans abducted 

from their own countries to work at the heart of the Mongol empire; 
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clergy of various religions including Nestorian Christianity and 

Buddhism; and leaders of tributary missions from subjugated 

territories (Dawson 1955).  

 

 
 

Plate 18: Inside the grounds of Erdene Zuu monastery 

 

Although medieval Mongol Emperors migrated with their flocks for 

much of the year (Atwood 2004), the city formed a centre of 

international ‘hard power’ over heterogeneous territories under 

Mongol rule. As an early twentieth century lama summed up its 

international political traction during the middle ages, Kharakhorum 

was a place where Kublai Khan rested “after his labors [sic] as 

Emperor of China, India, Persia, Afghanistan, Mongolia and half of 

Europe.” (Ossendowski 2010 [1924]: 161). Kharakhorin is a site of 

transformation where perceptions of the local and global can 

encompass and inflect each other. It is a place whose history is 

associated with specific periods of time (üye): temporalized moments 

of imperial expansion during the thirteenth century, and projected 

moments of post-socialist renewal around the beginning of the 

twenty-first century. In its spatialisation of various forms of history, 

and ability to encompass different scales of social life – themes I 
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have touched on throughout this thesis – Kharakhorin seems like an 

apt place to have concluded my fieldwork. 

  

Reflections on ‘animal economics’ 
 

A great deal has changed in Erdene soum since the dissolution of 

the Ih Ehlelt collective in the early 1990s. A pastoral system based 

on salaried labour for professional herders, in which flocks of 

collectively-owned livestock were herded along routes determined by 

local administrators, has given way to conditions of household-based 

subsistence herding. This massive change occurred as the ‘age of 

socialism’ (sotsializmy üye) – which many of my informants in Erdene 

remember well – gave way to the ‘age of the market’ (zah zeeliin 

üye). As I discussed in my analysis of how different moments and 

periods of history are articulated within segmented series, very 

different periods of time are viewed as intimately connected within a 

wider historical and political schema, even though they are radically 

distinct from each other. Even though the transition to the ‘age of the 

market’ happened over two decades before my fieldwork started, it 

still looms large in the thoughts of many people in Erdene, and 

cropped up in numerous conversations with people of all ages. Its 

labour and employment practices provided a point of reference for 

people like Bold and Bat, with which they compared herding today 

with herding in the past. It forms a temporal armature around which 

older people could tell nostalgic stories about their youth. And it 

provided a counterpoint for young people born during the ‘age of the 

market’ to joke about their elders.  

But my period of fieldwork was also temporalized by a very 

different set of economic conditions from those of the early 1990s. 

Looking back, the period between 2013 and 2015 stands out as a 

significant moment in time as far as Mongolia’s present-day 

economic history is concerned. In hindsight, it marked the tail-end of 

Mongolia’s mineral boom. During this time, conditions of inflation – 

albeit much lower than those in the early 1990s (Griffin 1995:4-5) – 
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were high enough to be of concern to herders.101 The weakening 

national economy, caused in part by a slow-down in the mining 

sector on which Mongolia’s GDP is so heavily dependent, caused 

consternation amongst national policy makers and economic experts. 

This was so, even though nobody in Erdene talked so much about 

these things, and news broadcasts on the topic were often watched 

with a seeming sense of disinterest. Aside from the impact of these 

macro-economic issues on how people in Erdene live, my research 

in this area made me realise how – despite the ways in which people 

valorize a sense of abundance in livestock – subsistence pastoralism 

is highly precarious, and largely unsupported above the level of the 

household. 

This thesis has addressed pastoralism as an economic activity 

in light of the specific economic and historical contexts in which my 

fieldwork was conducted. At its heart was a concern with livestock – 

the ‘five types of domestic animal’ (tavan hoshuu mal) – and their 

economic importance in subsistence herding. I have examined these 

aspects of pastoralism in response to three overarching questions, 

which I set up in the Introduction. Chapters 1 and 2 examined forms 

of human-animal relations that underpin practices and perceptions of 

pastoral economic life. In these Chapters, I focused on the 

importance of animal life rhythms in shaping perceptions of 

abundance, and regimes of rural labour. Chapter 1 examined how 

pastoral abundance is framed during Lunar New Year, through 

eating large amounts of meat-based food and the playing of special 

games with shagai; and in Buddhist monasteries where fortune for 

the coming year can be summoned by ritual means. The focus of 

Chapter 1 was on abundance in livestock, and how abundance 

valorised in some timespaces – those of New Year homes and 

monasteries – amplifies a sense of pastoral abundance on the 

steppe. It was concerned with a sense of abundance as the 

cornerstone for framing the accumulating of wealth in livestock. In 
																																																								
101 To recap: inflation in 2014 was around 5.0%. In 1992, inflation 
stood at a staggering 649.8% (Griffin 1995a: 5, table 1.1) 
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Chapter 2, I explored regimes of pastoral labour. I showed how the 

life rhythms of livestock shaped how people spend their working 

lives: especially in relation to other forms of livelihood. Instead of 

exploring pastoral economic activity in a vacuum, I attended to the 

ways in which some people combine herding work with other forms 

of making a living. I examined how people shift between different 

temporalities of labour. In doing so, I did the ethnographically 

necessary work of revealing quite how interconnected pastoral 

economies are with other economic practices.  

Chapters 3 and 4 explored forms of value rooted in the 

accumulation of livestock, and how these forms of accumulation 

shape and are shaped by particular forms of personhood amongst 

herders. In Chapter 3, I traced the outline of a particularly salient 

form of value articulated in relation to the accumulation of livestock. I 

analysed a sense of qualitative expansiveness of herds which is 

articulated, traced, and conceptualised through (quantitative) 

processes of enumeration. In examining accumulation in this way, I 

traced how exemplary herders navigate these conditions in ways that 

amplify their power and authority as it emerges in an interconnected 

constellation of social registers: as men, heads of households, and 

potential elders able to pass their livestock on to their own children in 

the future. In attending to this intergenerational transmission of 

livestock, I elicited a dimension of capitalist economic activity 

directed at maintaining a steady expansion into the future, rather 

than interrupted by the sort of hiatus between immediate present and 

more distant future evident in writings on US capitalism by scholars 

like Guyer (2007). The continuous reproduction and (re)accumulation 

of animals – under the care of their human owners, as well as in 

accordance with their own life rhythms - make these inter-

generational transfers something on which people reflect on 

intensely, and plan in concrete terms. I also examined the 

accumulation of livestock in Chapter 4, but in order to reveal its 

‘underside’ in the age of the market. In doing so, I showed how 

accumulation of livestock – on the level of whole districts – is 
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potentially damaging to pasturelands. In any case, I revealed it to be 

inherently temporary, and easily undone through a number of 

possible disasters. 

In the final Chapters of this thesis, Chapters 5 and 6, I 

explored the animality of pastoral economics. I examined the scaling 

of economic life, and the temporalized emergence of animals and 

animal products as commodities. This was not a study of capitalist 

place-making evident in studies of how capitalism spreads to 

territories where it has not existed before (Taussig 1980). Instead, 

attending to scale was a way to explore how animal-commodities like 

cashmere and wool emerge in time, and find themselves taken up 

and reworked in various economic circuits. Exploring how local, 

national, and global scales all index each other, I traced the 

complexities of a herding economy that has emerged since 1990. 

Instead of following dominant approaches to Mongolian pastoral 

economies and tracing how individual households act as loci of fiscal 

responsibility, units of labour, and bearers of risk when things go 

wrong, I scaled out to explore the much wider networks in which 

animal-originating capitalism operates in Erdene soum.  

 
Rethinking pastoral economies  
 

Throughout the preceding six Chapters, in which I explored various 

economic dimensions of animal husbandry in Erdene, I have made 

three contributions to anthropological scholarship. In the remaining 

sections of this thesis I draw together various threads running 

through this thesis, and explicitly highlight these contributions. 

First, by exploring the ability of livestock to shape economic 

life in rural Mongolia, I have provided a new analytic perspective on 

Mongolian pastoral economies. My analysis drew on a range of 

historical and anthropological studies that revealed how present-day 

pastoralism emerged from the end of state socialism (Humphrey and 

Sneath 1999; Bruun 2006b; Sneath 2003; 2012). Thus, in Chapter 2, 

I investigated the history of collective labour in Erdene. But my 
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approach to pastoralism in the ‘age of the market’ as a particular 

form of economic activity went beyond seeing it as merely a 

successor to an older system of collective herding that dissolved 

during the early 1990s. As far as livestock are concerned, I have 

gone beyond seeing them as indicators of the demise of state 

socialism: vectors of irresponsible pastoral planning that devastate 

pasturelands through overgrazing (Fernandez-Gimenez 1999), or as 

valuable assets whose status is shaped by having been disentangled 

from collective ownership in the early 1990s (Buyandelger 2013: 

103ff). Instead, I examined how – within systems of human 

management and control – the temporality of animals’ life rhythms 

ultimately shape when certain animal products are available for 

commoditisation by humans (Chapters 5 and 6). This in turn shapes 

the temporal contours of various forms of capitalist commodity trade 

in airag, wool, and cashmere. I explored how these life rhythms 

shape regimes of rural labour (Chapter 2). And I examined the 

importance of sudden surges in livestock numbers as lambs and kids 

are born in spring, and how such emergences of new life impel 

herders to reassess the accumulative potential of their flocks through 

new livestock count-ups (Chapter 3).  

Second, by attending to the position of livestock at the heart of 

capitalist economic activity, I have provided a new perspective onto 

anthropological studies of capitalism. Exploring the economic 

significance of livestock in pastoral Mongolia, I have framed an 

analytic category of ‘animal-originating capitalism’. In contrast to 

studies of capitalism that explore how wealth is concentrated through 

commodity exchange, and harnessed to global flows of abstract 

capital that glide across international borders, I have examined 

accumulation from the perspective of livestock reproduction. 

Throughout my analysis, I have focused on the significance of 

livestock reproduction in human affairs. In Chapter 1, I revealed how 

these processes are linked with religious and other perceptions of 

abundance. I have explored the place of labour in this system in 

Chapter 2: not in terms of contractual obligations through which 
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people alienate the product of their work to their employers as in 

classic Marxist accounts of capitalist labour, but in relation to how 

people tend their own flocks.102 In Chapters 5 and 6, I demonstrated 

how the life-rhythms of livestock shape when they and their products 

are available at hand for utilisation by humans. My approach to the 

importance of living things as commodities is inspired by Tsing’s 

(2015) research into the importance of living things in commodity 

contexts. But I have refined her arguments in light of Mongolian 

ethnography. I revealed the importance of human systems of 

management and control in harnessing the reproductive rhythms of 

livestock, and the importance of how other non-humans shape how 

people tend to their flocks in pastoral areas. I have revealed the 

ways in which capitalist commodity exchange sits alongside other 

activities in the run of pastoral life: from “many small acts of labour” 

(Bear 2015:125) such as taking livestock to water, to moments 

outside pastoral work itself like playing cards during long winters’ 

nights. I have explored the diversity existing within animal-originating 

capitalism  (cf Gibson Graham 1993) by examining how it is shaped 

in relation to networks of religious practices (Chapter 1), various 

informal practices of household labour (Chapter 2), and gifts of 

animals to children (Chapter 3) – but above all, by livestock as living 

beings. 

This brings me to the third and final contribution that this 

thesis has made, which is to interrogate the nature of the 

‘timespaces’ in which capitalism can be analysed, and how they may 

be seen as interconnected with each other. I did so by using ‘jointed-

ness’ as an analytic device. I was inspired to make this analytic move 

by drawing on certain connective aspects suggested by the Mongol 

term üye, although I departed from this indigenous term by analysing 

forms of jointed connectivity between diverse fora of  

																																																								
102 This is not to overlook the fact some herders tend the flocks of 
others in return for various forms of payment. But most of these 
herders will have livestock of their own that they also herd, even if 
those numbers are not very large. 
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human activity.  In each Part of this thesis, I examined various 

timespaces in which animal-originating capitalism can be discerned. 

Focussing on the various forms of interconnection that jointed-ness 

affords from an analytic perspective, I have explored 

interconnections between spatio-temporalised activities as diverse as 

games played at New Year, and livestock living on the steppes of 

Erdene (Chapter 1); livestock count-ups conducted in different areas 

and across different timescales (Chapter 3); and interconnections 

between local pastures and commodity markets in Ulaanbaatar or 

even China (Chapter 6). I have examined how different spatio-

temporalised fora of activity are interconnected in diverse and 

unexpected ways and how, within these jointed interconnections, one 

can discern a fragile but nonetheless enduring system of animal-

originating capitalism. In dealing with how various timespaces may 

be joined together as they are kept apart, my analytical attention to 

what I refer to as jointed-ness has made a step towards examining 

what Bear et al. (2015) regard as a “lacuna in our understanding of 

how such [capitalist] timescapes intersect in practice (para.8). 

 

Possible directions of future research 
 

A fascination with what jointed-ness as an analytic concept can do 

has developed as I have written this thesis. In one sense, this 

fascination has been rooted in the ethnography of the term üye itself: 

a single but ambiguous term that can encompass things as diverse 

as anatomy, genealogy, and temporality. But as my writing draws to 

a close, I realise the potential of the analytic concept of jointed-ness 

– which has been inspired by, but goes beyond, the ethnographic 

purchase of this Mongol term - to not only frame analysis of the 

interconnection of timespaces in which, and through, which animal-

originating capitalist activity unfolds; but to frame analysis of even 

broader economic networks extending into the Mongolian 

countryside. From a methodological perspective, use of this term as 

an analytic device could allow one to frame the existence of animal-
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originating capitalism in relation to wider economic networks whose 

significance and effects resonate throughout Erdene, but analysis of 

which is far beyond the empirical and methodological scope of this 

thesis. These include the sale of clothing imported from China, and 

distributed across Mongolia by various traders and middle-men, 

some of who visit Erdene to sell their wears. Such processes are 

driven by global-scale flows of capital and commodity super-cycles 

operating outside the much smaller world of Mongolian-based animal 

husbandry. Other interconnections include the significance of 

economic conditions in Mongolia’s mining sector, which shape all 

Mongolia’s macro-economic outlook. And they include the movement 

of people from Erdene to Seoul and other areas of South Korea, 

whose economy – the thirteenth-largest in the world – is able to 

accommodate large numbers of foreign workers in various tough 

forms of manual labour (Moon 2000). Although seemingly distinct 

from conditions of animal-originating capitalism experienced in 

Erdene, conditions in other economic networks shape conditions on 

the ground in Erdene. Their interconnection, across various forms of 

difference – of scale, origin, and operational dynamics – mean that 

people in Erdene can buy Chinese clothes with money earned 

through the sale of their livestock. It means a job as a security guard 

can suddenly become available at the large Oyu Tolgoi mining site, 

and be filled for part of the year by someone hundreds of miles away 

in Erdene. And it means people can leave Erdene to live and work in 

South Korea for years at a time.  

 But in practice, how could such an approach be incorporated 

into future research that is methodologically feasible and not just 

something raised as an abstract possibility? Given the nature of my 

methodology, most of my time in Mongolia was spent in Erdene. 

Whilst such an immersive period of research afforded me a close 

view into the economic dynamics of pastoralism in this area, the view 

from my fieldsite was nevertheless restricted as far as Mongolia as a 

whole is concerned. Erdene provided an exemplary field-site for 

studying animal husbandry and perceptions of abundance in 
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livestock. But in this respect, it is not typical of other Mongolian 

pastoral regions. My conclusions as far as regimes of pastoral labour 

are concerned, and the particular perspective on abundance I 

examined in Chapter 1, must be contextualised as originating in this 

particularly fertile area of north-central Mongolia’s hangai region. Of 

course, as I mentioned, local products like cashmere give rise to 

more extensive forms of economic scaling. Nevertheless, I feel it 

would be instructive to see what these scales look like from the 

perspectives of people from Erdene who live outside: what the 

district looks like from the outside in, when this ‘outside’ cannot be 

viewed as a mere reworking of local economic activity. This could be 

achieved through a network-based study of remittances, drawing on 

the expanded purchase of the analytic device ‘jointed-ness’ I mention 

in the previous paragraphs. As I mentioned in Chapters 4 and 6, 

large numbers of Mongolians – including people from Erdene – have 

migrated to urban areas, and as far as South Korea. Exploring how 

networks of remittances sent from these places to the countryside 

affect local life, but not through emerging from pastoral activity, 

would expand my analysis of local economic life considerably. In 

doing so, I could make use of jointed-ness as a means by which to 

interrogate such interconnections. 
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Appendix 1 

 

Data on approximate herd sizes, Erdene district, Bulgan province, 

collected in July 2015.  

 

Herders gave their flock sizes as broad estimates. Sometimes 

numbers were given within a relatively wide range (in which case I 

present an average within this range), or in vague terms: for 

example, ‘around’ (orchim) x head of livestock, or ‘above’ (garui) y 

head of livestock). In the latter case, I tabulate the number acting as 

a referent for these estimates. For example, if a herder mentioned 

owning ‘over one thousand head of livestock’, I present ‘1,000’ in this 

table. For this reason these data are only broadly indicative of 

general levels of pastoral wealth at the time of my survey; they are 

not meant to be statistically precise.  

 
Household                         Approximate total herd sizes  

 

1 0 

2 65 

3 80 

4 100 

5 150 

6 150 

7 200 

8 200 

9 200 

10 270 

11 275 

12 300 

13 300 

14 300 

15 320 

16 330 
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17 350 

18 350 

19 500 

20 500 

21 500 

22 525 

23 600 

24 700 

25 750 

26 750 

27 1,000 

28 1,000 

29 1,000 

30 1,300 

31 1,900 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 2 
 
 
Examples of payment (uramshuulal) received by salaried herders, 2015. 
 
Household  Total size of own flocks Size of flocks pastured for employer  Form of payment (uramshuulal)  Employer(s) 
 
 
1  300     400 bog1    MNT 350,000 – 400,000 / month   Friend (naiz) 
 
 
 
2 70    200 bog, 30 horses, 50 cattle  MNT 350,000 / month                Relative   

(hamaatan) 
 
 
 
3 200    120 bog; 7-8 cattle;    Unspecified ‘things to hand’,   Fictive (lit. ‘dry’) 

60-70 horses,  presumably a share of pastoral   brother   
products from herded livestock,   (huurai ah) 
such as milk 

 
 
4 150    113 rams    1 lamb per ram herded per annum  ‘People of my sub- 

district’  (Bagiinhaa 
ard tümen) 

 

																																																								
1 Bog mal: category including sheep and goats (short-legged livestock) 
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Appendix 3 
 

 
Livestock and pastoral products sold by three Erdene herding households in 2015, and estimated income derived from these.  
 
Household    Flock size        Livestock   sold   Wool (kg)      Cashmere (kg)    Airag (l)   Estimated income (MNT)2 
 
 
 
1  1,300                 450           1,000                  30                          2,000 -3,000  59,388,740 
 
  (900 bog)  (300-400 bog) 
  (200 horses)  (30 – 40 bod3) 
  (100 cattle) 
  
 
 
2  600                     50-60                200                     30                          1,000   11,326,250 
 
  (400 bog)4  (50 bog) 
  (70 horses)  (10 bod) 
  (40 cattle) 
																																																								
2 This estimated income, based on the prices of livestock and pastoral commodities listed in this table, is only approximate. It has been calculated based on 
median prices for cashmere, wool, and airag sales in 2015, and mean prices for all types of bod and bog mal in the same year. These prices can be found 
below, in Appendices 5 and 6. Aside from being based on median/mean prices rather than the actual total income for these households, this table also 
excludes other minor sources of income drawn on by some herding households, including the sale horses’ manes (aduuny del, selling for MNT 12,000/kg in 
2015); and illegally hunted marmots (tarvaga) clandestinely sold for c. MNT 50,000 each (exact price dependent on size) in Ulaanbaatar.  
3 Bod mal: category including horses and cattle (long-legged livestock) 
4 Discrepancies between total flocks and sum of parts of flocks explained by informants giving different estimates for these figures.		
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Household    Flock size        Livestock   sold   Wool (kg)      Cashmere (kg)    Airag (l)    Estimated income (MNT) 
 
 
 
3  150            10-20     60-70                  20-30                    400   3,802,050 
 
  (130 bog)  (18 bog) 5 
  (20 horses)  (2 bod) 

 (15-16 cattle) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

	
																																																								
5 Head of household 3 did not disclose the categories of livestock sold. These data are taken from another household with a similar number of livestock. 
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Appendix 4 

 

Approximate data on relationship between households’ herd sizes 

and debt levels, collected in Erdene soum, Bulgan province, in July 

2015. 

 

As in Appendix 1, herd sizes here are approximate, as are levels of 

debt.  
   Livestock                 Debt (MNT) 

0 0 

65 0 

80 0 

100 0 

150 4,500,000 

150 2,000,000 

200 2,000,000 

200 0 

200 1,500,000 

270 2,500,000 

275 2,500,000 

300 5,600,000 

300 0 

300 5,000,000 

320 5,000,000 

330 2,500,000 

350 7,500,000 

350 1,000,000 

500 1,000,000 

500 4,000,000 

500 4,000,000 

525 5,000,000 

600 0 

700 2,500,000 

750 0 

750 0 
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1,000 

 

 

0 

1,000 5,000,000 

1,000 0 

1,300 0 

1,900 0 
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Appendix 5 
 
 
2014 – 2016 prices for ‘large livestock’ (bod mal). The prices of these livestock categories were highlighted as salient. 
 
 
 
 
Livestock   2014 price (MNT)  2015 price (MNT)  2016 price (MNT) 
 
 
 
Horses 
 
 
Two year-old horse  350,000 – 400,000  300,000 – 350,000    290,000 - 340,000 
(shüdlen) 
 
 
Three year-old horse  400,000 – 450,000  350,000 – 400,000  340,000 – 390,000 
(hyazaalan) 
 
 
Four year-old horse  400,000 – 500,000  350,000 – 450,000  330,000 – 430,000 
(soyoolon) 
 
 
Five year-old horse  500,000 – 700,000  450,000 – 650,000  430,000 – 650,000 
(büdüün mor’) 
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Livestock   2014 price (MNT)  2015 price (MNT)  2016 price (MNT) 
 
 
Cattle 
 
 
 
Two year-old cow   450,000 – 600,000  400,000 – 550,000  390,000 – 540,000 
(shüdlen ideshnii) 
 
 
Three year-old steer  600,000 – 750,000  550,000 – 700,000  520,000 – 670,000 
(hyazaalan) 
 
 
Four year-old cow  750,000 – 1,000,000  700,000 – 950,000  695,000 – 920,000 
(soyoolon) 
 
 
Five year-old ox   1,000,000 – 1,700,000  950,000 – 1,700,000  925,000 – 1,680,000 
(büdüün shar üher) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2014 – 2016 prices for ‘small livestock’ (bog mal). The prices of these livestock categories were highlighted as salient. 
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Livestock   2014 price (MNT)  2015 price (MNT)  2016 price (MNT) 
 
 
Sheep 
 
 
Lamb (tölög)   50,000 – 60,000   40,000 – 50,000   30,000 – 40,000 
 
 
Aged sheep 
(büdüün hon’)   50,000 – 70,000   70,000 – 95,000   30,000 – 52,000 
 
 
Barren ewe 
(suvai em hon’)   80,000 – 100,000   70,000 – 95,000 
 
 
Aged castrated   110,000 – 150,000  100,000 – 145,000 
sheep 
(büdüün er hon’) 
 
 
Goats 
 
One year old goat   30,000 – 40,000   20,000 – 35,000 
(borlon) 
 
 
Aged castrated goat  
(serh büdüün er yamaa)  65,000 – 90,000   58,000 – 79,000 
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Appendix 6 
 
 
 
Prices of pastoral commodities sold in Erdene soum, between 2014 and 2016. 
 
 
 
 
Year   Wool price (MNT/kg)  Cashmere price (MNT/kg) Airag (MNT/l) 
 
 
 
2014 300   55,000 – 80,000   2,000 – 3,000 
 
 
 
2015 300   50,000 – 60,000   2,000 – 3,000 
 
 
 
2016 200 -250   50,000 – 80,000   3,000 – 3,500 
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GLOSSARY 
 

Aimag  - province 

Airag   –  slightly alcoholic drink consisting of fermented      

horse milk 

Belcheer - pastureland 

Bag  - sub-division of soum (see below) 

Dallaga -  ritual for summoning plenty 

Darga  –  boss; governor 

Ezen   –  lord; master 

Ger –  circular felt tent used by herders; one’s home in  

  a more general sense 

Lama  –  Anglicised version of the Mongolian lam    

(Tibetan: bla ma), an ordained Buddhist 

clergyman 

Lus savdag - spirits of waters and forests respectively, taken  

to mean land masters or spirits who dominate 

particular landscapes     

Hamgaalagch- Protector or custodian; this term can have 

religious connotations 

Hangai  –  forested steppe belt of central Mongolia 

Hadag - silk scarf, the conveyance of which shows  

                                respect to various  

types of people, beings, and things 

Hiid  - Buddhist monastery 

Hishig            - fortune concept, signifying plenty and 

abundance; also the materialised form in which 

such abundance is manifest 

Mal  –  livestock: horses, cattle, sheep, goats, and   

                      camels 

Malchin - herder  

Malchny  

Devter  - herding ledger 

MNT  - Tögrög; unit of Mongolian currency 
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Möngö - refers both to cash (medium of exchange) and     

money (logic underpinning this medium) 

Negdel - socialist-era collective 

Nom  –  book; often used to refer to sacred books of     

Buddhist scripture 

Ovoo  - sacred stone cairn placed on mountain summits,   

and borders. Abode of spirit masters of 

landscape 

Setertei mal - consecrated herd animal 

Shagai  –  ankle-bone of livestock, used in various games 

Sotsializmy 

üye  - ‘age of socialism’ 

Soum   –  juridically defined district; subdivision of a  

province 

Soumyn Töv - district centre, often semi-permanently populated 

Tamga - seal; brand (for horses) 

Tavan  

hoshuu mal  - ‘five types of domestic livestock’, vis horses,  

cattle, sheep, goats, camels. 

Üye   –  segment of time; joint; generation 

Yastan  –  ethnic group of Mongolia 

Zah zeel - market 

Zah zeeliin  

üye  - ‘age of the market’ 

Zeel  - loan 
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